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INTRODUCTION
The general purpose digital program N-BOD, and its present version N-BOD2, have been de-
veloped with the needs of the spacecraft attitude dynamicist foremost in mind. This fact,
however, does not detract in any way from its applicability to a much broader class of
problems. The program may be used to both derive and output in a vector-dyadic form,
and/or to solve numerically the equations of motion of any system that may be adequately
modeled, for the purposes of dynamic simulation, as a topological tree of point-connected
rigid bodies, flexible bodies, point masses, and symmetrical momentum wheels (commonly
called "symmetric wheel" in this document). . .
The underlying theoretical development upon which the program N-BOD2 is based may be
found in References 1 and 2. In the FORTRAN IV coding of this program, a definite
attempt has been made to draw a balance between available generality, ease,of user opera-
tion, and computational speed and efficiency. . '
The program is structured to expand or contract with the required needs of the user. By
an internal interrogation of the input data, the program sets up a series of logic flags that
determine the computational options that should be used and those that should not.
In most practical problems, the user will be required to interface with the program. The out-
put routine, which is called every integration step, prints virtually all system state variables
along with numerous other physically meaningful parameters that are useful for initial check-
out purposes. In setting up the output routine for production runs, the user is expected to
literally delete the unwanted print statements from the output subroutine and insert his
own.
If external forces and torques act on the system or if nongyroscopic forces and torques act
internal to the system at hinge points, the user is required to define them. This will present
no particular problem since a number of examples are provided which show exactly how most
commonly occurring forces and torques are defined and coded.
Frequently programs already exist that define, for example, the workings of a complex
attitude control system. State-variable information is required as input to it and motor .
torques are outputted from it. By a few simple interface statements, which create the proper
state-variable parameters for the existing torque routine and the required force and torque
parameters for N-BOD2, the debugged routine may be inserted in total into N-BOD2.
The input of data is provided for in three separate subroutines which are called sequentially.
The first is of a rigid format. In this routine a basic coupled rigid body, point mass, and
symmetric wheel model of the system .is described. Connection topology, degrees of freedom,
mass, inertia, and geometric parameters, along with relative body orientation and initial
kinematic conditions, are inputted here. The second input routine is more flexible. Num-
erous options are available and may be called for by use of option cards. For example, ;'.,
some of the bodies may be redefined to be flexible; if so, the flexible body data would be
inputted at this point. The third input routine is for the user. Any data that will .be required
for the torque and output routines, written by the user, are entered here, ft may be left empty,
or again the user may insert an existing input routine and set up the proper interface state-
ments. It is.permissible, and at times is convenient, for the user to use this routine tp over-
ride some data already inputted in the first input routine.
When the analyst is first presented with a particular problem for dynamic simulation, he is
usually provided with just enough information to create a topological model, define the
character of each body in the model (rigid body, flexible body, point mass, or symmetric.
wheel), and to define the number of degrees of relative freedom between contiguous bodies.j ii •
With this information and a fictitious set of mass and inertia properties, the user may obtain
the equations of motion for the simulation model. At times, this is the end product.
With the outputted equations of motion, the user will immediately recognize familiar terms
and will need only a cursory glance at the rather lengthy symbol list for exact definitions.
There is a one-for-one correspondence between the outputted equations and those provided
in References 1 and 2. For example, the outputted statements
FOMC(S) X (XIC(5) • FOMC(5))
and
A
FOMC(3) X (FOMC(3) X CAC(3))
•translate to the famih'ar vector tensor expressions
~* x (<& • "* 1
and
' - ' ' cj X (co X <? )
respectively.
To use this program effectively, the user must become familiar with the array names used
to define the various physical characteristics and state variables in the equations of motion.
This is most easily done by a study of the computer derived equations of motion. Once this
is done the user is in a position to proceed to code the required input, torque, and output
routines for his particular problem and to make use of the full power of N-BOD2.
THE SIMULATION MODEL
The analysis of the dynamic characteristics of a complex system is usually done through the
xstudy of a simulation model. The simulation model must: possess the same dynamic charac-
teristics as the complex system and at the same time be amenable to mathematical analysis.
Rigid bodies, point masses, and symmetric wheels are idealized bodies that readily lend them-
selves to mathematical analysis. Flexible bodies are more complex; however, if the defor-
mation is small and the laws of linear elasticity can be applied, the dynamic characteristics
can be simulated by the natural modes and frequencies of vibration, the determination of
which is a subject in itself. [ N-BOD2 simply assumes that the modes and frequencies of flex-
ible bodies are obtainable; it accepts only resultant mode-dependent parameters in the input
data stream (see Appendix B). ]
N-BOD2 assumes that the complex system under study may be simulated by a model com-
prised of rigid bodies, point masses, symmetric wheels, and flexible bodies for which natural
modes and frequencies of vibration are available. Contiguous rigid and flexible bodies are
assumed to be point connected in such a manner that the total system forms a tbpological
tree (no closed paths). Furthermore, point masses are assumed to exist only at limb ends
while symmetric wheels are assumed to be imbedded within either rigid or flexible bodies.
The present version of N-BOD2 has certain limitations with respect to the simulation of flex-
ible bodies. The author has not coded the equations required to allow hinge points and
;
 wheel attachment points on flexible bodies to be time varying in the flexible body's body-
fixed reference frame. This will be done if future simulation demands require it. It should
be noted that the equations exist and can be found in Referenced, in a form amenable for
inclusion into N-BOD2.
The simulation model must reflect the fact that relative motion between contiguous bodies
may be kinematically constrained. To do this, N-BOD2 assumes that contiguous rigid and
flexible bodies are connected together by physically realizable 0-, ,1-, 2-, or S-degrees-ofjfreedom
gimbals. The gimbals prohibit relative translational motion and permit, at most, 3
degrees of relative rotational freedom at hinge points. Point masses may have 0,1, 2, or 3,
degrees of relative translational freedom and symmetric wheels may have 1 degree of rota-
tional freedom relative to the body in which they are imbedded. Flexible bodies may pos-
sess several degrees of vibrational freedom in addition to the degrees of freedom associated
with the connection gimbals. Practical computer storage and speed limitations put a limit
on the total number of vibrational modes allowed for the total system of coupled bodies.
3
PROGRAM OVERVIEW, MAIN PROGRAM, AND SUBROUTINE DYN
The basic flow logic of the program N-BOD2 is shown on the flowchart in figures 1 and 2
using the symbolpgy listed below. Immediately upon entry into, the MAIN program a single
control card is read. The data on this card sets several logic flags that control the mode of
data input and output.
Flow Chart Symbology
<o Conditional Statement . . .*•
Call Subroutine
Call to I/O Device
Computation . ' ; .
Program Point "
Primary Path for Program Flow
Secondary Path for Program Flow
— (Usually option related or a once-only path
for initial setup) " .
The input data may either define the physical and .kinematic parameters for a new job that
will start at time zero, or define the parameters needed to restart the program at the termi-
nation time of a previous run.
The output data may either be a listing of the system equations of motion or the output of
selected system state variables. Upon reaching the termination time of a particular job, a
restart tape may be requested.. This tape contains all data required to restart the job at a
later date.
If a restart run is to be made, the restart tape created at the end of a previous run becomes
the input tape for the present run. It contains the magnitude of every computer-generated
parameter required for a reinitiation of computation. The tape is read in.and the. program
then immediately branches to the start of the integration loop and proceeds as if the previous
run had never been terminated. / • -*-•
If a new run starting at time zero is to be made, three input subroutines are sequentially called.
The first called is INBS. In this subroutine, the basic system is defined. The data are checked
in INEROR for physical readability, and then subroutine SETS is entered. In SETS, various
integer sets are computed that enable the program to avoid redundant and trivial computa-
tion. Subroutine INOPT, the second input routine, is programmed to recognize various op-
tion codes. The available options fall into two categories: those that expand modeling capa-
bility, e.g., flexible body option, caged degree of freedom option; and those that attempt to
ENTER, START OF JOB
INTEGRATION LOOP FOR
SYSTEM EQUATIONS OF MOTION
JOB END
Figure 1. Main program flowchart.
ENTER
RETURN RETURN
Figure 2. Subroutine DYN flowchart.
improve computational efficiency and run time by allowing the user to introduce engineer-
ing judgment in deleting computations that he feels will have a negligible impact upon com-
puted results. The last input routine is INTOR. Normally this routine is empty. It is
inserted for the user. Any input data that the user requires for a description of the nongyro-
scopic forces and torques acting on this system are entered here according to a user written
code. The user's input data should be stored in common block /SATELL/ which is reserved
for the user. Normally, it contains an empty dummy array of 1000 real double precision
words. "'' . . -
With all necessary input data stored in computer memory, subroutine DYN is entered for the
first time. The complete state of the system is computed at time zero and outputted. The
primary integration loop is then entered. RUNGE is the integration package; it is a fixed-
step, four-order Runge Kutta numerical integration routine that calls DYN to compute the
equations of motion to be integrated.
At the end of each integration loop, a check is made to determine if the output routine
OUTPSP should be entered. At the termination time (a flag is reset in DYN), the program
branches out of the integration loop, creates a restart tape if called for, and terminates if
there is no succeeding run to follow.
Subroutine DYN is used to call the subroutines in which the equations of motion are coded.
Upon entry, a check is made to see if it is the first pass through; if so, certain initialization
procedures must be carried out. Initial values for transformation matrices are obtained by
TRNSIV; initial values for all vectors and dyads are obtained by VDIV; and initial values
for all differential equations are defined in EQIV. If it is not the first pass through DYN,
the call for DYN has been made by RUNGE. All of the system state variables obtained
from RUNGE are sorted out in SETUP. TRAN computes all transformation matrices;
TRANVD transforms all vectors and dyads to a common frame of computation; RATE
computes all rate related vectors; XDY computes all inertia and pseudo inertia tensors on
the left-hand side of the system equations of motion; and ETA computes all gyroscopic
cross coupling torques found on the right-hand side of the equations.
Subroutine TORQUE is user defined; all nongyroscopic forces and torques are defined here
in vector form. To reduce the equations to a set of simultaneous scalar equations, QFDOT
is called. Upon exit, a check is made in DYN to see if any degrees of freedom are caged.
Appropriate action is taken by COMPRS ifthey are caged, and the simultaneous equations
are solved by SIMQ. All acceleration parameters are now at hand. DCT is then entered to
get the derivatives of the dife'cftion 'ooTirie^mat'rice^, and ANGLE is entered to get the equa-
tions that define relative displacement. All differential equations are then stacked in a one-
dimensional array by SETUP in a form acceptable to RUNGE and return to RUNGE is made
after a time check. ,
PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUES USED
A definite attempt has been made to reflect as much of the subscript notation as possible
that is used in References 1 and 2 in the FORTRAN IV coding of the equations. Deviations
from this practice occur at points where a more streamlined subscript notation leads to a
considerable saving in computer storage and an increase in computational speed. It.should
be realized that computation speed is severely compromised by the unnecessary use of multi-
dimensioned arrays. ' . ' ''
N-BOD2 is built on the basis that the only labeling which should be done tjy the user is the
labeling of bodies and wheels. All other required, labeling is done by the computer. The user,
however, must be aware of the labeling rules that are used internally if he is to effectively
interface with the program. - .. ::
Table 1 provides a listing of the symbol names used in the coding.of N-BQD2,-.their--dimen-
sioh, type, storage location, and a very brief description of each along with the subroutine in
which they are first defined and/or used extensively. A detailed definition of each symbolic
name may be found in the comment cards of the subroutine and/or in the subroutine discus-
sion included in this report.
PROGRAMMER'S GUIDE TO MAIN PROGRAM AND SUBROUTINEIJYN
The purpose of the MAIN program and subroutine DYN is to sequentially call the primary ,
special purpose subroutines that read input data, define and integrate the'equations of motion,
and write output data. A detailed discussion of the flow logic is provided in the section en-\ i- . . ' * ' • ''- *
titled "Program Overview, MAIN Program^ and Subroutine DYN."
The following variables defined in table 1 are either first introduced or used extensively in
the MAIN program and subroutine DYN.
CT4 — a counter. Used to count the number of passes through subroutine DYN.< It is
updated upon entry into DYN. The fourth order fixed step Runge Kutta Integra--
tion routine calls DYN four times per integration step, consequently
", . ''" . '.''.' . . . . CT4 = 1 + 4 * (N r 1).+ J .- ' ' '
-.- .^.during and after the Jf/z pass, through DYN ofithe N/7z integration step. - on-,! A
GT4: =' 1. .. During and after the initialization pa'ss through DYN-; '-
i.e., when called by MAIN
FG1 — end of job flag. At the end of each integration step its status is checked in MAIN.
If .TRUE., computation continues; if .FALSE., an end-of-run condition has been
satisfied. If T.GE.TIMEND in DYN, FG1 is reset to .FALSE.. The user may define
any other end-of-run condition he desires in subroutines TORQUE or OUTPSP.
Table 1














































N-BOD2 IS DIMENSIONED TO ACCEPT A MAXIMUM OF
N - BODIES (FLEXIBLE BODIES + RIGID BODIES "+ POINT MASSES)
N - SYMMETRIC WHEELS
2N - FLEXIBLE MODES OF VIBRATION (TOTAL FOR ALL FLEXIBLE BODIES)
AN - MODAL CROSS-COUPLING COEFFICIENTS (TOTAL)
33 - INDEPENDENT DEGREES OF FREEDOM"
160 -' FIRST ORDER NON-LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
THIS VERSION OF N-BOD2 USES
N = 10 .
MAKING-USE OF N.LT.10 SAVES CONSIDERABLE COMPUTER STORAGE










= N**2 + N -i- 1 - (N*(N-1 ) )/2














/LOGIC/ 16 , .LOGICAL WORDS
/INTG/ ' 724 ' INTEGER WORDS
/INTGZ/ 70 INTEGER WORDS
/REAL/ 4354 REAL WORDS






NA = OPTION NOT
# = NUMBER OF
BFC = BODY FIXED COORDINATES
CFC = COMPUTING FRAME FIXED COORDINATES
IFC = INERTIALLY FIXED COORDINATES
EOIV(XMN) = EOUIVALENCED TO XMN ARRAY
0:N = BY USE OF A DUMMY VA R I A B L E SUBSCRIPT 0 ALLOWABLE
FRAME COORDINATES
(BODY 1 .OR INERTIAL)

















(f( A *,F .T',
EULER ANGLE DOT (ANGLEtSETUP)
'LOCAL WORK AREA TO SAVE STORAGE
CM VECTOR BFC (INBS)






















































































































































































































ZERO OEF CM VECT BFC (VDIV)
HINGE VECTOR BFC ( INBS)
HINGE VECTOR CFC ( VDIV, TRANVD )
HINGE VECTOR PART (INBS)
SCALAR TORQUE ON WHEEL (TORQUE)
FORCE CENTRIPETAL + COR IOL I S( ETA )
ANG RATE TO COMP FRAME (RATE,DCT)
COUNTER INOPT) UNUSED AFTER
COUNTER INOPT) UNUSED AFTER
COUNTER .INOPT) UNUSED- AFTER
COUNTER INOPT)+PASSES THRU (DYN)
COUNTER INOPT) UNUSED AFTER
PART OF ANG. ACC. VEC. (RATE)
STORAGE AREA FOR USER
GYRO+EXT.TOKQ.ON NEST (ETA,QFDOT)
INERT X-COUP TORO. (ETA)
SCALAR, GENEALIZED TORQUES (OFDOT)
WHEEL X-COUP TORO. (ETA)
MODAL CENTRIP X-COUP ( INOPT, QFDOT )
MODAL CORIOLIS X-COUP (INOPT, OFDOT )
CODE, FREE VECTORS (INBS)
END OF RUN FLAG ( MA IN,DYN,OUTPSP )
ERROR INPUT DATA < MA IN, INEROR )
ERROR INPUT DATA ( MA IN, INOPT )
UNUSED .
OUTPUT DATA 1 FLAG ( MAI N, TORQUE )
MODAL CM VECTOR BFC (INOPT)
MODAL CM VECTOR CFC t VD IV , TRANVD )
MODAL MOMENT VECTOR BFC (INOPT)
MODAL ROTATION MOMENT BFC (INOPT)
GYRO FLEXIBLITY FORCE (ETA)
MODAL INERTIA DYAD BFC (INOPT)
FLD + FLD**T (VDIV)
FLD + FLH (VDIV)
GYRO FLEXIBLITY TORQUE (ETA)
MODAL ROTATION DYAD BFC (INOPT)
MODAL MOMENTUM VECTOR BFC (VDIV)
FLO IN CFC ( VDlViTRANVD)
MODAL FREQUENCY (INOPT)
1NERTIAL RATE VECTOR (RATE)
HINGE TO CM VECTOR (VD1V,XDY)
"INTEGRATION STEP SIZE (RUNGE.INBS)
WHEEL SPIN AXIS BFC (INBS)
WHEEL SPIN AXIS CFC ( VD.IV, TRANVD )
WHEEL ANGULAR MOMENTUM ( INBS , SETUP )
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Table 1 (Continued)
































































































































































EQIV(AWORK1ZERO OUT /INTG/ (RSTART) .
/LOGIC/ FLAG.BFC OR IFC FOR CFC (INOPT)





































BODY CONNECTION MATRIX (INBS)
CODE,LOCKED VECTORS (INBS) "
PRINT EQUATIONS IN ANGLE? (MAIN)
PRINT EQUATIONS IN DCT? (.MAIN)
EQIV IN EACH SUB TO PRINT FLAG
PRINT EQUATIONS IN EQIV? (MAIN)
PRINT EQUATIONS IN ETA? (MAIN)
ZERO OUT /LOGIC/ (RSTART)
•PRINT EQUATIONS IN OFDOT? (MAIN)
PRINT EQUATIONS IN RATE? (MAIN)
CREATE RESTART JAPE?'I MAIN)

































BODY IN WHICH WHEEL IS IN (INBS)
NUMBER OF BODIES (INBS)'
NUMBER OF BODIES +' 1 (INBS) .
( INOPT,NA) CONSTRAINT TORQUES
# EQUATIONS SETUP BY N-B002 (EQIV)
# FREE COORD VECTORS (INBS)
(INOPT,NA) CONSTRAINT -FORCES .
# FLEXIBLE BODIES (INOPT)
# RELATIVE ANGLES COMPUTED (INOPT)
# LOCKED COORD VECTORS* INBS)
TOTAL NUMBER OF WHEELS (INBS)
# WHEELS TO COMP REL ANGLE (INOPT)
TOTAL # MODES FOA SYSTEM (INOPT)
# VARIABLE SPEED WHEEL'S" < INOPT )
NEW OR RESTART RUN?-(MAIN)
# LOCKED VECTORS TRANSFORM*VDIV)
11
Table 1 (Continued)










































































































































































# FREE VECTORS TRANSFORM (VDIV)
# DIFF EOS.IN SUB TORQUE (TORQUE)
# CONSTRAINED AXES AT HINGES(INBS)
EXTERNAL TORQUE ON NEST (TORQUE)
WHEEL SPIN INERTIA (INBS) ' -
FREE VECTOR BFC (INBS)
FREE VECTOR CFC (VD IV,TRANVD) •
-LOCKED VECTOR BFC (INBS)
LOCKED VECTOR CFC ( VD I V, TRANVD )•
RIGID BODY OR POINT MASS? (INBS)
ZERO OUT /REAL/ (RSTART)
RELATIVE RATE VECTOR (RATE)'
1ZERO OUT /REALZ/ (RSTART)
FREE VECTORS CAGED (INOPT,UNCAGE)
UNUSED
# CAGED DEGREES ( INOPT,UNCAGE I:
CODE,CENTRIPETAL EFFECTS '(INOPT)




CODE,BODIES FLEX X-COUPLING (INOPT
CODE,CONSTRAINT FORCE( INOPT,NAI
CODE,ALL FLEXIBLE BOD IES- ( INOPT )
CODE,COMPUTE FREE VEC ANGLE(INOPT)
# MODES EACH BODY (INOPT). ..
CODE,ALL GYROSTATS(SETS)
jCODE,BODIES HINGE TO CM (SETS)
UNUSED
CODE,INERTIA EFFECTS (INOPT)
CODE,BODIES IN EACH NEST (SETS)




CODE,ALL WHEELS IN NEST (INOPT)
CODE,VARIABLE SPEED WHEELS (INOPT)
CODE,BODIES HINGE 0 - CM (VOIV)
CODE,PSUEDO INERTIA TENSORS(INOPT)
CODE,FREE VECTOR AT HINGE (SETS)
CODE,LOCKED VECTOR AT HINGE (SETS)
CODE,ALL RIGID BODIES (SETS)
CODE,UNION OF ALL SCN (VDIV)
CODE,UNION OF ALL SIX (VDIV)
CODE,CM VECTORS TRANSFORM (VDIV)
12
Table 1 (Continued)




















































































































































CODE,INERTIA ,DYAD TRANSFORM. (VDIV)
CODE,SPIN VECTORS TRANSFORM (.VD.I V )
CODE,LOCKED VECTORS TRANSFORM!VDIV
•CODE,FREE VECTORS TRANFORMIVOIV)
CODE,SMALL ANGLE K INEMAT ICS.( I NOPT )
CODt,TIME VARY COL INER MAT<INOPT)
TIME (MAIN) •
TEMP. STORAGE AREA ( RUNGE ) ;
GENEALIZED COORDINATES( INBS,SETUP)
GENERALIZE COORD RATE (INBS,SETUP)
.GENERALIZE COORD ACC (SETUP,SIMO)
WHEEL RATE ( I NRS, SETUP )
. WHEEL ANGLE (INBS,SETUP)
. TIME TO END RUN <INBS»DYN)
UNUSED STORAGE AREA FOR USER
TIME TO UNCAGE (INOPT,UNCAGE)
M A T R I X OF INERTIA TENSORS(VDI V,XDY
INERTIA DYAD BFC ( INBS) ;
INERTIA OYAO CFC (VOIV,TRANVO> ,
ZERO INERTIA-.DYAO BFC(WDIV)
BODY MASS (INBS)
TRANSFORM BFC TO CFC (TRNSI V,TRAN)
SCALAR INERTIA M A T R I X (VDIV,OFDOT)
• S Y S T E M STATE (EOIV,SETUP,TORQUE)
SYSTEM STATE' DERIV (SETUP,TORQUE)
DIRECTION COSINE RATES (DCT)
ZERO STATE TR'ANSFORMT ION'MAT ( I NBS )
MODAL DAMPING RATIO (INOPT)
13
FG2 - input error flag. If .TRUE., the input data defines a physically realizable system.
If .FALSE., a criteria for physical realizability in subroutine INEROR has not
been satisfied and the job will terminate with an error message.
FG3 — input error flag. If .FALSE., a code word on an option card read by subroutine
INOPT has not been recognized and the job will terminate with an error message.
FG5 — output data flag. Its status is checked at the end of each integration step. If
. .TRUE., a call to the data output subroutine OUTPSP is made. If .FALSE., it is
not. To change the frequency of data output, the user may change the status of



















see section "Data Inpflt, Input/Output Control."
it
— independent variable, defines actual simulation time. Evaluated in
subroutine RUNGE.
TIMEND - termination time. At T.GE.TIMEND, the flag FG1 is reset to .FALSE, in
subroutine DYN.
For additional discussion, see comment cards inserted into the MAIN program and subroutine
DYN.
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DATA INPUT, INPUT/OUTPUT CONTROL
The first card of the data deck is called from the MAIN program by the statement:
READ 102, NSTART, LRUNGE, LTRNSI, LVDIV, LEQUIV, LTRAN, LTRANV;LRATE, LXDY
. . LETA, LTORQU, LQFDOT, LDCT, LANGLE, LSETUP, LSIMQ, LRTAPE
 f
102 FORMAT (4X.17L1)
The data on the card set 17 logic flags that are used to control the mode of input and output.
The following definitions apply to the logic variables set by the data on this card:
The first logic variable controls the mode of data input.
NSTART = .FALSE. A new job: data input will be from cards. The starting time
for the simulation run will be time zero (T.EQ.O). ^ ,
= .TRUE. A restart job: data input will be from tape. The input tape for
a restart job is the output tape of a previous job. It is generated,
by N-BOD2. The starting time for the simulation will be the
termination time of the job for which the restart tape was written.
The next 15 logic variables control the print commands programmed in the various subrou-
tines. For example:.
LRUNGE = .FALSE. All print statements coded in subroutines RUNGE will be by-
passed.
= .TRUE. All equations coded in subroutine RUNGE will be printed along
with the numerical magnitudes of the associated variables at the
time of execution.
Table 2 lists the subroutines in which the system equations of motion are coded and the as-
sociated logic variables that control whether or not the equations coded therein should be
outputted on the line printer.
The last logic variable of card 1 controls whether or not a restart tape should be written.
LRTAPE.= .FALSE. Create a restart tape at. the termination time of this job.
— .TRUE. Do not create a restart tape at the termination time.
If a restart tape is created, the restart data are put into file 2 of the output tape referred to
as data set 11 by the WRITE statements.
DATA INPUT, SUBROUTINE RSTART
After the first data card is read, a CALL to subroutine RSTART is made. The precautionary
step of zeroing all storage locations, except those already loaded by the data on the first input
15
Table 2
Logic Variables Controlling the Printing


































card, is performed upon entry. A check on the status of the logic variable NSTART is then
made: . . • ;. . : -... , •;
 ;. i
IF (NSTART .EQ. FALSE), . ' /
a return to the main program is immediately made. The data to be read in will be from cards
and will define a new job. . : • - . . . '-,. '.-
IF (NSTART .EQ, TRUE),,
the data .to. restart
 ;an old job .will be. read according to the read statements coded in subrou-
tine RSTART. The restart tape is read according to the following statements:
READ (10, 102) Y , . . . . ' •
READ (10, 102) YD
READ (10, 101) NEQ
READ (10, 102) (DUMMY (I), I = 1, IDEM9)
READ (10,102) (RINIT (I), I = 1, IDEM?)
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READ (10, 102) (RZINIT (I), I = 1, IDEM8)
. READ (10, 101) (UNIT (I), I =1,IDEM5)
READ(10,101) (IZINIT(I), 1 = 1, IDEM6) '
READ (10, 101) (LIMIT (I), I = 1, IDEM4)
101 FORMAT (16 Z 8)
: 102 FORMAT(8Z 16) , ..
These statements read the restart tape exactly as it was written. The usei has no control over
the writing or reading of the restart tape other than by the,logic control variable LRTAPE
that defines whether or not it should be created at the time of run termination.
- i . - . • : • - . , , ' .
< i <
 t- '.. _• ; r •
At the end pf any job that calls for a restart tape to be generated, the restart data are put in
file 2 of the output tape which is data set 11. To execute a restart job, the program assumes
that the appropriate job control statements have been provided that will position the restart
tape (now data set 10) at the start of file 2 before the execution of the first READ input
tape instruction. (See the comment cards in subroutine RSTART and the job control re-
quirements discussion in the following section.)
After the restart tape has been read, the last input card required for a restart run is read by
the statement: r
.READ 103, TIMEND
103 FORMAT (D15.5) ' , ;
* " '
in RSTART where
TIMEND = termination time for present job.
This read statement is executed only on a restart job. Upon exit from RSTART, return is
made to the start of the numerical integration loop in the MAIN program. The job then
proceeds as if it had never been previously terminated. There are no more data input cards
required for a restart job.
,
 f . . . . . . , . - • . . ;• ! ' .
PROGRAMMER'S GUIDE TO SUBROUTINE RSTART '
There is no actual computation earrSeid' out in isubroutine RSTART. Its functions are:
:
 : • • • ' » Zefdall storage location's used by N-BOD2 before'any cbfhputation is done.
• ?\nr).rT!'\ir:*~, 1-•'•;:,•/ "Jtrjl .-|. . I * I .+ ») r» .'N'T ' *) ' P ' ;, " . >' '" .',' •' '' ' ' ''" ' "J' ' ! ' " • * \' '.'' '* ' *
• Read the restart tape so that computation may be reinitiated at the termination
time of a previous run.
' • Write the restart tape so that computation may be restarted at a later data.
For further detail, see the comment cards inserted in the subroutine RSTART.
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To zero out all common blocks, the size of each must be defined. Thus:
IDEM4 = number of logical words in /LOGIC/
, IDEM5 = number of integer words in /INTG/
IDEM6 = number of integer words in /INTGZ/
IDEM? = number of real words in /REAL/
IDEM8 = number of real words in /REALZ/
IDEM9 = number of real words in /DUMMY/
These parameters are defined in subroutine RSTART and must be changed if any of the
primary labeled common blocks are extended or modified. The user is referred to the pro-
gram listing to note the method used to zero the common blocks.
To make use of the restart capability, the user is required to provide appropriate machine-
dependent job control statements.
N-BOD2 is programmed to put all user-desired output data in file 1 of data set 11 and to
put all of the restart data in file 2 of data set 11. D ata set 11 becomes the restart tape.
i
To restart the job, the restart tape becomes data set 10. The appropriate job control state-
ments must be provided to position it at the start of file 2 prior to the execution of the
first read tape instruction of the program.
Lot . ..
For a restart job, the author has found it convenient to provide the job control statements
that copy, prior to job execution, file 1 of data set 10 onto file 1 of data set 11. Data set
10 will then be positioned at the start of file 2 and, at the end of the restart job, file 1 of
data set 11 will contain a continuous record of the output data from time zero. Further-
more, the old restart tape, data set 10, will not have been destroyed.
DATA INPUT, SUBROUTINE INBS
IF (NSTART .EQ. FALSE)*,
a call to the subroutine INBS is made immediately after the program returns to the MAIN
program from RSTART. In INBS, the input data required to describe the basic simulation
model are read in from cards.
As in References 1 and 2, the labeling of a system of N bodies (rigid bodies + flexible bodies
+ point masses) and M symmetric wheels must adhere to the following rules:
• Bodies must be given distinct integer labels ranging from 1 to N inclusive. The
labeling must be such that, along any topological path extending from body 1 to
a limb end, the body labels are of increasing magnitude.
*Condition code for a new job.
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• Symmetric wheels must be given distinct integer labels ranging from 1 to M in-
clusive. These may be randomly assigned.
• Body 1 is treated as the principal body of the system.
The labeling of hinge points between contiguous bodies is done by the computer according
to the following rule:
• Hinge point K-l is the point of connection between body K and the chain of bodies
extending to it from body 1.
Figures 3 and 4 are provided as visualization aids. Figure 3 is the example used in Reference
1 to illustrate the defined labeling convention. Figure 4 shows the exact position and labeling
of each1 of the position vectors defined for the system.
The following definitions are used in the coding of subroutine INBS. The total number of
bodies and wheels that make up the simulation model are defined by:
NBOD — total number of rigid bodies, flexible bodies, and point masses
NMO — total number of symmetric wheels
also defined is the constant
NB1 = NBOD + 1
As a direct consequence of the established labeling convention, the system topology can be
uniquely defined by the one dimensional arrays:
JCON(K) Body label of the body connected to body K at hinge
for K = 2,3,. .. , NBOD point K-l, Relative to body 1, it is the oody inboard of
body K.
JCON(1) = 0 implies body 1 is contiguous to the inertial frame of
reference.
MO(M) Body label of the body in which symmetric wheel M is
for M = 1,2,. . . , NMO is imbedded.
The physical nature of each body, its mass and the number of kinematic constraints between
contiguous bodies, are defined'by: " : '
RBLO(K) = .TRUE. Body K is either a rigid or a flexible body. For N-BOD2,
': ' ' " ' " ' b'ody1 and all bodies not at a limb end must be rigid.
= .FALSE. Body K is a point mass.
f o r K = 1,2,. . . ,NBOD
XMAS(K) Total mass of body K including mass of all symmetric
for K = 1,2,. . . , NBOD wheels which are imbedded within it.
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BODY LABELS ARE NOT CIRCLED.
HINGE POINT LABELS ARE CIRCLED.
MOMENTUM WHEEL LABELS ARE SHOWN WITHIN THE WHEELS.




Figure 4. Positions and labeling of hinge-point and center-of-mass location vectors.
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PCON(K)
for K = 1 Number of kinematically constrained rotational degrees
of freedom between body 1 and an inertially fixed frame
of reference.
for K = 2,3, •' • • , NBOD Number of kinematically constrained rotational or trans-
lational degrees of freedom between body K and body
JCON(K).
forK = NBOD+l Number of kinematically constrained translational degrees
of freedom between body 1 and the inertially fixed frame
of reference.
PCON(K)
for K = 1 ,2 , . . . ,NBOD+1
0 implies 3 degrees of relative freedom
1 implies 2 degrees of relative freedom
2 implies 1 degree of relative freedom
3 implies no relative motion allowed
The equations of motion have been derived in a vector-dyadic format and are valid for all'
frames of reference. To numerically solve these equations, it must be possible to express any
vector or tensor relative to any desirable frame of reference.
The equations of motion are derived relative to an origin that is fixed in an inertially fixed-
reference system. The user is required to pick an inertial origin and to define an orthogonal'
reference frame there. All translational and rotational motion of body 1 is computed rela- •
tive to this inertially fixed reference frame.
Let
(XQ, YQ, Z0) = coordinate axes of the inertially fixed-reference frame
N-BOD2 assumes that if: .
PCON (NBOD + 1) = 0 Body 1 unconstrained in translation
PCON (NBOD + 1) = 1 Body 1 constrained to translate in the XQ, YQ plane
PCON (NBOD + 1) = 2 Body 1 constrained to translate in the XQ direction
t. <>i 'PCON(NBOD-+ l )=-3 Body 1 totally toristramecfin translation
In addition to the inertial reference frame, body fixed-reference frames must also be defined.
Consequently, a body K fixed-reference frame is defined at hinge point K-l; K = 1 ,2 , . . .
NBOD. The orientation of the body K fixed-coordinate axes is arbitrary and to be defined
by the user. To simplify the input of initial kinematic conditions, it is desirable to define
a zero state for the system. All relative motion between contiguous bodies can then be meas-
ured relative to this state in terms of a few physically meaningful relative displacement para-
meters.
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The following set of transformation matrices completely defines the relative orientation of
all reference frames when the system is in the zero relative displacement state.
[XMT(I,J ,K)1 — transformation matrix used to transform vectors from
body K to body. JCON(K) fixed coordinates when the
system is in its zero relative displacement state
XMT (1,1 JC) XMT(1,2,K) XMT (l',3,K)-|
XMT (2,1 JO XMT (2,2 JO XMT (2,3 JO
L XMT (3,1 Jt) XMT (3,2 JC) XMT (3,3 JC)_
where
K = 1/2, . . . ,NBOD
If K = 1, the inputted transformation matrix transforms vectors from body 1 fixed coordinates
to inertial fixed coordinates.
The origin of the body K fixed-reference frame is always at hinge point K-l; K = 1, 2, . . . ,
NBOD. If body K, K = 2, 3 , . . . , NBOD, is a point mass, a transformation matrix is not in-
putted. The axes of the body fixed-reference frames are defined by the computer to be re-
spectively parallel to the axes of the body JCON(K) fixed-reference frame.
The components of all inertia tensors and position vectors required to describe the physical
size and rotational inertia characteristics of the simulation model are inputted relative to the
body fixed-reference frame in which they are fixed. That is:
[XI (I, J, K)] - components of the inertia tensor for body K and all despun
for K = 1, 2,. . . , NBOD wheels contained therein about the body's center of mass,
relative to the body K fixed-reference frame (assumed to be
zero if body K is a point mass).
CA (I, K)
for K = 1, 2,
JJii lit -JvJ U4.1. Jc
[XI (I J JO] = XI (2,1 JO XI (2,2 JO XI((2,3JO
.XI (3,1 JC) XI (3 2 JC) XI (3,3 JC)_
— components of the vector from hinge point K-l to the
. , NBOD center of mass of body K (zero state location if body K is a






CB(I, K) - - . :.- i?
. . for K = 0 . — reserved for the components of the vector from the iner-
. tial origin to the composite system center of mass. -(Not
needed for computation and hence not computed, may
be user-defined if desirable.)
'for K = 1 , 2, . . ., NBOD — components of the vector from hinge point JCON(K)-1
to hinge point K-l , (from inertial origin if K = 1 ), relative
, . , . to the body JCON(K) fixed-reference frame
Note: Special provision has been made in the coding of N-BOD2 to accept the
subscript 0 in certain arrays such as CB. Furthermore, to avoid numerical
computation problems, it is advisable to avoid placing the inertial origin ..
at a distance that is many orders of magnitude greater than the diameter
of a sphere which could contain the entire simulation model.
The previously defined integer array. PCON(K), K = 1 , . . . , NBOD+1 , specifies the number of
kinematic constraints that exist between contiguous bodies and between body 1 and the iner-
tial reference. The logical array RBLO(K), K = 1 ', 2, . . . , NBOD, can be used to determine
whether relative motion between the bodies K and JCON(K) is rotational or translational.
Body 1 may have both rotational and translational degrees of freedom relative to the inertial
reference. Rigid and flexible bodies may have only relative rotational degrees of freedom
while point masses may have only relative translational degrees of freedom. N-BOD2 assumes
that relative rotational motion may be adequately modeled by either a 0-, 1-, 2-, or 3-degree-of-
freedom gimbal, while relative translational motion may be either 0, 1, 2, or 3 dimensional.
Both the directions about which, or along which, motion is free of kinematic constraints and
the directions about which, or along which, motion is kinematically constrained must be
defined.
These directions are defined by a set of exactly NBOD+1 triads of unit coordinate vectors.
These coordinate vectors are defined to be either free coordinate vectors (implying that mo-
tion is free about or along the directions defined by" them) or locked coordinate vectors
(implying that motion is locked or kinematically constrained about or along the directions
defined by them). The user will be required to define two of .the three coordinate vectors;. ,-
the third will be internally generated by a vector cross product based upon conditions of.
orthogonality. "
The integer array PCON(K), K = 1 , 2, . . . , NBOD+1 , defines the mix of free and locked co-
ord in ate 'vectors in each of the NBOD+1 triads. It also provides a convenient tool for creat-
ing a labeling sequence for the free and locked coordinate vectors. The labeling will be done
by the computer.
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It is a sequential numbering algorithm that starts with the coordinate vectors associated with
relative rotational motion of body 1 , proceeds sequentially up to body NBOD, and ends with
the coordinate vectors associated with the description of the translational motion of body 1 .
Let
JQF (I, M)} = components of the unit free coordinate vector M relative to the reference
frame in which it is fixed.
JQL (I, L)f = components of the unit locked coordinate vector L relative to the refer-
ence frame in which it is fixed.
The mix of free and locked coordinate vectors at hinge point K-l and their labeling sequence
are defined as follows for K = 1 , 2, ... , NBOD+1 :
• For PCON (K) = 0 the mix of coordinate vectors at hinge point K-l is
• For PCON (K) = 1 the mix of coordinate vectors at hinge point K-l is
. . . {QF(I ) M)| ) |QF( I ,Mt l ) | , JQLa ,L) | .
• For PCON (K) = 2 the mix of coordinate vectors at hinge point K-l is
J Q F ( I , M ) j , | Q L ( I , L ) | , J Q L ( I , L + l ) } .
• For PCON (K) = 3 the mix of coordinate vectors at hinge point K-l is
{QL(I ,L)} ) |QL(I ) L+l) [ ;{QL(I ,L+2)}
where for any K = 1, 2, . . ., NBOD + 1 . . . •
M = 1 +. T* (3 - PCON(i))
K-l
L. = 1 + PCON(i)
One of : several 'different "kinematic conditions can exist at each hinge point. The user must
adhere to the following rules when specifying the coordinate of the free and locked coor-
dinate vector sin each of the NBOD+1 triads: ,
• If RBLO (K) = .TRUE, for any K = 1 , 2, . . , , NBOD, the coordinate vectors are
associated with gimbal axes. Table 3 defines for this case the coordinate frames
in which the free and locked coordinate vectors are defined.
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• If RBLO (K) = .FALSE, for any K = 2, 3 , . . . , NBOD, the coordinate vectors de-
fine the directions along which relative translational motion of point mass K is
free and along which it is constrained. The origin of this triad of coordinate vectors
is the zero position of the point mass K that is defined by the components of the
center of mass vector JCA (I, K)}. Table 4 defines the coordinate frame in which
the free and locked coordinate vectors are defined.
• If K = NBOD+1, the coordinate vectors define the direction along which the center
of mass of body 1 is free to translate. These directions are defined by the computer
based upon the number of kinematic constraints defined by PCON(NBOD+1).
Table 5 defines the coordinates of the unit coordinate vectors relative to the iner-
tially fixed reference. These are set by the computer.
The initial state of the simulation model can now be defined by specification of initial dis-
placements and rates about or along the free coordinate vectors whose direction defines the
directions of positive displacement. Let
THA (M) = initial relative displacement about or along the free coordinate vector M
THAD (M) = initial relative rate about or along the free coordinate vector M
The user heed not be concerned with defining initial values for transformation matrices since
it is done by an internal computer computation.
TableS
Coordinate Frames in Which Free and Locked
Coordinate Vectors are to be Defined for





{QF (I, M + 2)|
|QL(I,L)|
|QL(I,L+1)}
























Coordinate Frames in Which Free and Locked
Coordinate Vectors are to be Defined for


























Coordinates of the Unit Coordinate Vectors Defined
at the Inertial Origin Along Which Translational
• Motion of Body 1 is Measured;
K = NBOD+ 1
Vector
|QF(I,M)|







L 1,0, 0 J
L 0, 1,0 j'
L 0, 0, 1 J
1
L 1,0,0 J
L 0 ,1 ,0 J
L 0, 0, 1 J
2
L 1,0,0 J
L 0 ,1 ,0 J
L 0, 0, 1 J
3
L 1,0,0 J
L 0, 1, 0 J
L 0,0,1 J
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To define the characteristics of each of the symmetric wheels imbedded within the simula-
tion model, the following definitions are made:
{MM (I, M)[ - components of a unit vector along the spin axis of symmetric wheel
M relative to the body MO(M) fixed-reference frame. Its direction
defines the direction of positive rotation.
PLM (M) - rotational inertia of the symmetric wheel M about its spin axis.
THAW (M) - initial angular position of the wheel M about its spin axis.
THADW (M) - initial angular rate of the wheel M about its spin axis relative to body
MO(M).
The integration step size for the fourth order Runge-Kutta integration'package and the time
for job termination are defined by:
H — integration step size
TIMEND - job termination time
To completely specify the initial state of the simulation model, the above parameters must
be defined by the user or be internally generated. The following is a listing of the READ
statements coded in subroutine INBS in order of execution. The data deck must be pre-
pared accordingly.
««***«»*«*« READ STATEMENTS FOR SUBROUTINE INBS IN ORDER OF EXECUTION **«.»*»**»*.• . ••
c . . . - , < ,- -• •,. , • •
.C • INITIALIZE FREE AND LOCKED COORDINATE VECTOR LABELS
M - = 1 . . . ' . . . . • . . • - '
. • . . ' - ' . . - • .'L = 1 • ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '
*»**$*****» FIRST CAKD READ RY INRS IS.SECOND CARD OF DATA DECK , ,
• ' • " ' REAR ino, NBOD-
C . • • ' . •
•***•******«* READ' EXACTLY NROD SETS OF'BODY DATA, ONE PER BODY
<. DO 1 K=1,NROD . . . • . ' . '
' ' READ 105, N, (MESS! J) ,J=l',18) ' .
IFIN.NE..K) ERROR, CARD OUT OF SEQUENCE, PRINT MESSAGE, HALT'
C MESS!J),J=l,18 ALPANUMERIC DESCRIPTION OF BODY N, PRINTED WITH DATA ECHO
READ 101, RRLOIO , JCONIKI .PCONIKI .XMASIKI
.. ,. IF(RHLOIK)) GO TO 2 BODY K IS A HI G.I D OR FLEXIBLE BODY
GO TO fi BODY K IS A POINT MASS
. , ' 2 READ 102, ( ( XI I I/J,K) ,J=1,3) ,1=1,3) ' •
READ 102, ((XMTII,J,K),J=l,3),1=1,3)
8 READ 102, (CA(J,K),J=1,3I " '
READ 102, ICBIJ.KI ,,1=1,31
C COMPUTE LABELS FOR FREE AND LOCKED COORDINATE.VECTORS IMTERNALLY < • .» ».-
IFIK.EO. 1 I GO TO r'2 ' " ' • : '
M = M + 3 - PCON(K-l)
L = L + PCON(K-l) . . . . - • > ' .
12 GO TO ( 13, 14, 15,'17-y PCON'r-K)-*!1'- '•''* '• •"'!'• '•••"- .*->..- -- '.- .





GO TO 1 END OF DATA FOR BODY K





GO.TO 1 END OF DATA FOR BODY K
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15 CONTINUE ONE DEGREE OF R E L A T I V E FREEDOM FOR BODY K
READ 102, (OF(J.M) ,.1=1,3)
RFAO 102, (OL( J,L), J=l,3)
READ 102, THA(M)
READ 102, THAD(M)
r,n in i END OF DATA FOR BODY K
17 CONTINUE ZERO DEGREES OF RELATIVE FREEDOM FOR BODY K
READ 102, IOL( J,L),J.1,3)
Rf-An 10?, (OL l.l.l. + l ) . .1= 1 .31
f.n TM 1 END DF DATA FOR BUOY K
1 r.HNTINIIf
t,*sssvt:f ALL BODY DESCRIPTIVE DATA IS IN MEMORY NOW
• ' . .
vattffta READ T R A N S L A T I O N CONDITIONS FOR BODY 1
HFAD 100. PCONINBUD+1 ).
• . ,M = M +<3 - PCON(NROD) • . ' • . • •
RFAD 10?, (THani ,1] , ,l = M,M+?-PCON(NHOO+l I I
**«?**»**«• READ ALL SYMMETRIC WHEEL DATA
RFAD 100, NMO .
DP 1ft 1 = 1 , NMO GO TO 1ft IF NMO.EO.O
RFAO 104, 'Mill I I , (HM( .1, I ) .,1=1 .3 )
RFAD 10_ft, PLMI M , (MESS! .1) ,.1=1 , 1M
RFAD lo'?, THAW! I ) .THADWI 1 I '
1ft f.llNTINUE
»»»»»**«*» ALL WHEEL DATA IS IN MEMORY
C
ttttttvttt READ STEP SI7.E AND T I M E TO END SIMULATION
RF.AD 10?, H.TIMEND
C EM) OF I1ATA TO HE HEAD BY SUBROUTINE INBS
f. • '
»***«*»«.** FORMAT STATEMENTS USED
100 FORMAT (15)
. ',101 FORMAT (L5.2I5.D15.5I
10? FORMAT (3D15.5)
'104 FORKAT ( 15,3015. 5)
IDS FORMAT ( I 5, IMA4)
10ft- FORMAT (D15. 5,16AM
PROGRAMMER'S GUIDE TCfSUBROUTINE INBS
The primary function of subroutine INBS is to read the data cards that define the basic sim-
ulation model and its initial kinematic conditions. This has been thoroughly discussed in
the section "Data Input, Subroutine INBS." A cursory glance at the subroutine listing will
show that it is also programmed to provide an echo of the input data and to compute a few
additional variables that will be needed for the succeeding computations.
The following variables defined in table 1 are either first introduced or used extensively in
subroutine INBS. The programmer is referred to the comment cards inserted therein and
the following for detailed definitions:
CA (I, K) '- "se'e section "Data Input, Subroutine INBS."
CB (I, K) - see section "Data Input, Subroutine INBS." . . , , . - .
CBN (I) - computed variable. Used to compute body 1 center of mass location
relative to inertial origin
(CBN(1)|





ifPCON(NBl) = 3 '.
FCON (M) — code used to define the body label of the body in which free coordinate
vector M is fixed.






FCON (M) = -(M-l) if free coordinate vector M is the intermediate
axis of a three axis gimbal
see section "Data Input, Subroutine 1NBS."
see section "Data Input, Subroutine INBS."
relative angular momentum of momentum wheel M
HMOM (M) = PLM (M) * THADW (M)
see section "Data Input, Subroutine INBS."
code used to define the body label of the body in which locked coordinate
ordinate vector L is fixed
LCON (L) = K
= -M
if locked coordinate vector L is fixed in body K
if locked coordinate vector L is the axis about which
relative motion is kinematically constrained on a two









see section "Data Input, Subroutine INBS."
total number of free coordinate vectors
total number of locked coordinate vectors









- ) see section "Data Input, Subroutine INBS'
XMAS (K)
[XMT(I , J ,K)] -
PROGRAMMER'S GUIDE TO SUBROUTINE INEROR
The main function of subroutine INEROR is to check the data inputted by subroutine INBS
for obvious errors.
The following error checks are made: :
• All bodies must have positive mass greater than zero.
• The topological tree must be properly labeled; i.e., JCON (K) must be less than
K for all K where K = 1, 2, . . . , NBOD.
• The number of kinematic constraints must be 0, 1, 2, or 3.
• Inertia tensors must be symmetric and have a positive nonzero determinant.
• Zero-state transformation matrices must be orthonormal.
If any of the above tests are not satisfied, the flag FG2 is set .FALSE.. Appropriate error
messages are printed to assist the user in locating the error source, and the job will terminate
after a return to the MAIN program.
, ...... ...;...„.•., .'. . , - • • ' ' • - . < " ' . V< '••"'
PROGRAMMER'S GUIDE TO SUBROUTINE SETS
The main function of subroutine SETS is to interrogate the data inputted by subroutine
INBS and compute various sets of integers which will enable the computer to avoid redun-
dant and trivial computation. To save computer storage, code words are created that com-
pact the desired integer arrays into a single integer code word. Triangular arrays are stored
as one-dimensional arrays in the memory of the computer. The following variables, defined
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in table 1, are either first introduced or used extensively in subroutine SETS. The program-
mer is referred to. the comment cards inserted therein and the following for detailed defini-.
tions. . ,
SG — code word used to define the body labels of all gyrostats; i.e., all bodies
that have one or more imbedded symmetric wheels.
SI(KN) — one dimensional array of code words used to define the body labels of
all bodies on the topological path extending from hinge point K-l out-
ward to the center of mass of body N, where
• • ' • • K N = KTO(NBOD,K-1,N) '
K = 1 , 2 , . . . ,NBOD .
'- ' ' ' N > K
The utility function KTO is used to store the triangular array of code •
words in a one-dimensional array.
SK (K-l) — code word used to define the body labels of those bodies contained
in the nest of bodies K-l; K = 1 , 2 , . . . , NBOD. Due to the setup of
labeled common block /1NTGZ/, SK(0) is stored in the location SKDUM.
. SL — code word used to define the body labels of all point masses.
SQF (K) — lowest magnitude free coordinate vector label at hinge point K-l ; K =
. - . . - • - . • - 1 ,2 , . . . .NBOD+1, where
K = NBOD+1 implies the inertial origin
and
SQF (K) = 0 if PCON (K) = 3
SQL (K) — lowest magnitude locked coordinate vector label at hinge point K-l;
K= 1 , 2 , . . . , NBOD+1, where
K = NBOD+1 implies the inertial origin
and
SQL(K) = 0 if PCON (K) = 0
SR " — ' code word used to define the body labels of all rigid and flexible bodies.
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DATA INPUT, SUBROUTINE INOPT .
Subroutine INOPT is the second input subroutine called by the MAIN program. The input
cards to be read by it follow immediately after those read by subroutine INBS jn the data
deck, • . • .
The program N-BOD2 has been coded to accept a description of the basic simulation model
by subroutine INBS. Amplifications or modifications.to the model or to the equations of
motion that describe.it are defined by subroutine INOPT. .
Iri many problems of practical interest, the user will not have to exercise any of the available
options. In such cases all parameters required for computation,- which could have been user
defined, are set by default to the values that, in the author's opinion, are most commonly
desired. If no options are to be used, INOPT will read only one data card.
INOPT is programmed to recognize different code words that are used to define which of the
available options is to be used. The code words are punched on what will be referred to as
''option cards." All option cards are read at program point 12 in INOPT by the statement
12 READ 100, ICD1.ICD2, ICD3, I,NSET, (S1 (J),J=1,10)
•- 1.00 FORMAT (3A4, 13,1115) , •
Columns 1 through 12 of each option card contain the code word. Table 6 contains a listing
of all code words, the columns in which- the alphanumeric characters must be punched, and
a brief description of the function of the option.
Upon recognition of a code word, the program branches to the appropriate point in the pro-
gram where all required computational and additional READ data operations are carried out.
Upon completion, the program branches back to program point 12 to read the next option
card. The cycling back to program point 12 continues until an END OPTIONS option card
is recognized. The END OPTIONS card is the last card to be read by INOPT.
If a code word is not recognized, the flag FG3 will be set .FALSE., an error message will be
printed, and return to the MAIN program will be immediately made.
The following subsections define in detail the various option codes recognized by INOPT and
their purpose. . . . .
Terminate Option Input ***
1. No Option Required
If no options are required for the simulation model, the code word NO OPTIONS must be
punched on the data card immediately following the data cards read by subroutine INBS.
In this case, all modifiable parameters are set by default. The NO OPTIONS card would, in


















2. End. Options .
If the user is to make use of one or more options, the last card of the cards to be read by
INOPT must have the code word END OPTIONS punched, on it: If it does not, an input
error will result and the program will terminate with an appropriate error message. .
*** Optimize Computation Efficiency ***.
In order-to optimize computation speed, all unnecessary, trivial, and redundant computation
must be avoided. By an interrogation of the input data, numerous,sets of integers can be
defined that can be used to carry out the above task. It is not possible for the computer to
pick out "almost trivial" computations; this the engineer must do. By use of particular
option icards, he can literally insert engineering judgment into NTBOD2. ,- -. . ';
In practical application, the author has found that usually there are not enough "almost triv-
ial" terms that can be justifiably deleted to make a significant impact on computation speed.
Consequently, while the options are available for the user, the author has rarely made prac-
tical use of most of them. . ' : ,
3. Choice of Frame of Computation
The equations of motion, as derived, are in a vector-dyadic form and are valid for all frames
of reference. The user may choose the frame of computation to be either the iriertially fixed-
reference frame or the body 1 fixed-reference frame. All vectors and tensors required for
computation are stored in memory in computing frame coordinates. The user should define
the frame of computation to be the reference frame in which he wishes to output most of
the computed "system state variable vectors. - : " 7
The logic variable INERF is used to define which frame of computation is to be used for
internal computation.
INERF = .TRUE, if the frame of computation is to be the inertially fixed-reference
frame. Recognition of the code word INERTIAL on an option
, ' ;:/ '; ; card will set INERF equal to .TRUE." .
INERF =..FALSE, if the frame of computation is to be'the body.l fixed-reference
; n !v- ^  v frame. Recognition of the code word BODY 1 on an option card
- '••' '. -
;
. ' . ' - : • ' • will set INERF equal to .FALSE. ; v:
 : : . '.
Default INERF = .FALSE. ' '.• '., ' \ ' . -
Body 1 will be the frame.of computation unless otherwise directed. :
4 . Truncate Computation o f Pseudo-inertia Tensors . . . "
The vector-dyadic form of the simulation model's equations of motion is given in Reference
1 by equation .88 and in Reference 2 by equation 111. The coefficient matrix on the left-
hand side of the equation contains numerous inertia and pseudo-inertia tensors that are
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defined by equations 63 through 70 of Reference 1. If the simulation model has both large
and small bodies, some of the small bodies may contribute a nearly trivial amount to the
pseudo-inertia tensors associated with the nests that contain both the large and the small
bodies. , , .
To compute the inertia and.pseudo-inertia tensors defined by equations 63 through 70 of
Reference 1, the integer code words SPI(I), 1 = 0 , 1 , . . . , NBOD-1, are used in subroutine
XDY,
SPI(I) — codeword. Used to define the set of bodies contained in the nest I that
contribute significantly in the computation of the inertia and pseudo-inertia
tensors associated with the nest I; I = 0, 1,. . . , NBOD-1.
Upon recognition of the code word ASETX, INOPT makes use of the data in columns 13
through 70 of the option card to redefine the.code word SPI(I). The following definitions
apply for this option:
I = nest number
NSET =.. number of body labels to be defined to be in the set defined
' bySPI(I)
(SI (J), J = 1, NSET) = the body labels defined to be in the set defined by SPI(I).
The code word SPI(I) is created by the operation -'
CALL COMPAC (SI, NSET, SPI(I)).
Default SPI(I) = SK(I); I = 6 , 1 , . . . . , NBQD-1 . . .
Unless otherwise directed, all bodies contained in the nest I are assumed to contribute signif-
icantly to the inertia and pseudo-inertia tensors associated with the nest I. •>
' , • } '
5. Truncate Computation of Inertia Cross-Coupling Torques . ^
In Reference 1, the inertia cross-coupling torque acting on the nest I can be found from
equations 79 and 80. In Reference 2, it can be found in equation 92. It is given in the nota-
tion of these references as
where the summation extends over all bodies contained in the nest I. In subroutine ETA,
the integer code words SIX(I), I = 0, 1, . . . , NBOD-1, are used to define which bodies con-
tribute significantly to the above summation.
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SIX(I) - code word. Used to define the set of bodies contained in the nest I that
contribute significantly to the computation of the inertia cross-coupling
torque acting on the nest I; I = 0 , 1 , . . . , NBOD-1.
Upon recognition of the code word ASETIXC, INOPT makes use of the data in columns 13
through l6 of the option card to redefine the code word SIX(I). The following definitions
apply for this option:
I = nest number
NSET = number of body labels to be defined to be in the set defined
by SIX(l).
(SI (J), J = 1, NSET) = the body labels defined to be in the set defined by.SIXU),
The code word SIX(I) is created by the operation
CALL COMPAC (SI, NSET, SIX(I)).
Default Unless otherwise directed, all rigid and flexible bodies contained in the nest I are
assumed to contribute significantly to the inertia cross-coupling torque acting on the nest I.
NOTE: Point masses have zero contribution and hence their body labels*
are not contained in any of the sets defined by the code words
SIX(I); I = 0 , 1 , . . . , NBOD-1.
r
6. Truncate Computation of Centripetal and some of the Coriolis Cross-Coupling Torques
In Reference 1, the centripetal and Coriolis cross-coupling forces and torques appearing on
the right-hand side of equation 88 are defined by equations 75 through 78. In Reference 2,
the analogous terms are found in equations 100, 107, and 108.
In the notation of Reference 2, the gyroscopic torque associated.with these effects acting
on the nest I is given by





and the summation extends over all bodies contained in the nest I.
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In subroutine ETA, the integer code words SCN(I) and SCR(I), I = 0, 1,. . ., NBOD-1, are
used to define which bodies contribute significantly to the above summation.
SCN(I) — code word. Used to define the set of bodies contained in the nest I which
contribute significantly to the computation of the centripetal and Coriolis
cross-coupling torques acting in the nest I; I = 0, 1,. . . , NBOD-l.
SCR(I) — codeword. Used to define the set of point masses contained in the nest I
for which their Coriolis acceleration effects contribute significantly to the
computation of the centripetal and Coriolis cross-coupling torques acting
on the nest I; I = 0, 1,. .. , NBOD-1. . :'
Upon recognition of the code words ASETCEN or ASETCOR, INOPT makes use of the data
in columns 13 through 70 of the option card to redefine the code words SCN(I) or SCR(I)
respectively. The following definitions apply for these options:
I = nest number ••
NSET = number of body labels to be defined by SCN(I) or SCR(I),
respectively. • •• ; •
(SI (J), J = 1, NSET) = the body labels defined to be in the set defined by SCN(I)
or SCR(I), respectively.
The code word SCN(I) is created by the data on the ASETCEN option card by the operation
CALL COMPAC (SI, NSET, SCN(I)).
The code word SCR(I) is created by the data on the ASETCOR option card by the operation
CALL COMPAC (S1, NSET, SCR(I)).
Default Unless otherwise directed, all bodies contained in the nest I are assumed to con-
tribute to the centripetal and Corioh's cross-coupling torques acting on the nest I; I = 0,
 v
1, . . ., NBOD-1.
NOTE: The elements of sets defined by the code words
SCR(I), I = 0, 1 , . . . , NBOD-1, are only point-
mass body labels.
7. Choice of Kinematic Techniques
The user has the choice of which type of kinematic formulation should be used to define
the transformation matrices. In the first version of N-BOD2, direction cosine techniques
were used exclusively. In an attempt to improve computation speed, it was noted that the
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integration of the equations of motion yielded Euler angles directly. These could be used to
directly obtain the required transformation matrices and eliminate the need for setting up
and integrating six direction cosine equations per transformation matrix. It was further
reasoned that time-consuming trigometric operations could also be dropped if it was known
that the Euler angles would be small angles. Practical application has shown that the com-
putational operations required to go from Euler angles or small Euler angles to the transforma-
tion matrices takes about the same amount of computer time as the operations required to set
up and integrate the direction cosine equations.
i These three approaches are available for the user in N-BOD2. The author personally uses
direction cosine techniques for most simulation work; however, if it is critical that the trans-
formation matrices maintain orthonormality to a high degree of accuracy, Euler angle tech-
niques are preferable. There is no significant computational speed advantage associated with
any of the techniques. The Euler angle and small angle approach requires that the body
fixed free vectors, about which the Euler angles are measured, be aligned with the coordinate
axes of their respective body fixed-reference frames; a restriction not imposed in the direc-
tion cosine approach.
In subroutine DCT, the direction cosine equations are set up and in subroutine TRAN, trans-
formation matrices are computed. The code words SD, SEU, and SMAL are used in these
subroutines to define the particular kinematic approach that is to be used.
SD = code word. Used to define all contiguous pairs of bodies (JCON(I), I) for
which direction cosine techniques are used to compute transformation
matrices. "^ -
SMAL = code word. Used to define all contiguous pairs of bodies (JCON(I), I) for
which small angle techniques are used to compute transformation matrices.
SEU = code word. Used to define all contiguous pairs of bodies (JCON(I), I) for
which Euler angle techniques are used to compute transformation matrices,
" » ! . • ' - . '
Upon recognition of the code word EULERANG, the data in columns 13 through. 70 are
used to create the code word SEU by the operation
CALL COMPAC (SI, NSET, SEU).
Upon recognition of the code word SMALLANG, the data in columns 13 through 70 are used
to create the code word SMAL by the operation
CALL COMPAC (SI, NSET, SMAL).
NOTE: Redundancy is not permitted. Pairs of bodies defined
by the user to be in either of the sets defined by SEU
or SMAL will be subtracted from the set defined by SD
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in columns 1 3 through 1 7 of the option cards,
I = unused •
NSET = the number of pairs of bodies for which the special kinematic
techniques are to be used.
(SI (I), J =. 1 , NSET) = the labels defining the pairs. The Jth- pair is defined as body
., ,. . JCON(SI(J)) and body SI(J). . . .
Default Unless otherwise directed, all contiguous pairs of rigid or flexible bodies are con-
tained in the set defined by SD. Both SEU and SMAL are empty sets unless otherwise di-
rected. . •
8. Suppress Selected Coordinate Transformations
All nontrivial body fixed vectors and tensors are transformed to computing frame coordinates
four times per integration step. Under certain conditions, this can be a wasteful operation. ,
If it can be determined that the components of all body fixed vectors and tensors of certain
bodies are essentially time invariant in computing frame coordinates, it makes no sense to
re transform them at every integration step. ... .-;
The avoidance of these redundant transformations is controlled by the code word SVD in
VDIV and TRANVD.
SVD — codeword. Used to define the set of all bodies for which body-fixed vectors
and tensors are time varying in the frame of computation.
Upon recognition of the code word VTINBOD, the data in columns 13 through 70 are used
to create the code word SVD by the operation
CALL COMP AC (SI, NSET, SVD). • . .'.. •
In columns 13 through 70 of the option card,
I = unused
NSET = the number of bodies for which body-fixed vectors and ten-
, . , , _ . , sors are time varying in the frame, of .computation. ,; U - ; ' . > K ;
(SI (J), J = 1 , NSET) = the body labels defined to be in the set defined by SVD. :
.
Default Unless otherwise defined, all body labels are contained in the set SVD. If the com-
puting frame is the body 1 fixed-coordinate frame, body label 1 is automatically subtracted
from SVD.
* . ; >
 ; •
NOTE: Body labels associated with point masses are included •
in SVD since their nominal center-of-mass positions
 :
are given in their respective body-fixed coordinate
system.
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9. Suppress Recomputation of Elements of Coefficient Matrix of Inertia Tensors
In References 1 and 2, the matrix X is a symmetric (NB1) X (NB1) matrix of inertia and
pseudo-inertia tensors, the elements of which.are given by equations 63 through 70 in Ref-
erence'l. Under certain conditions, one or more of the columns (down to the diagonal) of
this matrix will have nonzero entries that are nearly constant in time. Unless otherwise di-
rected, the. program recomputes these terms four times per integration step. The avoidance
of these redundant computations in'subroutine XDY is-controlled by the code word SXT.
SXT — code word. -Used to define the columns of the matrix X of psuedo-inertia
1
 tensors that have time-varying elements. X is symmetric and columns referred
to extend down only to the diagonal element. Column NB1 always is taken as
having time-varying elements. The elements of column K, K = 2, . . . , NBOD,
give the inertia contributions of the riest;K-l to the system's equations of motion.
Upon recognition of the code word COLX, the data in columns 13 through 70 are used to
create the code word SXT by the operation • • • - "
CALL COMPAC (SI, NSET, SXT). . . . . . .
In columns 13 through 70 of the option card .
' ' <•• • I = unused • ' • '
NSET = the number of columns to have time-varying elements (not
- . - • • - • including column NB1,NB1 = NBOD + 1 ) .
• • ' . . ' • '. . - • ' ' ' • • - '
(SI (J), J = 1, NSET) = the column numbers of the columns of X that will have time-,
' " - • " varying elements. *
Default Unless otherwise defined, all body labels are contained in the set SXT. This im-
plies that all nonzero elements of X will be assumed to be time varying.
10. Suppress Computation of Relative Displacements
A redundancy exists in the computation of kinematics. All transformation matrices may be
computed by a"solutionof'direction cosine equations. Relative displacement angles, which
provide basically the-'sam'e'information,' are found by an integration of Euler rate equations.
If direction cosirie methods are used, it usually is not,necessary to compute all relative dis-
' placement angles since their,only use is for a description of torques acting between bodies
that are-a function of-relative displacement angle (springs) and for output display. Accord-
ingly,'the <user;m4y selectively supr'ess their computation.
The avoidance of the computation of relative displacement angles is controlled by the integer
array SFR in subroutines SETUP and ANGLE.. . .
NFRC' — total number of free coordinate vectors about or along which rela-
tive displacement is to be computed.
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- SFR (I) — the labels associated with the free coordinate vectors about or along
which relative displacement is to be computed. 1 = 1 , 2 , . . . , NFRC
Upon recognition of the code word FREE, the data in columns 13 through 70 are used to
define the elements of the set SFR. In columns 13 through 70 of the option card,
I = unused >.
NSET = the number of free coordinate labels to be defined on this
card for inclusion is the set SFR. ' - • * ' • • . . > . ' , : - \
(SI (J), J = 1, NSET) = 'the free coordinate labels to be defined to be in the set SFR.
The input data format statement allows a maximum of .1.0 free coordinate vector labels to
be defined per option card. Several option cards with the code word FREE may be used if
required.
Default Unless otherwise defined, all relative displacement rate equations will be set up
and integrated.
NOTE: INOPT is programmed to prohibit the user from supress-
ing the computation of angles required for use in conjunc-
tion with either the Euler angle or the small angle option.
It also prohibits the suppression of the computation of the
coordinates that define body 1 translational displacement
or point mass displacement.
11. Suppress Computation of Symmetric Wheel Angular Position
' • ' • • ' . 1
In spacecraft application, the integration of the symmetric wheel rate equation to ascertain
the angular position of a mark on a symmetric wheel is usually a time-consuming and waste-
ful practice since its rates are usually high relative to the spacecraft frequencies of interest.
At times, however, it may be important" to know the wheel's angular position.
• - '
The determination as to which wheel rate equation should be integrated is controlled in sub-
routine SETUP by the integer array SMA.
NMOA — total number of symmetric wheel rate'equations to be integrated.
h in.SMA<(>!) — r .the labels of the symmetric; wheels for.which wheel angular position
~ ' • - ">• - : " • • • • • - •• . ' • ' . • ' • i « - . - ! •
 vv. i /A -y r>*0ty f.^O-; '•!••'-' '--r-. •*>,ftf-to.v>«VT nr,r-! ris to be computed. I = I; 2r. I;. , NMOA . - . . - , - .; -"OTt rinaL
Default Unless otherwise directed, none of the wheel rate equations will be integrated.
Upon recognition of the code word MOMANGLE, the data in columns 13 through 70 are used
to define the elements of the set SMA. In columns 13 through 70 of the option card,
I = unused ;
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NSET = the number of symmetric wheel labels to be defined on this
card for inclusion in the set SMA.
(SI (J), J = 1, NSET) = the symmetric wheel labels to be defined to be in the set
The input data format statement allows a maximum of 10 wheel labels to be defined per
option card. Several option cards with the code word MOMANGLE may be used if desired.
12. Computation of Forces and Torques of Constraint
The code words CFORCE and LOCK are recognized and may be used to redefine the ele-
ments in the integer array SFK and SLK, respectively. These arrays were to be used to de-
fine which forces and torques of constraint should be computed. This option has not been
coded and is not available for users of N-BOD2. ,>
Default . :
NCTC = 0
NFKC =0 , . '
SFK =0
SLK = 0
*** Expand Modeling Capability ***
13. Specif ication of Constant Speed Wheels
Wheels that are controlled to spin at a constant speed should be modeled as constant speed
wheels. Computationally, this reduces the order of the equations of motion of the system
and eliminates the need for defining a control system that will maintain constant wheel rate.
The code word SMV is used in subroutines QFDOT and SETUP to define which wheels are
to be treated as variable speed wheels.
SMV — code word. Used to define which of the symmetric wheels are to be treated
as variable speed wheels; all others are treated as constant speed wheels.
NMV — total number of variable speed wheels.
Upon recognition of the code word VARWHEEL,'the data in columns 13 through 70 are used
to create the code word SMV by the operation
CALL COMPAC (SI, NSET, SMV). . . .
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In columns 13 through 70 of the option card,
I = unused
NSET = number of wheels to be defined as variable speed wheels.
• (SI (J), J = 1, NSET) = the labels of the variable speed wheels.
Only one VARWHEEL option card is permitted.
Default Unless otherwise directed, all symmetric wheels are assumed to be variable speed
wheels.
14. Caging and Uncaging of Degrees of Freedom
In order to simulate the deployment of spacecraft appendages, it is desirable to have the
capability to increase the number of allowable degrees of freedom during a simulation run.
A "caged degree of freedom" is a degree of freedom that is not allowed for a predefined
timei The uncaging of degrees of freedom at predefinable times allows the user to simulate
deployment transients.
The following'definitions are used:
SCG — total number of caged degrees of freedom at time zero.
SC (I) — labels of the free coordinate vectors about or along which relative motion
will be constrained fora predefined time. 1 = 1 , 2 , . . . , SCG
• rri'
TUG (I) — time at which motion about or along free coordinate vector SC(I) will
. . . . . . _ . . . b e allowed (uncaged). 1 = 1 ,2 , . . . , S C G
NOTE: All uncaging takes place with zero initial relative
: - rate. The coding to account for the impulse effect
that is associated with uncaging with an initial
relative rate has not been included in N-BOD2.
Upon recognition of the code word CAGE, the procedure for inputting the data required to
use this option is started. In columns 13 through 70 of the option card,
. - . . - - . , - • . • • . . • • ' • ( . . • " - - .
I = unused
''• NSET = SGG, the total number-of-degrees1 of freedom caged at^ime
zero.
(SI (J), J = 1, NBOD) = unused.
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Their labels and times for uncaging are then read according to the following:
READ 101,(SC(I),TUG(I), 1=1, SCG)
101. FORMAT (I5,D 15.5)
After these data cards are read, a check is made to make sure that the initial rates associated
with the caged degrees of freedom, are zero. If not, they are reset to zero.
Default Unless otherwise directed, all degrees of freedom are assumed uncaged at time
zero. • - • • • - • • • - ' . . . - .
15. Flexible Body Option
The user is encouraged to first refer to the section entitled "Flexible versus Rigid Body
Modeling" in Reference 2 before making use of the flexible body option. Contained "therein
are equations that provide a guide for estimating the required number of vibration modes
and a discussion of the assumptions implicit in the formulation of the coupled flexible body
equations of motion.
N-BOD2 accepts only resultant mode dependent parameters. Their description is based
upon the assumption that a finite element model of the flexible body can be defined.*
The following definitions are taken directly from Reference 2 and are used to define the
•required resultant mode dependent parameters. x
m.
 v = mass of element i of body X
0
 4>j.
 x = inertia tensor of element i of body X about its own center of mass in the
undeformed state of body X
°r.. = position vector from hinge point X-l to the undeformed center-of-mass
1, A
position of the element i of body X
"(^ = position vector from hinge point X-l to the undeformed center-of-mass
, position of body X . , . . . - ,
^>x = nth normal mode displacement vector for the element i of body X
5?F jht»si>"> 'rf;(0?&nPrnlA!:mpde[rptatipn vector for the element i of body X
mx = total mass of body X
6m n = Kronecker delta function
N. ^ = total number of elements i used in the finite element model of body X
The user is also referred to Appendix B in which a NASTRAN DMAP program and a preprocessor program are listed. The
output of these two programs define the resultant mode dependent parameter required.
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The normalization condition imposed upon the modes is
Z P "*T ~~*T ~*R I o ~*RI J^ (rt * ($ . "r (^ • I <B • ^ rt
ieX L '' m>1> n>1' m>'' \
where
T • ^* ~"R /»* ^R \ nL i m > . < p . . • ( * . . . • ( / ? . . = 0M _^ ^"^ m >*>" I 1,1,X n,i,X /Ni,X ieX V '
The resultant mode dependent parameters required as input data to N-BOD2 are given by
equations 48, 50, 51, 54, 55, 67, 70, and 72 in Reference 2. They are
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If mode shapes are obtained by a continuum analysis, the rotational inertia effects of the
infinitesimal elements about their respective centers of mass is negligible;hence
Lim C = 0
NJ
 x->~ "'*•
lim J , = 0
Lim K = V*
 m. ^
 T
 . x ^
 T
 .
N -»oo m,n,\ {^ i ,X*m, i , \ rn,i
and
I £ "U ^,I,X. • *I.1,A - mX 5m, J = ° -|_ ie\ J r
The other mode-dependent parameters that are used or computed are:
con ^ — natural frequency of mode ri of body X (rad/ . . . )
f
 n x . — damping ratio for mode n of body X
an x (t) — generalized displacement coordinate for mode n of body X
an x(t) — generalized displacement coordinate rate for mode n of body X
The position vector from the undeformed to the deformed center-of-mass position of the
element i of body X is
n,\
where the summation is overall modes defined for body X.
The following parameters are defined in subroutine INOPT and used within the various sub-
routines to compute the effects of body flexibility:
NFLXB — total number of flexible bodies
SFXM (I) — total number'of flexible body modes to be used to describe the flexible
body characteristics of body I (zero if body I is a rigid body or a point
mass); I = 1 ,2 , . .. ,NBOD.
SFLX — code word used to define the body labels of those bodies that are to be
treated as flexible bodies.
NMODS — total number of flexible body modes used for entire simulation model.
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Upon recognition of the code word FLEXIBLE, the procedure for inputting uncoupled .
modal data starts. In columns 13 through 70 of the option card,
^ I = unused
. NSET = total number of bodies to be defined to be flexible.
(SI (I), 1=1 , NBOD) = the number of flexible body modes to be used to describe •:
the flexible body characteristics of body I; I = 1, 2 , . . .., NBOD.
. . . . . (Zero if body I is a rigid body or point mass). . . . . , ••
The parameters NFLXB, SFXM, SFLX, and NMODS are computed by an internal process
that makes use pf the above data provided on the option card. ... .
To conserve computer storage and increase computation speed, all mode-dependent param-
/eters are sequentially numbered from 1 to NMODS by an internally defined algorithm that
makes use of the SFXM integer array. All parameters associated with mode M of body K
are given the integer label MN which is computed by the algorithm
K-l
. , , . - . , . MN = M + J^ SFXM(I) . .
1 = 1 . . . . . .
where
K = 2,3, . . . , NBOD
. : , - ! } • • '
and
M = 1,2, . . . ,SFXM(K)
MN will be referred to as the "mode number."
All uncoupled mode-dependent data required by N-BOD2 are read immediately after recog-
nition of the code word FLEXIBLE on an option card. For mode M of flexible body K, the
following data must be defined. Its mode number MN is defined as
• K-I . - , •
£ . • . - i • < • . . • - . . • , .SFXM(I)
1=1 . .
and recall that
NFER = total number of free coordinate vectors.
Then
FLOM (MN) = WM K thfe modal natural frequency (rad/. . . )
ZETA (MN) = f
 M K the modal damping ratio
48, . ' ' . . : ' ' ' " • " • . • • ' ' • • . " • • . .
THA (NFER + MN) = aM K (t) generalized displacement coordinate (initial value to be
inputted)
THAD (NFER + MN) = aM K (t) the generalized displacement coordinate rate (initial value
. .-• to be inputted) -
{FLA (I, MN)( •. = components of the resultant mode-dependent vector AM K relative
• '•> , . . . ' , - • - . . . !•.vto the body K fixed reference frame.
/ > ..-,•. • ' - . - •• -• •, •!.. .' • • • • . . ->|FLB (I, MN)f ' = components of the resultant mode-dependent vector BM K relative
; ,. , • .. ; to the-body .K fixed reference frame. ' • „ . . ' .- ,. -( . <
JFLC(I, MN)} = components of the resultant mode-dependent vector CM;K relative
, , ; - • . ' . 'to the body K fixed reference frame.- ,,,. - . , ,
[FLD (I, J.'MN)] ' = components of the resultant mode-dependent dyad DM K relative
' to the body K fixed reference frame. ' ' ' '
. - . ' • . •• - .-- - • ' • . h • ' • . •
[FLJ (I, J, MN)] = components of the resultant mode-dependent dyad JM K relative
to the body K fixed reference frame.
The data required to describe the uncoupled modal data for each flexible body are read ac-
cording to the following sequence of read statements.
************ KEAD STATEMENTS FOR OPTION ' F L E X I B L E 1 IK1 INOPT ************
. C
c I N I T I A L I Z E MODE LABELS
MM = o
C : • • • • '
****$****.s*.s READ UNCOUPLED MODE DATA FOK ALL F L E X I B L E BODIES **********
DO 1 K=l,NBOn
IF(SFXMIK).EO.O) GO TO 1 BODY K IS NOT A F L E X I B L E BODY.
KFAD 103, N, IMESSI .n ..1=1 ,i«)
; IF(K.NF.N) ERROR,CARDS GUT OF SEQUENCE, .PRINT MESSAGE HALT
C ' N =' BODY LABEL FOR' WH IT.H F L E X I B L E BODY 'DATA TO FOLLOW APPLIE'S
'C'.--. . MESS = ALPHANUMER ic DESCRIPTION-OF BODY N, PRINTED WITH DATA ECHO..
c
READ EXACTY SFXM(K) SETS OF MODAL DATA FOR BODY K *********
DO ? M =1,SFXM(K)
MN = MN + 1







THA (NFER + MM ), THAD INFER+.MN )
( FLA( I ,MN ) ,.!?! .3 )•
( FLRI I ,MN ) , 1 = 1 ,3')' -
(FLC( I,MN) , 1 = 1,3)
((FLD(I,J,MM),J=1,3),I=1,3)
( ( F L J ( I . .1. MN ) » J = 1 . 3 ) t I = 1 t 3 )
? CONTINUE
>.<***********
 f l |_L UNCOUPLED MODAL D A T A FOK BODY K HAS BEEN R E A D *********
C
c . • . - . ' • • • - :
1 CONTINUE
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** ALL UNCOUPLED MODAL DATA HAS KEEN HEAD *****«************=?*
C
C





103 FORMAT (15, IHAi,)
10<- FORMAT (3D15.5)
The input of the coupled modal data follows the option card 'MODE CUP.' . . . _ .• . '
In the process of developing the equations that define centripital and Coriolis related loads
associated with flexible bodies, certain mode-dependent, cross-coupling parameters are de-
rived; namely Fm n x and Km n x (previously defined in this section). In many practical ap-
plications, most, if not all, of these terms are identically or nearly equal to zero. Computer
time and storage can be conserved by developing a scheme which will only use nontrivial
cross-coupling terms.
The following parameters are defined in subroutine INOPT and used in subroutine QFDOT
to compute the modal cross-coupling effects.
SFCC = code word. Used to define the body labels of the flexible bodies that
have flexible body modes that are cross coupled (significantly).
SCXC (MN) = code word. Used to define the modes M of body K which significantly
cross couple in the generalized displacement coordinate equation for
the mode having mode number MN
K-l
MN = N + SFXM(I)
1=1
From equation 95 of Reference 2, the cross-coupling terms in the equation for the generalized
displacement coordinate associated with mode n of body X are
L. m,\ . J . m,\
More simply expressed, the SCXC array'defines which modes1 rri of body X shall be used in
evaluating the above summations.
In the input deck, the code word MODE CUP must follow FLEXIBLE. Upon recognition
of the code word MODE CUP, the procedure for inputting coupled modal data starts. In
columns 13 through 70 of the option card,
I = unused
NSET = unused
(SI (!),!= 1,NBOD) = number of blocks of mode dependent cross coupling data to be
read in for body I ; a block of data consists of the three integers
(M, N, K), the components of the tensor FM N K, and the compo-
nents of the vector KM N K
The parameter SFCC is computed by an internal process which makes use of the above data
provided on the option card.
To conserve computer storage and increase computational speed, all coupled mode-dependent
data are sequentially numbered. Strict adherence to the following input logic is required.
MN = 0 .....
KF = 0
DO 1 K=1,NBOD V
: DO 1 N=1,SFXM(K)
MN = MN+1
.DO 1 M = 1,SFXM(K)
IF [FMNK INSIGNIFICANT . AND. KM N K INSIGNIFICANT] GOTO 1
, READM,N,K ,
KF = KF+1
LOAD F,. .. .. into FCF array, 'starting at location (1,1 ,KF)
M,IN ,1\.
LOAD KM N K into FCK array, starting at location (1 ,KF)
ADD integer M to code word SCXC(MN)
1 CONTINUE
where
MN — mode number for mode N of body K
KF — storage location integer designator for modal cross-coupling parameters
[FCF(HJJ,KPi)]r^ components of the resultant coupled mode-dependent tensor
FM N K relative to the body K fixed reference frame (if M = N,
m tozu sd l lRrfe >: ..'h.^sigiiificant^erms usually .exist), , , , > , . . , , , . , . . . .
 v,v!r(i.;. ^}A.
[FCK(II,KF)] — components of the resultant coupled mode dependent vector
, , . . . . RM N K relative to the body K fixed reference frame.
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All coupled mode-dependent data required by N-BOD2 are read irhmediate'ly after recogni-
tion of the code word MODE CUP on an option card. If flexible bodies are defined and the
'MODE CUP' option card and associated data are not in the option deck-, all computation
required to define modal cross-coupling effects is skipped. •• . - ' . • . . • • •
The data required to describe the coupled modal data for each flexible body are read accord-
ing to the following sequence of read statements: • . ' : • • '
, • i ' , ' • j
' ' READ STATEMENTS FOR OPTION 'MODE CUP' IN INOPT
C ' " • " " . ' " ' • ; .
C , INITIALIZE COUPLED MODE LABELS . r- • . . • :
KF = 0 '
C :
"'READ ALL NON-TRIVIAL COUPLED MODE PARAMETERS
. C - - . ' • - • • • ' '
DO 1 K= 1.NBOD .-. ,. • - . . ' ,
C
C S1(K) = NUMBER O F DATA-BLOCKS F O R BODY K . , - • • • .
C SFXM(K) = NUMBER OF MODES USED FOR BODY K
IF(SFXM(K).EQ.O) GOTO 1 (BODY K IS RIGID) . . . . . . . . . . .
IF(SI(K).NE.O.)GOTO2 (SOME CROSS COUPLING FOR BODY K)
GOTO 1 ' "
2 DO 1 M= 1,S1(K) ail. '
READ 105 MB, NB, KB
KF = KF + 1 '
READ 104, (FCF(IUJ,KF),JJ = 1,3),II = 1,3)





 ALL COUPLED MODAL DATE IN
C
C
C FORMAT STATEMENTS !
104 FORMAT(3.E15.5),r.. , ,. , , .,^;,^^_, _. >/ ;= i !>J • • • * •
105 FORMAT (3I5) ' ' ' ' " "
Default Unless otherwise directed,-the simulation model1 will -consist only of rigid bodies,
point masses, and symmetric wheels. All parameters associated with flexible bodies.will be
set equal to zero.
PROGRAMMER'S GUIDE TO SUBROUTINE INOPT
The main function of subroutine INOPT is to accept the data that will define the parameters
associated with the various computational options available to the user. It is structured to
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grow; As new modeling requirements are defined and their associated equations developed,
, INOPT is the subroutine in which the basic data required to define the new option are to be
entered. This is done by simply defining another code word that will be Cognized along
with the FORTRAN coding required to set up the basic data necessary to djescribe the new
option.
Subroutine INOPT has the following structure:
• Define by default all parameters associated with available options.
• Read option card and compare option code with library of recognizable codes.
• Branch to appropriate program point, redefine option-related parameters, input
any additional data required.
• Branch back to program point 12 to read another option card.
• Upon recognition of the 'END OPTIONS' code word, check all option data for
basic incompatabilities.
• Perform any final setup work that must be done after all option data have been
inputted. _ . ' ' . ' ' . •
• Print an echo of all option related data defined in INOPT.
The following variables, defined in table 1, are either first introduced or used extensively in
subroutine INOPT. The programmer is referred to the comment cards inserted therein, and














counter. Zeroed before exit from INOPT
counter. Zeroed before exit from INOPT
counter. Zeroed before exit from INOPT
counter. Zeroed before exit from INOPT (See DYN)
counter. Zeroed before exit from INOPT
See section "Data Input/INOPT," subsection 15
See section "Data Input/INOPT," subsection 15 " . "
input error flag. If the code word on any option card is not
recognized, it is set to .FALSE.
See section "Data Input/INOPT," subsection 15
See section "Data Input/INOPT," subsection 15
See section "Data Input/INOPT," subsection 15






























- See section "Data Input/INOPT," subsection 15
- See section "Data Input/INOPT," subsection 15
- See section "Data Input/INOPT," subsection 3
- See section "Data Input/INOPT," subsection 12
- See section "Data Input/INOPT," subsection 12
- See section "Data Input/INOPT," subsection 15
- See section "Data Input/INOPT," subsection 10
- See section "Data Input/INOPT," subsection 11
' - See section "Data Input/INOPT," subsection 15
- See section "Data Input/INOPT," subsection 13
- See section "Data Input/INOPT," subsection 14
- See section "Data Input/INOPT," subsection 15
- See section "Data Input/INOPT," subsection 14
- See section "Data Input/INOPT," subsection 6
- See section "Data Input/INOPT," subsection 6
- See section "Data Input/INOPT/'^siibsection 7
- See section "Data Input/INOPT," subsection 7 •
- See section "Data Input/INOPT," subsection 15
- See section "Data Input/INOPT," subsection 12
- See section "Data Input/INOPT," subsection 15
- See section "Data Input/INOPT," subsection 10
- See section "Data Input/INOPT," subsection 15
- See section "Data Input/INOPT," subsection 5
- See section "Data Input/INOPT," subsection 12
- See section "Data Input/INOPT," subsection 11
- See section "Data Input/INOPT," subsection 7
— code word. Used to define the symmetric wheel labels
associated with all wheels contained in the nest K-l;
K = 1, 2 , . . . , NBOD
- See section "Data Input/INOPT," subsection 13
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SPI(I) - . See section "Data Input/INOPT," subsection 4
SVD - See section "Data Input/INOPT," subsection 8
SXM(I,K) — computed integer array. Used in subroutine TRAN if the trans-
formation matrices for body K are to be computed using Euler-
angle techniques. SXM(I,K) defines the coordinate axis (±1, ±2,
-; ±3) in body K along which the free coordinate vector M+(I-1),
1 = 1 , . . . , 3-PCON(K), is aligned in the zero state (sign implies
direction).' It is computed only if needed; otherwise it is set to
zero.
. SXT - See section "Data Input/INOPT," subsection 9
TUG(I) - See section "Data Input/INOPT," subsection 14
ZETA(MN) - See section "Data Input/INOPT,"subsection 15
DATA INPUT, SUBROUTINE INTOR
The third and last input data subroutine to be entered is INTOR. Normally this routine
contains ho executable instruction. It is for the user. The user may insert any desired input
statements and store the resultant data in common block /SATELL/. The data inputted
here usually consist of all data needed to define the parameters in the user-defined description
of the forces and torques acting on the simulation model.
There are no new variables introduced in this subroutine other than those that are user defined.
PROGRAMMER'S GUIDE TO SUBROUTINE TRNSIV
The primary purpose of the computation coded in subroutine TRNSIV is to compute initial
values for all required transformation matrices. The user need never interface with this sub-
routine.
All required computation carried out in N-BOD2 is done relative to the frame of computation
(see section "Data Input/INOPT," subsection 3). Consequently, transformation matrices which
take vectors from body fixed coordinates to computing frame coordinates must be evaluated.
TRNSIV computes the initial values of these matrices based upon the data inputted in sub-
routine INBS. Quarterriion techniques are applied since girhbal axes need not be aligned with
body fixed coordinate axes (see Reference 1, section "Initial Orientation of the N-Body
System" and Appendix'"Quarfernibn techniques").
The following variables, defined in table 1, are first introduced in subroutine TRNSIV. All
other variables used therein have been previously defined. The programmer is referred to
the comment cards inserted in TRNSIV, and the following, for detailed definitions:
[XMC(I,J,K)]
for K = 0 — transformation matrix used to transform vectors from .
inertially fixed coordinates to the frame of computation.
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for K = 1, 2, . . . , NBOD - transformation matrix used to transform vectors













For any particular problem, all computation carried out in TRNSIV can be outputted on
the line printer by defining
LTRNSI = .TRUE.
on card 1 of the data deck. There is a one-for-one correspondence between the line printer
output and the theoretical notation in Reference 1.
PROGRAMMER'S GUIDE TO SUBROUTINE VDIV
The initial values for all body fixed vectors and tensors, relative to the frame of computation,
are computed in subroutine VDIV. The user need never interface with this subroutine.
All vector-tensor operations required to define the system equations of motion are carried
out in computing frame coordinates. N-BOD2 attempts to avoid redundant and trivial com-
putation by transforming all body fixed vectors and tensors, used more than once, into
computing frame coordinates at time zero. Thereafter, integer sets, computed in VDIV, are
used to transform, at every integration step, only those vectors and tensors that have non-
trivial time-varying components relative to computing frame coordinates.
The following variables, defined in table 1, are first introduced in subroutine VDIV. All
other variables used therein have been previously defined. The programmer is referred to
the comment cards inserted in VDIV, and the following, for detailed definitions:
JCAC(I,K)[ — components of the vector from hinge point K-l to
for K = 1 , 2 , . . . , NBOD the deformed center-of-mass position of body K, re-
lative to the frame of computation (see Reference 2,
equation 47).
|CAO(I,K)|
for K = 1,
- |CBC(I,K)}..
for K = 0
— components of the vector from hinge point K-l to
NBOD the undeformed center-of-mass position of body K,
relative to body-K fixed coordinates.
— unused. Reserved for the components of the vector
from the inertial origin to the composite system
center-of-mass, if needed.
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f o r K = r,2;:.-. , NBOD -
|FLAC<I,MN)[
components of the vector from hinge point
JCON(K)-1 to hinge point K-l, relative to the frame
of computation (N-BOD2 assumes zero elastic de-
formation at hinge points).
components of the mode-dependent vector defined by
equation 48 of Reference 2 relative to the frame of
computation. It is used in equation 47 to define the
contribution of mode M deformation of body K to
the vector which defines the deformed center-of-mass
location of body K, where mode number MN is de-
fined as
K-l






K = 2 ,3 , . . . ,NBOD
•M = 1,2, . . . ,SFXM(K)
components of the mode-dependent tensor defined •
by equation 52 of Reference 2 relative to body K
fixed coordinates. It is used in equation 49 to define,
the contribution of mode M deformation of body K
to the deformed state inertia tensor of body K, where
MN is the mode number defined as above.
components of the mode-dependent tensor defined by-
equation 68 of Reference 2 relative to body K fixed
coordinates. It is used in equation 65 of Reference 2
to define a component of the generalized force acting
on mode M of body K, where MN is the mode number-
defined as above.
components of the mode-dependent vector defined by
..equation 56 of Reference 2 relative to the body K
fixed reference. It is used in equation 53 of Reference
2 to compute the contribution of mode M deformation
rate to the angular momentum of body K, where MN
is the mode number as defined above.
components of the mode-dependent vector defined by









for M = 1, 2,.
{QLC(I,L)}













unused in VDIV; however, all elements of the array
GAM are set equal to zero in VDIV. f
components of the unit vector directed along the
spin axis of symmetric wheel M relative to the frame
of computation (N-BOD2 assumes zero elastic defor-
mation at wheel attachment points).
total number of locked coordinate vectors to be
transformed to computing frame coordinates at every
integration step.
total number of free coordinate vectors to be trans-
formed to computing frame coordinates at every
integration step.
components of free coordinate vector M relative to
the frame of computation.
components of locked coordinate vector L relative
to the frame of computation.
code word used to define the body labels of those
bodies oh the topological path from hinge point 0 to
the center-of-mass of body K.
code word used to define the set of integers from 1
to NBOD+1 inclusive. . ; .-
code word used to define the union of all labels con-
tained in the sets of integers defined by the code
words SCN(K);K = 0, { , . . . ,NBOD-1.
code word used to define the union of all labels con-
tained in the sets of integers defined by the code
words SIX(K); K = 0, 1,. . . , NBOD-1.
code word used to define the set of center-of-mass
vectors that have nontrivial time-varying components
in the frame of computation.
code word used'to 'define the set of hinge-point vectors
that have nontrivial time-varying components in the
frame of computation.
code word used to define the set of inertia tensors








f o r M = 1,2,
[XDIC(U,IK)]
for K = 1 , 2,
for K= 1,2,
— code word used to define the set of symmetric-wheel
spin vectors that have nontrivial time-varying compo-
nents in the frame of computation.
— the labels associated with the locked coordinate vectors
NSVP that must be transformed at every integration step.
— the labels associated with the free coordinate vectors
, NSVQ that must be transformed at every integration step.
— unused in VDIV; however, all elements of the array
XDIC are set equal to zero in VDIV.
— components of the inertia tensor of body K about its
, NBOD center-of-mass in the deformed state relative to the
frame of computation (see Reference 2, equation 49).
- components of the inertia tensor of body K about its
, NBOD undeformed center-of-mass position in the undeformed
state relative to the body K fixed reference.
For any particular problem, all computation carried out in VDIV can be outputted on the
line printer by defining
LVDIV = .TRUE.
on card 1 of the data deck.
PROGRAMMER'S GUIDE TO SUBROUTINE EQIV
The complete description of the motion of the coupled-body system is defined by the simul-
taneous solution of a set of first-order, nonlinear, ordinary differential equations. Subroutine
EQIV is used to compute the total number of first-order equations to be integrated (excluding
those that are user defined) and to set up an array of initial conditions in a form compatible
with the integration subroutine RUNGE. The user need never interface with this subroutine.
The following variables, defined in table 1, are first introduced in subroutine EQIV. All other
variables used therein have been previously defined. The programmer is referred to the com-
ment cards inserted in EQIV, and the following, for detailed definitions:
NEQ — total number of first-order differential equations that
will be set up and numerically integrated via RUNGE
(excluding those that are user defined in TORQUE).
In the coding of the equations of motion, the system state variables and their associated time
derivatives are stored in various arrays which are given different symbolic names.
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To effectively use the integration subroutine, these must all be reloaded into two one- ,
dimensional arrays so that the equations to be integrated take on the general form
yN « = 'N 0, 0).-- •••:. yNEQ (t), y, (t), . . ., yNEQ (t), t]
where
N = 1,2,... , -,NEQ. . . ,
 : , ...
Y(N) . : i — one dimensional array in which all state variables
. ., • • that are determined by integration are stored for
. . entry .into the integration package. In EQIV, all
initial values are defined .
The following sequential ordering scheme is used to define the location of each system state
variable in the array Y.
• • Angular and linear rates about or along all of the free-coordinate vectors
' THAD(N);N ' ; = \ \ 2 , . . . , NFER. ' ' - { '
• Generalized elastic coordinate rates for all modes of vibration
THAD(N); N,= NFER + 1, . . . , NFER + NMODS.
• •• Angular rates for all variable-speed .wheels • !
• • • ' • • THADW(M); M ; defined b y code word SMV.
• Displacements about or along selected free-coordinate vectors
•; .. . , - . . . THA(SFR(N));N = 1,2, . . . , NFRC.
• Generalized elastic coordinates, all of them
THA(N); N = NFER + 1, . . ., NFER + NMODS.
• Angular position of selected wheels
THAW(SMA(M)); M = 1 , 2 , . . . , NMOA.
ot •hsrt'E]eif!€h'ts-6f the first :;tw6(c6lumns"'bf ''each- transformation /matrix that-is -obtained
by direction-cosine technique
XMC(I,J,M);. 1 = 1,2, 3
. . ' ' . . . . ] ' = 1,2 -
M defined by code word SD.
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Refer to subroutine listing for exact details if needed. For any particular problem, all com-
putation carried out in EQIV can be outputted on the line printer by defining
A
 LEQIV = .TRUE.
on card 1 of the data deck. .. .,
PROGRAMMER'S GUIDE TO SUBROUTINE TRAN
Numerical solution of the vector-dyadic equations of motion requires that the orientation
of all body fixed^eference frames relative to each other and to the inertially fixed frame be
obtainable.- A minimal set of transformation matrices is the set that defines the relative
orientation of each body fixed and inertially fixed reference frame to the frame of compu-
tation. These transformation matrices are evaluated in subroutine TRAN. The user need
never interface with this subroutine.
As discussed in section "Data Input Subroutine INOPT," subsection 7, three kinematic. . ..
methods for obtaining transformation matrices are available for the user. TRAN makes use
of the data stored in the code words SD, SMAL, and SEU to determine the kinematic tech-
nique to be used for the computation of each respective transformation matrix.
The following variable, defined in table 1, is recomputed in subroutine TRAN. All other
variables used have been previously defined. The programmer is referred to the comment
cards inserted in TRAN, and the following; for detailed definitions:
[XMC(I,J,K)] - see section "Programmer's Guide to Subroutine TRNSIV."
In subroutine TRAN, which is entered four times per integra-
tion step, the elements of all transformation matrices that have
•:•••• '••• time-varying coefficients are recomputed.
If direction-cosine techniques are used, the first two columns of the transformation matrix
[XMC(I,J,K)], namely . . : . . : • • • • - . .
{XMC(1,1,K)} and j XMC(I,2,K) }
are computed by integration of direction-cosine rate equations. The third column
|XMC(I,3,K) j ...
iSjComputed .injTRtAtNnby(,a, simple vectori.cross-product-operation. ~No?attempt<ds~-?mad& to
ensure that the resultant matrix is orthonormal.
The author is of the opinion that since it generally is impossible to determine which of the
six integrated direction cosine parameters is contributing most strongly to any error buildup,
it is also impossible to define an orthonormalization procedure which would be satisfactory
for all possible situations. If orthonormalization of transformation matrices must be main-
tained to a high degree of accuracy, then Euler angle techniques should be called for in
INOPT.
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If Euler angles are used, the appropriate free coordinate vectors must be aligned with body
fixed coordinate axes in the nominal zero displacement state. Euler angle techniques are
used to obtain only the transformation matrix between pairs of contiguous bodies; The trans-
formation matrix to the computing frame is obtained by an appropriate matrix multiplication.
The same logic is used for the small-angle technique with the exception that the approximation
is employed. * . : . • , ' » • . . , ,
For any particular problem, all computation carrie'd put. in TRAN can be outputted on the
line printer by defining '. ' ! :. , ...
•*' " •
 f . ' - - ' •
LTRAN = .TRUE.
on card 1 of the data deck. :
PROGRAMMER'S GUIDE TO SUBROUTINE TRANVD
The primary purpose of TRANVD is to transform to computing frame coordinates all body .
fixed vectors and tensors, which are used more than once in the evaluation of the equations
of motion. The user need never interface with this subroutine.
The following variables defined in table 1 are recomputed each time TRANVD is called by
DYN: : " . • ;




Each of the above variables is defined in the section "Programmers Guide to Subroutine VDIV."
In subroutine TRANVD, which is entered four times per integration step, the transformation
matrices evaluated in TRAN are used to obtain the components of each of the above body
fixed vectors and tensors in computing frame coordinates. Only those that have time-varying
components in the computing frame are recomputed ; all others retain the initial value that was
set in yfDlrV.hgfi.isinoo ?-<n->--v> >*/; r.Ht'l rn'-<* -.tva.ircrr-.". - M -^ 3"r.7s!oT .^Jnanoqrnoj srif
For any particular problem, all computation carried out in TRANVD can be outputted on the
line printer by defining
LTRANV = .TRUE. "
o n card 1 o f t h e data deck. " . . .
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PROGRAMMER'S GUIDE TO SUBROUTINE RATE
The primary purpose of subroutine RATE,is to compute all linear and angular velocity vectors
.that will be.required by the succeeding subroutines. The user need never interface with this
subroutine. . .
In the coding of N-BOD2, all hinge points of tfie system are assumed to be either on rigid
bodies or at node points of flexible bodies. Consequently, all rate-related effects associated
with the deformation dependent motion of hinge points are identically equal to zero. That is,
in Reference 2, equation 126, all elements of the partition (f>^, ^, and <pj equal zero.
The following variables are defined in table 1 and recomputed each time .subroutine RATE
is called by DYN:
|ROMC(I,K)} {COMC(I.K)}
|FOMC(I,K)[ |DOMC(I,K)[
In Reference 1 , equation 141 , the partition that defines relative rate between contiguous
bodies is " /; '•••.•". •<•.• ' • . . ; .•' ; •••: •, /•:
In Reference 2, equation 126, it is
where, by equation 133, Reference 2,
and under the restrictions of N-BOD2
The components, relative to the computing frame, of the NB1 vectors contained in' the ni ID
column matrix|co[are stored in the array ROMC according to the following storage conven-
tion:




Body K is a point mass; K = 2, 3,. . . , NBOD
C
 M@K-1
• K = NB 1 implies linear velocity of the center-of-mass of body 1 relative to inertia!
origin " •
o
{ROMC (i £)}={£} = 2.1 ^M KM!
°M@K-1
Note that by applying equation 1 34 of Reference 1 , namely
~ V* a '->•
. "K = 2^ M ^
M@K-1
all trivial multiplications by zero called for by the matrix equation
I"} = UJM
are circumvented.
The relative angular-rate vectors stored in the array ROMC are used to compute the inertial
angular-rate vectors; the components of which, relative to the computing frame, are stored
in the array FOMC. Making use of equation 37 of Reference 1 , the following parameters
are stored in the array FOMC:
• Body K is a rigid or flexible body; K = 1 , 2, . . . , NBOD
{FOMC(I,K)j={£K j =
• Body K is a point mass, since hinge point K-l is at a node point on body
JCON(K);K = 2,3, . .. , NBOD
K = NB1
= |ROMC(ijc)|
The elements of this array. EOMC are used primarily to compute gyroscopic cross-coupling
loads.
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The user may choose the frame of computation to be either the inertially fixed-reference
frame or the body 1 fixed-reference frame. In Reference 1 , pages 34 and 35, the angular
rate of the body K fixed-reference relative to the computing frame is defined. The compo-
nents of these vectors, relative to the computing frame, are stored in the array COMC; that
is, •
 ;
• Body K is a rigid or flexible body; K= 1,2, ... , NBOD
Body K is a point mass; K = 2, 3,. . . , NBOD
• K = NB1
JCOMC(I,K)[ = |ROMC(IJC)|
The elements of this array COMC are used primarily in the evaluation of the direction cosine
equations to be integrated.
In Reference 1, equation 136, differentiation of the relative angular-velocity vector yields
: W- . . ' ' ' •• ' • ' ' - • ' " . . • .
M@K-1
The second term reflects the fact that free-coordinate vectors are not inertially fixed. This
term carries through the development and appears in the final partitioned matrix form of the
equations of motion: Reference 1, equation 144; or Reference 2, equation 136; as
UJ {'}
The elements of the column matrix are computed and stored in the array DOMC according
to the following storage convention: . ...
,, i . • -r ' ) ' "•••< • '->'' •'
• Body K is a rigid or flexible body; K= 1,2, . . . , NBOD
{DQMC(IJC)} = /j 0M I?M}C
M@K-1
• Body K is a point mass K = 2,3, . . / , NBOD or K = NB1; ;
= {0}
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•The components of the vectors cfM are needed only for the above computation and are not
stored in COMMON; furthermore, only those having nonzero components are evaluated.
For any particular problem, all computation carried out in RATE can be outputted on the
line printer by defining
LRATE = .TRUE,
on card 1 of the data deck. .
In the coding of subroutine RATE, it should be rioted that by use of the EQUIVALENCE.
statement the single subscript arrays EFOMC, EROMC, ECOMC, and EDOMC, are used inter-
changeably with the double subscript arrays FOUC, ROMC, COMC, and DOMC, respectively.
This is done to optimize computation speed.
PROGRAMMER'S GUIDE TO SUBROUTINE XDY
The primary purpose of subroutine XDY is to compute all required hinge point to center-of-
mass position vectors and all inertia and pseudo-inertia tensors. The user need never interface
with this subroutine.
On the left-hand side of the system equations of motion given in Reference 1 by equation 144
and in Reference 2 by equation 136, the computation of numerous pseudo-inertia tensors is
required. To compute these tensors, it is also required to compute the components of the
position vectors which locate center-of-mass position relative to hinge points.
In TRANVD, the center-of-mass vector, hinge-point vector, and inertia tensor for each body
of the system is computed. Once these vectors and tensors are determined, no distinction
need be made between rigid and flexible bodies for the computation of inertia and pseudo-
inertia tensors of nests of bodies. Consequently, equations 11 and 63 through 70 of Reference
1 may be applied to define the contents of the matrix of inertia tensors defined by the parti-
tion
[X]
in the equations of motion.
The following variables are defined in table 1 and computed in XDY:
|GAM(IJCL)}
•' ~- >- '•' H ^  .£
[XDIC (U,KI)]





K = 1,2, . . . ,NBOD and
K < L
To conserve computer storage and eliminate a superfluous dimension, the integer function
KTO, defined along with the other utility subroutines, is used to store the triangular matrix




KL = KTO(NB1,K-1,L) . '
In Reference 1 .equations 63 through 70, the tensor in row K, column I, I > K, is defined by
the equation that satisfies one of the following criteria:
1. KeSR , leSK .1 , IeSR .
XK,I ^-/ •'K • £-1 WK-1,I-1
2
XK,I
3- KeS R , I^S^




6. K e S R , I = NB1
K,I
7. K e S L , I = NB1'





1 = unit dyad
To conserve computer storage and eliminate a superfluous dimension, the integer function
KT1, defined along with the other utility subroutines, is used to store the symmetric matrix






where post superscript T implies "transpose."
On the first pass through XDY, all elements of the arrays XDIC and GAM are computed.
Thereafter, only those elements of the arrays that have time-varying components are re-
computed. To do this, the integer arrays, defined by the code words SPI, SVD, and SXT,
are used.
For any particular problem, all computation carried out in XDY can be outputted on the
line printer by defining
LXDY = .TRUE.
on card 1 of the data deck.
PROGRAMMER'S GUIDE TO SUBROUTINE ETA
The primary purpose of subroutine ETA is to compute the forces and torques associated
with the gyroscopic motion of each body and each nest of coupled bodies. The user need
never interface with this subroutine. ,
On the right-hand side of equation 1 12 of Reference 2, the matrix
contains all gyroscopic forces and torques that enter into the coupled body equations of
motion. The vector elements of this matrix are defined by the terms appearing in equations
107 and 108 of Reference 2. For the case of coupled rigid bodies, these terms reduce to
those defined in Reference 1 by the partitions
\ r f \ and \ « l \
of equation 88. . • : : • '
, . , , , . - r i . . . , • ' . . - • • • - J , . : ' '••• '" '• ''<•'••"•' ' - ' • ' - '
Subroutine ETA is programmed to avoid redundant and triVial computations. The integer
code words SCN, SCR, SIX, SMC, SFLX, SFXM, SSCN, and SSIX are used to pick out
exactly which bodies contribute significantly in each step of the computation. Only non-
zero time-varying contributions are computed. •





The gyroscopic torque acting on the nest K-l, which consists of at least x>ne -rigid body, is
from Reference 2, equation 107 .
where












i * i • • + w X (w Xi? 1 + 2~* X "* I
o J
(In N-BOD2 all (3; assumed zero)
The gyroscopic force acting on the nest L-l, which consists of the point mass defined as body




and from the same equation, the gyroscopic force acting on the composite system is
V^ •*i l ' t f hot • f - . r i f f i i t t . i j r (• ' •(••<<(><•• v/j-'id L - • f>y-v/ ijG'jirjo.v
• • " " • • - • ' - ' f^j \
These resultant quantities are computed and stored in the array ETC, so that
I ETC(I,K)l = components of the gyroscopic load vector, in computing frame
coordinates, acting on the nest K-l; K = 1, 2,. . ., NBOD.
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./ETC(I,NBI)V =. components of the gyroscopic force vector, in computing frame
coordinates, acting on the composite system.
The following procedure is used to compute the elements of the array ETC:
1. For all bodies L contained in the set defined by the co.de word SSIX, compute
{ETIC(I,L)} = |^L"X($L-5L)}C
2. For all bodies L contained in the set defined by the code word SSCN, compute
CNF (I, L)} = n,L £ 5J(j) X 0m X 0.) '+ 5L X (5L X
'
3. For all flexible bodies L, that is, for those bodies contained in the set defined by
the integer code word SFLX, compute
{FLIRCd.L)} = -4L • £L + SL X ALL
{FLCRC (i, L)} = |2mL WL x aL 1
4. Add gyroscopic loads associated with rigid body motion to that associated with
relative elastic deformation to obtain
JETIC(I,L)f = JETIC(I,L)} + JFLIRC(I,L)}
{CNF(I,L)f = |CNF(I,L)[ + |FLCRC(I,L)f
for each flexible body L.
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5: For each symmetric wheel of the system, compute
6. Sum the gyroscopic loads associated with each body L contained in the nest K-l
to obtain the components of the gyroscopic load external to the nest K-l ; K = 1 ,
2, . . . ,NBOD+1, as follows:
a. Initialize the array ETC:
| ETC OWl ={o|; . . K . = 1 , 2 , . . . , N B 1
b. Add inertia cross-coupling terms for all bodies L contained in the set defined
by the code word SIX(K-l):
|ETC(l,K)f = |ETC(I,K)| - 2^ JETIC (I,L)}
LeSlX(K-l)
where
K = 1,2, . . . ,NBOD
c. Add centripetal cross-coupling terms for all bodies L contained in the set
defined by the code word SCN(K-l):
• If body L is a rigid or flexible body
|CNF.(I,L)| =
• If body L is a point mass
' ' JCNF(I ,L)} ={cL -2mL3L
C
Let
| ( _. ( .JCNF(I.L)} = JC"L*|
then, for all nests K-l containing one or more rigid bodies
JETC(I.K)} = |ETC(I,K)} -
LeSCN(K-l)
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and for all nests K-l containing the single-point mass labeled body K




{ETC(I,K){ = |ETC(I,K)| -
L=l
d. Add Coriolis cross-coupling terms for all point masses (bodies L) contained
•in the set defined by the code word SCR(K-l):
For all nests K-l containing one or more rigid bodies
JETC(I,K)f =.JETC(I ,K)} -^ I^K-I.L x 2mL "L X ?
LeSCR(K-l)
For all nests K-l containing the single-point mass labeled body K
, ° i|-ETC'(I,K) = JETC(I,K)| - hm^ WR X a A
andforK = NBl
|ETC (i,K)f = |ETC (i,K)| - 2mL WL x a
'LeSL v /c
where SL is the code word defining all point-mass body labels.
e. Add symmetric wheel cross-coupling terms for all wheels M contained in
the set defined by the code word SMC(K-l):
JETC(I,K)} = |ETC(I,K)} - {ETMC(I.M)}
. . i •' "' ' MeSMC(K-l)
where
K = 1,2,: . .;NBOD'
For any particular problem, all computation carried out in ETA can be outputted on the
line printer by defining
LETA = .TRUE.
on card 1 of the data deck.
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PROGRAMMER'S GUIDE TO SUBROUTINE TORQUE
The primary purpose of subroutine TORQUE is to provide a place for the user to define the
nongyroscopic forces and torques acting on the particular problem under investigation. In
Reference 1, pages 41 through 53, several nongyroscopic effects commonly encountered in
the analysis of spacecraft attitude dynamics are described along with the methods that must
be used to enter their resultant effects into the equations of motion. This section will define
\
the coding (by example) that is required to interface with N-BOD2.





Y(N) N = NEQ+1,... , NEQ+NTQ
YD(N) N = NEQ+1,.. ., NEQ+NTQ
In subroutine TORQUE, the user has access to all computed system state variables. These
are stored in the various labeled common blocks. Any user-defined function of state variables
may be computed and stored in array DUMMY in labeled common block /SATELL/.
The nested body approach has been used to derive the equations of motion presented in
References 1 and 2. In Reference 1, equation 88, the forces and torques acting external to
the nests are contained in the partitions
H.0 J




In Reference 2, equation 111, the forces and torques acting external to the nests are con-
tained in the partition
"
while torques acting external to symmetric wheels are contained in the partition
{CL}
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The user must define the algorithm that is to be used to compute
PHI(I,K)l — resultant torque (force*) that is acting on and external to the
' nest K-1;K= 1,2, . . . ,NBOD
(PHI(I,NBI)l — resultant sum of all external forces acting on the composite
' ' system of coupled bodies
CLM(M) — scalar magnitude of the torque acting external to the symmetric
wheel M
Frequently the algorithm involves the integration of differential equations such as in the
description of an onboard control system. The user must define
NTQ — total number of differential equations that are defined by the
user in TORQUE and which must be integrated.
The state variables and associated time derivatives for all first order differential equations
defined in TORQUE are stored in the arrays Y and YD.
Let ;
N = NEQ + M
where '
M = 1,2, . . . ,NTQ
then1
Y(N) = storage location to the state variables associated with the Mth
differential equation defined by the user in TORQUE.
YD(N) = storage location of the time derivative of the state variable stored
in Y(N).
To code subroutine TORQUE, the user should first zero out the external torque matrix upon
entry. The resultant torque matrix is then obtained by vector addition of the various, com-
ponents. Thus, the first executable statements of TORQUE should be
C ZERO ALL ELEMENTS OF EXTERNAL TORQUE MATRIX
DO 1 K=1.NB1
DO 1 1 = 1,3
1 PHI <I,K) =0.00
DO 2 M = 1,NMO
2 CLM(M) = O.DO
'Force if body K in nest K-l is a point mass.
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Motion about or along any free coordinate vector may be constrained by springs, dashpots,
or motors. The computation of the associated reaction loads and their inclusion into the
equations of motion are discussed in Reference 1, pages 42 through 45. The following coding





REACTION TORQUE ACTING ACROSS OR ALONG GtMBAL AXIS «
AT HINGE POINT K-l DUE TO :
LINEAR SPRINGS • •
LINEAR VISCOUS HAMPERS :
MOTORS
SPRING CONSTANT ABOUT OR ALONG GIMBAL AXIS M
(M*L«2/T»*2 OR M/T»*2)
DAMPING CONSTANT ABOUT OR ALONG GIMBAL AXIS M
(M*L**2/T OR M/T)
CONTROL TORQUE APPLIED BY MOTOR ABOUT OR ALONG GIMbAL
AXIS M M*L»»2/T«*2 OR M*L/T«»2
DIMENSION TE.MI3) ,
C SPRING TORQUE '
C SPR(M) = USER INPUT . . • . • '
A = SPR(MI»THA(M)
CALL SCLVIA,OFC(1,MI,TEM)
- C A L L VECSUBIPHI t l .K l .TEMtPHK l.KI )
C DAMPER TORQUE
C D P C ( M ) = USER INPUT
A = D P C ( M ( * T H A D ( M )
CALL S C L V ( A , Q F C ( 1 , M ) , T E M )
CALL VECSUBIPHI II, K I,TEN,PHI Il.KI I
C MOTOR TORQUE
C CLT(M) = FUNCTION OF STATE VARIABLES, USER OEF.
CALL SCLVICLT|M),OFCIItMl.TEM)
CALL VECAODIPHI (1,K I,TEM,PHI(1,K) )
Symmetric wheels are usually used to simulate controlled momentum wheels. Since wheels
have only one degree of freedom, it is not necessary to compute wheel torque as a vector
quantity. The following coding is to be used to include this effect in N-BOD2:
REACTION TORQUES ON SYSTEM DUE TO A CONTROL TOROUE
APPLIED TO MOMENTUM WHEEL MW
LET:
CLM(MW) = CONTROL TORQUE APPLIED TO WHEEL MH ABOUT ITS SPIN AXIS
USER DEFINED FUNCTION OF STATE VARIABLES (M«L**2/T**2I
C CLM(MW) = USER DEFINED FUNCTION OF STATE VARB.
Locally applied forces may be applied to any body of the system; they may not be applied. ,
to symrnetric wheels;du-ectly. The computation of the reaction loads and[.their inclusion?iintoal
the equations of motion are discussed in Reference 1, page 45. The following coding is used
to include this effect in N-BOD2:
REACTION TORQUES ON SYSTEM DUE TO A LOCALLY
APPLIED EXTERNAL FORCE (I.E. A GAS JET)
LET:
J = INTEGER LABEL ASSIGNED TO GAS JET
L = BODY TO WHICH EXTERNAL FORCE DIRECTLY APPLIED
R J I I I = RADIUS VECTOR FROM CENTER OF MASS OF FtnoY- L TO
GAS JET J, (COMPONENTS RELATIVE TO BODY L COORDINATES)
FJ(I) = COMPONENTS OF APPLIED FORCE DUE TO GAS J E T - J , (RELATVE




C INTEGER SK10I.NS1 , • , . • - . '
C LOGICAL C T A I N - ' . '
C C RJIII = USER INPUT , » ; , •'! ^
C CALL V E C T R N I R J . X M C I 1,1-L I.R.ICI- • '
C C F J t l ) = USER DEFINED FUNCTION OF S T A T E V A R I A B L E S
C CALL VECTRNIFJ .XMCI1 ,1 .L> ,FJC>
C CALL VECADOIPHI tl.NBl l .FJC.PHK 1.NB1 ) )
C 00 3 K = 1 , N B O O
c CALL U N P A C ( S I , N S I , S K < K - I > )
C IF( .NOT.CTAIN(L,S1,NS1» GO TO 3
C 1F(RBLO(K) I GO TO A
C CALL V E C A D D I P H I I l , K ) , F J C i P H I ( I t K ) )
C GO TO 3
C 4 KL = KTO(NB1,K-1,LI
C CALL V E C A D O ( G A M < 1 , K L ) , R J C . T E M )
C CALL VECROS ITEM.FJC,TEM1>
c CALL VECADDIPHI (i,K),TEMitPHi.| I,K> )
C 3 CONTINUE
Cc . . • • •
The system to be modeled may be in a gravitational field; i.e., an Earth-based system. The
computation of the reaction loads and their inclusion into the equations of motion are dis-




C REACTION TOKOUES ON SYSTEM DUE TO GRAVITATIONAL
C EFFECTS ON AN EARTH BASED SYSTEM
C LET:'
C GRAV = ACCELERATION OF GRAVITY (L/T**2>
C BH(I) = COMPONENTS OF UNIT VECTOR FROM INERTIAL ORIGIN TO COMP.
C SYSTEM CENTER OF MASS. (RELATIVE TO INERTIAL FRAKEI
C THAT IS, PARALLEL TO DIRECTION DF GRAVITY FORCE
c . •'•.,-.
C INTEGER Sl'l 10I.NS1 ." •
• C DIMENSION TEM(3>,BHC(3),BH(3) . . . . . . . . .
C C BHt I) = USER INPUT • , '• '. • • ;
•"*,. • • C " CALL VECTRNI BH.XMCI 1,1.0),BHC I . . ' '
C D O < t K = 1,NROD . . - • • • '
C C GRAV = USER INPUT
C A = XMAS(K)*GRAV
C CALL SCLV(A,BHC,TEM)
C CALL VECSUBIPHI(V.NRl|,TEM,PHI(l.NBlI I
C IF(RBLOIK)) GO TO 5
C CALL VECSUBIPHI(1,K),TEM,PH1 I 1,K) )
C GO TO A
C 5 CALL UNPACIS1.NS1 tSPUK-1 I ) •
C DO <t LL=1,NS1 ' '
C L = SKLL)
C KL = KTO(NB1,K-1,LI
C ,. A = XMAS(LI*GRAV
C CALL SCLVIA.BHC.TEM)





The system to be modeled may be in orbit and subject to gravity gradient effects. The com-
putation of the orbit and the gravity gradient torques ar^^discussedfinxReferen'ee'lv'pages 46'
through 51\~The following coding is used to include these effects in N-BOD2:
c ; • ' • ' • , - . • : ' • • •
C KEPLERIAN ORBIT
C LET:
C CBII.O) = COMPONENTS OF VECTOR FROM EARTH'S CENTER TO COMPOSITE
C SYSTEM CENTER OF MASS, RELATIVE TO INERTIAL REFERENCE
C • FRAME, ORBIT ASSUMED TO BE IN I N E R T I A L 2-3 PLANE
C ASM = SEMI-MAJOR AXIS OF ELLIPTIC ORBIT INERTIAL 2 DIRECTION
C ECC = ORBIT ECCENTRICITY
C TPP = TIME OF PERIHELION PASSAGE, (T)
C GEV = EARTH'S GRAVITATIONAL CONSTANT, (L»»3/T»*2)
C ETE s MEAN MOTION ., .
C AME « MEAN ANOMALY
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ECE = ECCENTRIC ANOMALY
TVE = TRUE ANOMALY
BTO = MAGNITUDE OF CBII.O),- ID
SM4 = SIN(A*AMEI
C ASM = USER INPUT
C - " GEV = USER INPUT '
ETE = l . /SORT(ASM**3 /GEV)
C TPP = USER INPUT
SHE = ETE«<T-TPP>
SMI = SINIAMEI
SM2 = S I N ( 2 * A M E >
SM3 = S!N<3»AMEI
C ECC = USER INPUT
ECE = AME + ECC*SM1 + ECC*»2*SM2/2
* •fECC**3*(9*SM3 - 3*SMl l /<2<.>
* +ECC«»«»(64*SM4 - 32»SM2)/192
CE = COSIECE)
SE = S IN(ECE)
BTO = A S M * ( 1 - ECC*CE)
C B U . O ) = 0
C B ( Z t O ) = BTO* ( (CE- ECCI/U - ECC'CEM
CBI3.O) « BTO* tSORT!1-ECC»»2I *S£ / (1 -ECC«CEI I
CALL VECTRN<CB<1,0),XMC<1.1,OI,CBC(1,OI)
REACTION TORQUES ON ORBITING SYSTEM DUE TO
GRAVITY GRADIENT EFFECTS
LET:
CBCd.ll = COMPONENTS OF VECTOR FROM COMPOSITE SYSTEM CENTER OF
MASS TO CENTER Of MASS OF BODY 1, RELATIVE TO
COMPUTING FRAME ' . ' •
NOTE FOR GRAVITY GRADIENT OPTION
CB(I.l) AND ITS INERTIAL DERIVATIVE '
ARE REDEFINED TO CIRCUMVENT DIFFERENCE
OF LARGE NUMBER PROBLEMS, THAT IS
THEY ARE MEASURED FROM COMPOSITE CM TO
CM (IF BODY 1 RATHER THAN FROM INERTIAL
ORIGIN TO CM OF BODY 1
B H I I I = UNIT VECTOR FROM EARTH'S CENTER TO SYSTEM COMPOSITE
CENTER OF MASS, COMPONENTS RELATIVE TO INERTIAL FRAME
DELINK) = COMPONENTS OF VECTOR FROM COMPOSITE SYSTEM CENTER OF
MASS TO CENTER OF MASS OF BODY K
DFG(IfK) = COMPONENTS OF GRAVITY GRADIENT FORCE ACTING ON BODY K'
SGG(I) = COMPACTED INTEGER WORD, THOSE BODIES IN THE NEST I
WHICH SIGNIFICANTLY CONTRIBUTE•TO GRAVITY GRADIENT EFF.
BTO = DISTANCE FROM EARTH'S CENTER TO COMPOSITE SYSTEM CM
DIMENSION DEL(3,10),DFGI3,10),BHCI3),BHI3),TEM13),TEMU3)
INTEGER SGG(0,9I, S1I10)
C KEPLERIAN ORBIT MUST BE USED WITH GRAVITY GRADIENT OPTION
00 10 1=1,3
1O BHC(I) = CBC(I,0)/BTO .
DO 7 K=1,NBOD






A = -GEV*XMASIK)/BTO**3 , - ..
CALL* SCLV(A,TEM,DFGI1,K)) , •• t.vt
7 CONTINUE
DO 8 K=1,NBDO .. . ,.
1FIRBLOIK)) GO TO 9
• CALL VECADO(PHI(l,K),pFG(,l,KI,PHI(,l,KI) j -i
' -"'<-' Gb'TO's-"'" '""' ' - " • • - - • .
C SGGII) * SKI1) IF ALL BODIES CONTRIBUTE TO GRAVITY GRAD.
C EFFECTS. IF NOT USE COMPAC TO CONSTRUCT













As previously mentioned, it is often necessary to integrate several differential equations to
define control torques in TORQUE. The following coding is used to include additional dif-
ferential equations for integration by N-BOD2 along with the system equations:
c
C PARAMETERS DEFINED BY FIRST ORDER
C DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
C LET:
C NTQ = TOTAL NUMBER OF FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS TO
C BE SOLVED FOR USE IN SUBROUTINE TOROUE
C TQ(N) = MAGNITUDE OF PARAMETER NUMBER N DEFINED WITHIN SUB.
C TOROUE AT TIME T
C TOD(N) = TIME DERIVATIVE OF PARAMETER TQ(N). A USER DEFINED
C FUNCTION OF THE SYSTEM'S STATE VARIABLES
C
C DIMENSION TO(20I,TQD(20)
C C FOR THE PARAMETER N
C IF(CT<..NE:l ) GO TO 11
C . C . YINEQ+N) = TQINI = INITIAL VALUE FOR TO(N)
C 11 TO(N) = YINEO+N)
C C TQD(N) = USER DEFINED FUNCTION OF STATE VARB.
C C
C C AFTER DEFINITION OF LAST DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION
- C' . C NTQ = TOTAL NUMBER OF FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL
C C EQUATIONS TO BE SOLVED FOR USE IN TORQUE
C - 00 12 N=1,NTQ
C . 12 YDINEQ+N) = TQD(N)
C • ' ' .
At times, appendages on spacecraft are subject to thermally induced motion. This is dis-
cussed in Reference 1, pages 52 and 53. The following coding is used to include this effect
inN-BOD2:
c
C THERMALLY INDUCED MOTION ABOUT GIMBAL AXIS M
C AT- HINGE POINT K-l ' .
C ASSUME:
C ALL THERMALLY INDUCED DEFLECTION IS SMALL ANGLE
C RELATIVE TO THE SYSTEM'S NOMINAL ZERO STRESS STATE
C THERMALLY INDUCED DEFLECTION IS MODELLED AS A MOVEMENT
C . • ' OF THE ZERO STRESS.STATE
C 'ACROSS ALL HINGE POINTS SUBJECT TO THERMAL DEFORMATION
.C - SPRINGS AND DAMPERS ACT
C A RESONABLE MODEL OF THE THERMAL INPUT CAN BE DEFINED
C IN TERMS OF THE SYSTEM'S STATE VARIABLES
C THERMAL EQUILIBRIUM POSITION ABOUT ANY GIMBAL A X I S IS DEF.
C BY SOLUTION OF THE HEAT CONDUCTION EOUATION
C LET:
C SPR(M) = SPRING CONSTANT ACROSS GIMBAL AXIS M
C DPC(M) = DAMPING CONSTANT ACROSS GIMBAL AXIS M
C , TAUIMI = THERMAL TIME CONSTANT FOR DEFORMATION ABOUT GIMBAL
C. AXIS M, <T>
C TQ(N) » THERMAL EQUILIBRIUM POSITION FOR THERMAL DEFORMATION
C ABOUT GIMBAL AXIS M, (RAD)
C TOD(N) = RATE OF CHANGE OF THERMAL EQUILIBRIUM POSITION ABOUT
C GIMBAL AXIS M, FIRST ORDER DIFF. EQ., (RAD/T)
C TINP = THERMAL INPUT USER DEFINEO .FUNCTION. OF STATE VARIABLES,
C (RAO/TI ' ' ' ' • ii , ..v .->•- -•.?•"-
C • '
C DIMENSION TEMI3)
C C N = USER DEFINED LABEL, DEPENDS.UPON. EQUATION NUMBERING
C C •'• SEQUENCE" DEFINED W I THIN'SUBROUTINE'-TOROUE 3
C IFICT4.NE.1) GO TO 13
C C YINEO+NI = TO(N) = INITIAL VALUE FOR THERMAL DEFORMAT.ION
C C ' ' ABOUT GIMBAL AXIS M, USER INPUT
C 13 TQ(N) = YINEQ+N)
C C TINP = USER DEFINED THERMAL INPUT FOR THERMAL DEFORMATION
C C ABOUT GIMBAL AXIS M
C C TAU(M) = USER INPUT
C TQDIN) = -TO(N)/TAU(M) + TINP
C A = SPR(M)»(THA(M) - TQINM
C CALL SCLV(A,OFC(1.MI.TEM)
C CALL VECSUBIPHI(1,K),TEM,PHI(1,K)I
C A « DPC(MI»THAD(M)
C CALL SCLV(A,OFC(1,M),TEM)
C CALL VECSUBIPHI ( 1 ,K I , TEM, PHI ( 1,K»
C . •
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For any particular problem, all computation carried out in TORQUE can be outputted on
the line printer by defining
LTORQU = .TRUE. .
on card 1 of the data deck, if the user codes the print statements.
PROGRAMMER'S GUIDE TO SUBROUTINE QFDOT ,
The primary purpose of subroutine QFDOT is to eliminate the forces and torque's associated
with kinematic constraints. In so doing, the coupled vector-dyadic equations of motion will
reduce to a.set of simultaneous scalar differential equations. The user need neyer interface
with this subroutine.. . . . , , . . ,
The equations of motion to be integrated are given in Reference 2 by equation 136. This
equation, in the absence of body flexibility, reduces to equation 144 of Reference 1. Making
use of the array names used in the coding of N-BOD2, the equation takes on the general form
[XMN] |THADD[ = |ETM[
where, to be consistent with the coding of N-BOD2 and the notation of Reference 2,
\ This matrix equation defines exactly
.NFER + NMODS + NMV
scalar second-order ordinary differential equations.




The elements of these arrays are obtained by carrying out the vector-dyadic operations de-
fined by the partitioned matrix equation 136 of Reference 2.
The equations coded in N-BOD2 assume that all hinge points and symmetric wheel attach-
ment points are either on rigid bodies or at node points of flexible bodies. The restriction
in modeling capability implies that in equation 136 of Reference 2, the following is true:
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• • R




,. ^T = o . • . ; - ' . - . •. ... •••• ; .,
Furthermore, it is assumed in N-BOD2 that the"user will not heed to compute forces of con-
straint ;.that is, the elements of the partition F°. : , . . / _ . ,
Introduction of these two modeling limitations significantly simplifies the required coding.
The coding is structured so that, if required at a later date, both limitations can be removed
by simple insertions into QFDOT and other relevant subroutines. Making use 'of the above-















• qT 0 0-
0 hT 0
_0 0 1 .
-X lc F "
icT is o











Coding requirements force a rearrangement of rows and columns from {hat used in^the theo-
retical development. The following storage allocation scheme is used:
• [XMN(M,N)] = [qTJ • [X] • [qj
where: M = 1, . . _.. , .NFER ... . . . . . . . ,,;; v_ • ; •' ..,. :
N = 1, . . . ,NFER ,
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• [XMN(M, N)] = lqTJ • [FJ
where M = 1, . . . ,NFER
N = NFER+1,. . ., NFER+NMODS
[XMN(M, N)] = ,lqTJ
where M = 1, . . . ,NFER
N = NFER+NMODS+], . . . , NFER+NMODS+NMV
[XMN(M,N)] = [M1]
where M = NFER+1,. . ., NFER+NMODS
N = NFER+1,. . . , NFER+NMODS
• [XMN(M, N)] = [0]
where M = NFER+1,. . ., NFER+NMODS
N = NFER+NMODS+1, . . ., NFER+NMODS+NMV
• [XMN(M, N)] = lhTJ [Is] [hj
where M = NFER+NMODS+1,. . ., NFER+NMODS+NMV
N = NFER+NMODS+1,. . ., NFER+NMODS+NMV
|E1M(M)} = lqTJ • jT,,
where M = 1,2, ... ,NFER
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O JETM(M)f =
where M = NFER+1, . . . , NFER+NMODS
)ETM(M)} = lhTJ • { „ , } + JCL} - [|<T][q| j f l j j
where ,M = NFER+NMODS+1, . . . , NFER+NMODS+NMV
In the computation of the ETM array, the contents of the ETC array defined in subroutine
ETA are changed. In ETA, the components of the vector in row K of j 17 | are stored in
{ETC (I,K)[. In QFDOT, the components of the vector in row K of
are stored in j ETC (I,K)}.
In the computation of the full XMN array only the nontrivial entires of XMN are computed,
and the lower triangular portion of the array is obtained by making use of the fact that the
array must be symmetric. To ensure that all redundant and trivial operations are circum-
vented, the labels stored in the integer code words
SI, SK, SR, SCXC, SMV, SOK, SQF,
JCON, SFCC, SFLX, and SFXM
are used extensively.
For any particular problem, all computation carried out in QFDOT can be outputted on the
line printer by defining
LQFDOT = .TRUE,
on card 1 of the data deck.
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PROGRAMMER'S GUIDE TO SUBROUTINE DCT . ^ •
The primary purpose of subroutine DCT is to set up the differential equations required to
compute the elements of the transformation matrices that are to be obtained by direction
cosine techniques. The user need never "interface with this subroutine.
In Reference 1, equation 119, the direction cosine equation is given in a form compatible
with this coupled body analysis; namely
N-BOD2 is coded to integrate only six of the nine'equations defined for each transformation
matrix that is to be derived by direction cosine techniques. The other three parameters of
the respective transformation matrices are obtained in TRAN from orthogonality conditions.
The following array is defined in table 1 and the elements of it are computed in DCT:
YMCD(U,K).
In DCT, a unique numbering sequence is used to facilitate the handling of the direction
cosine data. The body labels stored in the integer code word SD are obtained first. Let
\l, X2 ,. . . , XN = body labels associated with those body fixed-reference
frames for which transformation matrices are to be ob- -
.' tained by direction cosine techniques
where
If XN =1 and the body 1 fixed frame is the frame of computation, then to obtain the trans-
formation matrix between inertial and body 1 coordinates,
'
JYMCDCU'Of = [>0j 0
*":..• * r , r ^ 4 , ^fl--^ • '• f f *S\S} f J^p r-.-.-Vft-t ? rj\ '^f. "J f j r t *; », . I s\ Lj,_l «_>-J.il ify
,. ,. ... {YMCD (I, 2> .!.)[-.= Iff
01
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and for the rest, M = 1 , 2, . . . , N-l
,
JYMCD(I,1,M-H)} = c ^ - x O
JYMCD(I,2,M+1)[ =
. .
Otherwise, for M = 1,2, . . . , N,
For any particular problem, all computation carried in DCT can be outputted on the line
printer by defining
LDCT = .TRUE. V. . ; • . • - . • ; -
on card 1 of the data deck.
PROGRAMMER'S GUIDE TO SUBROUTINE ANGLE
The primary purpose of subroutine. ANGLE is to set up the differential equations required
to compute the displacement coordinates that are measured about or along the free coordinate
vectors. The user need never interface with this subroutine.
The following array is defined in table 1 and the elements of it are computed in ANGLE:
ANGD(N) — time derivative of the.displacement coordinate associated with the
motion about or along the free coordinate vector SFR(N); N = 1,2,
. . . ,NFRC
In Reference 1, pages 37 and 38, the differential equations which define relative displace-
ment about or along free coordinate vectors are defined. These equations are coded in
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ANGLE. The user has the capability by subroutine INOPT to select which displacement
coordinate should be evaluated. The integer array SFR defines the selected coordinates.
Several special cases are recognized in ANGLE:
• If relative translational motion is measured along free coordinate vector
M = SFR(N)
then '
ANGD(N) = THAD(M) = 0M
(Point mass motion or body 1 center-of-mass motion.)
• If free coordinate vector "
M = SFR(N)
is aligned with the gimbal axis of a one-axis gimbal, then
ANGD(N) = THAD(M) = <?M.
• If the free coordinate vectors
M = SFR(N) and
M+l= SFR(N+1)
are aligned with the gimbal axes of a two-axis gimbal at hinge point K-l , then
Ai = ?M ' "K












If the free coordinate vectors
M + i = SFR(N + i) i = 0,1,2




 %1 ' > + 2
-»•
Al = 4 ' 5K
.->
A2 = 4+i ' "K
and
A - C * A
ANGD (N) = — -
1 - C2
ANGD(N + 1) = A2
ANGD(N
A - r *3 ^
1 -C2
For any particular problem, all computations carried out in ANGLE can be outputted on
the line printer by defining
LANGLE = .TRUE,
on card 1 of the data deck.
PROGRAMMER'S GUIDE TO SUBROUTINE SETUP
The primary purpose of SETUP is to provide the necessary interface between the symbolic
array names used in the derivation of the equations of motion in N-BOD2 and the symbolic
array names used in the integration subroutine RUNGE.-The user need never interface with
this subroutine.
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The following sequential ordering scheme, used to define the locations of state variables and
their time derivatives in the Y and YD arrays, is identical to that used in EQIV:.
• Accelerations and rates relative to free coordinate vectors
YD (N) = THADD (N) ; THAD (N) = Y (N)
N = 1,2, . . . , N F E R
Sum equations: NEQ = NFER
• , Accelerations and rates of generalized elastic coordinates
YD(N) = THADD (N) ; THAD(N) = Y(N) •
;, . , , N. = NEQ+1, . . . , NEQ+NMODS .. •.
Sum equations: NEQ = NEQ+NMODS
• Accelerations and rates of symmetric wheels with variable rate. Let
Mj, M 2 , . . . , ML = wheel labels in the set defined by integer code word SMV
YD (N) = THADD (N) ; THADW(Mj) = Y(N) '
N = NEQ+1, . . . , NEQ+L
I = 1,2 L
Sum equations: NEQ = NEQ+L r
• Rate and displacement relative to free coordinate vectors
YD(N) = ANGD(MM) ; THA(M) = Y(N)
N = NEQ+1,. .. , NEQ+NFRC
, MM = 1,2, ...,NFRC
M = SFR(MM)
Sum equations: NEQ = NEQ+NFRC
• Rate and displacement of generalized elastic coordinates • •
YD(N) = THAD(M) ; THA(M) = Y(N)
N = NEQ+1,. .. , NEQ+NMODS
M = 1 ,2 , . . . ,NMODS
Sum equations: NEQ = NEQ+NMODS
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• • • - • • Rate and angle of symmetric wheels
YD(N) = THADW(M) ; THAW (M) = Y (N)
' . • - • : • - . . - I
N = NEQ+1,. .. , NEQ+NMOA
MM= 1 ,2 , . . . ,NMOA
M = SMA(MM)
Sum equations: NEQ = NEQ+NMODS - ...
• Rate and magnitude of direction cosine .; • ' ;
Kj, K 2 , . . . , KID = body labels'ossociated with the coordinate frames for
which transformation matrix is to be obtained via direction
cosine
YD(N) = YMCD(I,J,M)
M = 1 , 2 , . . . , ID . ... • ..
J = 1,2
I = 1 ,2,3
N = NEQ + 6 * (M - 1) + 3 * (J - 1) + I; . .
XMC(I,J ,KM)- Y(N) ' • - • • ; ( ' - : • - - : - : • ' '
I = 1,2,3 •"' ' ; / ; ' : '
J = 1,2 '
M = 1 ,2 , . . . , ID
The exact algorithm is obtainable in the discussion of subroutine DCT.
• V 4 . f ^ i f '• — f.'.llf • ..,.-,+;r*.,,r. ,- — [ •,>
For any particular problem, all computations carried out in SETUP can be outputted on the
line printer by defining . . •
LSETUP = .TRUE,
on card 1 of the data deck.
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PROGRAMMER'S GUIDE TO SUBROUTINES OUTPUT AND OUTPSP
The primary purpose of subroutines OUTPUT and OUTPSP is to provide a convenient place
to put all output data statements. OUTPUT is entered only at time zero while OUTPSP is
entered at the end of every integration step unless otherwise directed by the user. The user
is expected to refrain from modifying subroutine OUTPUT. It provides a useful echo of the
initial state of the system for checkout purposes..
Nominally, subroutine OUTPSP is identical to OUTPUT. The user is expected to remove
unwanted print statements from OUTPSP, add additional computation if desired, and insert
any other set of desirable output statements.
The following parameters are outputted on the line printer by subroutine OUTPUT:
TIME — simulation time t
CENTER OF MASS — components of the vector from hinge point 0 to the center-of-
mass of the-composite system relative to the frame of computation
TOTAL SYSTEM MASS - total mass of the system
SYSTEM INERTIA TENSOR — components of the total system inertia tensor relative
to the composite system center-of-mass and relative to the frame of computation
ANGULAR MOMENTUM — magnitude of the total system inertial angular momentum
vector
HBQDY — components of the total system inertial angular momentum vector rela-
tive to body 1 fixed coordinates
* HINERT — components of the total system inertial angular momentum vector rela-
tive to inertial coordinates
LINEAR MOMENTUM — magnitude of the total system inertial linear momentum
vector
LBODY — components of the total system inertial linear momentum vector in com-
puting frame coordinates
KINETIC ENERGY - kinetic energy of total system— - . - • • • -
After the above parameters are printed, a block of data for each body of the system is printed:
BODY K — body label for the body for which the adjacent block of data applies;
K= 1,2, . . . , N B O D
ROMC = JROMC(IJC)} = |GJK j




" not in common „ U
£TC
 = /ETC (Ijo I _

















 m common «
common
X
% y,K - ?r., + v» * r>
=K
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The block of data pertinent to the translational motion of the center -of-mass of body 1 is
given adjacent to the title, "ORIGIN."
FOMC = JFOMC(I,NB1)[ = j j f j
c
ACC = not in common = \ ^ \
' • ' , ' ' ' • ' C . ' : ' • • • - . - . ' •
CBC = |CBC(I,0)| = |<U '
ETC = JETC(I,NB1)[ = See QFDOT
PHI = JPHI (I, NBlj} " = See TORQUE
XMC = {XMC(I,J,0)[-. = [c^rj




For each flexible body of the system, a block of data associated with its flexible body charac-
teristics is outputted:
FLEXIBLE BODY K - body label for the flexible body for which the adjacent block
of data applies
N K





FIR = |FLIRC(I,K)| = see ETA
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• ] • • * • ' • • • • FCR = JFLCRC(I,K)} = See ETA , • ' - . • . . . , - i . , -
DHM= £{QN)K} a N K ( t ) = {AL 1
: N,K V 7.C, . l . C
Following the last block of flexible body data, the system state variables associated with
relative body motion and flexible body motion are printed:
ForM = 1,2,. . . ,NFER . ' • .
THA(M) = 0M(t).





ForMN = 1,2,. . ..NMODSandM = NFER+MN
. , . . < • • : , . . : • . . - . . . THA(M) : . = a,..., (,t)
•' .-. •: • • - ; • • • ; • : . " : v •' i . • N,K x ;..
,. - : -,
 ; , ; THAD(M) .. = a^ K.(t),,;
THADD(M) = aN ; K(t)
where
K-I /.'
MN = N + ^ SFXM(I) •» r—'
1=1 • ' • " / • . : .,:„
K = 2,3,. . .,NBOD ^—,
N = 1 , 2 , . . . , SFXM (K) [See INOPT, subsection 15]
All of the above data will be printed at the end of each integration step. The user is expected
to delete the undesired print statements from O.UTPSP and to insert those more applicable to
the problem at hand.
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PROGRAMMER'S GUIDE TO THE UTILITY ROUTINES
The utility routines required by N-BOD2 are: .
SIMQ used to obtain the solution to a set of simultaneous linear equations of
the form
A standard reduction' technique' is used to solve for J0J without ever
obtaining the inverse of the coefficient matrix.
RUNGE — used to numerically integrate the set of simultaneous nonlinear differ-
ential equations,
j y ( t ) }= |F(t)f '
Fourth order, fixed-step Runge-Kutta integration is used.
COMPAC — used to create integer code words.
Integer code words are used primarily to conserve computer storage. This was a critical
factor on the small XDS-9300 computer on which N-BOD2 was originally debugged.
Let
be a set of unique integer labels so that
1 < I. < 24 ; i = 1,2,. . . , N
and
N =sS 24
If computer storage is limited, it is a waste of computer storage to reserve 24 words of mem-
ory to store this set.
All integer code words are 32 bits long.*- These bits may be numbered as shown below:
32 [31 |30|29 28|27|26|25 24 | 23 [ 22 | 21
atoJ03v irao'tg/ifiTt — (SV .Ahf .AV)
20|19|18 [17 16|15|14|13 12
8 &I . ) H'H'THV
|11|10| 9 I 8 I 7 I 6 I 5 4 I 3 12 I 1
*IBM 360 Computer, subroutine must be modified for computers having different word lengths.
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COMPAC stores the number of labels (N; N < 24) in bits 25 through 32. The set of integers
I,, I 2 , . . . , IN are stored in bits 1 through 24. For J = 1, 2 , . . . , 24, if bit J = 1, J is a
member of the set; if bit J = 0, J is not a member of the set.
UNPAC — used to decode the integer code words created by COMPAC
KTO and KT1 — integer function subprograms used to assign storage area locations
in one-dimensional arrays for elements of triangular or symmetric
matrices; another tool used to conserve storage requirements:
KTO (N, J, K) =
K ( N - l ) + J + 1 - K ( K - l ) / 2 K<J
J (N - 1). + K + 1 - J (J - l)/2 K> J
J = 0,1,. . .,N-1
K = 0,1,. . . ,N-1
KT1(N,J,K) =
(K-1)(N- 1) + J - (K- l ) (K-2) /2
K - K > J
J = 1,2,. . . , N . . . . •
K = 1,2,. . .,N
CTAIN — logical function subprogram used to determine if a particular integer
is contained in a particular set of integers
CTAIN (I, S, N) = .TRUE, if the integer I is contained in the set of
integers S(1),S ( 2 ) , . . . , S (N)
= .FALSE, if it is not" " ...... "; " ' " '
VECTRN (VA, TBA, VB) - transform vectors
TENTRN (XA, TBA, XB) - transform dyads
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VECNRM (V) - normalize vector to unit magnitude
V = CO
Error message if v" • "v" = 0 ; inputted vector destroyed
MATMUL (A', B, C, N) - multiply two N X N matrices of scalars
[C] = [A] [B] . ... ,




ROT (A, J, T) - forms transformation matrix for rotation about a coordinate
axis
A — sine of the rotation angle ,











VECADD(V1,V2,S) - add vectors
VECSUB(V1,V2,D) - subtract vectors
- v
' - a .




VECROS(V1,V2,C) - vector cross product
C
 = v X
TRIPVP (VI, V2, V) - special triple vector product
DYADD(D1,D2, D) - add dyads
-*• -*• \/ /-* w ~* \v = v, X (vj X v2)
= 0,
 +D2
SCLD (A, D, T) - |multiply dyad by a scalar
T = A* D
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DYDOTV (A, V, D) dyad dot vector
- D = A-v
VXDYOV (VI, D, V) - special vector cross dyad dot vector
-*• -* w '•*. -*• N
v = vt X (D • v,)
DYTOV(D, V1,V) - dyad transpose dot vector
V = D* • V,
VODYOV(V1,D, V2.SC) - vector'dot dyad dot vector equals scalar





SUEOP (VI, V2, XM, D) - construct pseudo4nertia tensors
D = m[^ -Vj) ! - V
C.9 ,-) - .6 ,0)£ (..? ,9 +
 CS n3l £ S. * - £,
QUTMUL(Q1,Q2,P) - multiply quaternions
P = Q , * Q 2
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QUATOP (QF, THA, ZT) - construct rotation quaternion
.0 = THA
{*}-<
TRANSO (ZT, TAU) - construct transformation matrix from quaternion com-
ponent
Izr} -
[TAU] = e 2 2 . 2 2eo ei + e2 e3
e 2 e 2 - e 2 + e 2
o i 2  e3
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UNCAGE (SCG, SC, T, TUG) - check to see if it is time to uncage any,of the caged
degrees of freedom. If it is time, redefine SCG and
SC.
COMPRS (XMN, THADD, N, SC, SCG, LG) - remove rows from XMN and THADD
arrays and columns from XMN array associated with
caged degrees of freedom, renumber and return
compressed XMN and THADD arrays.
UNPRS (THADD, M, SCG, LG) - expand THADD array putting zeros in locations
associated with caged degrees of freedom.
NOTATIONAL CROSS-REFERENCE
The equations of motion are derived in References 1 and 2 using standard analytic notation.
They are programmed in N-BOD2 using FORTRAN IV notation and are outputted on the
line printer using an abbreviated FORTRAN notation. This section is intended to provide
the user with a notation cross-reference between the three techniques used to define and
evaluate the equations of motion.
 %
1. Matrix Notation
| 1 .— column matrix
[ ] — square matrix
L J — row or rectangular matrix
2. Vector-Tensor-Matrix Notation
Vectors and tensors must be stored relative to particular reference frames. A post
subscript outside of the brace or bracket is used to specify the reference frame in
which the vector or tensor is defined. For example,
(->• » . -*
\V\ — 3 X 1 column matrix of the components of the vector V., relative
K
to body K fixed coordinates.
— 3 X 3 square matrix of the components of the tensor TR relative
to the frame of computation
• • " • ' ' -»• ._
If the elements of the vector VK are stored relative to the body K fixed-reference frame in
the array VE and relative to the frame of computation in the array VEC,
where
, • DIMENSION VE (3,10), VEC (3,10),
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the following notation is used:
References 1 and 2
|VK}K
, . {VKIC





















3. Mathematical Operational Notation
In the output of the equations of motion, the analytic symbolqgy used to define
several mathematical operations cannot be duplicated with a standard line printer.




' T1(3,3),T2(3,3),T3(3,3), ' "' " .J ; . " .'.;'
Q1(4),Q2(4))Q3(4), .'. . . : ; • . - ; . . - - ,
Ml (3 ,3) ,M2(3,3) ,M3(3,3)
 ; ;
define the dimension of the following quantities:
SI, S2, S3 — storage locations for the scalars S1 ,.S.2*, S3
V1,V2,V3 — storage locations for the components of the vectors
•y,:- . .)-i ' j>oi-l '<aXfi A VDOd </'Vt ',)Vfl'/M-JiOl bSIO'jV. 3'tiJ
 VV 'IOlj3V 3til 1C g'ffOfnab 5»j Vi
- ^ - - - " • ' - ' ' • • •
1
- l ^ J j t
Tl, T2, T3 — storage locations for the components of the tensors of
rank two, dyads T , T2, T3 •
Q1,Q2,Q3 — storage locations for the components of the quaternions
Ml, M2, M3 — storage locations for the components of the 3X3
matrices of scalars [Mj ], [M2 ], [M3 ]
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The following cross-reference for mathematical operations is used in the output of equations
of motion:
••. Addition
S3 = Si + S2 ' « S3 = SI +S2
v"3 . = v", + v"2 w V3 = VI + V2
' T, = T, + T, « T3 = Tl +T2
3 1 *




S3 = — * S3 = S1/S2
vl = — v" « V3 = V1/S1
3 Si
T, = — T, « T3 = T1/S1
Scalar Multiplication
,, S3 = Sj S2 . « S3 = S1*S2
~\3 ' = Sj "vj * V3 = S1*V1
T3 = Sj T, «• T3 = S1*T1
[M3]= S, [MJ « M3 = S1*M1
Quaternion Multiplication - .





*> SI = VI • V2
v"2 ~ VI = Tl • V2
= v2 • Tj » V3 = V2 • Tl
Vector Product
• Tensor Product
V3 = *! * v2 « V3 = VI X V2
Ti = *i X T2 * T1 = VI X T2
T3 = T2:x v, * T3 = T2 X VI
v2 * Tl = VI V2
• Transpose Matrix
[M2] = [MJT * 4M, = M 1 * * T
• Transform Coordinates of Vectors and Tensors
;
If
[Mj ] — transformation matrix, reference frame A to reference frame B
•VI, Tl — storage area for components of v^ and Tj relative to reference
frame A respectively
"V2, T2 — ! 'storage area for components of "v^ and T, relative to reference
frame B respectively,
iM*iii = tM - LMj ,f. ~ \ M \
then .
j v , } = [Mj]|^[ « V2 = M1 * vi
j = [MJ [TJ [MJT « T2 = Ml * Tl * Ml **T
1
 B * * A J
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Rotation Quarternion • . . . - .AY>
Using the notation of Reference 1 (see equations 99, 100, 101, and A-21),
* Ql = QUATOP (VI , SI) • • • - . - : c,
Subroutine QUATOP makes use of the scalar SI and the three elements stored
in the array V 1 to compute the four components of the quarternion Q 1 (see
Utility Routine/QUATOP).
Transformation Matrix from Rotation Quarternion
Using the notation of Reference 1 (see equations 96, 97, 98, and A-18),
[MJ =^(Qj)T * Ml = TRANSO(Ql) ,
Subroutine TRANSO makes use of the four elements stored in the array Ql to
compute the components of the associated transformation matrix (see Utility
Routine /TRANSO).
Transform Vectors to Tensors
Using the notation of Reference 1 (see equation 51),
Ti =<^i) « Tl = SKEW (VI)
Pseudo-Inertia Tensors
Using the notation of Reference 1 (see equation 53 or Reference 2, equation 98),
^ Tl = SI * (VI • V2 * 1 - VI V2)
= SUEOP(V2,V1,S1)
Subroutine SUEOP makes use of the scalar SI and the elements stored in




"•*• v ""*" •
t =— — * V2 = NORM(V3 X VI)
Goddaid Space Flight Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Greenbelt, Maryland December 1977
iv - j * n
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A FRCGWA* TU CCMPLTE THE RELATIVE ATTITUDE DYNAMICS OF
N-COUFLED FLEXIBLE EDDIES. RIGID bODItS, POINT
MASSES AND IS SYMMETRIC WHEELS
A CCHSISTANT SET OH UMTS MUST BE USED Tu DEFINE INPUT DATA
THESE UNITS ARE ASSUMED CCNSISTANT AND KILL BE USED IN A
CCNSISTANT MANNER THROUGHOUT THE CCMPUTATICN
NC INTERNALLY CODED CONVERSION OF UNITS IS NEEDED OK PROVIDED
FEFEPifNCES:
NASA TN D-7767 'A VEC 1CK-D Y A D 1C DEVE LOP EKENT UF THE EUUATICNS
OF KOTICN FJH N-COUPLED RICIC BODIES AND
POINT MASSES'
dY HAROLD P. FRISCH OCT. 1974
NASA TN D-«3047 "A VECTOR-DYADIC DEVELOPS K.ENT UF THE EQUATIONS ,
OF MOTICN FOR N-CUUPLEO FLEXIDLE BODIES AND
PCINT ("ASSES'
dY HAROLD P. FRISCH AUG. 1975
IN FREFERATION 'THE N-6002 USER'S AND PrtOGR AKMEKS MANUEL'
BY HARCLD F. FRISCH SUBMITTED TU EDITORIAL 12/3/77
N-60C2 IS DIMENSICNED TO ACCEPT A MAXIMUM CF
N - acCIES (FLEXIBLE fciCOIES «• RIGID BODIES * PCINT MASSES)
N - SYMMETRIC WHEELS
2N - FLEXIBLE MODES OF VIBRATION (TOTAL FCK ALL FLEXIBLE BODIES)
4N - MCCAL CROSS-COUPLING COEFFICIENTS (TOTAL)
32 - INDEPENDENT DEGREES OF FREEDOM
160 - FIRST ORliEK NON-LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
THIS VEHSICN OF N-BCD2 LS£5
N = 10
KAKING LSE UF N.LT.10 SAVES CONSIDERABLE COMPUTER STORAGE
N.GT.10 RUN TIME FOR PRATICAL APPLICATION EXCESSIVE
SYMaUL LIST ABdREV IAT IONS
IOEMJ = N*»i + N + 1 - (N*(N-l))/2
IDEM3 = (N-i )**2 * N - ( (N-l )*(N-2) )/2
IDEM/i = SIZE CF /LOGIC/ 16 LOGICAL WORDS
1DEME = SIZE OF /INTG/ 724 INTEGER KORDS
IDEMf = SIZE CF /INTGZ/ 70 INTEGtfl »OHDS
IDEM? - SIZE OF /REAL/ 4354 REAL WORDS
IDEMe = SIZE OF /REALZ/ 16d REAL WOHDS
IDEM? = SIZE OF /SATELL/ 1000 REAL «OSOS .
ALL CCrtPLTEO VECTORS AND TENSUWS IN COMPUTING FWAME COORDINATES
NA = OPTION NOT AVAILABLE IN N-BJDii






























































































































6FC = ijUCY FIXED COORDINATES
..' CFC = CCXPUTING FRAME FIXED COORDINATES ( BOCY 1 OR INERTIAL) ;
1FC. - INESTIALLY FIXED COORDINATES *
EOIV(XMN) = EQUIVALENCED TO XMN ARRAY '



























































































































































































DEFINITION AND SUBROUTINE USEC IN
EULER ANGLE COT ( ANGLE t SETUP )
LOCAL WORK AREA TO SAVE STORAGE
.CM VECTOR BFC (INBS)
CM VECTOR 'CFC ( VD I V , TRAN VD )
ZERO DEF CM VECT BFC (VCIV)
HINGE VECTOR dFC ( INBS')
HINGE VECTOR CFC ( VC I V t TR AN VD )
HINGE VECTOR PART (INBS) '
SCALAR TORQUE ON WHEEL (TORQUE)
FORCE CENTRIPETAL * COR IOL I S ( ET A )
ANG RATE TO COMP FRAME (RATEtCCT)
COUNTER (INCPT) UNUSED AFTER
COUNTER (INCPT) UNUSED AFTER
COUNTER (INOPT) UNUSED AFTER
COUNTER (INCPT)+PASSES THRU (CYN)
•COUNTER (INUPT) UNUSED AFTER
PART OF ANG. ACCt VEC. (RATE)
STORAGE AREA FOR USER
GYRC»EXT.TOfiQ.ON NEST (ETAtQFCOT)
INERT X-COUP TJRO. (ETA)
SCALAR .GENEALIZED TORQUES (QFCOT)
WHEEL X-COUP TURQ. (ETA)
MODAL CENTrtlP X-C OUP( INOPT , QFCCT ).
MODAL COfUG'LIS X-COUP ( I NOPT t QFDOT )
CODE tFREt' VECTORS (INBS)
END OF HUN FLAG ( M A I N t D YN tOUTPSP )
ERROR INPUT 'CATAIMAIN, INEROR )
ERROR INPUT D AT A( MA IN t I NOPT )
UNUSED
OUTPUT CATA -7 FLAG (M Al N t TORQUE >
MOCAL CM VECTOR oFC (INOPT)
MUDAL CM VECTOK CFC ( VD I V t Tfi ANVD )
MOCAL MOMENT VECTOR BFC (INOPT)
MODAL ROTATION MCMENT BFC C INCPT)
GYRO FLEXIBL1TY FORCE (ETA)
MODAL INERTIA DYAD BFC. (INOPT)
FLD ••• FLO'»»T (VDIV)
FLO «• FLH *( VCI V)
GYRO FLcXIBLITY TOhQU.E (ETA)
MODAL RC'TATI.ON CVY'/U^ '^ FC, (I'NOPT)
"MODAL M c M E NT UM v"E"cVb!f£ CBF c ' ,( v c I v )
FL Q IN CF C ("v D I v't Vfi' A Nytf )
MOCAL FREQUENCY VINOPTV1£iNiERTi AUJ W^ ri;^  VECTOR .(.R'ATE)
HINGE TO CM VECTOR VvDIVtXDV)
'INTEGRATION STEP SI ZE .(fiUNGE. INES )
WHEEL SPIN AXIS BFC' (IN85)
WHEEL SPIN 'AXIS CFC '( VDIVtTKANVD)
WHEEL ANGULAR MOMENTUM ( I NBS t SET UP )

















































C 0,1 1 0800
CJOJU0900





















































































































































L . . ' • ' •







I. ' : -. ,
I















K - N .
R J,3(N+1>.
R 3 , 3( N » 1 )
R 3,2(N+1)
N 3













SIZE OF /INTG/ (RSTART)
SIZE OF /INTGZ/ (RSTART)
SIZE OF /REAL/ (RSTART)
SIZE OF /RtALZ/ (RSTART)
SIZE OF /SATELL/(RSTART)
EC I U AfcORK) ZEHO OUT /INTG/ (fiSTART)
/LOGIC/ FLAGiBFC OR IFC FOR CFC (INQPT)

















































BODY CONNECTION MATRIX (INBS)
CUDc. LOCKED VECTORS (INBS)
PRINT EQUATIONS IN ANGLE? (MAIN)
PRINT EQUATIONS IN DCT? (MAIN)
EQIV IN EACH SUB TO PRINT FLAG
PRINT ECUATICNS IN EQIV? (MAIN)
PRINT EQUATIONS IN ETA? (MAIN)
ZERO OUT /LOGIC/ (RSTAPT)
PRINT EQUATIONS IN QFDOT? (MAIN)
PRINT EQUATIONS IN RATE? (MAIN)
CREATE RESTART TAPE? (MAIN)
PRINT EQUATIONS IN RUNGE? (MAIN)
PRINT tOUATIlJNo IN SETUP? (MAIN)
PRINT EQUATIONS IN S I MO ? (MAIN)
'PRINT EQUATIONS IN TORQUE? (MAIN)
PWINT EQUATIONS IN THAN? (MAIN)
' PRINT EQUATIONS IN TRANVD? (MAIN)
PRINT. EQUATIONS IN TRNSIV? (MAIN)
PRINT EQUATIONS IN VOIV? (MAIN)
PRINT EQUATIONS IN XDY? (MAIN)
BODY IN WHICH WHEEL IS IN (INES)
NUMBER. OF BODIES (INBS)

































CO 11 5 100
* EQUATIONS SETUP BY N-BOC2 ( EQ I V ) CO 11 5200
•.FREE COORD VECTORS (INBS)
(INOPTiNA) CONSTRAINT FORCES




* RELATIVE ANGLES COMPUTED ( I NOPT ) CO 1 1 5600
* LOCKED COCRD VECTOR S( INBS I
TOTAL NUMBER CF WHEELS .(INBS)
* WHEELS TO COMP REL ANGLE (INOPT
TOTAL * MODES FOR SYSTEM (INOPT)
# VARIABLE SPEED WHEELS (INOPT)
NEW OR RESTART RUN? (MAIN)
# LOCKED VECTORS TRANSF URM( VC I V )
* FREE VECTORS TRANSFORM (VCIV)
. « OIFF EOS. IN SUB TORQUE (TORQUE)
# CONSTRAINED AXES At HINGES( IN6S
EXTERNAL TORQUE CN NEST (TORQUE)
.WHEEL SPIN INERTIA (INBS)
FREE VECTOR ,BFC ( INB.S.)', .
.FREE VECTOR CFC ( VDI V ,,T RANVD )
COCKED VECTOR aFC (INBS)
. LOCKED VECTOR CFC ( VDI V . TRANVC )
,,H,IGID QODYA OWX POINTi.M.AS)S? ;( INBS )
ZERO OUT "/REAL/ (RSTART)
RELATIVE RATE VECTOR (RATE)




FREE VECTORS CAGED ( I NOPT .UNCAGE )
- UNUSED





























































































S F L X
SFR




•S IXCUM. S IX
SKDLM ,SK
SL ' . - '
SLK '
' S»k'
S W A L '




















T t -A '
•TKAC
T t - A C O
T t - A C *
TI-Ati
T I ("END







X M A S '





X V T -



























































































































































ECI V ( X M N )
/REAL/
/PEAL/
CODE.CENTRIPETAL EFFECTS (INOPT) COH8000
CODE.CORIOLIS EFFECTS (INOPT)- C0118100
CODE.X-CUUP KODES (INOPT.QFCOT) C0116200
CODE,DIRECTION COSINES (INOPT) COU8300
CODE.EULER ANGLES (INOPT) C0118400
CUUE.dUUlES FLEX 'X-CUUPLING (INQPTCO 118500
CODE,CONSTRAINT FCHCE(INOPT.NA) C0116600
CODE.ALL FLEXIBLE BODIES (INOFT) 00116700
CODE,COMPUTE FREE VEC ANGLE( INOPT)00 118800
a MODES EACH OOOY (INCPT) CC118900
CODE.ALL GYfiCSTATS(SETS) C0119000'
CODE,BODIES HINGE TO CM. (SETS) COM 9100
UNUSED ' C0119200
CODE.INERTIA EFFECTS (INOPT) C0119300
CODE.BODIES IN EACH NEST (SETS) ' C0119400'
CODE.ALL POINT MASSES (SETS) C0119500
COOc,CONSTRAINT TORQUE( INOPT ,NA ) COH9600
CODE,«IHEEL ANGLE -COMPUTE (INOPT )' C0119700:
CODE.SMALL ANGLES (INOPT) " C0119800H
CODE.ALL KHEELS IN NEST (INOPT) 00119900
CODE.VARIABLE SPEED MHEELS (INOPT)C0 12OCOO
CODE.flODIES HINGE 0 - CM (VDIV) ' C0120100
CUDE.PSUEUO INERTIA TENSORS(INOPT)CO 120200'
CODE.FHEE VECTOR AT HINGE (SETS) C012C30C
CODE.LOCKED VECTOR AT HINGE (SETS)CO 120400'
CCDE.ALL RIGIC BODIES (SETS) C0120500
CODE.UNION CF ALL SCN (VDIV) • • CO 120600 •
CODE,UNION CF ALL SIX (VDIV). " C0120700
CODE.CM VECTORS TRANSFORM (VCIV) C012080C
CODE,HINGE VECTORS TRANSFGR*(VDIV)C012090C
CODE.DCN'T TRANSFORM (INOPT) C0121000
COOE. INERTIA DYAD TRANSFCRM (VDI V)00 121100
CODE.SPIN VECTORS TRANSFORM(VCI V) C0121200'
CQDE.LJCKED VECTORS TRANSFORM(VCIV CO 121300
CODE.FREE VECTORS' THANFCRM(VCIV) C012I400
CODE.SMALL ANGLE KINEMAT ICS(INOPT)CO 121500 ;
COCE.TIME VARY CJL INER MAT( INOPT)00 121600 -
TIME (MAIN) . C0121700
TEMP STOWAGE AREA (RUNGE) C0121800-
GENEALIZtC CCORUINATES( INBS.SETOP)CO 12190C
GENERALIZE COORD RATE ( IN6S.SETUP)CO 12200C
GENERALIZE COUrtD ACC (SETUP,SIMQ) C012210C
•HEEL RATE (INBS.SETUP) . C0122200
(KHEEL ANULE (IN8S.SETUP) •' C0122300-
TIME TU END HUN (INSS.DYN) C0122400
UNUSED STORAGE AREA FOR USER CO 122500
TIME TO UNCAGE (INOPT.UNCAGE) C0122600
MATRIX OF INERTIA TENSORS(VCI V.XCYCO 122700
INERTIA OYAC. BFC (INBS) . ' C0122800
INdRTIA DYAC -.CFC ( VD I V , T R AN VC ) C0122900,
ZERO INERTIA DYAD BFC(VCIV) i • • - - C0123000-
aoDY MASS (INdS) • .' • , C012310C
TRANSFORM BFC-TO CFC (TRNSI V.TRAN)00 123200
SCALAR INERTIA^MATR IX ( VD IV ,UEDC.T > C 0 12330 0 -,
SYSTEM STATE (EQI V,SETUP.TORQUE) C0123400.
SYSTEM STATE DERIV (SETUP.TORQUE) CO 123500
DIRECTICN CCSINE HATES (DCT) . C0123600
ZERO STATE TRAN5FOHMTION MAT(INES)00123700




















c . . ..
c




















c . ' •
c
c . • •




C " . :





























































CYDCTV ' ' '
VXUYCV
CYTCV































































































































IMPLICIT KCAL*d( A-I- .O-Z, 1 )
C
C






* AUCf iK . CT1
* SCNCUM, SCN
* S I . S I G
FG2, FG3 , FG4 . =>i'o
NSTART. LRTAPt
LfiLNGE . LTKNSI
LTf tANV . LRATi£
LCFDOT . LCCT
. CT2 , CT3 ,
. SCRDUI*. SCR .
. S IXDUM. SIX .










. . ' • ' > •
c
c
• J - *
c
* SCL . SR
* SVM , SVP
» SC . SCO
* I IN IT( i >
PE *L*e
* A N G C (2J)
* FLO ( j .20)
* ThACD (3J)








* MC ( 1 0 )
. * NFE'fi
* N W V
* N S V C
« SG
* SLK (3J )
*• SCL < 11 )
* S S I >
* SVI








* S N C C O M
. SSCN . SS IX .
. SVQ , SX* .
, NFLXB . SFLX ,
. IZINIT( 1 ) ,
. CSF 1 2 , I C > ,
. FLE ( 2 . 3 , 2 0 ) ,
. Y V C D (3 .2 ,11 ) .
N S T A R T .
/ LKLNGE . L T f c N S I
L T K A N V , LR/1TE
LCFDOT . LDCT
. INERF, RBLO. LEUU. L lN lTf l l
. LVUIV , LEUUIV , LTRAN ,
, LXOY , LETA . LTLiKCU .
. LANGLE . LSETUP . LSIMO
CT» . CT5 . FCON . PCCiN ,
SFKDUM, SFK . SFK . SG .
SKDUM . SK . SL . SLK ,
SOK . SPIOUM. SMI , SQF ,
SVA . sve . SVD . sv i ,
SXT . TORQ . SMAL . SEU .
SFXM . NMCDS . SFCC , SCC ,
SD . SCXC(20)
ETIC (J.10) . ETMC (3 .10)
FLH (3 .3 .20) ,
RIMT ( 1 ) . HZIN IT( 1 )
LRTAPE
. LVOIV , LEQUIV , LTRAN ,
. LXOY , L E T A . LTORQU .
. LANGLE . LSETUP , LSIMU
FG 1 , F G 2 . - F G 3 . FG4.-FG5. INERF, «ELO(10)
A W Q R K (200) .
. CT2 ,




. FCON . ( 11 ) ,
.SI ( £S) ,






• S F L X . . . .
. SCC * ( 10)' - -
J'- iAf 1 H£Td
. SCN (S)
. SFK (S)
. SK ( 9 ) .
• SMC (t)
CT3 . CT4 ,.
JCON ( 10 ) . LCUN ( Zi ) ,
N60D . NCTC .
NFfiC . NLOK . .
NMOA . NSVP ,
3D . SFR ( 33 ) .
SIG . SL
SGK ( 11 ) , SQK ( 11 ) .
SR , SSCN .
SVd . SVD ,
SVP (22 ) . SVC) (33) ,
TORQ ( *7) . SMAL .
SC (3JI . SCG ,
SFXM (10 ) . NMODS .
.• . • . . -. ,' , -
:aV. A j'^J--,3 r't.0.1 » J ^ W | 0 = ^.t •SCRDUM . SCR" (9) ~ ,"
SIXDUM , SIX (9) ,
























































































C C W M C N /PEAL/
CA ( 2 . 1 0 ) . C A C (3 , 1C) , CLM (10) , - C C M C (3.11) .
DCMC (2 .11) . ETC (2 .11) . ETM (33) . FCMC (3.11) .
GAM (2 .00) . 1- , HM (3.10) , HMC (3.10) .
HKCK ( 1 0 ) . P^I (2 .11) , PLM (10) , QF ( 3 . 3 2 )
OFC (3.33) . OL ( 2 . 2 2 ) . QLC (3,22) , (5OMC (2 .11 ) .
T . THA (33) . THAD (33) .
T h A C * (1C) , ThA* (10) , XOIC (3.3.00). XI (3. 3. 1 C ) .
XIC ( 3 . 3 , 1 0 ) . X f A S (10) , XMN (33.33) . XMT (3. 3. 1 C ) .
TLG (23) . FLA ( 2 . 2 C ) . FL3 (3,20) . FLC (3 .20) .
FLO (2 .3 ,20) . FLJ (3 ,3 .20 ) , CAO (3.10) , XIO (3 .3 ,10) ,
FLIHC (2 .10 ) . FLCRC (3. 1C) , Fi_AC (3 .20) . FLQC (3.20) .
FLCN ( £ 0 ) . Z E T A (20 ) . hCF (3 .3 .40 ) , FCK (3 .40 ) .
T 1MENO
C C f r M C N /FEALZ/
* C3DLM (1.3) . CE (3 .10) . CdCDUM(l ,3) , CBC (3,10) .
* X * C C U M ( 1. 1 .5) . XMC (3 .3 .10) . CHN(3)
/ S A T E L L / A R E A RESERVED FCR LScR REOUIHtO C A T A
C O H M C N /EATELL/ O L N M Y ( I C C C )
EQL IVALENCE ( E TM ( 1 ) , TH ADC ( 1 ) ) . ( XMN ( 1 , 1 ) , ANGO ( 1 )
* (XMNl 1 ,3 ) , Y M C D ( 1 .1 . 1 ) ) . (XMN( 1 ,6 ) ,CNF( 1. I) .
* (XMN( 1 .8) .ET IC( 1 . 1 )} . ( XMN( 1 .1 0) ,ETMC( .1)) .
* (FLfcH 1 . 1 ) ,FLC( 1 , 1) ) . (FLE(1 , 1 . 1 ) ,FLD( .1.1)).
* (FLH( 1 .1 .1 ) ,FL J( 1 . 1 . 1 ) ) .
* (FC.1 .LINITd ) ) , ( C A ( 1 , 1 ) ,«INIT( 1 ) .
* (CdDUM( 1 , 1 ) . F.IIMTC 1 ) ) . ( A*URM 1 ) . UNIT ( )) .
« (SCNDUf . IZIMT ( 1 » . ( T O R C ( 7 b ) ,SCXC( 1 )
C I ^ E h S l C N Y( 160) . YD( 16C) ,TEM2 , 160)
t^ETUPN KERC FOR S T A R T CF NEXT UUN
1 C O N T I N U E
INPUI CCNTROL CAHC
CE tD 15 i 1 C2 ,END=7)
' * N S T A R T . L K U N G E . L T R N S I .LVDI V.LCOUIV .LTRAN .LTRANV.LRATE.
* LXDY.LE1A.LTJRQU.LQFDUT ,LDCT . L ANGLE . L SE TUP . L SI VQ
* L R T A P E
LOGIC CCNTHUL P A R E W E T E K S FOR N-OUD2
N i T A K T = .TRUE. A R E S T A R T RJN AT T.NE.O
N S T / ! R T = .FALSE. S T A N C A P D PUN START AT T.ECiO .
LEQL = .TRUE. PKINT ECUA1IJHS
LEQL = .FALSE. B Y P A S S PRINTING
• ' LRTAPLl = .TRUE. D O N ' T C R E A T E A HESTART TAPE \ i c / i , i » i. ^ .
L R T A P t = .FALSE. CREATE A R E S T A R T TAPt
ZEPO ALL CCtoMCN ULCCKS Oh FILL THEM IN FRCM THE RESTART TAPE









































































































INPUT JESCRiPTiON CF G A S I C SYSTEM
:
 TOPOLOGY
I N E R T I A
'
 :
 MOMENTUM WHEELS ,
G E O M E T R Y
NOMINAL S T A T E •
KINEMATICAL C C N S T P A I N T S
INPUT INITIAL C O N D I T I O N S
K A T E S
DISPLACEMENT
: ' FREE COORDINATES
' ' MOMENTUM »KEELS
I N T E G R A T I G N TIM£ STEP
1
 ' C A L L INGS
\ 'ChECK FOR PHYSICALLY R E A L I.ZA GLtl SYSTEM
•••''COALL INERGFv
IF( . N O T .Fo2> GC TO 4'
' ' 'FG£ R53ET FALSE IK INERUP FF- PHYSICALLY UNREALIZABLE
C O w P t T t tODY
CALL S E T S
LABEL SETS NEEDED FUR SUMMAT-ION CHAINS
INPUT CCIVPUT AT IUN- CPTICNS ' ' •
•
:
 ' FfiAMc LiF C C M P U T A T I C N ' ' •
ALGMENTEO S fcTS FOP StM.MMTIUN TWUNCATICN
CIKECTICN CCSINE DELETION
CCLUMNS OF I N E R T I A TtNSJR DELETION
TFANbFURMATION SUPPRESSION
tLLEK ANGLE TECHNIQUES
SI»ALL ANGLE ASSLMFT ICN5
ANGULAR D I S P L A C E M E N T .
MOMENTUM »hEEL R A T E
KCMtNTUM *hbEL ANCLE
FLEXIBLE BCCIES
KCUAL COUPLING ' •
. ' • C A G E D DEGREES OF FREEDOM
CALL INCFT
IF ( .NCT.FGJ) GC -TG 4
FG3 PESET FALSE IN INOPT IF OPTION CARU NOT SECUGMZED
INPLT PARAMETERS NEEDED 1C DEFINE E X TERN AC 0 I S T OR E ANCES
: GP.AVI TY
G R A V I T Y GRADIE.NT
GHdlT




CCMENTUM »(-EEL C O N T R O L
. -CCNTRUL S Y S T E M S
__ THERMAL D E F O R M A T I O N . ."
CTHcW
CALL IN TOR
E INTITIAL V A L U E S FOR ALL SYSTEM PAREfETERS
TfiANSFCRMA TICN M A T R I C E S
CENTER CF VASS V E C T O R S






















































































c . . , •
•C--. . -
C - t .-• ••
c • . ,
• t : ' '
c- • <••





C .-. ,;= •-
- .. -, - S
c •
c
• . . - •
,.
• - -. .-, e
'. ; ... 4
c
c -. . -•.
• •'-. . •: t •
C ; '. ••
c /.• -. - 1
) T > T * '






COMPOSITE VECTORS AND DYADS ' . ' '.
CROSS COUPLING
E>TcKNAL D.lSTUREANCtS , . '
SYSTEM DYNAMICS
MOMENTUM Kl-EEL DYNAMICS.
ACCELERATION ABCO T-ALONu FREE VECTORS
CIHECTICN CCSINE FATEST = c -;
CALL ,DYN<Y. YD.NEO )
CUTPLT TOTAL SYSTEM STA1E AT T=0
CALL OUTPUT '
FC INI 1 Cl ,
CALL OU1FSP
.
,START cASIC INEGRATICN OF SYSTEM EQUATIONS CF MOTION .
LSE FI^ED STEP F.UUR.TH. ORDER, RUNGE KUTTA
CONTINUE
CECREca OF FKEEDO.y MAY BE LNCAGtD CNLY AT THE oTART UF
.AN INTEGRATION STEP. CHECK IN UNCAGt IF IT IS TIME TO
UNCAGE. SCG.EQ.O IMPLIES NC MORE UNCAGING TO dt DONE
.NCTE: INITIAL UNCAGING VELOCITY -= o, IMPULSE EFFECTS
HAVE NOT EEEN COCEC IN PROGRAM
.IF (SCG.EC.O) GO TC 3
CALL LNCAGE< SCG.SC.T .TUG) .
CCNT INUE , ..
CALL RUNGE(T .H , Y . V C .NEC ,NTO .TEM) - . . . . . .
SUEWCUTINE WUNGE CALLS D>N IN *HICH ALL SYSTEM D IFF ERENT I AL
ECUATIONb AH£ SETUP AND PUT IN THE YD ARRAY
CHECK uNC OF RUN, FLAG ' .
IF ( .NCT .FG1 ) GU TC 5 •
CUTPtT COMPUTED PARAMETERS
•IF FCe TKUE PR INT
IF FC5 FALSE SKIP PRINT AND CU TU RUNGE ^ . . • .
EEFALLT FOR FG 5 IS TRUE EUT MAY BE OVERRIDDEN IN TORUUE '
IF(.NOT.FG5)GU.TC2
CALL CUTFSP
HAS END CF RUN.FL'AG BEEN SET IN OUTP3P .BY USER? • '
IF (FC 1 ) CO TO 2 •
CONTINUE . . . . .
SHCUtO A RESTART TAPE EE WACE7
IF (LR TAPE) GO TO t
CALL RtTART ( 2 . Y . YC . NE C . TE '* . 62 )
CALL CUTPSP
CONTINUE ' . • •
LSER SHOULD WRITE OUTPUT DATA ON FILE 1 OF TAPE 11. RESTAPT CATA
li PLT INTO FILE ?. CF TAPE 11 '. ) 1 f * ' -' ! » :
RE* IND I 1 ; "~
- GO TO 1 TO SEE IF ANOTHER N-BOD2 RUN FOLLOWS
GO TC 1 ;'il IT J'! s?.' "• >'riT '?'•<£ JJA AO^ ;"'U.iAV/ J A IT 1 1 •f > '"'"'•
STOP •
FCRM/T ( A4 J



































































































' •- . ' ' *
. ' ' • ,
 f
 ^








SLERCUT INE D Y N ( Y . YC.NEQ) '• ' ;. '




I N T E C E R









A N G C
FLQ
T H A C O
COWMCN





















M C T I C N
A-H.O-Z
FG1 . FG2 . FG3.
. CT1 .
. S'CN




. S C G . .
1 ) .
(3J) .
( 3 .20 ) ...
(33) - .
/CHEK.S/













































THROUGH THE SUBROUTINES CSED TC
MLLTANEOUS DIFFERENTIAL
FCH THt COUPLED
. 1) . • .
FG4. FU5
. LRTAPii





. SXK . ,
. SFLX ,
( 1 ) .
(3. 1C) .
(3 .3 .20 ) .
(3 .2 .11) .















. FG3, FG4, FGb.
( 2 0 C ) .
.










































• ' • ' • • - .
( J .10)
(3.3.20)





. . - - • • "
- :
LEQu', LINIT( 1 )
. FCCN . PCCN . .
. SFR . SG .'
. SL . SLK .
. SPI . SOF .
. SVO t SV I .
. SMAL . SEU .
. SFCC . S C C .
. E T *C (3.10) .
. - - ' -






. LCUN (22) .
. NCTC .
: NLOR • .
. NSVP ' .
. SFfi (33) .
. SL .







t SVU (33) .
. SMAL .
. SCG .
. NMODS . .




















































































* SCNCUM . SCN (5) , SCKUUM . SCR (9) ,
>• SFKCLM i SFK (S) , SIXDUM . SIX (9) I
* SKDU4 . SK ( <i ) . SPIUUM . SPI <9) t
* SNCCLM . S^C (S),
-
CQKMCN /PEAL/
* C* (J.10) . CAC (2. 1C) .. CLM (10) . CCMC (3.11 .
* DCMC (2,11) . ETC (2.11) , ETM -(33) . FUMC (3.11 .
* GAM (J.6O) ' . > . , HM (3.10) . HMC (3.10 .
* HKCM (1C) . FHI (2.11). , PLM (io) . OF (3.3; .
* QFC (J.3J) • CL (.2,22) , QLC (.j.22) . RCMC (3.11 .
* T . THA CJ3) , THAD (33) .
* Tf-ACw (10) . ThAW (10) , XDIC (3.3.60). XI (3.3.10).
•' * XIC •' ' ( 2;'3. 10 ) . XP AS -(10) - , XMN (33.33) . XMT (3,3.10).
* TOG (J3) . FLA (2,20) . Fl_B (3,20) . FLC (3.20) .
* FLO (2.3.20). FLJ (2.3,20). CAO (J.10) . XIC (3. 3. 1C).
* FLIRC (2.10) . FLCRC (2. 1C) . F1.AC (J.20) . FLQC (3.20) .
, * FLCK .(20) . ZETA (20) . FCF (3.3.40). FCK (3,40) .
,* TIMENJ ' '
CCCMCN /fiEALi;/
•* CBDLM (1.3) -•-'., Ct; (2. 1C) . CdCDUM(.l,3) . CBC (3.10) .
* X*CCCM( 1..1 . 9). --:-, XVC (2,3.10). CdN(3) • ' '•
• V
EQUIVALENCE (ETM( ),THADC(1)) , ( XMN ( 1 , 1 ) , ANCO ( 1 ) ) ,
* (XMN( ,3 ) . YyCD( 1 ,1 , 1 ) ) . (XMN( 1 ,b) ,CNF( 1. 1 ) ) .
•* (XMN( ,d) ,ET 1C ( 1 ,1 ) ) , (XMN( 1 . 10) ,ETMC( 1 . 1 ) ) .
* (FLB( .1 ) .FLU( 1 . 1) ) . (FLE (1 . 1 .1 ).FUD( 1.1 . 1 ) ).
* (FLH( , 1 .1 ),FL J( i , 1 ,1 ) ) .
* (FG1 .LINITI 1 )) • , (CA( 1 . 1 ) ,KINIT( 1 ) ) .
» (CBDUfd .1 ) .F.ZINIT( 1 ) ) ,(AWOfiK( 1 ) . IIKlIK 1 ) )
* ( SCNDLf. IZ IN1T (1 ))
^
DIKENSILN Y( NEQ) , VC(NEQ)
LOGICAL LG(33)
, . . , . . - - . .
COI.NT TINES THRU DYN
CT4 = CT4 * 1
CHECK FLK FIRST PASS
IF (C14 .liT. 1 ) GC TO 1
; • . . - • .
• ; VAKE USE OF .:., sf. .:• • . :
T" , >MT = NGM'I.N?AL ^STATE TRANSFORMATION MATHICES • *' •* w
CF .; =: 'FREE;. COGf-D INATE VECTORS
TI-A = INITIAL
 :ROTATICN *6OUT QF VECTOR
.1.1 T,C COHRUTiE TKai.'ilN.IT IALi iVIALLESi iFtUK THE (COMPONENTS £JF THE..; /i^_
TKANSFCfiMAT ION MATR ICES . . •
XMC = TRANSFOKNATICN MATRIX *H I CH TAKES VECTORS FROM
BODY FI>ED COOROINATcS TO COMPUTING FRAME COOKDINATES






















































































1 CONTINUE . . C02
. ' - " CO 2
RETURN I-ERE AFTER I N I T I A L I Z A T I O N PASS THROUGH DYN "•' C02
.. S O R T CLT (QUANTIT IES IN ARRAY Y C02
' C A L L S t T L P i Y i Y D . N E C , .TRUE. ) . CC2
• . - • ' • - • 0021 1900
_, COMPLETE TRANSFORMATION t-ATRICiES ARE NOT OBTAINED VIA INTEGRA1ICN C0212000
. . SIX CF NINE ELEMENTS IN EACH MATRIX HAVING LAdEL IN SO OETAINEDCO 212100
\ dY INTEGRATICN. PENAIMNu CNCS 3Y ORTHOGONALITY ' ' C0212200
. MATRICES «/ITH LAbELS NCT IN SO.ASSUMED OBTAINABLE AL GE BR AC I ALL Y C 0 21 2300
C A L L
GY SMALL
T k A N







• 1F (CT4.NE.1 ) GC TC 3
.F ISS1 P A S S THROUGH
T A K E INTO ACCOUNT SET SVO . ONLY THCSE VECTORS AND OYACS WITH
:
 "BCDY LAEELS IN SET syc ARE TO 3E TRANSFORMED
COMPUTE OF ANC OL "VECTORS. NOT OEFI'NEO bY INPUT USING
• VECTOR CKCSS PROCl/CT 'CEFINITICN
-t CET ALL VECTORS AND.CYACS INTO COMPUTING REFERENCE FRAME
SET bP SETS KHICH SPECIFY EXACTLY WHICH VECTORS TO 6E
TRANSFORMED FCR cc LOCPS IN TRANVO
CALL vo i y, . ' • ' '
SET LP INITIAL VALUES FCP EQUATIONS AS THEY GO INTO RUNGE
CALL EG iv(Y.NEQ)
GO" TC <*
NOT FlkSI PASS THfiCUGH
ONLY SELECTEC VECTORS AND
























. . . T R A N S F O R M
:











V A K E L5E OF
" ' R A T E ABCUT
CALL R A T E ;
> A K E L 3 E OF
Tt-E MATRIX


















FIXED' VECTORS AND CYAC INTO











- KHEEL AXIS IN SET SVM
[t VECTORS IN COMPUTING FRAME COORDINATES AND
ALCNG THEV 1C DEFINE ALL RATE DEPENDENT TERMS
ANSFORMED EODY FIXED VECTORS AND DYADS TO CONSTRUCT
INENTIA'AND FSUtOO INERTIA TENSORS
CCMPUTE ELEMf-ZNTS. • ' '
SKIP ALL ZERO ELEMENTS - '
TRUNCATE SUMMATIONS USE SET 5PI :
COMPUTE ELEMENTS*
SKIP ALL ZERO ELEMENTS
SKIP TIKE CONSTANT ELEMENTS USE SET SXT
TRUNCATE SUMMATIONS USE SET SPI "' "' -
CALL XDY
NAKE LSE OF VELOCITY ANC BCCY FIXED VECTORS TC CCMPUTE GYROSCCPIC
CROSS COUPLING TERMS
INERTIA CROSS COUPLING TRUNCATE ACCORDING TO SIX(I)
CGNTRIPJTAL CROSS CCLFLING TRUNCATE ACCORDING TO SCN(I)


















































































MCI»ENTUM »HKEL COUPLING NUT TRUNCATED
FLEXIBLE eoov EFFECTS NCT TRUNCATED SET SFLX
CALL CTA
I^AKE LbE OF PUSITICN ANC RATE INFORMATION TC COMPUTE
ALL NON-GYROSCOPIC TOPCLES
NOTE - SLBRUUTIN£ TOGGLE IS LSEK D£FINtiD (EKI-'TY IF NOT)
CALL TORCUEC Y, YD . NEQ)
*AKE Lifc UF FREE COORDINATE VECTOR TO DOT VECTOR-C Y ADI C EQUATION
OF COT1CN TO GtT ACCELERATIONS AHCUT KREc COORDINATE AXES
ALSC SET UP AND EXPAND EOLATIONS TC ACCOUNT FOR VARIABLE SPEED
MCMENTLN WHEELS AND FLEXIBLE rJODY EFFECTS
CALL CFCLT
EXIT FRCW JFOOT w I7M EGLATICNS UF MOTIUN IN SCALAK FORM
KECUCC THE CFDOT EOLATIONS TO OGTAIN THADD
ENTER ilWU »(ITh ELEMENTS X»<N AND fcTM JJTAINfcD IN QFDOT .
EXIT tolTH ACCELERATIONS ThAOD. XMN DCSTKOVKD IN SIMO
EQLIVALENCC PUTS ThADC AND ETM IN SAME STORAGE LOCATION
CI-ECK TC SEE IF ANY DEGREES CF KRtEDCM CAGED
IF(SCG.Nt.O) GO TC 5
NCNc CAGED.
5 C C
CALL S I ( "CC XMN. T H A C C . N ,2J )
CO TC fc
C C N T I N U E
CNE LR MORE CAOED DEGREES OF FREEOOM
CELETE AND RENLMOER ROWS AND COLS UF XMN.ETM INI COMPRS
SOLVE REDUCED SET OF EGUATIONS IN SIMO , ^
fi£3TRUCTURE TH«DC A R R A Y PLUGGING IN ^ERCS IN UMPRS
N = NFEH+NMV+NMODS-SCG
C A L L CCfPRSt XKN.ThADl) .N.SC .SC/ifL5)
CALL S I*0( XMN. T H A C C t N , 3 2 )
CALL UNP(-S(T( -ACD f N.SCG ,LG ) . .
CONTINUE
DEFINE DIRECTION CCSINt E Q U A T I O N S IN ACCORDANCE W I T H SET SO
CALL DCT . ,
CEFINE ANGULAR PUSITICN ECUATIuNS ACCORDING TO SFR( I ) AND SMA ( I )
CALL ANGLE.
PUT ALL FIRST CRCEK F- .OLATICNS IN ONE DIMtNSICNAL ARRAY ACCEPTABLE
TC INTEGRATICN RCLTINE RUNGE
CALL SETLP <Y iYD .NEC . .FALSE. )
IF(T ,GE .TIMLND) GC TO bOC
R E T U R N


























































































SLERCUTINE KSTART ( J . V , YC .NEC . TEM . * )
ZEKC OUT ALL ARRAYS OR FILL THEM IN>RCM THE RESTART TAPE
AT THE END CF WLN C R E A T E A SCSTART TAHE. TO OC THIS
PUT TI-E rtcSTART D A T A IN FILE 2 UF TAPE 11
NOTE: APPROPRIATE JOB CCNTRCL LANGUAGE MUST ACCOMPANY
SUGGESTION: FILE 1 ON TAPE 1C PREVIOUS OUTPUT D A T A
- FILE 2 CN TAPE 10 RESTART C A T A
rflTH A UT IL ITY ROUTINE COPY FILE 1 OF TAPE 10
ONTO FILE 1 OF TAPE 11, THEN POT Nfctt OUTPUT D A T A
RIGHT AFTER IT WITHOUT AN EOF MARK. TAPE 11 WILL
HAVE IN F ILfc 1 A CONTINUOUS RECORD OF THE OUTPUT

















AT END OF RUN NE» RESTART DATA PUT AFTER AN EOF MARK C0301700
ON TAPE 11. IT *ICL Tt-EN HE IN FILE 2 CF TAPE 11
. CLO TAPE 10. HILL be UNDISTURBED
IMPLICIT REAL*8( A-H^O-Z .*)
LOGICAL FG1 , FG2. FG 3 . . FG4 . F,15 . INEHF. RdLO. LEOU . LINIT( l )
LOGICAL N S T A R T . LRTAPK
INTEGER
* A U C R K . CT1 . CT2 . CT3 . CT4 . CT5 , FCON . f?CCN
* SCNCUM. SCN . SCBDU*. SCR . SFKCUM . SFK , SFR . SG
* SI . SIG . S I X D U C . - S I X , SKDUM . SK . SL . SLK
* SMA . SMCDUM. SMC . SMV . SCK . SPIOUM. , SP1 i SUF
4 SCL . SR . SSCN . S S I X , SVA . SVE . SVD . SV I
« SVM . SVP . SVQ . SXM , SXT . TUfiQ , SMAL . SEU
+ SC . SCG . NFLXB > SFLX , SFXM . NMODS . SFCC . SCC
* IINIT(l) . IZINIT( l ) .SO
. REAL»8
* ANGC (33) . CNF (3, 1C) . ETIC (3.10) . ETMC (3.10)
* FLO (3.20) . FLE (3.3.20) . FLH (3.3.20).
* T t - A C D (33) . YMCD (3.2.11). RINIT (1) . R Z I N I T ( l )
.CCMMCN /CHEK.S/ - N S T A R T . LRTAPE
CONMCN /LOGIC/ FG 1 . FG2. FG3. PG4. FGS. INERF , R8LO(10)
COMMCN /INTG/ AkORK (200) .
CT1 . CT2 . CT3 . CT4
. C T 5 , , . .FCON
 : ( 3 3 ) . JCCN (10) . LCON ( 2 Z >
MC ( 1 C ) . NB1 ' , NdOD "• ' '. NCTC
NFER . NFKC . . NFRC . NLOK
NKV ' . NKO ' . NMOA . . NSVP
N SVC. - - - • i < il-FCCNI ^ ( 1 I)'' , - S J i ; i ft .•*' ' .>.- SFR - , ( 33 ) .
SG .SI ( £ 5 ) . SIG . SL
SLK (33) . SMA (10) . SOK (11) . SUF (11)
SCL (11) . SMV . . S« • SSCN
SSI* . SVA . SV6 . SVD




























































4 £XM (2.10) . £>T
4 SEU . NTO
» NFLXU . SFLX
4 SFCC . £CC ( 1C)
CCI*MCN /1NTGZ/
4 SCNCUM . SCN (9)
4 SFKCLM . ' 5FK I «,)
4 SKDLK . £K 11)
4 SfCCIj"! . £*C IS)
C O ^ M C N /KCAL/
4 C/> (2.10) . CAC ( 2. 1C)
* DCMC (2.11) . ETC <2 .11)
4 GPf (3. 6t> ) . h
4 hfOI» (10) . PHI (3 .11)
4 QFC (2 .23 ) , CL ( 2 , 2 2 )
4 T ,
4 THAC* (10) . T h A w (10)
4 XIC (2 .3 ,10) . X t / A S (10)
4 TUG (23) , FLA ( 3 , 2 0 )
4 FLD (2 .3 .20) . FLJ (2 .3 ,20 )
4 FLIRC (2 .10) . FLCRiC (3, 1C)
4 FLON (20) , ZETA ( 2 0 )
4 T IMENO
C C V M C N /f iEALZX
4 CEDLM (1.3) . CB (2, 1C)
4 X P C C L M C 1» 1 t 9) . XMC (2 .3 .10 )
COI»MCN /SATELL/ D L M M Y ( I O C O )
EQUIVALENCE ( E T M ( 1 ) . T H A C C ( 1 ) )
4 (XMN( 1,31 , YMCO ( 1 .1 ,
4 ( XMN( 1 .8 ) ,ET IC ( 1.1)
4 (FL8( 1.1) ,FLQ( 1.1))
4 (FLH( 1.1,1) .FLJd , 1
4 (FG1 ,L1N1T( 1 ) > :
4 (CBDUM 1 . 1 ) ,RZIMT(
4 (SCNDO . IZ IN 17 ( 1) )
C I^ENSICN Y( 160) . YC( 1 60) • TE M 2 .







GO TC ( 1 ,2) , J
, TOKO (97) .
. SC ( 33 )




. CLM (10) .
. fc' T M ( 3-J > .
. HM (3.10) .
. Pi-M (10) . .
. QLC (J.22) .
THA ( 3 3 ) .
. XUIC ( 3.3 ,6b ) .
, XMN (33.33) .
. FL3 (3 .20) .
. CAO (3.10) .
. FLAC (3 .20) .
, FCF 1 J.3 ,40) ,
. CdCDUM< 1.3) .
. Ct»N(3)
. (XMN( 1.1)







CGMC (3 .11) .
FCMC (3,11 ) .
HMC (3 .10) .
OF (3 ,33 ) .
RCMC (3.11) .
TMAD (33 ) .
XI (3. 3. 1C) .
XMT. ( 3 . 3 . I C ) .
FLC ( 3 . 2 0 ) .
XIO (3.3. 1C) .
FLQC (3 .20 ) .
FCK ( 3 , 4 0 ) .
CUC (3.10) . .
. ANGD( 1 ) ) ,
.CNF( 1,1)) ,
) . (XMN( 1 .10) ,ETMC( 1 . 1 ) ) .
. (FLE( 1.1.
.1 ) ) .
, (CA( 1.1).
1 ) ) . ( A W O f c K ( 1 )
160)
1 ) . FLD< 1,1.1)).
RINIT (1 ) ) .
. I INIT( I ) ) .
INITIALIZE ALL STCSAGE LUC AT I'JivIS TO ZEHO
I CO 3 I=l,lDtM7








































































CUVMX 1 ) = O.DC
CO 1C I=1.IDEM8
PZ IN IT( I ) = O.DO
CO 11 1=1. 1DEM5
CO li I=1,IOEM6
IZIN1K I ) = 0
co i;- 1 = 1. I D E K 4
.LIMIf I ) = . TRLE
CO 14 1=1. 160
' VI I ) = O.DO
YC< I ) = C.DO
TEM I.I) = O.DO
TEK £ ,1 ) = O.DO
IFC . h C T . N S T A R T )
RESTART RUN LOAD *LL CC*MCN bLOCKS AND LOCAL ARRAYS FRCM
TI-E RESTART TAPE. TAPE 1C FILE 2
PE*D ( 10 . 102) Y
FEAOt lO.102) YD
RE 40 ( 1 0 • 1 0 1 ) : N.EQ , . , . . . ,
READ (10.102) (DUt'MYt I ) . 1 = 1 , IDEM9) ' ' .
P E / D ( 1 0 . 1 0 2 ) ( R I M . T C I ) . 1=1 . I D E M 7 ) .
f E / D d O .102) <RZ I M T ( I ) .1 = 1 . I O E M 6 ) .
R E A D Cl J . 101 ) ( 1 INI T( I ) . 1= 1 . I C E M 5 )
R E / > O { 1 0 . 101 ) < I Z I N I T( I ) , I = 1 . I D C M 6 )
RE AT J 10 . 10 1 ) (L INI T( I ) . 1= 1 . ICEM4) ^ .
' N S 1 A R T = .FALSE.
FG1 = .TRUE. - • - • •
UPCA1E TERMINATION TIME
^READ 103. T1MEND
/JLL CATA REOUIRED TO PESLME CUMRUTATION HAS BEEN. INPUTTED
GC TC THE START OF ThE I KTEGRAT.! CN LOOP IN MAIN




»RITE( 1 1 .102 >
» R I T E ( 11 .102 )
• R I T E ( 1 1 .1 01 )
»RITE( 11 .102 )
*R ITE( 1 1 .102 )
liR ITEI 1 1 .102 )




















D A T A FRCM OUTPUT C A T A
Y
YD
NEG ' ' '
(DLMMY( I ) .1=1. IDEM?)
(RIMTI I ) .1 = 1 .IDEM?)






). 1 = 1 . IOEMB)
). 1=1 , IpEMS)
).I = i , I DEMO)
) . 1 = 1 . IDcM4)
CATA NEEDED TO HESTAHT JOd IS
t-EST^Pl TAPE. TAPE 10 HAS NOT






















































































































S u e R C L T I N E INB5
A C C E P T S ALL INFGRMATIC
1) TCPOl_UGY





N NEEDED TU DEFINE EASIC N-BODY S Y S T E M . C C 4 0 0 4 0 0
1ST ICS
j ) GEOMETRIC C H A R A C T E R I S T I C S






































** « * * * « + * * * * NBOD
N
B B L C ( N )
X I ( 1 . 1 . N )
1
 X I < 2 . 1 . N )











INBS INPCT C A T A SETUP *********** " .C0401400
S E T S OF
MESS( Jl
JCCN(N)
XI ( 1. 2.N)
XI (2. 2.N)
XI (3 .2 .N>
X C T ( l . l . N ) X M T I 1 . 2 . M )
XVT (Z , 1 .N ) XMT(2. 2. N)
X ' | »T<3 .1 .N ) X M T C 3 . 2 . N )
• CA < 1 .N )
C B ( 1 . N )
CF ( 1 . » )
O F ( l « l » + 2)
TI-At M)
T H t C ( « )
CF (1 . K )
CF <i •*•* 1 )'' ' '
T H A { » )
T H 0 C ( P )
CF< 1 . )
CL( I .L)
T t - / > ( M )
TH4D ( C )
1
 OL ( I .L)
CL( 1 .L* 1 )
* » 4 * * * * * * * * * END
C A( 2 .N)
CB( 2.N)
QF( 2.C )
OF < 2 . M V 2 »
TI-A( H* 1)




THAC( M* 1 J
GF ( 2 . » )
CL( 2 .L)
C L ( 2 . L >
OL(2.L+1 )
OF SE T CF
THE FULLOXING CARDS.
PCGMN)
X I < 1 . 3 . N J
X I ( i . 3 . ,M )
XI (3. 3.N)
X,^T( 1 . 3.N)
X,HT<^ . 3 .M)
X M T ( 3 . 3 . N )
CA(3 .N)
c a < 3 . N )
' ' OF (3. Ml
OF (3 t* + 2 J
THAtM*2)
THAD(M+2)
OF ( 3 . M )
OF(J .M+1)













,TH*D( X > . . " lf.
'""'' ' TH#B( 'M 'i '"'"*' "' ""'''
TH*L ( K )
NMC
• -
»*»* * * * * * * * * • NMO
n-oc i )
PLM( I )
T H / » ( I )
************ END
TH*C(M+. U
THAD< M* i' V
THAO('M*2) ,
S E T S OF Tt-E FCLLOrfING CARDS.
HM 1 . I )
W E S S ( J )
TI-AD*( I )
OF SET CF




»** * * * *CC40170C
CC401800
A .1 CO C04D1<JOO
C0402000
ONE PER BODY * * * * * * * *C0402100
B 1C5*C0402200
X M A S ( N ) 'C 1 C 1*C 0402300
C 1C2*C0402400
D 1 C2*C0402500
- '- 01 02*C0402600
E 102*C04C2700
E 'I C2*C0402800


















L ICO C 0 4 0 4 8 0 0
^,^-i nil -,. j '>u.^-i 1C2..C0404900
N 1 02 C0405000
O 102 C0405100
._ ,P 1 CjB .C0405200
\ e ' r M O i ' '• • ' C04053CO
ONE PER i»(-EEL * * * * * * *»C04054CO
HH(J. l ) 0 1 £ 4 * C 0 4 3 5 S O O
R 1C6*C0405600
S 1C2*C040S700































































TIMENO . . . T 1 02 C0406000
C0406100
Cp CATA CALLED FOR 3Y INBS. ************************ C 0406200
C0406300
CCDE LIST . . . C0406400
C0406500
f t - A L * A Y S HEAD, FIRST C A R D READ 8Y . IN3S C0406600
NiiJD=TGTAL NUMBER.GF BODIES ( H I GID+FLEX I OLE +POI NT .M AS SE S ) C0406700
. . .... C0406800
e - FI.^ST CARD FOR EACH SET CF BODY DESCRIPTION CARDS C04'06900
... N = 3ODY NUMBER (SETS TO HE READ SEQUENTIALLY N=l,2,... CC407000
Mi:si<J)=ANY ALPHANUMERIC MESSAGE * ILL Et PR I NTED . AS A HE AD ING C0407 100
FCR 6CDY -N, .IK THE INPUT CATA ECHO , PR II NTEO. BY IKBS C0407200
C0407300
C - ScCLND CAKC FCR EACH SET OF BODY L>E SCH I PT UN CARDS C0407400
=HODY LABEL CF ECOY CONTIGUOUS TO AND INbOARD OF C0407500
BODY N. HIKCE FCINT bET*EEN BODIES JCON(N) AND N CC407600
IS DEFINED AS HINGE PuINT N-l . IF N= I THEN JCCN ( 1 ) =0 C0407700
AND UNGE PCIM 0 IS THE CENTER OF MASS OF BODY 1 C0407800
=.TRUE. IF 8CDY. N A R 1 1. 1 D OR FLEXIBLE BODY C04C7900
.FALSE. IF fcODY N A POINT- MASS ., .. C0436000
PCCN(N) =TCT AL NUMCEfi OF RIGIDLY CONSTRAINED ROTATIONAL C040810C
.DEGKEES OF FKEEDUH AT HINGE POINT N-l CF BODY N C0408200
XMA£( N) = TCTAL MASS CF ECDY N AND ALL IMBEDDED »HEELS(IF ANY) C0408300
. .. : . • • • ' • . C0408400
C - LELtTc THESE 2-CAWCS..IF 9OOY-N A POINT MASS . C04C6500
X I ( I . J.NJ =INERT IA TENSOR OF dODY N • I TH ALL DESPUN* HEELS, C0408600
. INCLLUEC ( IF ANY ) AdOUT ITS J*N CENTER CF.MASS.ANC C0408700
RELATIVE TC THE dODY N FIXED «EFtRENCE FRAME, IF BODYC04C8800
N IS FLEXIBLE INPUT INEHTIA TENSOR







,E - CELETE THESE 2 CARDS IF BODY N A POINT MASS , • • ' - . ,
. >M1( I > J .NJ =THANSFQKMAT ICN. MATRI X .»HICH TAKES VECTORS FRCM THE
BODY N TO THE EOOY JCCKIN) FIXED REFERENCE .FRAMES
FCH ZERO RELATIVE ANGULAR ROTAT1ON. BET*EEN ThE ECC IEECO 409500
IF BCCY N IS A PUIixiT MA5S THE BODY N FIXED REFERENCE CC409600
: FRAME .AXES' *RE RESPECTIVELY PARALLEL.TO THCSE OF.THE CC409700
BODY JCCN(N) FIXED REFERENCE FRAME
IF BCDY N IS A FLEXIBLE 9ODY-| IT IS ASSUMED TO EE
CLAMPED IN TRANSLATION AND ROTATION AT THE ORIGIN








F - ALMA Yb READ '_, . - .. .
CA ( 1 .N) =CENTER OF H-ASS VECTOR COMPONENTS OF THE VECTOR FRC M
THE HINGE PCINT N-HORIGIN OF UODY N FIXED REFER tNCE ) CO 41 0500
TC THE CENTER CF MASS OF:6ODY N(UNDEFORMED POSITION C0410600
IF dODY N FLEXIBLE) RELATIVE TC BODY N FIXED
REFERENCE FRAME. FOR N=l CA(I.N)=0 1=1.2.3 SINCE BY
:. ... DfcFIMTICN THE HlixIGE POINT OF EGDY 1 IS THE CENTER
'•• - • OH MASS OF EODY I r .» , ;? M, ••'. c ..-_i;-M «i .. ^
i G - *L *A1S HEAD . . , - . . : , - • • . .
J*03 ca ( ItN) =HINGE VECTCP, COMPONENTS OF THE VEC T OR,i ^ .fip.K: H; NG,E,,_-,
POINT JCCMN)-! TU HINGE POINT N-l HELA.T.I VE, ;TO_-:THF
BODY JCCN(N) FIXED REFERENCE. FOR N=1 IT IS THE
VECTCR FRCM THE INtRTIAL ORIGIN TO THE CENTER OF
MASS CF BODY 1 ,I«HICH IS THE INGE POINT OF BODY l;.








































































h - PCAD oNLY IF 3 DEGREES CF RELATIVE FHEECCM AT HINGE POINT N-l
I - PE'AD CNLY IF 2'DEGREfc= CF RELATIVE FREEDCM AT HINGE POINT N-I
' J' - REAL ONLY IF 1 DEGREES CF RELATIVE FREECCM AT HINGE PCINT N-l
' ' k - 'f.£ AC UNL Y' It C DEGREES CF. RELATIVE FREEDCM AT HINGE PCINT N-l
CF1 IiM)=COMPCNENTS CF FREE COORDINATE. VECTOR M
OL< I,L)=CCMPCNENT S CF LOCKED CCOWOINATE VECTOR L
• ; ' ThA(M)=RELATIVE DISPLACEMENT AdUUT OR ALONG OF { I , M I
~' TnAC(M) ^RELATIVE RATE CF O I SPL ACEMENT AEOUT OR ALONG QF(1,X)
•
 ;
" " FREE AND LOCKED CUORINATE VECTORS ARE INPUTTED














- . ; . ARE "FIXED . »HEN FIXED IN bOTH SOOY N AND BCDY JCGN (N)OQ4i 3300
THEY .ARE INFLTTED IN 13GDY JCCN-(N) CCCfiDINATES
• "L - AL»AY3 READ
;
'~ PCCN (NdUC+1 )=NOM8EFi OF CCNSTRAINtD DEGREES CF TR ANSLAT I CNAL
" • " • • . •' FREECCM. FOR. TCTAL. SYSTEM
IK - READ ONLY IF 3 DtGREES CF TRANSL AT I GNAL FREEDCM FOR SYSTEM
•N - HEAD-ONLY IF.2-DEGHEES CF TK ANSL ATI ONAL FREEDCM FOP. SYSTEM
C - PcAC ONLY IF 1 DEGREES CF TR ANSL AT I ONAL FREEDCM FOR SYSTEM
THAC(M) =INITIAL TRANSLATIONAL KATE ALCKG INERTIAL AXIS 1
ThAlitf *i)=,lNITl'AL TRANSL A T I CNAL RATL ALONG I NE«T I AL AXIS 2
THAO(M+i) =INI TIAL TPANSLATIONAL RATE ALONG INERTIAL AXIS 3
P - ALWAYS READ
. NMO = TCTAL NUMEEP CJF SYMMETRIC WHEELS
C - ALWAYS WEAO (NKC.NE.O
•KC(I>=BOOV LABEL- CF ECOY IN WHICH WHEEL I JS IMBEDDED
' HM( J, I) =COMPCNENTS CF A UNIT VECTOR ALCNG WhEEL SPIN AXIS




R; - ALWAYS READ !KKO.NE.O)
- ' ME££( J) =MESSAGE TO EE PRINTED WITH WHEEL I DATA EChO
.'••.; PL(KU=SPIN INERTIA OF' WHEEL I
'S - ALWAYS READ Ih^C.NE.C)
' ' TMtt! I )=.'lNITIAL *>HEEL ANGLE
THA»C( I > = INIT IAL WI-EEL KATE
. T - *L»AYS READ
H=INTEGKATICN STEP SIZE
TIWtND = TIME At. WHICH RUM IS TO QE ENDED
' .IOC FGKPATd S) ' .
"'i'^ 1'0-1 FOR^AT(LS.2I5,.C/15.5)
• 1 0 2 FCKf A T < JDlS.b)
104 FCRCAT(I5.3D1E.5)
••••'-105 FOKf AT( I bVl8A4-')-' • ----- -'i -.^ c i >i.^u ^ i- o_. »^ji.j--.. J .)..:. H- ( •/, ; I 1 ? .1
'0'e"FO'PM*T<C 15". 5 , 1'6A^ J)
IMPLICIT REAL*6( A-H.O-Z, S)
LOGICAL FGl , FG2. FG3. FG4 , FG5, INERF, RBLO. LEQU . LIMIT! 1)




































































* A>CRK , CT1 .
• » SCNCOf . SCN ,
* SI . S1G ,
* S*A , SMCDUM,
*. SCL . SR ,
* SVM , SVP ,
•* SC . SCG .
• • .*. I IN IT( 1 ) .
,CE*L*a . .
* A U C C ( 33) . .
* -FLO (3 ,20 ) .
* THACD. (33) .,
C C * M C N XCHEKS/
• CONMCN /LOGIC/ F
C G K M C N / INTG/
,^ * C T 1 ,
.* CT5 .
* MC (10) •
. * NFEK .
* NVV ,
' - *.. NSVC .
+ SC
SLK (33 ) .
SCL (11) .
. S E I X .
; •. . SVI
• S X M ( 3 .10 ) .
•f SEU .
NFL>6 .
,4 S F C C ,




. * - S C C C U M .
,•.'%' i C C f M C N /PcAL/
, .* ,C/> (3 .10) ,
- ,"* U C M C (3 .11) ,
J -ocJoGOM (.j^Otj) ..
'* HVCf ( 10) ^^ . ',1
» QFC (3.33 ) ,
* T .
* ' T I -ACr t ( 10 ) .
* X 1C (3 .3 ,10) .
* TLG ( 3 3 ) .
•
CT2 , CT3 .
SCfiDU*. SCP .
SIXDUM, SIX .
SMC . SNV .
SSCN . SSIX .
SVU . SXK .
NFLXB . SFLX .
I2INIT( 1 ) .
CIVF ' (3. 1C) .
FLt (3.3 .20) .
YNC.D (3,2.11 ) .




, FCCN . PCON
. SFR . SG
. SL , SLK
SOK , SPIDUM, SPI , SQF
SVA . SVb







i 1 . FG2, FG3. FG4, FG5. INEKF.
*»ORK ( 2 0 0 ) .
CT2 .




PCCN (i l) .
SI ( 6 5 )










SK ( c > .
SI*C ( S )
C4C (3 .10) ,
ETC ( 3 . 1 1 ) .
*? A Clr '^ T - '
PHI ^"fl , ,11 ) C ,
CL ( 3 . 2 2 ) .
T H A W (10) .
XMAS (10) .




















MM ( 3 .( 1 0 )VijM"-"2 rPo'r0 -"
Q L C (3 .22 )
TriA (33)
XO 1C (3 .3 .60 )
XMN (33 ,33)
FL3 (3.20)
. SVD . SVI
, SMAL , SEU
. SFCC . SCC
. E T fC (3,10)
,
. MZINIT( 1 )
RBLU( 10)
, CT4






. SQF ( 1 1 )
. SSCN
. SVD






. S P I ( 9 )
. CC*C (3.11)"
. FCMC (3.1 1 )




.XI 3.3. 1C )
. XMT 3.3.10)
























































































* F-LD (3.3.20). FLJ (2.3,20), CAO (J.1C) . XIO (2. 3. 1C)
* FLIRC (2,10) , FLCRC (3. 1C) . FLAC (3.20) . FLQC (3.20)
* FLO (20) . ZE.TA l i O t , FCF (J.3.40). FCK (3.40)
* 'T IMEND ' •
CCCMCN X&tALZ/ ' ' ,. ,
» csDCM (i.3) . ce (3. ic) . caCDUM(i.3) . cat (3,10)
*^ XKCCUNU 1. 1 .9) . XMC (3.3,10). C8N(J)
. - • • ' , " .
' - • ' . , ~*
EQUIVALENCE (LTM( >,THACC(1)) . ( XMN ( 1 . 1 ) . ANGO < 1 ) ) .
» (XMNl .3) . YNCC( 1 .1 . 1 ) > . (XMN( 1 .6) ,CNF( 1. 1 ) ) .
,* (XMN( ,8) .ETIC( 1 ,1 ) ) . (XMN( 1 . 1 0) .ETMC( 1 , 1 ) ) .
» (FLB( .1 ) ,FLG( 1 , 1) ) . (FLfcd . 1 . 1 ) ,FLD( 1.1 . ID.
* _ ( F LH ( . 1 . 1 ) , FL J ( 1 ', 1 , 1 ) ) , : - : -;
'.'*.'" (KG1 ,LINI T( 1 )) ; , (CA( t . 1 ) ,H IMT ( 1 ) ) ,
+ • (CbDUK( 1 . 1 ) '.KZIMT( 1 ) ) . ( A*O«K( 1 ) , I INIT( 1 ) ) ,
*. (SCNDUV, IZ1MT ( 1 )) . . . .
1
• CIWCI>5JCN TEM1 (3,2 ) . TE*2(3, 3 )
INTECEW NtSS(ld) . .-
' • . - • • ' , . .
l :
. ' -. .
 :
- •'••
f^ = 1 ' '- " • ' ' J '
L = 1 ' . ' " • • ' ' . - ' • • • ' •
• NBCD = NLMdES CF EGDIfc£ ' '
READ .IDC . NBOO " . • - . . . .
'NB 1 = NtiCD-f 1 '
,FR INT l<iS .
PR INT' 20 C. N8CO
PRINT 2£4 ' ' • .
' PR INT, 2££ . . . • - . . - •
PR INT 2 tt
PR,INT 2b7 '' . '' : ; . - ' •'
PRINT 2£f .. . .
PRINT 2 S 9 ' ' , ' ' " ' ' • '
PRINT 2it
READ INPUT FOK EACH BODY '
CO 1 K=l ,NBOD ' .
Kl = K-l
. MEES(j) = ALPHANUMERIC CESCCIPTION UF OOOY N to BE POINTED
,KEAD10£..N,.(MESS(J).J=1»18)
;••• IF(N.EQ.K) GU TO 24
•.•PRINT 247
, T Y F E 2 4 7 •
PEJUfiN _ . __'
«'-CONT INUir . . .. . •' "'^ V
fiBLO(K) = TRUE IF BODY K RIGID dODY ..
;.' = FALSE IF. BODY .K PCINT MASS
.<,iJCCN (K)
 t= dODY LAE,EL ^ TC »I^^CH dUD.Y.^ K * I ii f ATT ACHiEO ( AT HlNCE'^Kfl
FCCN(K) = NUMBER OF' CCNSTfiAlN^O AXES AT HINGE POIN'T K-l "" '
.XM*S(K) = TOTAL MASS UF EQDY K PLUS MOMENTUM WHEELS
- FEAD 101. HibLO(K) , JCON(K ) ,PCON(K) ,XMAS( K)
.. IF (HELD (K) ) GU TO 2 . " '
PRINT 2C1. K. , (MES£( J ) . J = 1 . 18)



































































P R I N T 2Ce .







K , J C O N ( K ) , K 1
CCMFCNENTS OF INERTIA TENSOR OF BODY X. «t I
ALL DfcSPUN MOMENTUM KHEEL3..IN BODY K
MASS R E L A T I V E ic CIODY K FIXUD FRAME
COOf-CINAThS (ABOUT THE COMPOSITE CENTER
PEAD 102. ((XI(I.-.K).J-l.2).I=1.31









CONTINUE • ' *
IFt .NGT.F.BLO(K)) GC TO 8 •'
XM7( I.J,K).1 .J=l .3 =.CCMFCNENr OF TRANSFORMATION MATRIX BODY
K TC ECDY JCON(K) CJORO1NATES .
READ 102. (tXMT<I .J.K) ,J=1,3 ) .1 = 1.3)
GO TC y ...
= 1 ' "
= 0
=0 ' : • . . - . ; . . . . ' .
= 0 . • • * • - ' •
= 1
= 0 . :
= 0 • • • "•
= 0 . "'
= 1
( XMT( 1 .J.K) .J = l.3)
K.(XMT(2.J.K ) ,J=1.3)
liO TO..1C . '
JCON(K).(XMT(2.J.K) .J = l .3)
TH
CF
( X M T ( 3 ; J.K) ,J = 1 ,3)
CF CENTER OF MASS FRCM HINGE PCINT K-l
C
C
XMK 1 . 1 .K)
*M1( 1 , 2 , K )
X M T ( 1 . 3 . K )
X M T ( < . 1 .K)
X M T ( 2 .2 .K)
>M K 2.3 .K)
> M T ( 3 . 1 . K )
. >.M TI 2 . a . K )
Xf T( 2 .3-.K)
PRIM £19.
PR IN T 2 2 C .
IF(K .EO. I)
P R I N T 222.
GO TC 11
P R I N T ^21,
CONTINUE
C A ( J , K ) , J=l, 3 = CCMPONENTS
READ 102. (CA(J .K ) ,J = 1 ,3)
PRIM 2C7. C A ( 1 , K ) , K
PRINT 2 C 6 . K 1 . C A ( 2 . K )
PR INT 2C9. K . C A ( 3 .K)
C B ( J . K ) , J = l , 3 = CCVPONENTS
H I N G E P C I N T K - l
READ 132. <CS(J .K ).J=1 ,3)
IF(K.Kt.l) CiO TO 6 .
PRINT 21C. C b ( l t K )
P R I N T 4 * 1 » C d < 2 , « >
PRINT 2i2. C a < 3 . K )
GO TC 7 '
K2 = J C C N < K ) - 1 . . .•
-HRINT 213. Cflt 1 .K ) ,JCCM K) '.
PRINT 214. K2 .CB(2 ,K ) 'N- = • '
P R I N T 2 i e . K l . C t ) ( 3 , K ) -
C O N T I N U E
KEAC~IN FREE AND LCCKED COORDINATE VECTORS ALONG KITH INITIAL
IF(K.EQ.l ) GC TO 12
CF VECTOR FROM HINGE POINT (JCCN(K































































1- = (• + 2 - PCCN(K- l )
L = L t FCJN1K-1 )
12. M = l»+ 1
LI = L* 1
'• L2 = L + 2
I F (R£LO(K)
IAS IGN = 1
GO TC 21
2C 1ASIC-N = C
2 1 -CCNT INUE
) GO TO 20







GO TC ( 12 .
FCCN(K) =
12 R E A D 102.
. . READ 102 .
R E A D 102,
PRINT 24C.
I F ( R E L C ( K )
FCCN(M) =
' FCCN (Ml ) =
GO TC 32
•1 F C C N ( K ) =
14 . 1 5 . 1 7 ) , IGCTC
0. THREE DEGREES CF HrtEEDCM
((QF( J . I ). J=l .2) . 1 = M.M2.2>
(THA{ I ) ,l-tf.,H.2 ) :
(THAD( I ) ,I=M ,M£)
Kl




C F C I . M 1 ) COMPUTED FRCM Q F ( l . N ) AND OF(1.M2)
FCCNtM
FCCN (Ml ) =
22 FCCN (l»2 ) =
P R I N T 226,
PR INT 22%.
IF (K .EQ. l )





IF( I A S I G N
) = -M HELPS LCGIC IN 3U8BCUTINE TRANVD
-M
K
OF( I ,M) ,QF( 1 ,»«2)
M,OF(2 .M) .M2 .QF(2 .M2)
GO TO 25
FCON(M ) , O F ( 3 . V ) ,FCON(M2) ,OF(3.M2)
CF( 3. V) ,FC3N(M2) ,QF(3.M2l
Ml
.EC. 0 ) PR INT 224
.EC. 1 ) P R I N T 243
P R I N T 225. ( I , T H A ( I ) , I , T h A C ( I ) , I = M . M 2 >
PR INT . 2 2 C
GC TC 1
F C C N ( K J = 1. THO CEGREES OF FREtDOM
14 READ 102. ( (QF(J . I ) .J=1,3) , I=M.Ml)
;PEAO 102. T H A ( M ) ,THA(Ml )
READ 102. THAD(M ) , T H A C ( H I j
• • • PR INT 227, Kl
IF (RELIJ(K) ) GC TO 33
FCCN(M) = K
- . _ F C C N ( K 1 ) = K
""• LCCN(L ) = K
" • ,GO TC 34
32 F C C N ( * ) = J C O N ( K ) - * t / , '
(Ml ) = K • '" '"'7v
CL( I .L ) COMPUTED FM3M OF(1 .M) AND OF(l .Ml)
LCCN(L) = -f HELPS LCGIC IN SUdWOUTINE THANVO'
LCCN(L) = -M
3 4 ' F R I N T 22 fc . QF( l .M) , OF ( I ,M 1 )
PRINT 225. M .OF(2 ,t>) .Ml . CF (2,Ml )






























































PRINT 2JCt FCCN<N ) .QF(3,M.FCUNCMl ) .QF(3.M1 )
.' CO TC 2t
3E PRINT 223. CFC3.M .FCQMMl > ,GF(3.M1 )
3C CONTINUE , ,
. PR INT £.21. L
IFdASIGh .tCl. 0 ) PRINT 224
. 1F ( I#S1GN .c.Q. 1 ) PRIM 243
PRINT 225. .( I . THA ( I) . I ,^AC(I ) ,I=M.M1)
PRINT 22£
•' C-C TC I
c
c ' • • • ' . •
1 -
• ' • ' - , • •'
• '• 37
•• -









. F C C N ( K ) =
READ 102.
KE A 0 102.
FEAD 102.





L C C N ( L l ) =
co TC je
F C C N ( K )
LCCN(L) =
LCCN (L I ) =
•PRINT 2JJ.
PRINT 234,




P R I N T 2tS.
PRINT 2 7 C ,
PR INT 271,
PRINT e.21.
IF ( I /"SIGN
IF< I A S 1 G N
PR I N T c. £ £ .
PRINT 22t
CO TC 1











2 ONE CfcGKEE CF FRECDUM
(ClF< J.M ) .J = l .3 >
(ClL( J,L ) .J = l ,2 )
T H A ( M )
T H A C ( M )
Kl




J C C K C K )
•' K •
K
OF ( 1 ,M )
M,C!F(2 ,^)
GO TO 39
FCC MM) , QF(3 .M)
UF(3 ,M)
UL( 1 ,L >
L ,OL(2 .L)
LCCN( L ) ,OL( 3.L >
l_ 1
,£O. 0 ) PR 1ST 224
.EG. 1 ) PRINT 243
M, THA( K ), * . T H A C ( M )
3. ZERO DEGREES CF FHEEDCM





QL( 1 .!_ ) . QL ( 1 ,L1 )
L,CIL(2.L) ,L1,UL(2.L1)
L C O N ( L ) , Q L ( 3 , L ) . L C J N ( L 1 ) , O L ( 3 , L 1 >
L2
,1 . CCNT IM>£ .
 ;
fe'_c;«>V j • . .r- . . . . . .
C READ IN TKANSLATICNAL VELOCITY CJNDITIQNS F. ORr.H I NGE , POI NT. ZERC
c . ' . RELATIVE: TO INEPTIAL URIGIN
F'EAD uc. PCCN(NBCD+ i >
; . . " , NFfi = M + 3-RCON(NelCDl
hLR = LtFCQN(NeOD) - 1





































































PRINT 26C .PCUN (NBCD+:I >
13 = J-PCOM NBOD + I )
IF { I i .CG.O) GO TO 25
CdwPLTti INITIAL DISPLACE*EM JF HI.NGS: POINT ztno FRCM c e { i )
lNFUr i r>G TH15 t»CLLC Efc hECUNUANT INFORMATION
CO l£i I=NFK .NFS* 13- 1 •
lTESt=NFB* I J-l
IF ( I 15ST .LT.NFrOGC TU 5 C C C
CO l£ i=lvf-R. 1TEST
TH*( I ) = Ci3( 1 + l-HFK , 1 )
C O N T IMJE
RE«J 102 .( THAD( I ) i I=NFR . I T E S T )
PR INl 2t 1 ' '
'PR INl 24 i
PRINl





IF( I «<iT . I J) GO TO
CBM II = 0. 00*00
GO TC it.
CBM I) = Cd( I.I)
CONTlNUt
P R I N T 26!:
P R I N T i t t
P R I N T 267
NFtR = NFR+l 3-1
M_OR = NLR+PCCN (NGCD+l )
PRINT 2£3
PR INT 24S . NFER
PRINT 2EC.NLOR
PR INT
I .THA( I ) . I ,THAC( I ) . I=NFR, ITEST)
23
KE4D IN NCMLNTUM HhEEL OeSCRIPTION
P E A 0 1 3 0 . N M G
IF(^^C.EC.O) GG TC 50
P R I N T 235.
CO It 1=1,
RE*D 1 }4 .
£ E A 0 106.
RE a) ID 2,
PR INT 2et.
PR INT 2 7 4 ,
PRINT <e75 ,
PR INl 276 .
PRINT 2c t .
PR INl 2tiC.
,, ,,
 v. ' PRINl 2fc 1 .
' ' . " . ' ' ' PR INl 2t2.
t -MCM( I ) =
PRINT 2 fc4 .
^ '
4
- ; " - IF<( I /2 ) *2
P R I N T 2 £ 3
PR INT 2S3
GO TC It
19 PR IN 1 226
16 C O N T I N U E
NMG
NMG
MU( I ) , { H^( J. I ) . J =
PLM( I ) , ( f / E S S < J) . J
THA\»( I ) ,THADK( I )
I ,MG( I ) , ( MESS ( J )





I . T h A » ( I >
I .THADMI )
PLM( I ) * T h A D W ( I )
.HMCM I )


































































C . READ IN INTcC-RATICN STEP SIZE C0454200
READ 102, H.TIMEND C0454300
PRINT Sic CO454400
PRINT 272, H ' 00454500
PRINT ^=c ' ' C0454600
PRINT 2ES, TIV.END . C0454700
IOC FORMAT (15) . . C0454800
101 FORMAT (1.5.2 IS.D1 5.5) . C0454900
102 FORMAT (3Clb.5) . . C0455000
' 102 FORMAT (2L5) ' . C0455100
104 FORMAT (I5.3D15.5) . C0455200
105 FORMAT (Ib.ieA4) . C0455300
IOC FORMAT (C1S.5.16A4) . . C0455400
195 FORMAT( • 1 •,20(/) ) " C0455500
200 FORM/IT (22X. 'INPUT DATA FOR '.U.1 BODIES (A CdNSISTANT SET OF CNIC045560C
*TS MIST £E USED) • ./) C0455700
201 FORMAT (SX.'bODY NUMBER 1 .13.' (POINT MASS) • . 13A4. /') C0455800
202 FORMAT ( 5X . • tiCDY NUMBER'.12.' (RIGID dODV ) • . 18 A4 , X ) C0455900
. 203 FORMAT ( 10X. 'dOD Y • . I 3 • • CCNNECTED TO dUDY«.I3.' AT HINGE PJO INT • . 1 3 C0456000
I ./ ) CC456100
204 FORMAT (10X.-CENTER OF MASS OF dOOY I CAN TRANSLATE AND ROTATE IN C045C200
C0456300
CONSTRAINED AdOUT'.IJ,' AXES AT HINCE PO I NT • , I C0456400
C0456500
=•.Dll.b,• (M) './/) C0456600
• .DID.5.' (BODY', 13.C0456700
'
* INTERTIAL SPACE ' ).
235 FORMAT (lOX.'MOTICN
*3. ' CF ECDY' . 13,/ )
206 FORMAT (1CX.'TOTAL MASS CF ECOY '.I2f
2C7 FORWAT( 10X. •CCMPONfcNTS CF VECTOR FRCM








 HINCE POIM'.I3.' TO CENTER 1 t O l S . b t •
























































= • .3D 12.5 . 12X<'OR IENTAT ION• )CO458700
3D12.5,7X,'OF BUOY FIXEC AXECC458800
, • CC45B900
BCCY • . 13 .13X.3012.5.7X. 'OF EODY F I XED: AXES ',,//) -^C0459COO
INERTIAL CFIGIN TO CENTER
*1NATES)')
212 FORMAT (10X.« OF »ASS CF ECCY I
213 FORMAT ( 10X. ' COI»P CNENT S CF VECTOR FROM
* • FIXEO • )
214 FORMAT (10X,1 HINGt POINT'.13,' TO HINGi
»INATES) ')
10X, • POINT1 ,I 3 ,£1X .Olb.5.1 OX, • (L)• ,//)
20X.3D12.5,' BCDY',13,1 COORDINATES ')
13X, ' INERTIA TENSOR =' ,3D12.5. ' U N I T S ' - ' )






( IOX, ' INITIAL
.D12.5.6X.'
CONDITICNS
IN &ODY•. IJ.10X.D12.5,//> C0459100
ABOUT FREE- AXE S'( RAD.fi AD/SE C0459200
. " . . . - . ' • .-. GO459300
( 15X. 'THA( • ,12. • ) ='.,012.3,' THAD t • . 12,'' )-'= !','D12.'5) ' '••'C045940C
('1•) . "; . 00459500
(IOX,' TWO DEGREES OF FREEDCM AT HINCE POINT '.', 13./) - C0459600
(IOX,'CCMPCNENTS CF FREE ••Dl2.3.6X,'COMPONENTS. OP FREE CC4597CO
£ ) . .- C0459800

















*EC = ' .O12 .b ) C0460000
FORM/>T ( 1 0 X , 1 IN fcCDY • . I 2 .1CX.O12 .5 .6X . • IN BOO Y • . I 3 . 1 0 X , 01 2 . 5 ./ /) CO 460 1 00
FORM/IT ( lox, 'COMPONENTS CF LOCKED V E C T O R * . 12, • DEFINED INTERNALLY C0460200
*EY VECTCP CROSS PRODUCT ',//) C0460300
FORMAT ( 10X. "ONE DEGREE CF FREEDOM AT HINGE POINT'. 13./) C0460400
( 10X, 'COMPONENTS CF FW£k£ '.012.5) C0460500
(10X,' VECTCR'.IJ,' FIXED '=',D12.5) C0460600
(10X,' IN CODY • . 12 , 1 CX.Dl2.'j.// ) C0460700
(10X.'CC^PCNENTS CF LCCKtD '.Dl£.o,6X.'COMPONENTS OF LOCKEDCC460800
CC460900
















( 10X. I N I T I A L CONDITICNS
-0
1



















= ' ,D12.5) C0461 100
(10X,1 IN ECDY ' , 12,1 OX.D12.b.6X.' IN HODY' ,13. 10X,D11 .E.//)CO461200
(£OX,I3i> NCMENTLM SHELLS IN 3YSTKM' ,// ) C0461300
( 1CX, 'MOMENTUM \»l- EEL ' . I J , ' EMcEDDED ' . D I 2 . 5-, ' UN IT S') CO 461 400
(10X,' IN ECDY',12.' . COMPONENTS ='.D12.5.' 'L*F*T'JCC461500
'.O12.b.//> C046160C










(IOX,' TRANSLATICNAL CJNDITICNS ON CENTER CF MASS CF BODY
* R E L A T I V E TO INERTIAL = C R I G I N • • )
''FORMAT (10X.5X.IJ.1 FREE DIRECTIONS OF T« ANSLAT I CN . PAS ALLEL
*.K INE-^TIAL AXES RfcSP './/) ' ' - . ' . - .
FORMAT (IOX,'THREE DEGREES CF FREEDOM AT MINGE POINT',13,/)
FORMAT (' INPCT ET.RC1R I 1^ DATA CARDS. fiDDIES OUT UF SEOUENCE
*RDS fISSING FRCM FRECEEDING EULIY CARDS ')
FORMAT ( IOX, • TRANSLATICNAL MOTION OF JOUY 1 C.M. CCNSTRA INRC AL(3NC0462600
*C ALL THREc INfcRTIALLY FIXED AXES './,/) " " C0462700
FORMAT (IOX,• ENTIRE SYSTEM hAS'.IJ,' UNCONSTRAINED DEGREES CF FREC0462800
•EDCM •'.//) ' • : C0462900
FORMAT (10X,1 ENTIRE SYSTEM HAS',13,' LUCKED OR CONSTRAINED CEGREECC46300O
*'S CF FREEDOM • ,// ) . C0463100
FORMAT (IOX,• DISPLACEMENT ABOUT OR ALONG FREE VECTOR '.-12,' COMPUCO4632CO
*TEC •) C0463300













C25X, '(QUANTITY) • ,6X .'(ENGLISH) ' ,9X, •
C0463500
C04636CO
(SI ) ' ,9X, • (SYMECL )• )00463700





(20X. ' ( MOT ICN CONSTRAINED ALCNG ',13.' AXES)1'.//) C0464300
( IbX, 'FREE VECTORS ALIGNED *ITM INERTI ALLY -FIXED AXES fiESPEC0464400


























FORMAT '('IOX. • CCMFCNENTS CF
*Y VECTOR CROSS PRODUCT • ./)
uBORM AT (, 10X.,\ 'UNiBT'-IA-L ':Ge:KC I'T-'I-OMS
»TICN MATRIXES COMPCTED' )> -' . • ., •
FORMAT--( 12X. ' I;NTEPNAi:LY FRCM THE
*INE hCMINAL RELATIVE')
(TRANSLATICNAL CONCITICNS GIVEN AFTER BODY'. 13,' C0464600
. ' '"•' ' ' C0464700
VECTOrt',13,' DEFINED INTERNALLY BC0464800
C0464QOO
OF 'ALL DIRECTION ^COS INE 1 H A'lsiSF'ORM A C'0465:0 00
. • • . • • , . - • C04651 O C
TWANSFJWMAT'ION- MATRICES *HICI- DEFC0465200
( v , ' .CO-465300
^FORMAT iClSXT'OR-ieN'T-ATICN-"('ZERO I NT ER NAL1 STRESS 'S"T ATE )'rA'ND INITIAL
»CONDITICNS FOF • )
267 FORMAT ( 12X, 'ROT A TI CN AbCUT TrIE SPECIFIED
?66 FORMAT ( 11 X, •'! NERTI ALLY ' ,10X ,D 12 .5 .//)
265 '-FORMAT ( IOX , 'CCMP CNENT S ' CF LOCKED ',012.51
27C FORMAT (IOX. '''VECTOR', 13 ,-' FIXdID =',D12.












































10 x, ' IN BI:DY' . 13 , icx,
10X, 'ZERO CEGRTES UF r
13X. 'INTEGRATION STEP
(FOURTH ORCER) •= ' .D12.
























• INITIAL CONDITIONS FOR
•THAW( ' ,
' THAO k( •
•ANGULAR
•I^Cft'NTU
12, ') = • ,








rilNGt HCINT' . 13 ./ )
FIXEC STEP RUNGE KUTTA





















PIN AX I5 - • .D12 ,5. ' M*L»











































SUERCUTINd INEROR * - .
INEWGR PERFORMS VARIOLS CHECKS UN INPUT OATA TC CHECK
FCfi cASIC TYPING ERRORS IN INPUT OATA AN L VIOLATIONS
: CF dASIC FORMALISM RULES
THE DEFINED £>ETEM MUST BE PHYSICALLY WEALIZABLF.
IMPLICIT KEAL*8( A-h.O-Z . J) - •
LOGICAL FG1 . FG2, FG3.-FG4. F J5 . INLKF. KdLC. LEGU. LIMT(1I
LOGICAL NSTART. LRTAPt































A N G C .
FLU
ThACC
. cn . .
. SCN .






•. j J ,1 e •
(33) .
















































«- * > --• i . . -.
(*-•:••- f
( J . 1 0. > .
(3.3 .20 ) .



























































































































































1. FG2. FG3. rG4, FG5.
AteOKK ( 200 ) .
CT2 , CT3
FCON ( ;3 ) ' . JCCN
Neil . . , NdUD
NFKC , - •• . NFRC, ,
NfO . NMOA





























(10) . . LCGN
. NCTC
. NLU^
, , N5VP ,




















 . , 9 •
(33 ) .
.










































( 3 . 1 0


















T H A W




Z E T A
( 3 . 1 C ) •• .
( 3 . 1 1 ) .
.
(3 .111 .
( 3 , 2 2 )
( 1 0 ) ,
( 1 9 ) ,
( 3 . 2 C ) .
( 3 . 3 .20 ) .
( 3. 1C I .






















( 3 . 1 0 )
( 3.20 ) .
















3 .33 ) .
3.11) .
( 3 3 ) .
(3,3, 1C) .
(3 ,3 .10) ,
( 3 .20 ) .
(3 .3 ,10 ) .
(3 ,20 ) .


























(3 .10 ) ,
(3. 3 .10) .
1 ) , T H A C C ( 1 ) )
1.3) ,




ET 1C ( 1 .1 ) 1
FLC( 1 . 1) )












1 ) ) .
,
) ) .
( 1 .3 ) t
• . < t h X
(XMNd . 1 ) .
(XMN( 1 ,0) .
(XMN( 1.10)
(FLfc (1,1.1
( C A ( 1 , 1 ) ,R
























C 0 5 0 4 4 C O
COE04500
COE04600

























C O E 0 7 2 C O
C O E C 7 3 0 0
C C E 0 7 4 0 0
COE07500
COE07600
C O E 0 7 7 C O
COS07800
C C E C 7 9 0 0








C O E Q 8 9 C O
C C 5 0 9 0 C O
C O E 0 9 1 00
COE09200










.C. CYCLE TH.P.U D A T A FOR ALL ECDIES
CO 1 K=l.NaCD
C CHECK TO SEE IF BODY V A S E IS POSITIVE
I F ( X V A S ( K ) . O T . O ) GL TO 1C
PRINT 2 C C . K . X K A S ( K )
FG2 - .FALSE.
C CHECK TU SEE IF T C P O L O G I C A L TREE PROPERLY LAdELED
,1C I F ( J C G N t K ) . L T . K ) GO TO 11
PRINT id. J C C M K J . K
FG2 = .FALSE.
C CHECK NLNcJER OF C C N S T R A I N E C AXES. AT MOST 3
11 IF(PCONlK).GE.C.AND.PCCN (K ) .LL.3) GC TO 12
. Kl = K-l ,
PRINT 2C2, K .PCON(K) ,K1
FG2 = .FALSE.
12 I F < . h C T . P O L G ( K ) ) GC TO 12
CO 2 1=1.3
CO '2 J=1.3
C CHECK SYMMETRY OF INERTIA TENSOR




C CE1ERMIISANT OF INERTIA TENSCK MUST EE POSITIVE FOR IT
C TO H A V E REAL PRINCIPAL IXCWENTS OF INERTIA
. . C E T = X l U . l . K ) * ( X I < 2 , 2 , K ) « X H J . 3 , K ) - X U 2 . 3 . K ) * X I ( 3 , 2 . K ) )
, *. -X I( 1 .2 ,K >*< XI <2. 1 .K) *X K 3.3.K.) - X 1 ( 3 . 1 . K ) * X I ( 2 . 3 . K ) >
. * +XI ( I .3,K.)*( X 1(2. I ,K ) *X I ( J.2.K ) - XK2 .2 .K) *X I (3 . 1 .K) )
I F ( O E T . C T . O ) GC TO 13
PR INT 204, K.DET .
FG2 = .PALSc. ,
C CHECK CPTHOGCNALI 1Y OF T F A N S F U R M A T I C N MATRIX
12 CO 3 1=1.3
CO 3 J=1.3
T E S T = C
CO 4 L= 1,3
4 T E S T = TEST * X M T ( L , I . K J * X * T ( L . J . K )
. IF(I .£C . J) GC TO 14
I F < D * c S l T E S T ) . L T . . 1D-02J GC TO 3
FR INT 2CE. I , J .TEST.K
>,.,«.. .FGZ = .PALSE.
:..-•»:•• . -co TC 3 . ,.,,.- . . . ...
• 14 I F ( C * a 3 ( D A Q S ( T E S T ) - l . D O ) .LT..13-03) GO TO 3
PRINT 2 C£. I .J.TEST.K . - • . . . ....
 r , '
OOtf.03vF.G2
 f .fALSE. jTDv-, . - out-.H
3 CONTINUE
1 CONTINUt
200 FOPMAT i i o x . ' M A S S CF B C D Y ' . I S , ' ='.01^.5,.' ZERO OK NEGATIVE M A S S
*LE«ENTS LNACCEPT«BLE './)
.201>OKM/T i 10X, • JCON(Ki MLST BE LESS THAN K BODY* . 13.•• CANNOT LIE































































202 FORMAT ( IOX. 'BODY•.13.• CANNOT HAVe',13,' CCNSTRAINED AXES AT HINGCCE15400
*E FCINT',13./) C0515500
202 FORMAT ( lOXt •INERTIA TENSCR CF OGDY',13.1 NCN-jYMMETKIC •) CO£15600
204 FORMAT ( IOX. 'DETERCINANT CF THE INERTIA TENSOR UF BODY". 13.' =• ,O1CC£15700
*£.£.' IT MUaT BE FCSITIVE FCR SEAL PRINCIPAL MOMENTS OF INERT IA '.COE158CO
»/) . C0515900
205 FORMAT ( IOX( 'E 1 GENVECTCK • • I 2 , • DOT • . I 3 . • =• . Cl 5 .5 i>• FOK Tt-E TfiANSFCOJ1 CO CO


















IMPLICIT REAL»6( A-h.O-Z* J >
LOGICAL FG1 , FG2. FG3, FG4 . FG5.
LOGICAL NSTART. LRTAPC































































































































































. FCON . PCCN
. SFR . SG
. SC . SLK.
. SPI . SQF
. SVD . SVI
. iMAL . SEU
















































































































•* SVI . SVM
* SXM (3.10) , SXT
*' SCO . NTQ
* NFLX3 . SFLX
- * SFCC . SCC ( 10)
CCVMCN /INTCiZ/
'-.* 'SCNCLM , SCN ( 9)
:* SFKCLM , SFK ( <; )
' • • • * • SKDLf . SK ( S) .
' '•* SfCCUM . SMC (9)
COCMON /REAL,/
• .-.* C* 3.10) . CAC (3.10)
i ; * DCMC 3.11) . ETC (3.11)
* GAM ; . 66 ) . b
* HKC* 10 ) . Ft- 1 (2.11)
* OFC 3.33) . OL ( 2 . 2 2 )
, * T .
.* THAC* 10) . TI-AW (10)
* X 1C 2.3,10). >*AS 1C)
* TCG 23) . FLA 2 . 2 C )
* FLD (3 .3 .20 ) . FLJ 2 .3 .20 )
* FLIfiC (2 .10) . FLCRC 3. 1C)
.*. FLCO (20) . Z f c T A 20)
* TIMEND
CGIYMCN XI-EALZ/
* CEDt-M (1,3) .CD (2 .10)
- •*' X*CCIM( 1. 1.9) . XMC (2 .3 .10)
EQLIVALENCE (ETM< > . T H / > C C ( » ) )
* (XMN( ,3) . YVCD( 1.1.
5 (XMN( .8) .ET IC( 1.1)
* (FLB( .1 ) ,FLC( 1.1))
* (FLH( .1.1) ,FLJ(1 . 1
.* , (FG1 .LINITd ))
» • (ceouM( i . i > ,NZ iMT(
* (SCNDL* , IZIMT( 1) )
- CET THE SETS Sfi AND SL






























( J J ) .



















( C A ( 1 .1 ) .R
































(3 .11 ) .
(3.11) .
(3 .10) .
( 3 . 3 2 ) ,
(3 .11) .
(23) \
( 3 . 3 . 1 C ) .
( 3 . 3 . 1 C ). ,
( 3 .20 ) .
(3.3. 1 C) .
(3 .20)
(3 .40 ) .
( 2 . 1 0 ) * .
) > .
1 > ) .
1 .1 ) ) .
1,1,1)1,
) ) ,
1 ) ) .
lilO KUJIfcS (CCMPACTtD)
SL = SET OF BODY LABELS CF LINEAR OSCILLATORS (
SG = SET UF dUDY LABELS CF G Y R O S T A T S
,1 $^',
: NR = 0
. NL = 0
, CO 1 1=1 .NaOD '
I F ( R E L O ( J ) ) GO TO 14




^ ; -1 / si :.
. . I - ,
.




























C C C 0 7 C C C
COtC710C










C O C C 8 2 0 C
C0e08300
C O C C 8 4 0 0
CC60B500
CCtC8600






















1 4 NK = Nrt * 1
SI (Nfi ) = I ' •
1 CONTINUE
COMPACT £1(NR) INTO SR AND ^
S2(NL) INTC SL
CALU CCNFAC( SI ,NR .SR)
CALL CUMFACIS2.NL.SL)
CET SET SG OF GYROSTAT ECOY LAtiELS
'' IF(NMG.EC.O) GO TC 19
1
 co ie 1=1.10
S1 ( I ) = C
'if S2U ) = C
CC n » = l .NMO
17 SKU ) = 1
K = C • '
co ie i = i. i o
IF(Sl(1 ) .CJ.O) GO TC 18
K = K+'l












CET THd StTS OF 3ODIES OCTEiCARD OF HI.MGE POINT K
C O M P A C T E D FORfrS IN S K ( K ) • > •
NM 1 = NECD - 1 ; • ' ' \- '
DO 2 L= 1 .NdUD • . - . , • . • . . • - , . , .
K = L-l
CO « I = 1 . N B O D
S1 ( t ) = C ' ' . - j • •
NC = 0 ' . ' ' ' • • ' • .
C Y C L E TI-F-U BODIES I*HICH CAN BE OOTBOARD OF'• K " J ' •
ITES1 = K t 1 ' • • • ' • ' - •
CO 3 J=ITEST.NBOD . • • ' . ' ' ' '
IN = J ' - ' • ., . .
IF < I ^ - l -K) 6 .7.8 ' ' '
E C C Y . J N C T O N P A T h F R C I K K
GO TC J
EOCY J CLTbUARD OF HINGE K CN ^HAIN FKOM K
NC = NC + 1
SI(NC) = J
CO TC J
EUCY J CAN at CN Ch.AIN FKCM. K
IN =i JCCN(IN)
'GO TC 5













CONT INOE " ' ' • ' • ' " ' , . ' • • • • • • • • • • ' . • > •
C C W P * C T S E T SMK) . • ' • - . . « .... , ' • _ • . • . . . - - .
CALL C C V P A C ( SI .NC ,SK(K ) )
'CONTINUE
CET S E T S CF BODIES ON P A T H FROM HINGE POINT I
. TO C.* . OF UCCY N*i; S I (KTOINBUO, I ,N)
KTC = FLNCTION TO PUT TR IANGULAR A R R A Y S IN CNE DIMENSIONAL A R P A Y





























































CALL. UHPACl S2 tNSET,SK( I ) )
CO 1C N=I»NM1
1C SI (K131 (\2ODt I tM ) - C
CO I 1 NN=1tNSET
co i ;• K=I ,NBOO
I 2 S1 ( K ) = C
NC = C
IN = 5 2 ( N N )
12 IF< I N - 1 .LT.J ) GO TC 20
NC = NX « 1 '
S I ( N C ) = I N
IN = JCCN< IN )
GO TC ~li
2C CONTINUE
CALL CCMPAC( S l i N C i S K K T 01 NBCO t l i S2(NN ) - ! > ) )
II CONTINUE
9 CONTINUE




IF(K.EU.l) GC TO 23
PM = MM+J-PtGN(K-1)
LL = LL+FCCNCK-1)
Z2 IFtPCUN(K).NE.3) GC TO 24
- S Q F ( K J = C
S C L ( K ) = LL
GO TC "22
24 IF(PCCN(K) .Nt .O) CC TO 2E
S Q F ( K ) = MM
SQUKJ = 0 '
CO TC 22
25 £ Q F ( K I = MM
• SOU K> = LL


































C O C 1 9 7 0 C
CCei980C
C0619900










A C C E P T S ALL INFGRVATICN-NEEDED TO DEFINE THE COMPUTATICNAL
OFTICNS WHICH CAN BE EXECUTED BY THE USEH
THE FULLOING AUGNENTEC SET DEFINITIONS Afit MADC
ALL BCDIES 'CUT6CARD OF HINGE 'P-C I'NT lAOfc iBOCY I. + .l
ALL 6CDIES CF NEST I CONTrtI6UTING SIGNIFICANTLY
TU PStEDO- INERTIA TENSCRS CF NEST* I : . '. •
S I X < I ) = ALL ECDIES CF NES T ! I'iCCNT* IBUT-ING IS IGNIE 1C ANTL Y
TO INERfA "CROSS COUPLING eFFEClTS''IN 'N6ST I MCTICN
EQUATION _ '
SCNII) = ALL 6COIES CF NEST I CCNTHIdUTING SIGNIFICANTLY
TO CENTRIP ITAL CKJSS COUPLING El-FECTS IN.NEST I .
MOTICN E Q L A T I C N













































































TC CCFIOLIS CROSS COUPLING EFFECTS IN NEST I MOTION C070160C
£MC(I) = ALL CONSTANT AND VARI ABLE. SPEED MOMENTUM WHEELS C07017CO
IN NEST I _ , „ C0701800
SD = ALL CCNTIGUCLS PAIRS OF JGCIES (JCDN(K.),K) FOR WHICH C07C1900
DIRECTION CCSINE TECHNIOUES ARE.TO 8E USED TO CCMPLTECO 702000
RELATIVE TRANSFORMATION MATRICES C0702100
SD SHOULD CONTAIN ONLY LABELS FOR RIGID OR FLEXIELE CC702200
BODIES CC702300
SKAL = ALL CCNTIGUCLS PAIRS OF BODIES (JCCMO.K) FOP WHICH C07C2400
SMALL ANGLE TECHNIQUES ARE TO BE USED TO COMPUTE, C0702500
RELATIVE TRANSFORMATION MATRICES •. ., ,C0702600
SEU = ALL CONTIGUOUS PAIRS OF 3ODIES (JCUN(K).K) FOR WHICH CC702700
EULER ANGLE TECHNIQUES ARE TO EE USED TU COMPUTE CC702800
RELATIVE TRANSFCRMATICN MATRICES . CC702900
SXM(I.K) = COMPLTEO CODE »ORO ARRAY CC7C3000
THE COORDINATE AXIS 1N BODY K ALONG WHICH THE I-TH • C0703100
FREC CR LOCKED GIMdAL AXIS IS ALIGNED, SIGN IMP.LIES C0703200
DIRECTION C0703300
•NOTE' INTERNAL LOGIC ASSUMES THAT THE FREE C0703400
COORDINATE VECTORS AT'HI.NGE POINTS' AT WHICH SMALL- C0703500
ANGLE OR EULEK ANGLi TECHNIQUES ARE APPLIED ARE , C0703600
' PARALLEL TO THti GOOY FIXED AXES DEFINEC C07C3700
AT THAT POINT CC703800
SXT = ALL COLUMNS CF THE SYSTEM INERTIA MATRIX OF PSUECO- CC7C3900
INERTIA TENSORS WHICH HAVE TIME VARYING ELEMENTS. C0704000
(SINCE INERTIA MATRIX SYMMETRIC COLUMNS DESIGNATED CC704100
E-XTEND DOWN ONLY TJ DI AGONAL ELEMc NT , COLUMN N+l IS CC7C4200
ALWAYS ASSUMED TIME VARYING) - CC7C43CO
ELEMENTS IN COLUMN K,K=1,2 N GIVE THE INERTIA CC704400
CONTRIBUTIONS CF THE NEST K-l TU THE SYSTEM EQUAT ICNSCO 704500
OF MOTION . • C07046CO
SVV = ALL V A R I A B L E SPEED MOMENTUM WHEELS CC 7C470C
ALL ECDIES IN HHICH OJDY FIXED VECTORS AND DYADS ARE CC704800
TIME VARYING IN THE COMPUTATIONAL. REFERENCE FRAME CC7C4900
SET CF FREE CCCRDINATE VECTOR LABELS CF THCSE V^CTCRSCC705000
ABOUT OR ALCNG *HiCH DISPLACEMENT IS COMPUTED , C0705IOO
SET CF LOCKED COORDINATE VECTOR LABELS OF THOSE VECTO CO7052OO
AtJOUT OH ALCNG WHICH CONSTRAINT TORQUE IS COMPUTED CC705300
THIS CAPABILITY NJT AVAILABLE IN N-BOD2
SET CF MOMENTUM WHEEL LABELS OF THOSE WHEELS FOR







T U G ( J )
NFLXB .= JTOT>AL NUMBER j;CF, .FLEXIBLE
SFLX = SET CF ALL FL EM But BODIES .' -. .
S F X M ( I ) = TOTAL NUMBER CF FLEXIBLE dCDY, MODES USED FOR BODY I
. . . ' . - - . .- (,2ERC._IF,^t)OCXl I fRit^H? ) T£3/1 SJ a;iiGJ3 JJA
•NMiJDS = TOT AL.-'NUMBEfi-'QF FLtXIELE BODY MODES USED
SICULATION* :
RESULTANT FLEXIBLE BODY MODAL PARAMETERS .
F L A ( I . M N ) = MODE MiN CENTER- OF MASS
FLB( I .MN) = M A S S MODAL MOMENT ABOUT HINGE POINT FOR
.TRUE. COMPUTATION FRAME IS INERTIAL REFERENCE
.FALSE. COMPUTATION FRAMt FIXED IN BODY 1
ALL CAGED DEGREES OF FREEDOM
TOTAL NUMBER CF CAGED DEGREES OH FREEDOM































































' • • MODE MN DUE TC T R A N S L A T I O N OF KASS POINTS
FLC(I .MN) = INERTIA VwCDAL MCMENT FCH MODt MN DUE TO
S O T A T I O N CF MASS POINTS
F-LD( I .J .KN) = PSUEOC-INERTI A COUPLING TilNSCR FOft MODE MN
FLJ ( I .'j.KN) = CENTPIPITAL COUPLING TeNSOR FCfi MODi'MN
FOR MODE M OF ECCY N , MODAL NUMdcR MN IS
MN '= SF'XM< !')•»... «£FXM(N-l )*rt
' . , ' . ' . ' FOR ELASTIC COORDINATE MN
THMNFER + MN) = IlsITI'AL GENERALIZED" DISPLACEMENT, ELASTIC COORD. MN
It- AC( NFER*MN) = INITIAL GENERALIZED hiATC. ELASTIC CCOSO. MN
NFER = TOTAL NUMBEf. CF FREE COORDINATE V E C T O R S
SFCC = SET CF ALL FLEXIBLE HOOlcS FOR InrhlCh CENTRIPETAL AND
' " CCRIOLIS EFFECTS SIGNIFICANT IN DEFORMAT ION EQUATICN
. 'SOC(KN) = .SET CF ALL CODES N WHICH S IGNIF ICANTLY CONTRIBUTE
C C 7 C 7 6 0 C
















TO Tt-E C E N T R I P E T A L OH CUSIOLlS CROSS COUPLING EFFE CTS CO 709300
IN Tt-E EQLA11CN FUrt MODE W I T H MODE NUMBER MN
RESULTANT *ODE CCUPLING COEFFICIENTS FOR MODE M AND N
. ' F C F ( M . N ) = MODE CROSS COUPLING TENSOR CENTRIPETAL ACC . EFFECTS
; < IN fCST C A S E S FCF(M.N) ; W = N C A N HAVE S I G N I F I C A N T
NGN-ZERO TEFMS)
F C K C M . M = MODE CROSS CCUPLING VECTOR FCK CORIOLIS ACC. E F F E C T S .
' ~ •" ^
IMPLICIT f tEAL*£( A-»- .C-Z.»)
LOGICAL' FG1 . FG2. FG3, FG4 , r jS. I NcHF , RBLC. LEQU. L I N I T ( l )




INTECEft ' - ' • •
* AUCPK . CT1 . CT2 . CT3 . C T4 . CTS . FCON . FCCN ,
* SCNCOM. SCN . SCRDUM . SCfi « SFKDUM • SF K . SFK . SG »
* SI • SIG . SIXDUW. SIX . SKDUM . SK . SL . SLK «
* SVA • SMCDUM. SNC . £MV . SOK • SPIDUM. SP I . SQF .
* 'SCL . SR . £SCN . S S I X , SVA . SVB. . SVD . SV I .
» SVM . SVP . SVO . SX* , SXT ' . TORQ • SMAL . SEU .
* SC . SCG , NFLXB • SFLX . 3FXM • NMCDS . SFCC . SCC •
* I INIT( I ) . IZ IN IT ( l ) , SO « S C X C C 2 0 )
•KEALta • ' • '
• * ANGC (33) , CNF ( .o . lC) , ET IC (3 .10) . ETMC (3 .10 ) ,
* FLO (3 .20) . FLE (3 .3 .20 ) . FLH (3 .3 .20) .
V T H A C D 123) . VMCD (3 .2 .11) . fUNIT (1) . R Z l N I T ( l )
••• . - '
• •. • • ...... t • , . ' . - ' . -.
~ • •COKMCN /CMEKS/ N S T A ^ T , LHTAPE
etc- V C C I » M C N /LOGIC/ FGI. FG2. FG3. FG*. FGS. IN'ERF. RBLCKIO) . •'
•" - ' * • • ^ • - * ft 1J r.-t^J *. .-. .1 X -
C O W M C N /INTG/ AHORK (200) .
* CT1 . CT2 , CT3 ' . CT4 ,
* CTS . FCQN ( 3 3 ) . JCCN (10) . LCON ( 22 1 .
» MC (10) . NE1 . NbOD • . NCTC . . . ' . . .
CC709400
C07C9500








CO 71 040 D




C C 7 1 0 9 C O
•CO 7.1 1000
CO 71 I 100
CO 71 1200
C C 7 1 1300
C 0 7 1 1400
C 0 7 1 I £00
C 0 7 1 1600
C 0 7 1 1700
C071 1800
C C 7 1 1900
C0712000
CO 71 2100
C 0 7 1 2 2 0 0








CO 71 3 100
C071 3200





























































H V Q N
QFC
T







C C V M C N
CBDLM




















( 3 . 1 0 ) ,-•
(3.11) .



























(3.3. 1C) . .>MAS






( 1 .1 . 9 ) .


























( . <3 \
( 3 , 1 C ) .









( 3.1 C )












































































cacouM( i , j )
CbM3)





Y ^ C O ( 1.1.
ET IC( 1 .1 )
FLON( 1 i 1) )







1 ) ) .
L IN ITC 1 ) ) .
.. • • ' • * ' (C6DUM( 1 . 1
C" ' '
c' '• ' "
*
) ,FZIMT( i) ) t
(SCNDUP. IZIMT( 1) ) .
'- •••

































) . ANGD( 1
) .CNF( 1.
( XMM 1,10) .ETMC(
(FL'Ed . I




























1 > ) .
1 . 1 ) ) .
1.1.1)).
) ) . .
1) ) .
) )
?. - . • " •
. '.. " t'l C E N S I C N M E S S ( 18)
•> r-i r I.NTECEhi frCN( 4 ) ',' 'S F X W I . 'S'l'K--'
1
- •••- <.••'• >"«/".» . r_ t , - i , :,i, -' ,i.J
:i \31OuJ\ A






SI ( 1 0) ,S2( 10) .
CTA1N
C ' A T A INH , I BO . I AS/• INER
S3 ( 10 ) . SML ,S4(3J)
1


































. C C 7 1 6 8 0 0
. CC716900
C0717000















'• 'CO 71 8600
C0716700









* IXK.1 1C .ICE . ICO/1X • • • I X C ' . 'CEN • f ' C C R •/.
* Icl.ICL.IVT. IFK.ILO/'ELLe:' . 'COLX' . ' V T I N ' t 'FREE*. 'LOCK' / .
ICF . IMA/'CFCfi • • ' M C M A ' / ,
I V / > / « V A R » « / ,
ISM/ 'SMAL* / .
I £ N / ' E N D ' / .
NU.lflL.ICG/1 NO ••• '.'CAGE1/.
IFL .IMC. /"FLEX1 , 'MODE •/
CEFACLT CONDITIONS
SET LP CFTIJN D A T A SETS MAKING NO ENGlNERRING ASSUMPTIONS AND




SFK( I = 0
SPK I = SK( I )
£1 X< I = SK{ I)
SCN( I = SK( I)
1 S C R < I = SM I )
£XT = S K ( 0 )









CO E 4 I = 1 . Nfl 3
SL K ( I ) = 0
64 iC(I ) = C
SFLX = C
M*CDS = C
C O 7 5 I = 1, N8 OD





85 S C X C ( I ) = 0
CO 2 I = 1 • NF EK
2 SPEC I) = I
CO 6C 1=1.NMO
SMM I) = 0
ec s i c i > = i




CCS1CLIS EFFECTS CKLY FCR LINEAR QSC1LL AT,UR,'s' ,: , ' L, ., .'
INERTIA CROSS COUPLING CNLV FOR RIGIC etuiES
FCr< LINEAR OSCILLATOR TRANSFORMATION MATRICES FIXED
SUBTRACT THfcSt FRO NON-*liGKENTED SETS CONSTRUCTED
CO 5 L=l .NQUD
T = L-l












T H A T C 0 7 2 C 7 0 0
CC720800
















































.CALL L N F A C ( b 2 . N 2 . S L )
N3= C
IF (N 1 . £ C . O ) GO TO £66
CO 6 J-l .Nl
I F ( N Z . E C . O ) GO TO 667
CC 6td K = l « N 2
IF(S 1CJ ) .NE.S2CK) ) GO TC 6C8
N3 = N3 + 1





CALL C J K P A C ( S 3 . N 3 . S C I - ( 1 > )
£ C C N T I N U C
. C O 1 C L=l .NOOD
I = L-l
CALL L,MF/>C(S 1 .Nl . £ I X ( I ) )
CALL U N P A C C S 2 . N 2 . S f i I
N3 = C
I F ( N l . E C . C ) GO TO 1111
CO 11 J = l . N l
I F ( N Z .cC .0) GU TO 1112
C O 1113 K = l i N 2
I F ( S I C J ) .N t .S2CK) I GO TO 1113
N3 = N3 4 1
j 3 ( N : > = sic j)








12 READ I C C . ICD1. ICC2
IX( I ) )
, ICDJ .1 .NSET. (SI ( J) . J=l , 10)
CT 1 = CT1 + 1
IFUCOl
IF ( I CC1
IF (I CCl
2C IF C I CO 2
IFI IC02






IF ( I CD2

























































































































































' CO T C 12
tNERF = .FALSE.
ec TC 12
-' t F ( ICC3 .EG. I XM) GC TO 32
•JF< ICD^.EQ.I 1C) GC TO 33
-I'F'l-l CC3 .EQ.ICt ) GC TO 34
..IF;<VICC3.EU.ICO) GC TO 35
'qo TC 37 .
CALL COMPACJ si .NSET .SEL)
CO : TC 12 .
= NSET'
CO '-81 .1= l.NdUD
-'«F >M< I) = SI ( I )-
NMCDS =.NMOOS +
C R E A T E Tl-E SET SFL>
II* = 0
CO 8f ,I=l,NdUD
£ 1 CI ) = C
IF (SFXM( D.EQ.O) CO TO 88
.%!..= II + 1
S 1 ( I I ) T I
CONTINUE
.CALL CCMPACJ si .NFLXB . SFL* )
READ IN ALL FLEXIBLE acov MCOAL DATA




PRINT t*Z. ( SI (I J il-l < N £ 1 I
^co.- e s i I = I,NSI
: : -I = s i (Nsi+i -i i >
;
 ' READ 103, N. ( M E S S C j> t J = i .13)
P9INT £ 4 1 , N, ( M E £ S ( J) • J=l «.18)-
• • IFM .Eu.N) GC TO tt
.; -PR INT 23 a
-PG3 = .FALSt.
.. : RETURN
-ee ,SF >M i = £FXM< i >
Co a? ^= i. SFXMI ' .-.
frNv = MN-tl
fifcAO 104. FLUM(MN),
104, TrlA(NFER*MN) .Tl -AC (NFER+MN)
134. ( F L A ( K . M N > , K = 1 . 2 )
104, (FLBCK-. KM .K=l ,3 )
104, ( F L C ( K i P N ) > K = 1 . 3 )
104, { (FLD(K ,L .MN) .L= l . 3 ) ,K= l , 3 )
104, ( t F L J ( K ,L.MN) ,L=1 .3) ,K=1 ,3)
PRINT 232, MK, MN.FLCNU VN) ,(»N, Z E T A < M N )

















NFMN.THACNFWN I ,NFMN .THAO(NFMN)
MN,<FLA(K ,MN) ,K=1 ,J ) , 1 . ,
MN. (FLE(K,MN > ,K=1 ,J) , I , -
M N . ( F L C ( K . M N ) , K = 1 , 3 > , 1
(FLCC1.L .MN) ,L=1 .3 )
MN, (FLCC2.L .MN ) ,L=1 .3) . I ,.
ie )lf,~,f.{










































































PR INT 2 1 £
IF ( KKM.NE









. IFL J< 1 .L
. MN.(FLJ(2 .L
. (FLJ(3.L
.2) GO TC 67
CENTRIPETAL
,MN ) ,L = 1 ,3)
• CM >L = 1 .3)
> M N ) ,L=l .3) . I
.MM .L = l .3)
ANC CCRIJL13
•FLEXIBLE' READ VET
CODtl COUPLING CCDE WORD
IF <NI»OO£.N£L. 0) GU TO 91
1£> PR INT 23i
• ;FG3= .FALSE.
F E T U K N • - - •
•' 9 1 CO 9Z . 1= l.NMCDS . ;
9£ £C»C <I J = -0 ' .
CO 92 i= l.NdCD
93 5 2 ( I ) = C , .
' N S 2 = 0 . • - . ' . .
CO 94 J=l.NbCiD ' <1 ' •
IF(S 1(J) .EQ.C) GO TO 94
N S Z = NEZ+l . . . • . .
' S2 ( N S i ) = J
" 9 4 " C O N T I N U E -
. C A L L CGfPAC< S2 ,NS£ ,SFCC) . ' . . ' " '
PR INT 2C1 •
• .' F R I K T 244. t £2( I ) .1 = 1 ,NS£ ) ' '."
READ IN ("DDE COUPLING C A T A . S£ T UP COUNTERS
' " >N = 0 . ' • ' '
KF = 0 '. •
" CO 1£0 K- l ,NBOO
I F ( S F X M ( K ) . E Q . O ) GC TO 1£0
' IF(S 1(K).NE.C) GO TO 151 ' . -
: NO C S C S S COUPLING T E R M S , UFCATt MUOE NUMttER COUNTtH MN
KN = V N t SF XM ( K )
.GO TC 1£C • . •
1£1 S1K = S I < K ) .
• CO 1 E 2 I = 1 . S 1K '
READ 10£. Mo.N3.K6 • . - '
IF (K.Nt .KO) GO TO 154 '
MNN = MN + NE •
' CALL UNPAC(S2.NS2 . S C X C ( M N N ) >
'NS2 = N£2* 1
,' '.' £ 2 < N £ 2 ) - MB '
,\"' CALL C O f F A C ( S2.N52.SCXCO-NN) )
' * KF = KF+1
;READ 104, < < F C F < 1 1 .JJ.KF ),jj=i ,j) .11=1^3) .
^ f R I N T 2 4 3
'
f
' PRINT 24t , (FCF( 1 , JJ.KF) ,JJ = 1 .:3I ' '" '' ' =
' P R I N T ^47. MB.NO.KE. (FCFC2,JJ .KF) .JJ= l .2 ) .K .KF
PRINT 246. (FCF(3.JJ.KF) .JJ=1.3)
PRINT 243
. READ 134 . (FCK( I I .KF) . I 1= 1 .3)















































































. C H E C K AND OUTPUT INTEGER A R R A Y S FCK bODY k
KKF = KF-SK K) . .
JF>M I = £FXM(K) '
CO 1E3 J=1,SFXMI .
P.N = MN + 1 '
CALL UNPAC(S2,NS2 .£CXC( MM t '
IF (N£2.NE.O) GO TO Ib5 . .
PR INT 242 .
P R I N T 2 4 9 . MN
CO TC l£2 .







K K F = K K F < - 1
P R I N T iSC. K .MB .MN.KKF
C O N T I N U E -
C U N T I N U f c " .
C O N T I N U £ ' ' • ' • ' ' . .
GO TC 12 .
. C A L L C C * F A C ( S I . N S E T , S X T ) . ' ' " " . ' ' . . ' ' ' "
" GO T C I 2 . .
CALL C C N F A C ( S I . N S E T , S V C ) ' . !
CO T C 1 2
CALL CCPPAC(S1. NSET, SMV) . '.
h M v " = NSET ^
GC TC 12
CALL CCMPAC(SI .NSET,SMAL)
C-0 T C 1 2
E C C " = NSET • \ ' "
CO 99 1=1.5CG
SEAD 10 1 . SC( I ) , T E W
: T U C ( SC( I » = TEM
CHECK 1C ON THAH <SC( I ) ) ; fUST d£ Z^KU. f<ESfcT IF N U T . " '
' CCOING FOR IMPULSE E F F E C T DUE TC NCN-ZESO THAO NOT 'INCLUCfcC
CO '7i I = l , i C G
I F ( T H A O ( S C ( I ) ) .EO.C.O) GC TC /d
T H A C ( S C ( I ( ) = 0.0
FR INT ^ JC . SC< I) . . . .
C O N T IMJc . . _
CO TC 12
CT2 = C T 2 + 1
JDCNE = CT2+NSET-1
IF(C 12 .GT.JDCNt) GC TC 5 C 0 1 . • ,
CO 3£ J=CT2.JDONE
EFMJ) = S 1 1 J + 1 - C T 2 ) . . .
C O N T INUt
CT2 = C T 2 * N o e T - l
CC TC 12 . . . '
JDCNE = CT3 + NSET-1 . * " "•--"--•-• '->--"•".•
'IF (CT3 .GT. JDCNE) CC TO 5CC2 ".
rCO 3« J=CT3.JDONK
'£LK( J) ' =V"57T J>\-CT2 ) . ~>s -T.-,;.- v - . - - . , 1 , . i v ; - i r f , , . , „ . . . , . -,.
C C N T 1 M J £ , ' ' '
CT2 - CTJ+NSET-1
GO TC 12
' " C T 4 = C T 4 + 1 •






























































. IF(C14.GT.JUCNc) GC TC 5C03
CO 4C J-CT4.JDONE




2? CTE = CTS+1
JCCNE = CTS+NSET-1
IF(C1S.GT.JDCNE) GO TO 5C04
.DO 41 J=CT5.JDONE




32 CALL CCCPACC£1 .NSET,SP I ( I) )
GO TC 12
32. CALL CufPACU SI tNSET. £ I X < I I )
GO TC 12
34 CALL CCM.FAC1 SI .NSET . SCN ( I ) )
GO TC 12
35 CALL CCI"FAC( SI ,NSET ,SC(3( I ) >
' . GO TC 12
21 CT1 = 0
IF<C1*.EC.Q) GC TC 42
IS.FHC = CT2
CT2 = 0
42 IF(C14.EC.3> GU TC 43
NCTC = CT3
CT3 = 0
42 IF(CT4.tC.O) GO TC 44
MtCA = CT4
CT4 = 0
44 IF(CTE.tC.O) GL TC 45
NFKC = CT5






CBTA1N CLEMENTS OF ARRAY SXK
INIT I A L I Z E BOTH £XM AND 1H ARRAYS
.CC 3 K=l .NbCD
CO 3 1=1.3
jxy ( i .10 •= o
3 CONTINUE
C CEF.INt CCNTIGUCUS HAIRS FOH WHICH L>IRcCTlCN COSINES ARE TC BE
SO = SR-SMAL-SEU
C DEFINE CONTIGUOUS P A I R S FOR ulrilCH SMALL ANGLe L)(k EULF.R ANGLE
C TEChNICUtS TO BE USEC
; i. ,,,. CALL L N M A C C S 1 ,NS1 .SML)
C or<t M-eY.C-l-E THhUUGH ELEMENTS OF S*L TO DEFINc. 5XM A R R A Y
I F ( N S l . E C . C ) GO TC 5 C 6 C
. CO 4 K K = 1 ,NS1
, v i.".-, X , = £ 1 ( K K ) . _, „ ,
 L , ^ .
C- CEf lNE NCMINAL S T A T E T R A N S F C K M A T I O N FRCM BODY J C C N ( K J . T O BODY
CALL TRNSPS ( X M T f l . l . K ) )
C PICK CUT GIMcAL CCNFIGUHATICN AT HINGE POINT K-l
1GCTC = PCGivUK) i- 1
CC TC (12,14.15.1e>>1GL1C





































































.- Ik . = ' J Q F ( K >
L = SOL (K)
CALL V c C T K N (QF< 1 ,»• > .XI* T{1 ,1 ,K) ,t2FK{ 1 t 1 ) )
.CO 75 1=1.3
CFK( I ,2 ) = QL( I .L »
CALL Vt fCKQS ( QFK ( I . 1 ) ,CFK< 1 .2 ) . JFK< 1 .3 ) )
CO T C 7
NGA = J
'K = , SC;F (K) - - . . . . - . •
K 1 '= K* 1 • • - - - - - . • . -
CALL V = CTf<N (GF( 1 ,»O . X M T U ,1 .<) ,JFK<1 .1 »
CO 8 I = 1 , 3
CFM 1 ,2 J = Or( 1 1 Ml )
CALL VCCFOS (OFK< 1 . 1 ) .CFK< 1 ,2) , liFK ( 1 . J> )
GC TC 7
NGA .= 3
* = SCiF (K)









CALL V E C T K N (OF( 1 .*) ,X*T ( 1 . 1 .K ) ,CiFK( 1 . 1 ) )
ED' 9 1=1,3
CALL VcCftUS (OFM 1 ,3 ) .CFM 1 .1 ) ,UFK( 1 ,Z ) )
CO TC 7
J F ( N C A . f c C . j ) GO TC 16
C O . 1 7 N=1.NGA
CO 1 7 I = i . 3
JF(GFK( I ,N)'.NC.'0) GO TO' 16 : ' ; . •
C O . T C 1 7 . , - . . • •
IF ' (OFK< I .N) ,NE . 1 ) CO J C: 19
CC TC 17
IF (QFK( I ,N),NE.-1 ) GO TU 58
SXK.i N ,K ) = - I '"' ' '
. fe C T C 1 7
CONTINUE
CCIKE I-EKE UNLY IF FREE CCGRCINATE A X E S NOT ALIGNED In ITH •
: BCD> K F IXtC A X E S IN NCMNAL S T A T t .
SMALL ANGLE OK EULER ANCLE METHCDS CANNCT 6E OSfcD. INCLLSION
CF THIS CAPABIL ITY OF LIMITED VALJt ilNCt IT «CLLD S A C R I F I C E
C C M F C T A T I O N SPEED AND MEMUwY STCHAviE.
PUT K eACK IN SD AND DELETE If FHCM SEU Uft SMAL
£2 ( 1 ) = K
CALL C C C F A C f S £ t 1 > M O
SD = =D + NK • ' '
CALL ONPAC(S3.NS3 .SEU)
"iF (N£j .EC. 0) GO TO 5020
DO 7 1 JJ=1,NS3
''J '= S3( JJ)
IF(J.Nt.K) GO TO 71 " :~r" -
S'EL = 5EL - NK • '• '• : -
.qo.. ,TC le • '•- " " •' •
'CON'T INUE - ' . ' - ' " - i j j' = ••
C O S T INJE
CALL UNPACCS3.NS3 .SMAL)
I F ( N S J . E C . O ) G O T C 1 6
CC 72 JJ=1.NS3






























































£M*L = 5NAL - NK
CC TC 1 t
. 7 2 CONTINUE
GO TC 1 c
1 7 CCNT INUE













K A K E SURE ALL ANGLES CALLED FJrt UY SAM KILL bE COMPUTED
CO 3f rl = liNbOD • . - .
I F ( S > V { 1 ,K) .EO.0) GO TC 3e ' ' '
VDCNE = 2 -PCON(K)
CO 49 LL = 1.MOCNE . ,: . '
L , = L L - 1 • • • . . ' ' ' ' '
V . = £QF (K) «• L
IF (NFMC.cO.6 ) GO TC 5021
.CO £7 N = l .NFRC
IF(M .Ed.£FK( N) ) GC TO 4<y
C O N T INUE , ; , . i , . , ;
CONTINUE
' C O V E hEHE IF M NOT IN £FR ,
NFRC = NFRC + 1 . , ' ; - • ; , , .




£ 0 2 2
is
£017
V A K E SUKE TRANSLATION CCfrFCNEiMTS OF C.M. OF BODY 1 (HINGE POINT
ARE Cu^FUTtC SO AS TO at AELi TO DEFINE CB(1 ) , NEEDED FOR INER
ANGULAR fCMENTUM A N C ENERGY CALCULATION . . .
VDCNI = SQF(NB l )
VDCNE = £UF(NB1) + 2-FCCN (NB1 )
I F ( M C C N I . t J . C ) GO TO 5032
CC 72 M=fDONI.MDONE ' ' . '/
• IF (NFrJi. .EO.O ) GO TC- 5022
CO 74 N-l.NFRC
IF (M ,t J.£Fhi( N) ) G C . T O 73- «:.. , . , . ; . ,
CONT INLE v - . . . ' • . . . .
C C N T INUt ' • . . . " i ' i - • . . - . - • • • • • . . . , . . " • • • • • . ' . '
"NFI-C = . NFKC+ 1 . ' , . . . . • • ; . . . . . . . .
£ F R ( NFSC ) = V • • • • • • • • • • • • .
CCNT INUE ..; , . ' : .
C C N T INUE
O A K E SURE ALL POINT V A S S CCCRJINATES IN 3QF A R R A Y
CALL U.NPAC(S 1 .Nl , £L)
IF (N l . cC .O) GO TO 5018
CO 9£ 11=1.N1
I = £1( I I ) ,
^ V D C N I = SCiF( I) . " '
MDCNE = £ J F ( I ) * 2 - P C C N ( I )
I F < M C C N I .EO.O) GO TO S C l t '
 y
• C O - S 7 M=VDCNI .MDONE
IF(NFRC .£0.0) GO TC 5017 "
CO 9£ N= 1 ,NFRC • -'




C O N T I N U E




























' ; ! C O 764200
C0764300










































FIND ALL MOMENTUM \*HCELS IN Trie NEST K- 1 ; K = 1 . 2 t . . . t NBOD
CC 6C 11 = 1 .IMBOD
1= II -1
CALL UNP«C<S1 .Nl , SK( I ) )
CO 67 J=l ,10
£ 2 ( J ) = C
N2 = C
IF (N f rO . f cC .O) GO TC 5023
CO 66 J=l ,NMO
IF < .NCT .CTAINCMLH J) .SI ,N1) ) GJ TO 66
N2 = N2 + 1
S2(Ni ) = J
CONTINUE
CONTINUE .
CALL COKFAC( S2.N2 ,SMC< I ) )
CONT INUE
IF • CCMPUTING FRAME BODY 1 DELETE LABEL 1 FRCM 3VC
CALL UNP*C(S1 .NSET.SVD )
IF (I NEPF.OH. SI (NSeT) .EC .C ) CO TJ 76
NSET = N£E T - 1 .
CALL CCfPACl £1 .NSET.SVD)
CONTINUE
ALL Tf iCNCATEO SUMMATIONS DEFINED

















CALL UNPACC il .NSE T,
PRINT 2C7. I .( SI ( J )
CALL UNPACC SI . NSET,
PRINT 222. I . ( 51 ( J )
PRINT 224
CALL LNHACtol .NSET.
PRINT 2 C ^ . ( S l ( J )
CALL UNPAC(St ,NSET,
PR INT 21C. ( Sl( J)
CALL UNPAC( SI .NSET .
PRINT 211. (Sl(J)
CALL LNPAC(S1 ,NSET.
PRINT 212. ( S 1 ( J )
P R I N T 2 e £ . I
PRINT 2C1
CALL UNPACCS1 .NSET.
IF(N£ET .EQ.O) GO TO











































































S 1 ( I) iJCONt SI ( I ) )
CC 5C 1=1
5C P R I N T 214.
P R I N T 2 \ i
50C5 C O N T I N U E
CALL cN^ACiS l .NS fcT .SMAL)
1F(NS£T .Eu.O) GO TC 50C6
CO 59 I =1.NSET




I F ( N S E T . E Q . O ) GO TO 5 C C 7
CO 7C I=l.NScT
7C PRINT 229. SI( I) .JCON(SI (I ) )
FR INT iIE
5 C C 7 CCM INuE
CALL O N F A C ( s i . N S E T . s x T )
IF(NEET .60.0) GO TC 5 C C 8
CO £1 1=1,NSET
51 FR INT 2 1C.SI (I)
FR INT £1S
scce C C N T I N U E
CALL L N P A C C S 1 . N S E T , S V O )
I F ( N 5 E T . E O . O ) GO TC 50C9
CO £Z 1-1.NSET
£a FR INT 21*7.SI ( I )
PRINT «il£
5 0 C 9 CONTINUE
: PUT PKlftAt SFR IN
CO 6 1 1-1.NB3
e i £ « { i ) = c .
IF(NFRC .Ed.6) GO
CO £•; J = 1.NFRC
63 St ( S F R ( 1 > ) '= 1
501C C O N T I N U E
K = C
CO f t 1=1 .NB3
IF ( s<p ( i) .t:u. c) GO
K = K» 1




5 2 P R I N T iI t . S F R ( I )
P R I N T 2 1 5
501 1 CCNT INuE
IF(NCTC.EO.O) GO
CO 54 I=1.NCTC
54 PR INT i 19. SLK( I )
FR INT * 1£
5012 CONTINUE
I F ( N F K C . t d . O ) GO TC 5013
CO 5£ I = 1 , N F K C
55 PRINT 22C. SFK( I )
-"' " FR INT 2 IS
5013 CONTINUE
CALL UNPACCi l .NSET.SMV)
IF (NScT .EO.O) GO TC 5014
' C O 6 £ 1=1,NSET



































































FR INT 2 IE .
5011 CONTINUE
IF(N»OA.EU.O ) GO TC 5015
- CO 5t I=1.NMOA
5£ PRINT. 2£1, SMA(I)
PRINT 21t
5015 CCNTINUE
IF(SCG.EC.O) GO TO 83
CO Bi I=1.5CG
62 PRINT 221, SC ( I ) . TUG< SC ( I ) )
83 CONTINUE
CT 1 = C
FORMAT <3A4. 13 .1 1 15)
















FORMAT (' IDENTIF ICATION CODE NOT RECOGN^fcC IN SUBROUTINE






203 F O R M A T
( 10X, ING F R A M E TAKEN TO dE THAT FIXED
{ 10X. 'CCNPLTING F R A M E TAKEN TC BE T H A T F I X E C
204 FORMAT ( 3 0 X . • T O , S P E E D LP CCMPUTATICN VARIOUS
tY. LAEELS HAVE BEEN DEFINED')























INERTIALLY ' . / /CC781700
C0781800
IN BOCY 1 • , / / / C C 7 8 1 9 0 0
CC732000




2CC FORMAT (38X,'aE INTRODUCED INTO THE FORMALISM AND MODELLING ',///)CC7825CO
2C7 FORMAT (30X. 'BODY LABELS OF BODIES IN NEST • , I'3, 3X , 1 C I 5 ) C073260C
2C6. FORMAT (2CX.1CI5,/) CC782700
205 FORMAT (jOX.'PSUEDO INERTIA TEN5QKS' «I3X,I 0 IbJ CC78280C
21C FORMAT (30X, 'INERTIA CRCSS CQUPLING•.13X.I 0 Ib) CC782900
211 FORMAT (30X, 'CENTRIPITAL CRCSS COUPLING•,9X, 10 Ib) CC783000
212 FORMAT (30X, •COR ICLIS CRCSS COUPLING' .12X,10Ib) C07831CO
213 FORMAT ( 10X, 'MOMENTUM »HEEL'.I3,' IS ASSUMEC TO BE VARIABLE SPEED CC783200
'*•) C0783300
21.4 FORM/T ( 10X. 'RELATIVE ANCUL/R DISPLACEMENT EETWEEN dODIES',13." ANC0783400
*C'.I3.' IS COMPUTED VIA INTECRATICN OF DIRECTION COSINE EOUAT ICNS•CO 783500
V) ' CO 783600
2 IE FORMAT (////) C0783700
216 FORMAT <10X.'THE ELEMENTS CF COLUMN'.I-).1 OCwN TU THE DIAGONAL IN CC783800
*ThE SYSTEM INERTIA MATRIX CF OYAOS ARE ASSUMED TIME VARYING') CC783900
217 FORMAT ( 10X, 'VECTCK5' ANC CYADS FIXED IN dODY".I3," ARE ASSUMEC TIMCC784000
*E V A R Y I N G IN THE FRAME OF CCWPUTATICN ') C0784100
218 FORM/T < lOX'DISPLACEMENT ABCUT OR ALONG FREE VECTOR', 13.' CCMFCi TEDCC784200
* •)

















( 10X, "CCNSTPAINT 1CRCUE AaOUT OR ALONG LOCKED VECTOR', 13,'
(10X,'CONSTRAINT FCRCE AT HINGE POINT'.13,' COMPUTED ' •)
( 10X, 'ANGULAR PCSITICN OF MCMENTUM tohiEEL • t 13. ' CCMPUTEC •)
(30X, "MOKENTUM »hEEL LAUELS IN NEST• .I 3,3X.10 I 5)
(20X., 'PRIME CONTRIBUTORS TO COMPUTATION OF •)
(20X, 'FOR TH'E ECU'A'fiCN" OF Mij'tlUN U>F< NEST • ,tIlfl2./5'//)t've '
(10X,'RELATIVE ANGULAR DISPLACEMENT EETwEEN BODIES',13,
IS COMPUTED VIA SI* ALL ANGLE ASSUMPTIONS ')
(10X,'RELATIVE ANGULAR DISPLACEMENT BETWEEN BODIES".13,














< i c x . ' N O T E : T H A C ( ' , i 2 . ' ) = o INITIAL R A T E CONDITION R E E E T C O 785500
A-50
* TC 2E-50, SEE SUB INOPT AND VAIN •) C0785600





236 F O R M A T
MODAL C A T A CLT CF SEQUENCE •)
MODE' . I2 .2X , • F L C M ( ' , I 2 . ' ) = ' .C12
CC785800
.5 .5X, 1 Z E T A C • , 12,' ) -CC785900
CC786000
= • .3C12.5.3X,• ( B O D Y 1 . 1 2 . • FIXED COORCIN ATE 00786100
C0736200
(BODY' .12 . ' FIXED COORD IN A T E C C 7 8 6 3 0 0
C078640C
(BJDY ' ,12 . 1 FIXED COORD IN A T E C O 786500
C0786600
(BODY 1 . 12." FIXEC COORC IN A T E C O 786700
CC786800
C07869CO
FLB( ' . I 2 . ' ) = • ,3C 12 ,ii.3X. '
F L C C ' . i a . ' l = • , 3C12 .5 .3X . •
F L D ( ' . I 2 . ' > = ' .3C12 .5 .JX . •
F O R M A T
* S) • )
"237 F O R M A T
» 5 I • )
2 3 g F O R M A T (11X.3D12 .5 )
23<J F O R M A T (11X, ' T H A I * . 12 , ' } = • . CH 2. 5 . 5X . • T H A D ( ' . I 2 , ' ) = ' . D 1 J . 5 . / ) CC787000
240 F O R M A T (• F L J ( ' . I 2 . ' > = • . 3D I 2 . ii . 3X . • ( t JJDY ' ,12 . ' FIXED COORC IN ATE C C 78 71 00
*S) • ) ' C0787200
241 F O R M A T ' 1 / / / .10X, 1 fODAL D A T A FUR ciODY • . 15. 18A4 . / ) ' C 0 7 8 7 3 0 0
242 F O R M A T C l O X . • THE FCLLC»ING HJDIES HAVE dEEN REDEFINED TO BE FLEX I C C 7 8 7 4 0 0
*ELE ' .1015) . ' C0787500
2 4 2 F C R M A T ( • ' ) CC787600
244 F O R M A T ( IOX, • THE FOLLC»ING f-'LEXIdLE BODIES HAVE SIGNIF ICANT *OOE CC787700
*COLPLIM, IN THEIK C E F O R M A T I C N EUUATICNS • . 10 I -j) ' • CC787800
2'4£ F O R M / T ( 1 7 X . 2 D 1 2 . 5 ) CC787900
247 F O R M A T (• >CF( • . 12 . • . • . I 2 . • .• . I 2 . • ) = ' , J C 1 2 . 5 . « (dODY 1 . ^ . 1 F I X E C C C 7 8 8 0 C O
*. CCORCINATl iS . ) L C C A T 1 C AT F CF ( I . 1 . • . I 2. '.) ' ) C C 7 8 8 1 0 0
24£ F O R M A T I- FCK( • , 12, ' . • , 12 , • ,• ,12. • ) =' .3012.5. ' ( B O D Y ' . 12.' F I X E C C O 7 d 6 2 0 0
* C C O R D I N A T E S ) L C C A T E C AT F C K ( 1 , ' , I 2 , • ) ' ) . • ' CC788300
24? F O R M A T ( ' S C X C ( ' , I 2 . ' ) = C 1 ) . 00788400
..2SC F O R M A T (• BODY ',12.' ^CDE ' . I J . 1 CROSS COUPLES IN COORDINATE ECUA CO 73O500
< T I C N '.12.' COEFFICIENTS AT KF = ' , I3) C0738600
R E T U R N C0788700
END C0788800
EUERCUT1NE INTCR
IMPLICIT KCAL*8( A-t- .0-2 .
LOGICAL FG1..
. . LOO I C AL
INTtCEH
» A»CRK , CT1
» SCNCUN . ' SCN
* S I . . SIG
* S^A . SCCDI
*. SCL , SR
fi=,*T.S>M . SVP,V
* sc , sco'












, 121 NIT {
, CNF (
*>.
































































































































C C W M C N




































C O N M C N .
CcCLM
. X C C C L M
CCKMCN
(2 .20 ) .



























(2. fab ) ,
(10) .
(2 .33 ) .
,
( 10) .
(2 .3 .10 ) .
( 23) .
(2 .3 .20 ).
(3 .10) .














































(2 .3 .20 ) ,
(2 .2 .11) .
NST ART .
2, FG3, F-j
( 2 0 0 ) .
.




( 1 1 ) .











( s ) •
( 5i
; -
( 2. 1C) ,
12.11) .
t
(2 .11 ) .
( 2 . 2 2 ) .
( 1 0 ) .
( 1 0 )
( 3 . 2C) .
(2 .3 .20 ) .
(3. 1C) .
( 2 0 ) .
( 2. 1 C) .
(2 .3 .10 ) .





























































ET IC( 1 . 1 ) )
(XMN ( 1 . 1
f
•

































) . (XMN( 1.6).

































« E T M C (
.



















( 3 . 3 3 .
( 2 . 11 .
(33) .
( 3.3 . 1C) .
(3 .3 . 1C) .
(3 .20 ) .
(3.3 .1C) .
( 3 . 2 C )
(3. 3 , 4 C ) .














C C 6 C 3 2 0 C







C C K 0 4 0 C O
CC804100
C C f c 0 4 2 0 0
C C 8 0 4 3 0 0
C O C 0 4 4 0 0
c o e c 4 b o o
c c e c 4 6 0 0
C C B 0 4 7 0 C
CC804800
C 0 6 C 4 9 C C








c c e o s e o c
C C8C5900



















C C 8 C 7 9 0 0
cceoeooo
c o e c e i o o
A-52
( F L 6 ( 1 t 1 ) . F L C < l i l ) )
(FLH( 1.1 .1 ) .FLJ{1 . 1 . I > )
( F G 1 t L I N I T ( 1 ) )
( C 8 0 U M ( 1 . 1 ) . R Z I N I T ( 1 ) )
( SCNDLM. 12 1MT ( I ) )
. (FLE( 1, 1 .1 ),FLD( 1 .1 .I) ).
•
. (CA( 1 . I ) .«, INIT( I ) ) .












SLERCUTINE T R N S I V ( X M T . C F .THA.JCUN.PCCN. NQOD .RBLJ.INERF. XMCDUM.XMOC090C100
COMPETE INITIAL T f i A N S F C R V A T I O N MATRICES C0900200
fiCDY K TO CCMPUTIM3 FRAME COORDINATES C0900300
C09004CO
ENIEP 5LEROUTINE *ITH C090C500
XMT = NOMINAL STATE TRANSFORMATION MATRICES EODY K TO 60CY JCC0900600
OF = FREE CCCRDINATE VECTOR. EIGENVECTCRS
THA = ROTATICN ABCLT RESPECTIVE uIGcNVECTORS
PETUPN FROM SUeROLTINE KITH









LRUNGE . LTRNSI . LVOIV
LTRANV . LF.ATC . LXOY
LCFDOT . LCCT . LANGLE
JCOM 1 ) .PCCN < 1 )
XMT<3.3, 1).QF(3. 1).THA( 1)
XMCDLMC 1 .1 .9 ) .XKC(3.3. 1)
XTMPf 3.3).XTM1(3.3) ,XTM2(3.3)







COMMCN XLDEOUO/ LKUNGE t LTKNSI
» LTPANV . LRATE
t LQFDOT , LOCT
EQUIVALENCE (LTRN; i ,LECL )
CCNPITE TRAN3FORMATICN MATRICES







WHI CH TAKE VECTORS FWCM BODY
NOTE XMT TAKES VECTORS BCOY K TC JCCN(K) IN NOMINAL STATE
I" - 1





2C2. ( X M T l 1 .J.K) ,J = 1 .3)
2CJ. K , ( >MT(2.J.K ) ,J = 1 ,3) •





IF(LEJU) Kl = K-l
XM ( I .J .K ) - 3X3
XTMP(I.J) - 3X3
CO 2 1=1.3


















































IF(.NCT. LEQU) GO TO 1C02
PRINT ,iC4
Ft? INT- 22 1. K.I
FR INT 205., K
FREE COORDINATE LABEL •
1002 ~IF(K .Eii. I) GO TO 3
' V = H t 3 - PCON(K-1 )
'; Cl = f/ « I
' V2 = * * 2
CHECK SIGIC 6OCY CR LINEAR CSCILLATOR
IF(RELU(K) .AND.PCCN(K) .NE.3 ) oJ TO 4
LINEAR CSCILLATUR CR THREE CCN5TRAINED AXES. JCONdO TO K
CO 5 1=1.3
CO 5 J=l. J
^ 'XMC(I.J.K) = XTMP(ItJ)
' IF(LEQU) PRINT 2Ce. K
GO TC 1
' 1 CONTINUE
• ' • • EOCY K IS A RIGID 8ODY tohlCH IS CONNECTED TO BODY JCUN(K)
81i EITHER A ONE. T»0 CR THREE AXIS GIMBAL
PUT FWiiE VECTOR M IN COCPDINAT£ FRAME I iUB N
'CALL VECTRN (QF ( I ,y ) . X TMF . QT 1 )
IF.CLEQU ) PRINT 207. M
FORM ROTATION QUATERNICN EQLATIJN FRAME I SUb N INTO I SUB 1
' CALL QC'/>TUP(QTJ ,T(-A( M) ,ZT I )
IF(LEQU) PRINT 2C6.M.C ZTK I ) ,1 = 1 .4)
IF (PCCN(K).NE.2) GC TO 6
fcODV K CCNNECTcD TC BODY







JCCN(K) BY A ONE AXIS GIMEAL
1 IS dOUY K FIXED FRAME
CALL TRANSO(^Tl.XTK1)
•• IF (LEUU ) PRINT 2CS
FORM INITIAL TRANJFORMAT ICN MATRIX JCJN(K)
CALL MATCUL( XTM1 . XTMP.XfCC 1 .1 .K) .3)















































IF (PCCN(K) .N t - . 1) CC TO 7
BGCY K CCNNECTED TC BOCY JCCN(K) BY A T«U A X I S GI*SAL
FREE VECTOR Ml G IVEN IN BODY K COORDINATES. FORM R O T A T I O N O O A T E P N I CC 90900C
CALL QUATOP(QF (1 . Cl ) , T ( - A ( M 1 ) . Z T 2 ) C09091OO
IF(LEQU) PRINT 211, C 1 ,y 1 , < ZT2 ( I ) , I = 1 . 4 )
FORM RESLLTANT R O T A T I C N CLATERNIJN
CALL CUTCUL ( ZT1 , ZT2 , Z T 4 )
IF(LECU) PRINT 212, { Z T4 ( I ) . I = 1 . 4 )
CAIL TRANSOt Z T 4 . X T M 1 )
IFJLEQU) PRINT 212
'FORM INITIAL TRANSFORMAT ICN M A T R I X JCUN(K) TO K
CALL MATCULl XTM1 , XTMP .XCCI 1 .1 .K) .3)
"..•IF(LECU» PRINT 214, K ,..,.• ,~. ^  .,„ , .->,„ , A .,..,, x ;-,„...«,;









EODY K CCNNECTED TC BOCY JCCS(K) BY A THREE AXIS GIMBAL











IF(LEUU) PRINT 215 .Ma
THE CCrtFCNENTS OF (-REE V t C T C f i Ml FOS A THRfcfc
INTERMEDIATE FRAME 1 SCB 1 A Mil IJENTIAL TC
*HEN S Y S T E M IN IVCMINAL S T A T E ;
CALL O U A T O P < Q T 2 , T H A ( M l ) , 2 T 2 )
IF(LEOU) PKlNT 216. V.I . I ZT2( t ) . 1 = 1 .4)
CALL GUP TOP(OF(1 ,*2) ,ThA <NZ >,ZTJ)
IF(LEQU) PRINT 217. W2 ,M2 , <ZTJ< I),I = 1,4 )
FORM RuSLLTANT O L A T E & N I U N BY SUCCESSIVE UUATERNION
CALL GUTMJL ( Z T 1 . Z T 2 . Z T 4 )
IF(LEOU I PRINT 21g
CALL CUT^UL ( Z T 4 . Z T 3 . ZT I )
IF (LECU) PKINT 219, ( Z T 1 ( I ) . I = 1 . 4 )
CALL T R A N i O < ZT1 . X T M 1 )
IF(LEGJ) PHINT 22C
FORM IN IT IAL T R AN £FC RM A T ICN M A T R I X JCJN(K) TO K.
'CALL M A T M J L { X T M l . X T M P . X * C ( l . l . K ) , 3 )





MULT I PL 1C AT ICN
EDDY TRANSFCPMATICN MATRICES CJMPUTEO
3X2 T ^ i A ^ S F C ^ < ^ A T ^ L l N MATr i lX BODY JCbMK). TLi BODY K
GO TO 1 C O C
10 OC
ALL CCNTIGUOUS
>MC(I , J.K) -
IF( .NCT . LESU)
PRINT 222
,NBOD
221, CXMC(1 .J ,K ) . J = l ,3)
, K , (XMC (2.J.K ) . J=l ,3)
£*1. (XMC(3,J,K),J=l,3)
TRANSFORMATION MATR1




























CO 1C KKK=ICb l
K - NcuC - ( K K K - I C D 1 )
I F ( L E C U J PRINT 2C1
KK = K
\i JX. - J C C N ( K K )
IF ( JK .EC. 1C) GC TC 1C
CO 11 1=1 .3
"CO 11 J=1.3
> T M 1 < I , J ) = XMC( I . J, K )
11 X T M 2 U . J ) = X M C ( I . J . J K )
' - ' - C A L L M A T V U L < X T M 1 , X T M 2 . X M C ( 1
'
7








































































GET COMPUTING FRAI^F: TO H C C Y 1
IF(1C .cC .1 ) GO TU 14
CO If 1=1.3
CC 1S J=l ,3
X M C ( I. J . C ) = 3
XMC< 1 , 1 . C ) = 1
XM C ( 2 , d , C ) = I
XM C I 2 . J . C ) = 1
IF(LECIU) PRINT 22t
CO TC 16
CO 1 7. 1 = 1 .3 '
CO 17 J=l , 3
X M C ( J. I ,C) = XMC( I , J.l )
IF (LEOU) PS1NT 227
CC 1 £ 1 = 1.3
CO 1t J = l .3
X M C ( I .J . 1) = 0
XMC( l.l .t) = 1
»MC( c .2 >1> = 1
X M C ( 2 . J , 1) = 1






' T R A N S P O S E TO GET
NBCD1=NECD * 1
CO 13 KKK=1,NBOD1
TRANSF C f - K A T I JN M A T R I C E S BOCY K TO COMPUTING
CALL TfiNSPS (XMC( 1 . 1 .K) ).
IF(LEQU) PRINT 229. K,K
C C N T I N U E
IF ( .NCI . LEUO) RETCRN
PR INT .204 ;
P R I N T 2 2 2
CO £ 1 . KKK=1,NBCO1
K.= KK*-1
PRINT .2 Cl
( X M C ( 1 .J ,K) , J=l
K , ( X M C I Z , J , K ) ,J=1





































































































X M T < • . 12
T K N S I V ENTERED • , / />
') = • ,201:5.5)
XTMP = X M T C • . 12. • ) * *T •)
X M C < •. 12. • ) = X T C P •)
UT1 = XTMP * C F < • , 1 2 , • ) •)
ZT1 = CV.ATOP< CT1 ,THA( • , 12, • ) ) • ,8X. •= ' ,4015.5)
XTM1 = T R A N S O ( Z T l ) ' )
X M C ( ' . I 2 i ' ) = X^fl * XTMP ')
/T2 = G L A T O F ( C F ( '. 12, •) ,THA( • , 12. • )) • ,5X, '= '.4015.51'
ZT4 = ZT1 * ZT2 ' . 15X .«= '. 4016.5)
X.TM1 = T R A N S C ( Z T ; 4 ) ; ') _ :." "T ""* ' * '"^• :- '
XM'C(' ' . 12. • I = XTH »' X'TM'P •) ' ' ---f <i~
QT2 = N C R M ( C F ( • . 1 2 . • ) X Q T I ) • )
= C U A T O F C C T 2 , T H A ( ' , 1 2 , • ) J • , 6 X . ' = ' .4C15.5)
= CLATOP(CF( •.12, • ) , T H A X ' , 1 2 , ' ) ) • , 5 X . • = ' .4D1 £
ZT4 = ZT1 * ZT2 •)






• C C 9 2 C C O O
CC920100
CC920200
C 0 9 2 0 3 C O












































• XTM1 = T R A N S C ( Z T 1 ) . ' )
12X.3D15.E)
• X M C ( • . 12, • ) = • ,2015.5)
• COMPUTING FRAME FIXED IN eilOY 1
• COMPUTING FRAME FIXfcO INERT I ALLY
1
 X M C ( ' , 1 2 . •) = X M C ( ' , I 2 . ' ) * XMC(
I
( I )**T •) .
• )
= X M C ( • . 12. • )**T • )
12. • ) • )
XMC( 0 ) =
X*C( 0) =
XMC( 1 ) = 1
XMCC'.IS.')
10X, • TRANSFORMATION MATRICES. NOMINAL STATE BODY K
221',FORMAT <
232.FORMAT (
,*,CDY K • )
232 FORMAT (10X,« TRANSFORMATION MATRICES. TIME
• • *NG FRAME
.PETUPN
-• : -ENC
10X,• HINCE POINT '.I2./J















ZERO BODY -JCOM K ) TC BCC923900
- ' CC924000









• SUERCUTINE VCI V











' * SI .
• »' SMA ,
* SCL ,
* SVM ,
. '.*. sc ,
* I IN IT( 1 )
... *--,-.
. REAL*B
» ..ANGC ( 2
.!S,VtfDLQ <-
. * ThACD ( 2
FREE ANC LOCKEC VECTORS
DYAOS TO COMPUT ING FRAME •
NOT INPUTEO
DO LOOP SETS FCR TRANVD
R£AL»8( A-H.O-Z .













































3 . 3 .20 ) .





































 t ^  / ~j -. /i A i
) .














• ,. /R'ZI"NIT'( i")
.LTRAN .












•: ' C1C01 100
C1C01200
C I CO 1300
' C1C01400










, ^ ., C1.C025.00
ci 002'ecc




















* " LQFDOT . LDCT . LANGLE . LSETJP . LSIttO
CO'MCN /LOGIC/ FG 1 , FG2 , FG3 . FG4 . FG5 . I NE KF . RBLU ( 1 0 )
C C V M C N /INTG/ AHORK ( 2 0 0 ) .
* CT1 . CT2 , CT3 , CT4
* CT5 . FCON ( 2 3 ) . JCCN (10) . LCON (22)
* MC (1C) . NE1 , NBUD . NCTC
* NFEfi . NFKC . NrRC . NLUK
* NMV . M*C . NMOA . NSVP
* N S V C . PCON (11) . 50 , SFR ( 2 3 )
• "* SG .SI ( 5 5 ) , SIG , SL
* SLK (2J) . SNA (10) . SCK (11) , SUF ( 11 )
* SCL (11) . SNV , SR , SSCN
:* S S I X , SVA , SVd . SVD
' * SVI . SVM . SVP (22) . SVQ ( 3 2 )
« SXM (3,10) . SXT . TUKCJ (97) . SMAL
* SEU . NTQ . SC (33 ) , SCG
* NFLXcJ . SFLX . SFXM (10) . NMCDS
* SFCC . ECC (10)
C C K M C f * / INTGZ/
* SCNCLM . SCN IS) , SCRDUM , SCR (9)
* SFKCLM . SFK IS) . SIXDUM . SIX (9)
'* SKOLM . SK (t) , 5PIDUM , SPI (9)














































































(2 .11 ) .
(J .22) .
( 1 C ) .
(10) .
12,20) ,
( 2 . 3 .20 ) .
( 3. 1 C) .
( 20 ) .
( 2 . 1 0 ) .
































Y M C C C 1.1,1





LINITl 1 ) )
(CBDUM 1 .1
. ' . (SCNDLN, IZ
) ,RZ1MT( 1





. ( XMN( 1 ,6) ,
, (XMN( 1 .13)
. (FLE( 1.1.1
.
. ( C A ( 1 . I ) ,fi































































C 1 C 0 4 2 0 0
C1C04300
C 1 C 0 4 4 0 C
Cl C04500
C1C04600


























































1 N T E C E S SET< 18) .S< IB ) . S£( 1 «)
INTECER STH 1 0 > . 5 T 2 < 1 0 ) . S T 3 ( 1 0 J . S r 4 < 1 0 ) . SFXKN
t-EAL»c T E M ( 3 ) , Te»»l< 3.;- > . TE*< i (3 .3) . T E M 3 C 3 . 3 )
EQUIVALENCE (LVDIV.LEOU)
IF(LECU JFRINT 200
IF UN chip) GO TO 1
1C = 1
IF (LEiiU JFhcINT 201
CO TC 7
1C = 0
IF (LEGO )PRINT 202
C O N T I N U E
INCLtOc FLEX IB IL ITY E F F E C T S
IF (NFLXB .EU. C) GO TO 7E
CALL C N P A C C S E T . N S E T , SFLX )
IF(LEliU) PRINT 231, SFLX . ( SE T ( I ) . I = 1 ,,4SET I
S A V E UNCfcFORMED C* V E C T C P AND I NEW T I A TENSOR D A T A
>N = C
CO 7 t NN = 1 .NEET
N = SET (NSET+1-NN)
IF(LEOU» PRINT 257, N
CO 77 1=1,3
C A C ( I ,N J = CA( I .N )
CO 77 J=l, J
> I C ( I . J . N ) = XI< I , J » M >
IF c . rvcr .LEUU ) GO TO isc i
FR IN T ZZf. , N ,N





CALL VCCTKN( FLA( 1 ,f N ) ,XMC( 1 . 1 , .J) ,FLAC{ 1 . MN ) )
IF( . NJT .LEQU ) GO TC 10C2
FR INT £££ t N .MN |
PRINT 2 4 6 , MN, S .MN, (FLAC < I ,^N) i 1=1 .3 )
PR INT 222
CONTINUE
LS£ TcMPCnARY L O C A T I O N S SO THAT
ECUIVALENCE MAY BE LSED TO S A V E S T O R A G E
CC 7S 1=1. J
CO 75 J=l,3
T E M ( I . J ) = FLD( I .J .MN)
• T c f 2 ( I > J ) = FLC(J . I .MM)
T E W 3 C I . J ) = FLJ ( I . J .MN)
CVACu(TcMl t TEC2 iFLE (1 • 1 >MN) )
WVACU« 'TEW i '^ff^ '^FLH < 'i .'1 ."MNJ ) • . ( < - !
IF( .NCT .LbClU ) GU TC 10C3
PRINT <>44. (FLE( 1 . I .MM) ,1=1 ,3)
PR INT i«2.MN,MN.MN,(FLE(2. I .MM) .1 = 1 .3)
PRINT 244, <FLE< 3. I .MN) . 1=1 ,3)






























































F R J N T 244 , (FLM 1 t t ,MN ) , I =1 , J)
PR INT 242»MN,yN,MN.(FLI - {2 . l ,M.M ) ,1 = 1 , j )









CCPPLTE C VECTUR IN BODY N
CALL V E C R O S ( C A U < 1 ,M ,FLA( l
v£C£Ud<HLB< 1 .*N) .T
Si-LV< A M A S ( N ) .TEM.TEM
V E C A D D t FLC< 1 ,I"N > . TE» ,FLJ( 1 , MN) )
VtXT*N( FLU< 1 ,*N) . XIVC< 1 .1 ,NJ , FLQC< 1 ,MN) )
IF{ .NOT .LEOU ) GO TC 1 C C 4
PRINT 2 4 5 . MN.MN. N.MN.N , *N , (FLQ{ I ,MN) , I =1 ,3 )
P R I N T i 2 2
PRINT 245. MN.K.MN. (FLOC ( I .KM) . 1 =1 . J )
PR INT 23 2
I O C 4 CONTINUE
CALL SCLV< THA(NFfef i+MN) ,FLA( 1 ,.M,N) .TEiM)
CALL V t C A D O ( C A ( l . N ) . T E K , C A ( 1 , N ) )
CALL. 3 C L C ( T H A { NFEfi + MN) ,FLE( 1 , 1 ,MN) . T£M 1 )
CALL O V A C D ( X I ( I , 1 .M .TBV 1 , X I ( 1 , 1 ,N) )
IF { . NCT .LEQU) GO TC 10C6
NFCW = NFcR*MN
PRINT 2 4 £ , N.N.NFCC.MN
PRINT 247, N.N.NFCN.MN




















PR INT 2££, N ,( XI(






IF (LEQU )FR INT 204
DO 2 J=1.N6OD
CALL VECTRN (CA(1





I ,N) , 1 = 1 ,2 )
1 .1 ,N ) , 1=1 .3)
 ;
2,1 ,N ) . 1 = 1 ,3)




(CAC( I , J) . 1 = 1 .3)
S •
PRINT 2CS
132C CALL UNPACtSET .NSF.T, SR )
CO 4t J = 1,NSET
 c u _ < ,, r..;
K = S E T ( J )
4£ CALL TcNTRN I X I ( 1 . 1 .K) . XVCI 1 , I ,K) ,X IC( I , 1 , K) )
1F(.NCT. i-EUU) GG TO 1CCC

















































































• < X I C ( t.L .K) ,L=1 .2)
K . K . K . K .( XIC < 2 ,L ,K) ,i_=l .3)
( X I C ( i,L .K.I ,L = l .2 J
tET ELEMENTS OF S VA ; THAI IJ, 5VO MINJS ZCKt CA VECTORS
IF 8 C C Y FLExldLE 6CTH Cl* VtCTUrt AND I M E R T I A TENSOR MUST be
TRANSFORMED EVERY STF.P
CALL UNPAC(ScT . N S E T . S V O )
CALL U N P / > C ( S T 1 ,NS1 .SFLX)
IF (LECIU »Ff - INT 2C8. S VC . { iE T ( I ) . I = 1 .NSET )
NS = 0
CO E 1 I = I. IB
S( I) = C
I F ( N S c T .EO.O ) GO TC 5024
DO 5 C J = 1 , N SE T
K = £ £ T ( J )
IF (C1AIMK.ST1 iNS 1 ) ) GC 10 60
IF ( C / > C ( 1 .K) . fQ .O. AND.C/iC (2, K) .EQ.O. ANO.CAC( J,K > . fcd.O) GC TO 5C
CONTINue
I^S = NSt l
S( NS ) = K
COM INUti
CCNT INUc
CALL C J M P A C C S . N S , S V A )
IF(Lc^U)PKlNT 241 t S V A . ( £ ( I ) tl = l > N S )
CO 4? 1=1.13





I F ( . N O T . ( C T A I N ( J , E E T . N S E 1 ) . A N D . C T A I N ( J . S i . N S ) ) ) GO TO 46
CONTINUE
K = K + 1
£( K) = J
C O N T I N U E
CALL C C « P A C < S , K . S V I )
IF(LEQC (PRINT 20«i. S V I , { S ( I ) , I = 1 .K )
CO ON SVI ELEMENTS IN THANVC TO GET XIC
t- lNGE; V E C T O R S
IF(LEQU)PRINT 21C
CO 4 J=l.18
S( J) = C
C A L L U N P A C ( S E T , N S E T i S V D )
K = C '
CO 5 J= 1 .NdOD
JJ = J C C N ( J )
CALL v tCTf iN (C8( 1 . J) .XMC (1 t 1 .J -I) .CdC( 1 . J) I
IF(LEOU }PRINT 211. J, JJ... (CBC( I.J> .1 = 1 .J»
IF<CEC( 1 . J ) .EO .0. A N D . C D C ( 2 . J ) . d Q . 0 . A N D . C B C { 3 . J ) .EG.0) GO TO 5
*IF ( .NOT .CTA INC JJ , SET .NSE1 ) ) GU TO 5
K r k+ 1
S( K) = J • '
CCNT INUE
CB(l) ALCNG WITH CHC(l) KLST 3t COMPUTED AT EACH INTEGRATION STEP.
PLT 1 IN SV3






























































£ ( K > = 1 .
e CALL C C K P A C C s . K . s v t J
IF (LEUU >PklNT 212. SVB i( £( 1 ) <I=1 ,K)
'DC Ch. SVb ELEMENTS IN T C A N V C
NOTE C d C ( I . O ) IS C G M P O S I T f c CtNTER OF MA5S. MUST 3E C A L C U L A T E D
FREE AND LOCKED CUOPCIf -ATE VECTORS
IF (LEJU J P K I N T 213
N = I . .
L = 1 '
CO 9 K=l ,Nt>OD




L = L^PCCN(K- l )
L I = L+1
L2 = L«-2
1 G C T C - FCUN(K) * 1
GO TC( 1 1 .12. 13 .14) . 1 G O T O
TMPCt; CcGKEES OF FhifcEOtM
CALL V C C T & N (OF ( 1 .M) . X M C ( 1 t 1 .KCON(M) ) t JFC( 1 .Ml )
CALL VtrCIRN (QF( 1 .l"2 ) .XMC( 1 . 1 .FCOMM2) ) ,i}FC (1 ,M2) )
IF(LKCLJPKiNT 214, M .FCCMMJ.M
IF(LEOU )FKINT 214 , M 2 , F C C N ( * 2) .M2
IF (FCCN I VI ) .LT .0) GC TC 15
CALL V c C & O S (OF( 1 ,M2 ) ,QF ( 1 . I") . OF ( 1 ,M1 ) )
IF ILEQU )PKINT 236, M 1 . N 2 . M
CALL v /ECTrJN ( Q F < 1 ,M ) . X M C ( 1 . 1 . FCGMM1 ) ) , JF C ( 1 ,M 1 ) )
IF(LEJU )PKINT 214, M1 , F C C N ( N1 ) ,M1
CO TC t
CALL VuCf -US (GFC( 1 ,M2 ) ,QFC( 1 .M ) . CiFC ( 1 . M I ) }
CALL VdCNRM <OFC(1 .M1I )
CO 45 1=1,3
GF ( I .Ml ) = 0
IF (LEOU JPSINT 2 1 6 . Ml, * 2. *
GO TC S,
TWC DtGKEES OF FREEDCM
CALL VucTHN IQF (1 ,N) . X V t (1 .1 .FCQN(M) ) .UFC( 1 .M) )
•CALL V^CTHN (UK( I . V1 ) , X M C ( 1 . 1 .FCON(V1 ) ) . JFC(1 .M1 ) )
IF (LEUU )PR INT 214, M, FCCMM. M
IFlLECb JPRINT 214. Ml, FCCMPl . ) * Ml
IF ( L C O ' v ( L » .(-T.O) GL TO le
CALL VcCf iGS (CiF ( 1 ,M) .QK 1 ,M ) , JL( 1 .L) )
IF(LEQU )PRINT 237. L . M . W 1
CALL V c C T R i M (OL( 1 .L ) , XMC ( 1 . 1 .LCJN(L) ) .ULC( 1 ,L) »
IF (LECiU )F£ INT 2 1 7 , L. L C L S ( L ) . L
GO TC S. .
.CALL V£iCBU5 (OFC( 1 .M » .CFC( 1 '"I ) . QLC ( 1 .L) )
"CALL V c C N R M ( Q L C ( l . L ) )
CO 25 1-1.J
•CL ( I ,L) = 0
IF (LEUO 1PRINT 235. L.M.P1
GO TC y
' CNE PtCRtC OK FfiEEOCM
12 CALL V U C T K N (OF ( 1 ,f ) , XMC ( 1 . 1 .FCUN( M) ) ,(JFC( 1 .M) )
C l C 2 7 6 0 0
C lC27700









C l C 2 8 7 C O
. C lC28800
C1C28900





C l C 2 9 b O C
C1C2960C
C lC29700
C l C 2 S B O C
ClC2990C
C l C 3 0 0 0 C
C 1 C 3 0 1 C C
C l C 3 0 2 0 0
C 1 C 3 0 3 0 0
C 1 C 3 0 4 C C
C l C J O S O C
C l C 3 0 6 0 C
C l C 3 0 7 0 C
C l C 3 0 8 0 0
C l C 3 C 9 0 C
C 1 C 3 1 0 0 C
C 1C31100
C 1C21200
C 1 C 3 1 3 0 P
C 1 C 3 1 4 0 0
C l C 3 1 5 0 C
C l C 3 1 6 0 C
C l C 3 1 7 0 0
C1C31800
C 1 C 3 1 9 0 C
C 1 C 3 2 0 0 0
C 1 C 3 2 1 C O
C1C32200
C l C 3 2 3 0 0
C1032400
C l C 3 2 5 0 C
' - C - I C 3 2 & O C



















CALL VECTKN (QL( 1 .L) .XPC (1 . 1 .LCON(|_) ) <ULC( 1 ,L> >
IF (LEUU )PKINT 214. M .FCC M K ) . M
IFiLECU )FHINT 217, L.LCCML).L
IF(KELO(K)) GO TO 17
CALL VECR03 (QF( 1 ,V) ,GL( 1 .L) ,Ql-( 1 ,L1 ) )
IF(LEQO)P«INT 23B. Ll.K.L
CALL VECTRN (QL(1 ,L1 ) .XMC( 1 ,1 ,LCUN(H) ) .OLCU .LI ) )
IF(LEOU)FRINT 217. L 1 . LCCM L 1 ) . L 1
CO TC 9
( X M T ( l . l . K ) )
«JF( 1 .M.XMTd . 1 ,K) ,TEM)
( XMT ( 1 , 1 . K ) )
( T E C .CL( 1 .L) .QL( 1.1.1 »
IF(LECU )FRINT 239. L l .K .N.L
CALL V t C T R N (QL( 1 .LI ) . X M C 1 1 . 1 ,LCCN(L1 M • QLC ( 1 .LI ) )
IF(LEJU )FRINT 217, L 1 . LCC M L 1 ) , L 1
CO TC 9
P C C N ( K ) = 3 ZERO DEGREES CF FRdEDCM
14 CALL V tCRUS ( GL{ 1 .L ) .QL ( 1 . L 1 ) . OL ( 1 .L2 ) )
IF (LEGL )PRINT 217. L.LCCMD.L
IF (LECUJ^ft INT 217, L 1 , LCCN ( L 1 ) ,L 1
IF(LECU )FRINT 240, L2.L.L1
IF(LEOU)FRINT 217, L2 .LCC K ( L2 ) ,L2
co ie 1 1 = 1 .J
1=11-1
IE CALL VECThiN ( QL( 1 ,L+ I ) . X *C ( 1 , 1 . LCON (L+ I ) ) , QLCl 1 .L » I » )
? CONTlNOt ,
AT IKEHTIAL ORIGIN
N = y*3-FCON(NbOD )
L = L+PCCNdNtJOD)
CO 1 « 1 = 1 .-4
f/82 = M + 2
CO 2C J - f t M Q Z
QF ( I , J ) = 0
LB2 = L-»2
CO 21 J=L.L32
CL(I ,J) = 0
CONTINOE
IF (LEQO)MO = 0
1GCTC = PCCN(N60D*1)*1
CO TC (22.23.24.25).IGCTC
THREE CEGREES OF FREEDCM
Ml = M+ 1
t>2 = l"-f2
FCCK(M) = 0
FCCN (.fit = 0
FCCMM2 ) =• 0
CF( 1 ,M) = 1
CF ( 2 . M 1 ) = 1
CF-(3.M2) = 1


































































27 CALL VcCIRN (QFI I
GO TC 26







T«C DEGWEtS CF FKEEDCW
22 _Hl = l*tl
FCCN(M) = 0
F C C N C M 1 ) = 0
LCCN(L) = 0
CF(1 .M) = 1 .
CF(2 .Ml ) = 1
CL(3.L) = 1
IF ( I C . E G . O ) GO TO 2b
. • IF<LEa<J)FRINT 214. M .MC. f
IF(LEUU )FRINT £ 1 4 . M 1 . M O . K 1
IF(LECOJPRINT 217, L.K0.L
CALL V E C T R N (QK( 1 ,0) , X M C < 1 . 1 , C ) .QFC(1 ,M) )
CAUL VeCTRN (OF(1 .M ) .X fC( 1 .1 . 0) ,OFC(1 ,M1))
CALL VECTRN <GL<1 . L) .XMC(1. 1.0),QLC(1.L))
CO TC 26
CNE OEGREE CF. FPEEDCM




CF(1 .M) = 1
CL(2.L) = 1
GL(3.L1) = 1 . .
IF(IC.EG.O) GO TO 26
IF(LEOUJFRINT 214, M. *C, *
IF(LEGUJPHINT 217. L .MC.L
IF (LECU)FRINT 217. Ll . fO.Ll
CALL VECTHN (QF(1 ,».) .XMC (1 . 1 .0 ) ,QFC( l.M))
CALL V £ C T R N ( Q L ( 1 . L ) . X K C ( 1 . 1 . 0 ) . Q U C < 1 . L ) )
CALL VcCTKN (GL( I ,L1 ) , X M C < 1 ,1 .0) .OLC<1 .LI ) >
GO TC 2c
ZEPC OEGREcS OF FREECC*




L C C N C L 2 ) = 0
' CL(1.L) = 1
CL <2 ,L1 ) = 1
' •' CL (3 ,t-i ) = 1 . '
IF( IC.eu.O) GO TO 26
CO 26 I 1 = 1,J
1 = 1 1 - 1
IF(LECU)JL = L+l
IF(LEOU )FRINT 217. JL.fC,JL
.'2£ CALL vtlCTRN ( QL ( 1 .L* I ) . X NC ( 1 . 1 . 0 ) , QLC( 1 .U-fitfl






















































































CO 3Z J = L.Lbi> . . -
CLC( It J) = UL( I,J )
CONTINUE
CCNT 1NUE
IF( .NCT. LEOU) GO TO 1C1*
PRINT 221 •
CO 6C J=1.NFER
PRINT 222. J . ( OF ( 1 . J > . 1= 1, ; ) . J ,( OFCU , J) , 1 = I .3)
PRINT 221
IF (NLOR .EO.O )GC TC 1015
co 61 J=i .NLOR • . , .
PRINT 222. J , ( OL< I . J ) • I = 1 . i > . J •< ULC (1 . J) . 1 = 1 , 3)
P W I N T 2 2 1
C Y C L E THROUGH FREE V E C T O R S PICK OUT ONES TO B£ TRANSFORMED IN
CO 3; J=1.NFER . .
S V C ( J ) = 6 • • . .
K = C
CC 34 (" = 1.NFER
IS FfEd VECTOR M FIXED I(>EfiTIAi.LY . .'
I F < F C C N ( * ) ) 3 5 . 3 £ t 2 7
IF ( IC .GC.O) GO TO 34 .
K = K t 1 . : • • . - .
£ V C ( K ) = M . . . -
C C T C 3 4 • . . . • ' . .
ELEKENTS OF SVD IN S E T ( J )
IF (CTMN(FCON< M) ,£ET .NSET t ) GO TO 3b . •'. - '
CONT INUt ' • - . ,
NSVO = K
IF ( .t*GJ . -LEUU) GU TO 1 CO £ - . ' •' • • . •
IF ( N E V O .EO.O )GC TC 5016 . • • •
C O £ 4 1 = 1 . iMSVQ • . • • • •
PR INT 22 1
' . ' • '
CYCLE THROUGH LOCKED VECTORS PICK OUT ONES TO BE TRANSFORMED
IF (NLO»^ .EO.O )GO To "5017 '
CO 3£ J=ltNLOK . •
£VP( J ) = 0 . . .
CONT IMJE . . .
K = C . .
IF (NLCJR .EQ.O ) GO TC 5025 .
CO 35 L=l tNLOR
IS C C N S T P A I N T TORQUE AECLT CL(I .L) CCMPUTEU . .
IF ( .NOT . C T A I N C L tSLK.NCTC I ) GO TO JSI
IF(LCCM(D) 4Ci4' l '»42 • ;
I F ( IC .EG.O) GO TO 39 .
K = Kt 1
S V P ( K) = L
CC TC J9 .
E L E M E N T S OF SVO IN SEiTjC^J ) t'i.i.-i, . » • - . , • ' . • - ' ; . * • • ' : ' . . ' ".
1F ICTA1N(LCUN(L) i SET. N S E T ) ) GJ TO *0
C O N T I N U E
CONTINUE ' ' . • ' ' • '
NSVP = K • ' . • . •
IF ( .NCT. LEOU) GO TO 101C
IF (NSVP.EU.O)GO TC 101C
CO 65 I=1.NSVP . • '

















T K A N C 1 C 4 7 1 0 0
CJ047200
C lC47300











































2EBO ALL A R K A Y tLEMENTS CF GAM STOWED UPI->EK TRIANGULAR
101C CO 5Z K=1,NBQD
IF CLECU IFKINT 233
CO 52 L=K.NBUO
KL = K T C ( N B 1 . K - l , L >
PUT IN LGGIC TO A V O I D CLCOEERING CUDt rfORDS STORED BY E O U I V ,
IF(KL.LC.l) GO TU £2
1FILEQUJK1 = K-l
IF(LECu )FRINT 21H.K1.L.KL
CO 52 1=1.3 • '
GAMI .KL) = O.CO
52 CONTINUE




IK = KTKNbl , I .K)
•IF (LEOU JFK1NT 215. I .K.IK . '
CO 53 K = 1 . J
CO 53 N = l . 3














PASS THROLGH, FINC THE UNICN JF ALL LA136LS IN THE
S E T S £ I X < K ) , K = C NECC-1 ANO The SETS S C N { K ) ,K = 0 . . ..iNBOC- 1
CO 55 I - l . N d O D .
£ T 3 ( I ) = 0
CO 5t JJJ=1,NBUD
J=JJJ-1 . .
CALL UNFAC(ST1 .NST1 , S I X ( J ) )
CALL L N P A C C S T 2 .NST2.SCM J) ) £J) . . .
I F (N£T1 .EQ.O)GU TC 5018 ' •
CO 57 I = 1 , N S T 1
S T ; ( S T 1 ( U ) = 1
IF(NST2 .EQ.O )GU TC 501S
CO 56 1 = 1 , N S T 2
C O N T I N U E
CONT INUE
N S T 1 = C
NST2 = 0
CO 59 J=l.NoOD
IF ( S 1 3 ( J ) .EO.0) GO TO 62
N S T 1 = N £ T 1 *1
£TK N S T 1 ) = J .
I F ( S T 4 ( J ) . E O . O ) GC TO 51
N S 1 2 =. N S T 2 »1
£ T 2 ( N S T 2 ) = J
CCNTINOE
CALL CCMFACI ST1 .NST 1 . S S I X ) ' » ^ , i = i , » I, .
CALL C C W F A C t S T 2 . N S T 2 . S S C N )
IF (LEQU JPMNT 219. SS I X , (ST 1 ( I,) , 1 = 1 ,NST 1 )































































CO 6 2 K = l .NBOD
SOM K) = St( K)
CALL UNPACCST1 .NST1 .SKOUM
NST1 = NSH +1
JT n NST i ) K NBI . . •
CALL CCKFAC( ST1 .N£T1 ,SCK (NB1M
COfPLTt i ACTUAL POSITION CF FCINT MASSES
NuflNAL C A C ( K ) + DISPLACED THA ( M ) *OF C { H )
CALL UNPAC (SET .NSET . SL >
JF iNSET .EO.O )GU TC 5026
CO 7C KK=1.NSET












CAC(I.K) = CAC(I.K) + TH#(M)*JFC( I f M)





IF(LECU)PRINT 226 . • .
I F ( N C C . E C . O ) G U • T O £ 0 2 0 ' . ' • . .
CO 4 2 J = l .NMC
S( J) = C
C O N T I N U E
K = C
I F (N f rC .EC.O) GJ TC 5027
CO 4 4 J=l .NMO •
HMIiJl = CCMPCNENTS CF SPIN A X I S
H * C M ( J ) = R E L A T I V E MONENTUM I.V. AdJUT SPIN A X I S
CALL VECTfCN (MM ( 1 . J ) , X KC ( 1 . 1 . M J ( J ) ) .HMC ( 1 . J i )
KMC(l.J) = SPIN AXIS CCCPCNcNTS IN COMPUTING FRAME
IF(LEJu )FRINT 227. J.MC(J).J
JJ = CC(J)
ELENENTS OF SVD IN SET(J)
IF(.NOT.CTAIN(JJ•SET,NSET)) GO TO
K = K+ 1




IF (LEJU )FRINT 22s». SVM,




( S ( I ) . I = 1 . N >
1BANVD TU GET HMC
20 C
201





PRINT 23C. J . (HMC( I.J) . 1 = 1 .2)
PRINT 2J2
(•1 SUBROUTINE V C I V ENTERED '





F O R M A T
'.2(/»
'./)
CCMPUTING F R A C E IN^STIALLY FIXED
C A C C . I 2 . ' ) = > M C ( ' . J 2 . < ) * C A I '
•./ )






























































* • • CENTER OF MASS V E C T O R S . ' . / )
2C£ F O R M A T <2 ( / ) . .
* • INERTIA TENSORS" './)





2C7 FORMAT 1' X1CC.12 . ' ) = XKC( • . 12 • •') « X ic ; i2 . ' ) * XMC ( • . I 2 . • ) **T C 1 C64000
• - . + = • ,3015.5)
206 F O R M A T (/,' SVD = ' .Zb . ' ELEMENTS OF SET ARE '.10I5.XI
2C9 F O R M A T (/.' SVI = ' . Z C . ' ELEMENTS OF SET ARE ' .10I5./)
21C FORMAT (2(/) .
. ' . » ' • • • • >INGC VECTORS './)
211 F O R M A T (• C d C ( ' . I 2 . ' l = X M C C . I 2 . 1 ) » Co( • , 12 . • ) = ' . 3 D 1 5 . S )
212 F O R M A T ( / . • SVd = '.IB.' ELEMENTS OF SET AkE ' .1CI5, / )
'212 FORMAT < £ < / ) .
•'* . • ' FREE AND LOCKiD CJJKCINATE VECTORS './)
214 F O R M A T ( • QFCC. I 2 . ' ) = X C C C . I 2 . 1 ) * QFC. I2 , ' ) • )
215 F O R M A T <• X D I C C • .12. • . • .12,' ) = X C I C C . I 2 . ' ) = 0 •)
21i FORMAT (• Q F C C ' • I2t • ) = NURM ( OFCt ' . I 2 , • ) X O F C ( ' . I 2 . ' ) > •)
217 F O R M A T ( t 5 X . « Q L C ( ' . I 2 , ' ) = X M C ( ' . I 2 . ' ) » QL ( • . 1 2 , ' ) •)
218 FORMAT I* GAM( • . 12. • . ' . 12 . ' ) = G A M ( ' , I 2 . ' ) =-0 •)
219 F O R M A T < S X , ' S S I X = ' . £ £ . « UNION OF ALL LAdELS IN THE SETS S 1 X ( K
*ARE '.1C 15)
22C FORMAT { 5X , • SSCN = ' . Z f c . ' UNIUN GF ALL LABELS IN THfc SETS SCN(K
•' •* ARE • , 1C15)
22 1 F O R M A T < 2 < / ) )
222 FORMAT {' C iF( ' . I2 . ' ) = • .30 1 5. 5 ,5 A . • GFCC. I2 , 1 ) = - .3015.5)
222 FCRMAT <• UL ( ' . I 2 . • ) = • .3C 1 5 .5 , 5X . • aLC( ' . I 2 , ' > = ' . 3O15 .5 )
224 FORMAT l« S V Q C . I 2 . ' ) = -.15) • '
225 FORMAT (• S V P ( ' . I 2 . ' ) = «. I5) ' •
2 2 6 FORMAT ( 3 ( / ) , 2 5 X , ' MOMENTUM WHEELS ',/) • - . - . .
227 FORMAT (' HMCl • . 12 , • ) - X C C ( « . I 2 . ' ) * HM( ' \ I 2 . ' ) •)
226 FORMAT (• C A C C ^ . I Z . ' ) = C A C C . 1 2 , 1 ) * THA{ ' . 1 2 . ' >«UFC< • . 12 . • ) =
.. ».3C1 f .5»
229 F O R M A T ( £ ( / ) .
*• • SVM = • ,Z8 . ' ELEMENT.S OF SET ARE ' .10I5)-.
23C F C R M A T (• MMCC. I2 , ' ) = '.2D15.b)
231 F O R M A T { / , ' SFLX = ' .Z8 . ' ELEMENTS CF SET ARE '.10IS./)
222 F O R M A T ( 39X .« C A O ( ' . I 2 . ' I = CAM. 12,') ' )
233 FORMAT { • • ) • ' ' .
234 FORMAT (J^X. 1 X I C C . I 2 . ' ) = X I ( • . 1 2 , • ) • 1
235 FORMAT < e 5 X , « O L C ( ' , I 2 . > ) = NORM ( CFC < • , 12 . • ) X OFC( • . I 2. • ') ) •)
23C F O R M A T < 3 5 X , ' C F ( ' , I 2 . ' ) = JF( ' . I2. ' ) X GF( ' , I2 . ' I • )
237 F O R M A T { 25X . ' QL ( • . 1 2 . • ) = OF( ' . 12 . ' ) X G F ( ' . I 2 . ' J •)
236 F O R M A T ( 2 5 X . ' C L { ' . I 2 . V ) = UFC.I2,1) X C L ( ' . I 2 . « ) ' )
239 FORMAT ( 2 5 X . « QL ( ' i I 2 . ' ) = XMTI • . 1 2 . • ) »»T * Q F ( « . I 2 , t ) X O L ( ' .
*2. • ) • ) . ' ' • '
240 FORMAT (ibX,' CL ( ' . I 2 . ' ) = (JL(' . I2. ') X OL ( • . 1 2 . • ) •)
241 F O R M A T (/.' SVA = • .26 •• ELEMENTS OF SET ARE ' .10I5,/)
242 FORMAT (' FLE( ' . I2 , ' ) =• FLC( ' . I 2 t ' ) * FLD( • . 1 2 . ' )* *T = ' .27X, ;D12
' " * £ ) '
242 FORMAT (• FLH( ' . l £ . ' ) = FLDC.I2. ' ) + FLJ('iI2.' r) =• i30"x . 3D 1 i: £•)
2 4 4 - F O R M A T e lX ,3D12.5 )
2 4 5 F O R M A T • FLUt ' ,12 , 1 ) = F L C ( ' . I 2 . ' ) * XMAS ( • . 12 , • ) « ( FL B ( • , 12. • )
•' ... .» C A O J ' , 2 , ' t X F L A ( ' . I 2 . ' ) =',3012.5) • ->•' 5
2 4 C ' FORMAT 30X, • C A ( ' . I 2 . ' ) = CA ( ' . I2i « ) ' * TH A ( • . I 2 .* 0*FL A( • . 12 . • ) '
247 FORMAT 30X, ' X I { ' . I 2 . ' ) = ' XI ( ' . I 2 ,'• ) ' + TH A ( ' , 12 .''")*FL E( • . I 2 . • ) •
24fi FORMAT . • F L A C C ' . 12.') = XKC( • . I 2 . • ) *FLA< • . I 2 . • ) = • . 3 1 X , 3D 1 2 .5 )
Z4JS FORMAT ' FUQC.C ' , 12 , ' ) = XMC( ' . 12 . • )»FLu( ' . 12 , ' ) = ' . 3 1 X, 2D 12 .5 )
<:E2 F O R M A T 20X, ' C A ( ' . I 2 . ' ) = ' .3D12.5)
254 F O R M A T (41X.3D12 .5 ) ; ' ' "

























































25t FCRMJT (/.• SVA = 'iZe.' ELEMENTS OF SET ARE • .101 b•/) 0
257 FORMAT (/////.40X .•FLEX IELE 3O3Y •.IJ.//) . - C1C69700
25£ FORMAT (30A,' 6ODY '.13.' EFFECTS CF ELASTIC MODE '.13./) C1C6980O
255 FORMAT (1SX. • EL AST 1CALLY DE?JRMED CENTEK OF MASS VECTOR ASC INERC1C69900
*TI« IzNSCR FCH BlJCY •>I3«/} ." ' • C1C70000
FETUFN ' • C1C70100
























































































































FG4, FJi. INEWK. H8LO, LtQU. LINIT( I )
. LTfiNSl • . LVOI V . LtOUIV . . L T R A N - .
• LHATE ', LXDY . . LETA . LTORQU .

















, ' j BUI *

















































IV . LTRAN .
. LTORQU .













































































































































* SCL (11) , SMV
* SSIX . SVA
« SVI . SVM
* SXM (2.10) . £XT
' * 3EU , NTO
. * NFL>S . SFLX
, * SFCC , SCC ( 10 )
coiners / INTGZ/
, * SCNCLM . SCN (9)
* SFK.CLM , SFK ( 9)
* SKDLrt . =K (9)
» SfCCuM , £MC ( 9)
CCKMCN /REAL/
../ * Cfi (2,10) , CAC (2.10)
c: * DCMC (2.11) , ETC (3.11)
* GAM (2.6b) . h
* HMC M (10) , FHI (2,11)
* QFC (3,33) . CL (3.22)
, * T .
* ThACW (10) . ThA* ( 10)
* XIC (2.3.10). XMAS (10)
* TLG (23) . FLA (2.2C)
' - . - * FLO (3.3,20). FLJ (2.3,20)
*. FLIRC (2,10) . FLCRC (2, 1C)
* FLC* IZQ) .ZETA ( 20 t
* T IMEND
'CCMMCN XREALZ/
,* CEDLM (1.3) . C8 (2. 1C)
• •* X*CCLM( 1 . 1 . 9) . XMC (2,3.10)
EUUI VALENCE (ETM( ),THACC(1))
* . ( XMN( ,3 ) . YKCD( 1.1.
* (XMN( .8) .ET IC( 1.1)
* (FLd( . 1 ) ,FLQ( 1.1))
* (FLH( .1.1 ) ,FL J(l . 1
* (FC1 .LIMIT! 1 ) )
...*'. (Cb(JUM(l.l),PZlMT(
'* . (SCNOUM , IZ IN IT < 1 > >
INTEGER ST1( 1 1 )
EQUIVALENCE (LEOU IV.LECU)
'' CI^E^SIC^ Y( NEC)
, SR ,
. SVd .
, SVP (^ 2) ,
, TURU (97) .
, SC (33) ,
. SFXM (10) ,
, 5CRDJM .
, SIXDOM .
, SPIOUM . .
. CLM (10) .
. ETM (33) .
. HM (3.10) .
. PLM (10) .
, QLC (3.22 ) ,
THA (3J) .
. XDIC ( 3.3.00 ) .
.XMN (33.33) .
. FLB (3.20) .
. CAU (3. 1 0 ) .
. FLAC (3.20) .
, FCF ( 3.3 .40 I .'
. CaCI)OM(l,3) ' ,
. CbN( 3)
. (XMN (1.1).
1 ) ) . ( XMN (1.6).
 . (XMN( 1.10)
. (FLE (1.1.1
. 1 ) ) .
, (CA( 1.1)."







SCR ( 9 ) ' ;
SIX (9 ) .
SPI ' (9) .
, '
' -





ThAL> (33) • .
XI (3.3 . 1C) .
XMT (3, 2 . 1C) .
FLC (3.2C) .
XIU ( 3.3 . 1C ) .
FLOC (3.20) .
PCX. (3V40) .
C3C (3. 1C) .
ANGD( 1 ) ) .
CNF (1.1)) .
.fc'lMC( 1.1)) .
) . FL D ( 1 . 1 . 1 ) ) .
1NIT ( 1 ) )
UNIT! I ) )




Y( N) = TI-AO( N)
IF (LEUU )PR'INT 102, N.N.Y(N)
'1 .'CUtvT INUE
. " • *N = ^ FE(;

























































•C 1 11 0400




GENERALIZED ELASTIC .COCfiCI NATE KATE; EJUAT IONS
IF(LECU) PRINT 112. NMODS
I F ( N K O O S . E O . O ) GO TO 7
CO 7 N=1.NMODS . '
N A . = NN * N
> ( N A ) = THAD(NA)
IF(LEUU) PRINT 102. NA , NA, V ( N A )
CONTINUE
I\N- = I\N •» NMODS
• R E L A T I V E ANGULAR ("CMENTUf CF tfHEEL
CALL U N P A C ( S T 1 ,NST1 .SMV)
IFCLECUJFRINT . 103, NST1
, i F C N S T l .EO.CO GO TC 5028
.CO 2 NNN=l .NST1
i>=NS1 1 -(NNN- 1 ) ' ;
NA = NN + NST1 + 1 - N
104 . .NA. ST KN) ' .Y(NA)IF(LEQU >PR;NT
i CONT INUE
£026 CONT INbE '
NN = NN *. NMV
: .-, ' C ISPLACEWENT A D C O T / C J R ALCNG FUEE A X E S '
• IF(LE JU )FRINT. 105 . ,NFRC
IF (NFRC.EQ.O) GO TG 5029
•.. . , CO ,3 N=1,NFRC
. I" ? SFR (N)
NA = NN+N
• ••'. X NA ) = THA( M)
. . IFCLEliU )PR1NT 10£ . NA.t. . XNA)
2 CONT 1NUE ' • jj
5025 CCNT INUE
. NN = NN+NFRC
C
C
C CENEPALI2ED ELASTIC COORDINATE DISPLACEMENT EQUATIONS
, IFCLEGU ) PRINT "l 1 2. NMOD £.> '. , ' . ' ' " ' .'
I F (N^CDS.EQ.C) GO TO 9 . . '
CO 9 N= I,NMODS - , . . .• .
NA = NN . •» N ' . L , ' . . - ' •• "
f >ST l = NFER + N . . ' , . ' . . . ! . .
X NA) = THAI NST1 )
. IF(LECU) PRINT 10e, N A . N £ T 1 ,Y( NA)
C O N T I N b E .
NN = NN » NMCDS
CISPLACEfrENT ABOUT V«HEEL SPIN A X I S
: IFCLEQUJPHINT 107, NMOA, ... . ..
•, IF(N»UA.EO.O) GO TC 5020
!CO->4 N=1,NMOA
(• .= J M A ( N )
NA = NN+N
X N A ) = T H A K ( M )



































































NN = NN« NMU.A
CIRECT1CN COSINES
CALL UNPAC<STl .NSTI ,SD >
IF (LEOU)FRINT 109. SD . ( S 1 1 ( I ) . I = 1 ,NST 1 )
IFCLEUU )FKINT lie. INERF
IF ( N S T i .EQ.O ) (id TC £021
* = c
IF ( I N E f i f - .OR.STKNST1 ) .NE.l )
N S T I = N S T I - 1
CO 8 J= 1,2
CO 8 1=1,3
NN = NN -fl
XNN ) = XMC( I , J.M I
IF(LECU)FRINT 111. NN.I ,» ,W ,
CONTINUE
,IF <N£Ti. .EQ.O ) GO TC 5021
CO 6 N=l ,NST1
I- = JTl (N)
CO 6 j = l , 2
CO 6 1=1 .3
NN = NN + 1 1
Y(NN ) = XMC( I,J.M )


































6NTEH StBROLT INE EQIV •)
NFER = ' , I5)
V C . I 2 . ' ) = T h A C C • , 12, • ) =
NSTI = • , 15 )
Y C . i a . ' ) = T h A O t k ( • .t£. • )




NXCA = '. IS)
Y ( ' , I 2 , ' J = T(- Ate ( • , 1
SD = ' , Z e , ' ELEMENTS
I NERF = • ,L10)
Y ( ' , I 2 . ' ) = X V C ( «. 12
NMODS =' , 15)
IN
' ) = '
A R K A Y
12.
015
ST1 A H E ' . l O I b )























































1J lisE ORTHOGONALITY TO


















































































. CT1 . CT2 ,
. SCN . SCRDUM,
. SIG , SIXDUP.
. SMCOUM, SVC ,
, SK . ESCN .
.SVP . SVQ ,
. SCG . NFLX8 .
1 ) . I2INIT(
(33) . CNF (
(2,20) . FLE (
















































. RbLO, LEQU. LINIT(l)
. LEOJIV . LTKAN .
. LETA . LTCP.QU ,















. CT5 . FCCN . PCON .
. SFK , SFR . SG .
. SK . SL . SLK .
. SPIDUK. SPI . SQF .
. SVo . SVD . S V I .
. TOKO . SMAL . SEU .
. NMCDS . SFCC . SCC .
.
(J.10) . ETVC (3.10) .
(3.3 .20) .
( 1 ) . KZIN IT( 1 )
. LEUUIV , LTKAN .
. LETA , LTOROU .










































(10) . LCON (22) .
. NCTC .
. . NLOR •- .
. NSVP. ; .
. SFK . (33) " .
. SL .
(11) . SUF (11) .
. SSCN . ,
. svc .
(22) .SVC (33) .
(>J7) , SCAL
(J3) . SCG ,
(10) . NMODS .
•
"
. SCH (9) .
. S I X (9) .
.. .! , . ., SPI... ,(9) ... . ,
(10) . CCCC (3.11) .
C120C900
Cl 201000





























































































































































































(ETM( ) . T H A C C ( 1 ) )
*' (XMN( .3 ) , YMCD( 1 .1 .
* (XMN( ,8 ) ,ET IC( 1.1)
*' (FLS( .1 ) ,FLC( 1 . 1) )
* . (FLH( .1.1 ) ,FLJ(i. i
* (FGl ,L INIT(1) )
* <CBDUW( 1 . 1 ) , R Z I M T {
> (SCNDL^. IZIMT ( 1 ) )
.LOGICAL CTAIN
/C l f rEhSI tN TtMPl(3 ,3)
C^^ 'E^S IL^ X M S ( 3 , 3 ) , O ( 2 ) , C S ( 2 ) . T







. (XMN(1,1) ,ANGD(1)) .
. (XMN(1.6) .CNF( 1.1)) ,
.(XMN(1 .10) ,ETMC( 1,1 ) ) i
. (FLE(IV1 .1 >,FLD( 1.1. 1 ) ) i
. i- '
.(CA( I .I ) .HINtT( 1 ) ) ,
. ( A»ORM 1 ) . IINIT( 1 »
.TEMP (3, 3)
'' IF(.NOT. LECIU)
.. FR INI 1 CC
JO = C
' J 1 = 1
'-,J2 = i
PRINT 1Cl. INERF
. l O O C ' C A L L UNPAC ( £ E T . N £ t T , S O )
'. iMLECliJFKINT 102, SO , ( SET( I ) , I = 1 , NSET )
.. ; ' , I F < N S £ T . E Q . O ) GO TC 5022
' " ' ' . ' KST = 1
I'.". IF( I h E R F . O K . S E T ( N S E T ) .NE .1 ) GJ TO 1
I^SET = NSET - 1
KST = 0
' ' • ' ; K •= c
"'*f'KK=KJT
:
 '.- IF(KJT.GT.NSET)GO TO 5C22
5021 IF(KK.tG.O) GU TO 19
VECPUS ( XMC ( I . 1 ,K ) . XMC (• 1 . 2 . K ) . XMC ( 1 . 3 . K )•)
IFl.rGT. LEQtJ) GO TO 2 . . •
-PR IM 1 C4
PRINT 11£, ( XMC ( 1 . I .K) ,1= 1 ,3)





































































( XMC (3. I .K) .1= 1 ,3)








ft ELEMENTS OF THANSFOHMATIUN MATRICfci OBTAINABLE
VIA SMALL ANGLE ASEUKPTICN5 OH tULCH ANGLES
IS = 5" - SO
CALL UNf^ACCSET ,NSET . IS)
CALL UNPAC(ST l ,NST1,SMAL )
IF(.Ni>T. LEOU) GO TO J
P R I N T 1C7. I S . ( S E T ( I > .1 = 1.N5ET)
PRINT 1C4
I F < N £ E T . t O . O ) GO TC £022
CO 4 II 1 = 1 .NSET
JJJ = Jvat£T-< I I 1-1 )
JJ = .SETUJJ )
w = JCCN(JJ ) . . .
CO 20 1=1.3 . .
C 0 2 C L = 1 . 3 . - . .
TEMPU.L) = X M T ( I . L . J J ) .
CHECK FCP. THREE C C N S T K A 1 NED A X E S .
 : .
IF (PCCN(JJ) .NE.3) GO TC 5026
CC 2? 1=1.3
CO 27 L= 1.3 • : . '.
XMS( I,L) = T6MP( I ,Ll
CONTINUE
CONTINUE . .
. *DCNE = 2-PCCN(JJ)
CO 5 11 = l.MDCNE
1 = 1 1 - 1 .
; C Y C L E ThKOUGH FREE C O O R D I N A T E >3aTATION5 AT hlNot POINT JJ-t
». = JJF(JJ) » I ^
KB = £ XK{I+1 .JJ)
; CHECK SVALL ANGLE ASSUMPTICN5
E = THA(^)
C = l.OCC
1F(CTAIN<JJ,ST1.NST1)) GC TC 22
6 = CiIN(THA(MJI
; ' C = CCO£(THA(M) )
.22 CONTINUE
IF(.NCT.LEOU) GO TC 5C27
PRINT 120. JJ. J.I.M.Kb.k.C . .
12C FORMAT (• JJ ='.I2.1 J ='.13.' I ='.I3i
* .0 17.d. • C =•,D17 .6)
5027 CONTINUE I-
CALL ROT(6.C.KE,T£WP1)
CALL MATKULt TEMP. TEMPI . X * S » 2 )
CO 2E L= 1.3
CO 2 E L L = 1 , 3
' T E ^ P ( L . L L ) = X V S C L . L L )
d^ 2£ -CCNT INUE
'""*'VCONT INUE
IF (LECU) PrtlNT IIB, ( ( T E K F ( 1 .L) .L'=l
CALL VA TfULi X M T ( 1 .1 ,JJ ) ,TEMF,XMS.3)
IF ( .NCT . LEOU) GO TO 1C02
PRINT 104
PHINT 1C9. ( X M S ( 1 . I). . 1 = 1 .3 )


























































































• • 1 5
lie
l ie
PRINT lid J J. ( X M S ( 2 . I ) . 1=1 .3) •' •
PRINT 105. ( X M = ( 3 .1) . 1=1 .2)
PRINT 134
•IF(J.NE.C) "GO TO 16 ' '
IFMNERF) GO TC 1 7 ' ' ' :
C O 1 £ 1=1.3 ' - . - ' • ' . . • '
CO 15 L= 1.3 • .
XMC( I.L .0) = X M S ( L .1 )
IF ( .NOT . -LEQU) GO TO 4
P R I N T 1 12. IXMCC.l . I. 0) . 1 = 1 .2) . - : . . •' :
PRINT 112, J ,JJ. ( X K C ( 2 . 1 .0) ,1 = 1 ,3) " ' .
PRINT 112, ( X M C ( 3 ,'l,0) .1 = 1 .2) " : -'
PR I'NT 1C4 - . . . " ' , " ' • ' ' - ' ' '" '•
CO TC 4 " ' " : ' ''
C O ^ l g 1 = 1 , 3 . • ' . ' • ' " ' .
CO 1 e L = l .3. ' ' ' ' . - ' • ; ' ' " ': '-,.
XMC{. I.L . 1) = X M £ ( I . L) — .
'IF ( . N O T . LEOU) GO TO 4 ' . ' ' ' . . '
PR INT 1 12. (XMC( i . i . i ) . 1 = 1 .2 > • . '. ' .
PRINT 114. JJ. JJ, ( X M C ( 2. I , 1 >.I =1 ,3)
PRINT 1 12. (XMC(3. I.I ) . 1 = 1 .2 )
GO ' T C 4 . " ' ' . ' ' . . . . . .
CALL fATVOL( XMC( I .1. J) , X » S . XMC ( 1 . 1 .JJ) .3)
IF ( . N O T . ilEUO) GO TC 4 ' ' ' . ... '. ' '; ' ' '
PRINT 105. (XMC( 1 . I ,JJ) .1 =1 ,2) "
PRINT 1C6. JJ. J. J. , ( XMC( 2. I ,JJ) , 1 = 1 ,3)
P R I N T 1C£. (XMCI3. I ,JJ) . 1= 1 .2)
PR INT 1 04
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
LPCATc THANSFOHMAT10N M A T R I C E S ASSOCIATED « I f H LINEAR O S C I L L A T O R S '
CALL UNPACISET.NSET.SL) ' ;
IF<NJET.EO.O ) GO TC 5033 .
CO . 1 2 J JJ=1 .NSET
JJ = S E T ( J J J ) . .A~\..
J . . = JCCN( J J ) - . ' . ' . " ' .
CO 1 4 1 = 1 .3 . • ; . • • ' . '
CO". 1 4 L = l .3 ' . , . . , '
X M C < I.L.JJ) ' = XMC ( I , L . J ) . ' . - ' . . . ' . .
IF (LEOU) PRINT 11 1 . JJ .J . . ; . '.
CCNTINUE . . . . • - ' " ; .
CONT INUE ' , . ' " • ' " .
IF(LEQU) PRINT 104 , ' . , - . . . ' '
F O R M A T (*l SUflROUTINE TRAN F..MTCREO ',//) . .
F O R M A T • INERF = « ,L5, / ) . . ...
F O R M A T • SD = •,*.&, ' SET ELEMENTS ARE '. lOIS,//)
FORMAT • ' ) ' ' ' , '. „
F O R M A T 30X,3D17'.8) • • • . • • • "
F O R M A T • X M C ( ' , I 2 , ' ) = XMC( • , 12. • )»XMS(1". 12. • ) = • , 3D 1 7 . a)
FORMAT ' ' S R - £ C . = ' . ^a . * SET ELEMENTS ARE. '.lOIb,//)
F O R M A T ( 12X.3D17.e) ,^,..' '.
FORMAT (• XMS( 1 . I i . 1 ) = ',2O17.a)
F O R M A T ( / , * X f C l ' , 1 2 , ' ) = X M C ( 1 , I 2 , - 1 ) • )
.FORMAT (25X, 3017.8) - . • , ....... i.j-.>, ,
F O R M A T (• X M C C . I 2 . ' ) = XMSC ,12, • )**T =• • .3D17.8)
F O R M A T ( ' X M C ( ' . I 2 . ' ) = X M £ ( 1 , I 2 . 1 ) = '.3017.6)
F O R M A T (12X.3D17.8) . . '
F O R M A T ( • XMC( •.IS". • ' ) • = '.2017. 8)























C 122 I 100
C 1221200
C122 1300









































































































. A N G C
FLO
T h A C D






































. U INI T(
1.1








S J I X










/LOGIC/ FG 1 . FG2,
/INTG/





























. ftdLQ. LEOu. L IMT( l ) 1
. LEUUIV
. LETA


























,• LTRAN . •
. LTOfcOU . •
. LSIMO
FCUN , PCCN .
SFK , SG .
SL . SLK • ,
SPI . SQF ,
SVD . SV I .
SMAL . SEU .
SFCC . SCC .
ETMC ( 3 . 1 0 ) .
H£INIT( 1 )
- . - • . '
J
. •
, LTRAN . ' •
, LTORQU .




































NCTC . - . .
NLOR . • • . »
NSVP. . •
SFR ( 3 3 ) .






















C 1 301 €QO





































* SEU . NTQ
.• . * :NFLXO . SFLX
* SFCC , SCC ( 1C)
C
C ;
. CCHMCN /INTGZ/ ,
.* SCNCUM « SCN (.9)'
* SFKCUM . SFK (9)
* SKDLM . SK (9)




. + CA (3.10) . CAC (3. 1 C)
* DCMC (2.11) . ETC (3,11)
* GAM (2.6t>) . H
* "HKOC (io) . P h i (2.11)
« QFC (2,33) , GL (2.22)
* T .
,-• * THAC* (10) . THAUr 10)
*.X 1C (2.3.10). X^AS 1C)
. .*. TUG (23) . FLA 2,20)
j - , ' * FLO (3,3,20). FLJ 2.3.20)
. . < FLIBC (2,10) . FLCRC 2. 1C)





* C6DLM (1.3) . CE (2.10)
'«' XPCCUMI 1. 1 ,9) « X*C (2.3.10)
C . . '
C
EQUIVALENCE (ETM( >.THADC(1M
* (XMN( .3) . YMCDO 1 .1 .
* ( XMN( .8 ) . ET 1C ( 1 V 1 )
(FLD( . 1 ) ,FLO( 1,1))
(FLH( .1.1) ,FLJ( 1 . 1
(FG1 ,LINIT( 1 ))
(CBDUM( 1 . 1 ) ,KZIMT(





. INTECCH £T1 ( 10) .SET( IS ) . SFXKN
EQUIVALENCE (LTRANV.LECU )
C
. " IF U.EQU )£KIM1 2CC
X
C
.C. ELASTIC CEFuRMATICN PARAMETERS
" ' *" .IF(NFLXc .LO. 0). GO TO 15
' XN = C
' _ CALL UNPAC(SET .NSET.SFLX )
1
 ' ' CALL UNPAC(ST1 .NST1 . SVC)
IF (NSST .EQ.O ) GO 1C 50CC
CO 1 t i\N = l .NSE T
h = JfcT(NSETtl-NN)
'iFLX = C
. SC ( 33 ) . SCG
. SFXM (10) . NMCDS
. SCROUM ' . SCR
. -jlXCUM .' SIX
. SPIOUM , SPI
. CLM (10) . CCMC
. tfM (33) . FJMC
. HM (3.10) . HMC
, PLM (10) . GF
. ULC (3.22) . KCMC
THA (33) . THAD
. XDIC (3.3.66). XI
. XMN ( 33. 33) . XMT
, FLd (3,20) . FLC
. CAU (3.10) . XIU
. 'FLAC- ( j.20 ) . FLQC
, l=CF (3.3 ,tO ) , KCK
•
, CdCOUM( 1.3) ' . C3C
. CON( 3)
. ( XMN( 1.1 ) . ANCD( 1
1 > ) • . (XMN( 1 .6) .CNF( 1.
)°J . ( XMN( 1 , 1 0 ) ,ETMC(
. (FLE ( 1,1.1) ,FLD(
. 1 ) ) .
, (CA( 1 . 1 ) , R IN IT( 1
11) . ( A»OHK( 1 ) , 1 IN I T (








(9) • . C1206000





(2.11) . Cl 206600
(2,11) . C13C6700
(3.10) . Cl 206800
(3,32) . C1306900
(3,11) . Cl 307000
(33) : , C1307100
( 3,3. 1C) . CI207200
(3.3 . 1C) . C13C7300
(3.20) . C1307400












1)1 , Cl 208700




















' - i , • •- •-> ci 3i oaoc
C1310900
C13I 1000
C 121 1 100
C 121 1200
A-78
GO TC Is/IF(C TA1MN t S T l .NSTIJ >
IFLX = 1
IS CCNTINLE
IF IFLX=C MUCAL VECTORS
BCD> N f(JSf OE TFANSFCRfEC
CCMPLTE CEFORMED C^ V F C T C S AND
IF< .NOT.LEOU) GO TC 1000
FPINT <;;•£, N.
PRINT c C £
IOOC CONTINUE
CO 17 I = 1 i 3
(A (I ,N) = C A C ( I .N )
CO 1 7 J= J.3
17 XMI.J.M = X IO( I i J iN)
IF{ .NOT .LCQU ) GU TC 1001
PKINT tic, N,N




CO It M= 1 t SF XMN
TENSORS FIXHD IN
INERTIA TtNSCR OOOY N FIXED FRAME
CAUL S C L V < T H A ( N F £ K + MN) ,FLA( It.MN) t.TEM)
CALL V£CADD( C A ( 1 .M.TEfr » C A ( l.rt))
CALL SCLC< THA(NFER+MNJ ,FL£{ 1 1 1 .MN) , TEMI »
CALL C Y A C D t X l ( l . l . N ) . T E M l . X I ( l . l . N ) )








1F( IFLX.EQ. l } GO TC
CALL VcCTRN< FLA< 1 , * N ) , X C C < 1 ,1,N).FLAC(1 .MNI »
CALL VECTRNlFLQ< 1 , M N ) . X K C < I .1 . N) ,FLOC(1 .MN) )
IF ( .MJr.LEOU) GO TC 1003.













•^ 'i n i *-
PRINT ilS. MN.N .MN. (FLQC (I ,




IF( .NCT.LEQU) GO TC 10C4
PRINT .223, N , ( C A ( I ,N) . 1=1.2
PRINT 2CE
PRINT 224, ( X I (
PR INT ^ t£ . N . ( X I (





'^ CENTER UF MASS
1 . I .N ) . 1=1
2. I .N) . 1-1






CALL U N P A C C S E T , N S E T , S V A )
IF (NJ£T.EU.O) GO TC 5034
CO 1 J=1,NSE'T
K = £ E T ( J )













































































C A L L . V E C T K N ( C A ( l t K ) . X K C ( l . l . K ) . C A C ( l . K »
IF(LEGJ)PMINT 201 i K,K ,K , (CAC( 1.<) ,1 = 1.3)
. C O N T I N U E
C O N T I N U E
IF (LeCU)FHINT 202
. . IN6KTIA TENSORS
CALL UNPAC(SET,NSfcT .Sv i )
IF(N£ET.EU.O) GO TC 5035
CO 1C J = 1.NSE.T
CALL TcNThN (X I<1 . 1,K) . X K C ( 1.1 ,KI.XIC( I.1.K))
IF(LEOJJFHINT 203. (X IC(1. I,K) ,1 = 1 .3>
'IFILfiCUJFKINT 204. K . K . K ,'K . { X I C ( 2 . I . K) . 1= 1 . 3 )
'IF (LECUJFKINT 203 t ( X I C C J , I ,K) . 1 = 1 . J)
,IF (LECU)FRINT 20b




COKPLT INtRTIAL PCSITICN CiF CENTEH UF MASS CF dOOY 1
CO 11 I=1.J
C6( I ,1 ) = Ct3N( I )
IF(LEJU>FHJNT 214.(CUIJ.1).1=1.J)
IF (SCF(NE1 ) .EQ .O) G(J TO EC42
DO 13 M=ITE«M1,1TERM2
.CALL S C L V ( T H A C M ) . CF( 1 ,V ) ,TEM) . . .
CALL \>ECADU< CB( 1 . 1 ) t T E K . C B t 1 t 1 ) )
IFtLEOUJFRINT S l b t C i M .
CONTINUE
COIsT INUC • . . . . .
CALL UNPAC(SET .NSBT .SVB) C-.
I F C N S E T .EQ.O) GO TC 5026
CO 2 Jfl.NSET
K = £ET;<J) . .
JJ = JCCMK) '
CALL V C C T R N ( C 3 ( 1 . K ) , X K C ( 1 . 1 . J J » , C B C ( 1 . K ) 1





IF (NSVJ .EQ.O) GO TC 5037
CO 3 J= l.NSVQ . . .
•( = £ VO {J) . •
IF iFCCNC*J.GE.0) CO TO. 4
• CALL, V E C T R N . COF( 1 ,M> I t . tX »&(•!-. 1 .FCON< M* 1 >-).iQFC< I .M + l ) :).
CALL VtCP05 (GFC( 1.M4-I ) . CFC ( l.M-1 ) ,QFC< 1 .M) ) .r
CALL VECNRM ( O F C ( l . M ) )
• IF(LEGO >*1 =' M-l '
IF(CEOU )FRINT Z C B , M.M2.M. (QFCC I,M) ,I = I.J)
'CO TC 3
'CALL VECTHN (QF1 I , ^ ) . X M C ( 1 . 1 .TCJN(M) ) .OFC<1.M) )

































































LOCK2C COORDINATE V E C T C P S
IF(NJVP.EQ.O) GO TO 5036
CO 5 J=1.NSVP
L = £ V P ( J )
I F ( L C C N C L ) .GE.O) GC TO 6
* = -LCCN(L)
CALL VSCKOS (C1FC( l.M) ,GFC( 1 .M+l 1 .QLC( 1 .L) J
CALL VECNKM (QLC( l . L ) )
IF(LEQU)M = M + l
IF(LECJU JPSINT 2C9. L .M.M1. (QLC<I ,L ) .1 = 1 .3)
CO TC 5
C CALL V E C T R N (OL(1 ,L) , X K C ( 1 . 1 .LC'JN(L) ) . QLC( 1 .L) )
IF(LEQU )PRINT 210. L . L C O N { L ) ,L.(ULC(I .L) .I = 1 .3)
£ CCNTINUe
£ 0 3 6 CONTINUE
IF(LEQU )F«INT 202
PCINT f»A5S POSIT ICN
CALL U N P A C ( S E T , N S E T , S L )
IFCNSET .EQ.O) GO TC 5039
CO 9 <K = 1 ,NSE T
K = £ E T ( K K )
CO 1 1 1 = 1 .3
11 T E O ( I ) = C A ( I . K )
IM=ECF (K)
I T 1 = I N l + i - P C U N ( K )
C O 1 2 M = I N 1 , I T 1
IF(LECUJPRINT 212. K , K , V . M
CO 12 1=1.3
12 T E W ( I ) = TEM( I ) + T H A C (k ) *QF ( I ,M)
CALL VECTRN 1 T E M , X M C ( 1 .1 ,K) .CACI 1,K) )




CALL U N P A C C S E T . N S E T . S V M )
IF(NJ6T .EO.O) GO TC 5C40
CO 7 JJ=1.NSE.T
J = £ E F < J J )
CALL VeCTRN <HM( 1 . Jl , X V C ( 1 . 1 .MOC J) ) ,HMC( 1 .J) )
CCNTINUE
CONT INuE
IFI .NOT. LEUU) RETURN
1F(NJET .EQ.O) GO TC 5041
CO 8 JJ=1iNSET
J = S E T ( J J )














FORMAT (M SUBROUTINE TPANVD
























































































- , . , * = • . 3 D 17.8) • - • . * •
2 0 £ F C K M A 7 ( • • • ' )
2Ce F O R M A T (• C u C ( ' . I 2 . « ) = XMC ( • . I Z . • ) , * . Co( • . 12 . • ) = ' .3D17. f i>
2C7 F O R M A T (• dFC< • . 12, • ) • = XfC < • . I 2 . • > « O F C . I 2 . 1 ) = . ' , 3 D 1 7 . d )
2C6 FORMAT <• Q F C ( ' , I 2 . ' ) = NCP.M(CJFC< • . IJ. • » X OF C ( • . I 2 . • ) ) = ' . 3D 1 7
* g )
'205 FOHM«T (• C i L C ( ' . I 2 . ' ) = NOR^ { JFC ( • . I 2 . • ) X liF C ( • . I 2 . ' ) 1 = ' . J D I 7
46)
'21,6 FORM />T <• ULC( • . Ic. • > = X M C < > , I 2 . 1 ) * QL ( • . 1 2 . • ) = ' . 3D17 .8 )
211 F O R M A T ' !• HMC ( • . I2~. • >• = xi»C ( ' , I 2 •, • ) ;* H.M ( • , I 2 . • ) = . • . 1 i'X , 3D 1 7 . E )
212 F O R M A T <• C A ( ' , I 2 , ' ) = C A t ' . I Z . ' ) .+ TH A < • . I 2 . • )*QF. ( • . I * . • ) '.)
213 F O R M A T <35X . "' CAC'< 1:, 12 . •) =. X MC< .' . 12 . • )*C A < • . i Z , ' ) = ' .3C17.E. / ' )
2l'« F O R M A T (• CB< 1) = ' . 3 O 1 7 « e >
215 F C K M J T 1' CB( 1) = CB{ 1) + Ti( A ( • . 12 . ' ) *QF ( • , 1 2 . • ) •)
216 F O R M A T ( iOX. • C A ( ' . I 2 , ' - ) = C A ( ' , 1 2 . « ) + TH A { • . I 2 . • ) «FL A ( • . I 2 ..' ) •
217. FORMAT (30X, • • XI { • , 12 , • ) = X i ( •;-l~2 . • ) *• • Th A ( • . 12 , • )* FL E ( • . I 2 , • ) •
216 F O R M A T ( • ' F'LACX • . 12 . • •) = XMC( V, 12. • ) «FLA( • , 12. • ) = • .3D1 i.E )
219 FORMAT (• Fl_<jC( • .12. • > = X K C C • . 12. • »*FLOt • . lU. • ) = ' .31H2.S)'
22C F O R M A T ( i O X , ' C A ( ' . I 2 . ' I = C A J ( ' . I 2 . ' ) ' )
_22i' . ' FORMAT i jsx. • x i r ' ,12 . 1 ) =. xi at • . i 2. • ) • )
2 2 3 F O R M / T ( 3 0 X , 1 ^ C A . l ' , 1 2 , 1 ) = ' .3D12.b)
224 F O R M A T ( 40X . 3C 1 2 . £ )
22E F O R M A T ( i O X , 1 X I ( • . I <> . • I = ' . J D 1 2 . 5 >
22£ F O R M A T I / / .25X. ' P 'CEXjeLc ECL5Y P»^AMcTcftS f^OR S U O Y ' . l a )
R E T U R N ,
E N C . ' . • • . . • •
' ' , ' ' ' • . - ' ' . .
SUEKCUT INt iHATO. - ,
USEC TU COMPOTE 'ALL LINER ANJ ANGOLAN V t L Q C l T Y V E C T O R S KGOUI fcEC
K C K C ( 1 . < ) = FCt- eCOY K R IGIO- ANOUUAK V t L C C l T Y CF BODY K F I X E D



























C l A O O C O C
C 1400100




FOR ECDY K PCINT MALiS- LINLAt. V E L O C I T Y CF FOIM V A S C l ^ i O O e O O
R E A L A T I V E TO A X t S FIXLC AT HINGE PCINT K-l
C C M C ( l . K ) = FOR BODY K HIGIO- ANGULAR V E L U C I T Y CF BUOY K F I X E D
A X E S HELAT I VE, . F.O FKA*E CF C C M P U T A T I C N
• FCR e.ODY K PC INT MAbS- EQUALS R C M C ( I . K )
F C M C ( I . K ) = FCR bODY K KIGIJ- ANGULAhi V E L O C I T Y uF BODY K F I X E D
'." A X E S W E L A T l V t TC I NfcHT I AL FH AME
' • - ' " . . FCR E'OOY K PCINT MASS- ECUALS R U M C ( l . K )
O C M C ( I . K ) = SUM GF I N E R T t A L Ot« I VAT I Vfc S ( F 1 R S T ) CF FREE V E C T O R S
AT HINGE F C I N T K- l
• IMPL IC IT REAL*c( A -H .O-Z , S) .
' i . '• "! ^
L O G I C A L : FG1 . FG2. FG3. F&4 , Fj5, INE^F,.4bLU. LEQU. L IMT( l ) '
• L C C - I C A L • ' LRLNGE . LTRN5I . LVDIV . L tQUIV ' . LTRAN . . "'
• T * : a - * - j 3 , ( Lt. } UlTiK-ANV . CKjAjTf ,^t-*iJY . LtlTA . LTOf-GU .
» • LQFDOT. , LDCT ,-LAN'siLtI . -LSETUP . LSIMQ
." IN-1ECE« • , . .
'« ' A » C K K . CTI . CT2 . CT3 .. CT« . CTS . FCCN '. PCCN .













































































































































































































. LEOJIV .. LTKAN .
. LETA ,. LTOKOU .,
,. LANGLE . LS6.TUP . LSI
4. Fu=>, INEPf-,. KdLO( 10)
MO
























































































































































( 3£3>) J » >


























































( 3.2C ) .































































F L C V ( 20 )
TIMEND
2ETA ( 2 C )
C C f M C N
* • C B D L M (1.3)











( 3 . 4 0 )





. ( XMN (1.1), ANGDC 1
. IXMNC 1.6) ,CNF( 1.
. (XMN( I . 10 ) .ETMC(
(1 .1 , I.) , FLC(
. ( C A ( 1 . 1 ) ,R INIT ( 1
. ( AKORM 1 ) , UNI T (
C 1 W E N 5 I C N
CIPEf>S ILN
>, THACC( 1 > )
,3) . Y * C D ( 1 .1 , 1 ) )
.8) ,ET 1C ( 1.1 ) )
,1 ) ,FLC( 1 . 1) )
. 1 t 1 ) ,FL J( 1 . 1 . 1 ) >
(FG1 ,LINI T( 1 ))
(CdOUM( 1 , 1 ) ,f.ZIMT( 1 ) )
(SCNDLK, IZ IN IT ( 1 ) )
XI (3) , X 2 ( 3 )
TEM1 (33 ) ,TEM2( 33 )
EFCMC(33) . E C C M C < 3 3 ) . EKCMC(33) .
IMEC-LK SET (10 )
L O G I C A L C T A I N .
LSE JINGLE DIMENSICN ARRAYS »H£N AD VAN TAiihUUi TU INCREASE
CCMFLTA1ICN SPECC
EQLIVALENCE(FCMC( 1 .1 ).TEV I( 1)) , (CCMC( 1 .1),TEM2(I ))
EOLlVALENCfc CEFUPCU > tFCI"C( 1 .1 ) ) i ( cC JMC ( 1 ) , COMC( 1 , 1 ) ) ,
* (EBCWC (1 ) .PCfC ( 1 .1 ) } . (EDCMCd ) ,L!GMC( 1 . 1 ) )
EQUIVALENCE (LRATE.L6QL)
IF(L6GU )PKINT 200
IF( .NJT.LEOU ) GU TO 10CO
IF ( INERF ) GU TO 33
PK 1M
GO TC
1 ) > ,




33 PR INT i -C2
34 CONTINUE
; E V A L C T £ R E L A T I V E
10 OC CCNT IN Jb
CO 1 K= 1 i NIB I
IF (K ,bJ . 1 ) GC TO
>• = H-3-FCON (K-l )
i CCNTINUE
IK 1 = 3*K-3
CC 31 1=1.3
IK = IK 141
. • 31. E R C M C ( IK ) = 0.00
IF (LE^U)PRINT 221
IK = IK I +'1
V E L O C I T Y VECTUhS
IF(M .GT . ITi£kM)GO TG I
?GO 3 ^ 'W=^ . ITfERKr.-j ? - a v ^;, «3TK,3^ OMA
CALL S C L V ( THADIMM ) .QFC( 1 ,VV ) .X I )
CALL V £ C A D D ( XI .ErtCNC( IK > .ERCVC( IK) )
IF (LECU)PKINT ,20b . K . K . N K . M K
CCNT INUE
CCNT INUE






























































1 0 C 1
IF ( . f -CT .LfcOU ) GJ 1C I O C 1
F R I N T f i t ,
CC 25 K - l . N d l
P R I N T 215 . K . ( ROMC( J .K ) . J= 1
P R I N T 214














Q 0 '•> (•• I *
EVALUATE. ANGULAS VELCCITY BODY K TO INERTIAL AND COMPUTING
TAKE CAPE UF RI G I C BODY ANGULAR RATES
CALL LNPAC(iET,NSET.SR)
CC 7 1=1.3
FGNC (1.1) = ROMCC 1,1)
NSETM = NScT - I
IP ( N s e r x i . e u . o ) GC TO 5012
cc e jj- i .NSETMI
J = N 3 £ T f l - (JJ- 1 )
K = £ E T ( J )
CALL vdCAooj FOMCIi.JCCN(K)>.RCMC(i. K.).rcnc(1,0 )
IF (LEQU)JK = J C C N ( K )
IF(LE JU )Fh,INT 209. K . J K . K
C O N T i N u e
C O N T I N C C
IP (I NcRF ) GO TO 11
CC 9 I = 1 , J
E C C M C l I ) = C.DC
IP(LEQU)PKINT 214
IF(LECU )FfiINT 222
NSETVl = NSET - 1
IP(N£ET^l.tU.O) GU TU 5043
CO 1C JJ = 1 . NSETM1
J - NSET V. 1 - ( JJ - 1 )
K = ££T(J)
CALL v£CAOD( CUMC( i. JCCM K> ) ,PO.MC( i.K) ,COMC( i ,K) >
I F (LEOU)JK = JCCMK)
IF ( L E G U )FriINT 210, K . J K . K
C G N T INUE
C O N T INUE
IP(LEQU )PRINT 214
GU TC 12
CCVC = fCMC VIA EQUIVALENCE FOR INERTIAL COMPUTING FRAME
ITERI" - 2 » NBOD
CC 1 ; I = 1. ITERN
T E M 2 ( I ) = TEMl ( I )
IF( . S O T .LEQU ) GO TO 10C2
PR INT 214
CO 2t K=1 .NBOD
PR INT 2 14 . .
C O N T I N U E
C O N T I N U E
TA 'KE C A K t UF L INEAR O S C I L L A T O R S
CALL UNPAC( i£T ,N5ET, SL >
I F ( N J d T .EO.O ) GU TC S O C C
CO 2; J=1.NSET
K = S t f T ( J )
IF(LEOU) PRINT 223 . K . J C C N ( K )
ANO CENTER CF MASS MOTION
Cl414800
C1414900
C l 4 1 5 C C O




FF, A M E C I 41 5500
C l 4 1 5 6 C O
C1415700
Cl415800
C l 4 1 5 9 C O
Cl41600C
C 1416100









Cl 41 71 00
C l 4 1 7 2 0 0
C1417300
C l 4 1 7 4 0 0
C1417500
Cl 41 760C
































PRINT. 224, K . J C C M K )
•CO 6 1 = 1.3
. * : F O M C C I . K ) = FOMC( I , J C C N ( K ) )
e C C C C C I . K ) = C O M C ( i . J C O N ( K ) )
22 CONTINUE
5 0 C C CONTINUE
• ' F G k C l I . N E l I = K O M C ( l , N B l l
. ' I S C C - N C ( l . N K l ) = R O M C ( I . N E ' l )





IF ( . N U T .LEQU ) GO TC 1 0 C 3
. •' CO 26 H-1 .NH1
2£ -PRINT £17. K , ( CO MC < J . K ) . j = 1 . 3 ) .K , ( f- C MC ( J . K } , J= 1 . 3 )
PRINT 214
ioc; C O N T I N U E
. : E V A L L T E COMPONENTS CF A C C E L c H A T I C N . ASaUC I A T C D * ITH C OCt-.O IN/sT E
• FKAME R O T A T I O N
1 1
I F ( C T 1 . N E . 1 ) GO TC 15
CO IS i> = l . N U 1 ' • ' • ' ' ,
IK = ^*K-j
CO 14 1=1.J
. IK = K+l
E D C M C ( I K ) = 0.00
I F ( L £ U U J F R I N I T 212, K
C O N T I N U E





I F < K .ea. i) GO TO i?
V = H - J - t J C O N C K - l )
IF ( . N t J T .PdLO (K> ) GO TU le
CO 21 1=1.3
IK = J K 1 4 1
E O C M C i IK > = O . D O
IF ( L t C 3 U ) F « I N T 212 . K
TAKE C^fiE OF COMPONENT OLE TO ROTATION OF FRAME K R E L A T I V E TC INEfi
CYCLE THROUGH FREE COORCINA1E VECTORS AT HIN6E POINT K-l :
IK = J K 1 + 1
*M* = M « 2 - PCUN (K)
IF (M.OT.MMM) GO TC 5044
CO 1 ( **= M. MMM
HF = fCCMMMI
1 F ( M F » L T . O > GO TO IB
I F ( M F » E G . O ) GO TO 16
CALL V ^ C R O S <FCMC( 1 ,MF ) ,GFC { 1 .MM) , XI )
CALL S C L V ( THAD(MM ) ,X1 , XI )
CALL V ^ C A D C X E C C M C ( IK ) .X 1 ,EDOHC( IK) )
I f fLEJW )FRINT 213. K.K ,*ti •*? .MM .
CO TC 1 t
HI .= M M - 1
CALL S C L V ( T H A O C M 1 ) ,OFC( 1 .Ml ) ,X1 )
.IF ( MF *EC .0) GO TO 4





































































































0 0 F_ •>
CALL VcCROS (XI .QFC( 1 tPM).X£ )
CALL SCL \( THADIMM ) ,X2 . Xc )
CALL. VECADD(ECCMC( IK) ,X2 .5DCWC( IK) )
IF(MF.EC.O) GO TU £
IF(LEQU )FRINT 2ie. K . K , « )• . HF . M 1 , M 1 .MM
CO TC It
CCNT 1NUE
,IF (LEOU )PKINT 204, K . K , y (• . V 1 , Ml . MM
CONTINUE
CONT INUE
IF ( .NOT .LEUU ) RETURN
PRINT 214
CO 2S *=1 .NB1
PRINT 227. M . (DGMCl J ,M ) ,j = l .3)
FORMAT (• 'SUBROUTINE RATE ENTERED •) •
FORMAT (/•• COMPUTING FRAME 15 BODY 1 •./)
FORMAT (/.' COMPUTING FRAME IS INERTIALLY FIXED './)
FORMAT ( • ' )
FORMAT (' DCMC< • .12. • ) = DCMof • . 12, • ) *• TH AD < • , 12. • )* Ti-AC< • . 12 . ' >
**QFC ( • . 12. • ) X QFC(f,I2.') •)
FORMAT (• HCMCC1.^.') = RCMC('.I2.') * TH AD( • . 12 . • )*GFC ( • . 12 . • )
* •)
FORMAT (• FCMC('.I2.1) = CCMC('.I2,') = tfCMC('.I2.f) •-)
FORMAT (• FCMC( • .12. ' > = FCMC(f.12.') + ROMC('.I2.') •)
FORMAT (' CGMC( • tI2. • ) = CCMC('.I2.') + ROMC('.I2t() ')
FORMAT (• DOMC('.I2.') =0 ')
FORMAT (• DGMCC.I2.1) = CCMC('.I2,') + TH AD ( • . 12 . • )* ( FCMC ( • . I 2 . •
* ) X CFC( ' . 12 ,•))•)
FCFMAT(2(X))
FORMAT (• KCMC('.I2.') = ',3017.3)
FORMAT (• DCMC('.I2,') - DCMC(',I2.f) * THAD ( • . 12 . • »*'( < FCMC ( • . I 2 .
*•) * THADC • , 12.' )»QFC( • , 12. • » X C1FC ( • , I 2 . • ) ) • )
FORMAT (• CCMC('.I2.'> = 1.3D17.8,t FOMC('tI2t*> = '.3D17.6)
FORMAT (• FCMC( 1) = RONC( 1) •) ' 't^
FOKM/iT (• CCMC{ • .12. • ). = FCMCC1.^,') •)
FORM/T (• fiCMCC • , 12 . ' ) = 0 •)
FORMAT ( • CCMC( 1 ) = C •)
FORMAT (• FOMCi'.^.1) = FCMC('.I2.') •)
FORMAT < •' CCMCC1.^.1) = CCMC('.I2.') •) "
FORMAT (• DOMC'( • . 12, • ) = '.3017.81
RETURN
END
•'SUERCUTINE XDY i ' i j > < ' i • x ,,{ M i » • . - - ; ,-
CCKPUTES VALUES OF VECTORS AND DYADS UStD TO DEFINE SYSTEM INERT
TENSOR MATRIX
i » - >-.- , . *
• .\ t •*
LET:
GAM(I.KL) = COMPONENTS CF VECTOR FKUI" hlNO'E POINT K-l TO T>E
CENTER CF MASS OF EOOY LAMBA KHEHE
KL = KTO(NdOO+l .K-l .LAMBA )
XDIC(I.J.KI) = COMPONENTS OF TENSCR OF HANK T rfO IN RO* K, CCL I












































































































KI = KT1 (NBOO + 1 ,K. I ) C1E01200.
NOTE: . ci£0i3o6
TfE SYSTEM MATRIX OF INERTIA TENSORS IS SYMMETRIC THUS CNLY C1E01.400
LG*ER TRIANGULAR PCFTICN COMPUTED C1E01500
IMPLICIT REAL«e( A-h.C-Z. S 1 . . C1501600
.CIE01700
" . Cl £01800
LOGICAL F.G1 . FG2 . FG3. FG4 , Fvi5, INcHF, KBLO. LEJU. LINIT(l) C1E01900
LOGICAL LFLNGF. . LTKNSI . LVDIV . LEOUIV . LTFAN . C1E020CO
L.TFANV . LRATE . L.XUY . LETA . LTORQU . C1E02100







































. CT1 , CT2
. SCN . SCRDUN.
. SIG . SIXOUN.
. SMCDUM. S^ .
. SR . SSCN .
. SVP , EVU .
. SCG . NFLXB .
1 ) , IZINI T(
123) , CNF (
(3.20) . FLE (













































































R2INIT ( 1 )
. LTRAN .
. LTCKQU .











































SMAL • .* '•
SCG
NMCDS












































































* SKDLM . SK (5) . SPIDJM . SPI (9) ,
.* EH-CCUM . £*C (SI
CCKMCN /PEAL/
.* c* (3.10) . CAC (2,10) . CLM do) . ccvc (2.11
* OCMC (3.11) . ETC (2.11) . ETM (J3) . FCMC (3.11 .
* GAM (3.66) • . 1- . .MM (3.10) . HMC (3,10 .
t'hKO (10) . PHI (2.11) . PLM -(10) . -GF (3.32 .
* OFC (2.23) . CL ( 3.221 , -OLC (3.22) . fiCMC (2.11 .
* T . ••• THA (33) . THAD (33) .
» THACW (10) , T(-A» (10) . XOIC (3.3.06). XI (3. 3. 1C).
* XIC (2.3.10). XMAS 10) . X M N - (33.33) . XHT (3, 2. 1C).
. * TUG (23) . FLA 2,20} . FLO (3.20) . Ft. C (3.20) .
* FLO (2.3.20), FLJ 2.3.20), CAD (3.10) . XIU (3. 3. 1C),
* FLIRC (2.10) , FLCRC 3. 1C) ., FLAG (3.20) , FLOC (3.20) .
* FLCK (20) . ZETA 20} ' . F CF (3.3.40). FCK (3.40) .
• ,* T IMENO
• ' : • - • - . • . "
, . • . ' . . . . . • •
COKMCN /KEALZ/ •
' * CEOLf (1.3) . C6 (2. 1C) . CaCDUM(l,3) . CbC (3.10) .
« XVCCLM ( 1, 1 , 4 ) . XKC (2.3.10). CilN(J)
' EQUIVALENCE (ETM( 1 ) ,THACC( 1 ) ) . ( XMN ( 1 . 1 ) . ANCO ( 1 ) .
* (XMN( 1 .3 ) . VMCD( 1 .1 ,1 ) ) . (XMN( 1 .6 ) ,CNF( 1. )> .
* (XMN( 1 .8) .ET IC( 1 .1 ) ) , (XMN( 1 . 10) .tTMC( .1)) .
* (FLB( 1 . 1 ) ,FLG( 1 . 1) ) , (FLEd . 1 , 1 ) ,FLO( .1.1)),
. . * (FLH{ 1 . 1 . 1 ) ,FL J( 1 . 1 , 1 ) ) .
* . (FG1 .LINITU )) ,(CA( 1 .1 ) .filNIT ( 1 ) ,
0 . (CaDUMd . 1 ) .PZIMTd )) . (A*QfiK( 1 ) , IIMT( ))
* (SCNDUV. IZ IN IT ( 1 ) )





IF (CT^.'NE.I ) GO TC 20
FIRST PASS T^KOUGH PUT FULL SETS IN DECKitASING
CPDfcK CF MAGNITUCt ,
CO 21 K=1.NBOD
ST2(K) = NB1-K
-21 ST4{ K ) = Ndl-K
• .. . NST3 = NEOO . ._J. , ,...„ ,
-•V -NST4 = NEOD • - . ' • . ; ; .
• ... CO TC 22
: •' ' • - . . ' . . .






ARE TIME VARYING ANC MUST HE RECALCULATED
;
. SVO - THOSE EOCIES IN *HICH dQOY KIXEQ VECTORS AND DYACS /"fit
TIME VARYING IN COMPUTING FRAMt
•' ,






























































IF(LEQU)PRINT 202. SXT . ( S T 3 ( I ) .1=1 , N S T J )
' C A L L UNPACI ST4 .NST« . SVDJ







CCfPLTc VECTCKS FfiCM HINGE POINT K-l
STCHt UPPER T R I A N G L L A R
























C 1 E 1 3 7 C O





C l 5 1 4 3 0 0
C 1 514400
C l514500
C 1 5 1 4 6 C O
C I 5 1 4 7 C O
C l 5 1 4 8 0 C
C l 5 1 4 9 0 0
Ci515000
C 1 5 1 5 1 O C














c i 5 i e e c o
C l 5 1 6 7 C O
C 1 5 1 6 8 C C
C l 5 1 6 V C O
C l 5 1 7 0 0 0
C I E 1 71 CO
C1517200
C l 5 1 7 3 C C
" C 1 5 1 7 4 0 0
FIRST PASS RECCMPL1E CN|_Y TIME V A H Y I N G ELEMENTS CF XC I C C 1 5 1 7 5 0 0
IF K CCNTAINEO' IS S X T , £LEMt.NTi> JF ROW K FKCM COLUMN 1 TC K C 1 5 1 7 6 C O
AKt ElThEH ZERO OK ASSCMCD TIMt VA«r ING. INTERNAL LOGIC. S U V C 1 5 1 7 7 C O
ON SET SPI(K-I). SKIPS /:EK. CLKMUNTS ' ' ci£i78co
IF K CCNTAIKED IN S > T , LiLEMLNT IN ^UK NBOO+l COLUMN K. I E Cl 51 7900
ASSUMUC TIME V A R Y I N G C1518000
IF K NUT C O N T A I N E D IN SXT ABOVE; tLcMENTS ASSUMED CCKST.ANT .AN.C-151 61 OC
cQLAL TO VALUE DEFINED ON FI f tST PASS THROUGH • C l ' £182CC
IF HINGE K-l IS A f - IC IC HINGE I Nt RT IA TE NSOHS IN ROte K NOT. 01518300
.NEc^EO FOR DYNAMICS HCViEVER ThEY AKb
COM I N U E
' IFCNST4.EQ.O ) GO
'CO 3 LP = 1 ,NST4
L = S T 4 ( L P )
KLL = MC(NB 1 ,L-1 .L)
CO 4 I =.1,3
CAM I,KLL) = C * C ( I.L)
IF (LECJU )FRINT 229
IFCLEQo )L1 = L-l
IF(LEUU )PKINT 204. KLL.L1.L.L
LL = L
f = JCCN(LL)
IF(K.eu.C) GO TO 3
KL - K T C C N B I . K - l , L )
CALL V C C A D C t CBC( I .LL ) .tAM 1 .Kn.) .GAM! 1 . KL » )
IFCLEUU1K.I * K.-1






IF ( . N O T
FR INT 23C




C O . 2 3 L=K.NQOD
KL = K lC (NbJ ,K -1
Kl = <-l
23 PK.INT 2 = 1, K1 .L,KL . ( G A M ( I ,KL )
PR INT 23C
10CC C O N T I N U E
.1=1.J)





M A T R I X
NEICtSSAKY
" ' ' TCPUUtS, NU LCGIC TO /VUIO THI5 5I.MCE IT »1LL
iXI STORED IN ST3 A R M A Y . -
IF (N JT3 .EO.C") GO TC 5046 -
CC 6 <F= l ,NST3
IFtLECuJPHINT 230
K • = S T 3 ( K P )













IN = K T C t N d O D . O . K - 1 )
SET *K IN ) DEFINES bOOY LABELS
CE>TcK OF MASS CF BODY K
CALL U N P A C C S T 1 .NST1 .SI ( 11< ) )
1F(RELJ(K) ) GU TO 7
ON PATH FRL1M hl.NGE POINT ZERO TO
O S C 1 L L A T C K
K
K
207,K.< ST1 (JJ).JJ = 1,NST1 )
229
TO C I A G C H A L
GU TC 6





FILL OP fcJW K
I F ( N S I 1 .EO.O)
CO 8 11 = 1 ,NST l
J = ST1 (II >
KI - KT 1 (Nel l ,K ,1 )
IF ( I ,EO .K) GO TO 9
IK = K T C ( N U l . 1 - 1 . K )
CALL S C L V ( X M A S ( K ) , tAM{ 1 . IK) ,T£M)
CALL DYCMTEM, XDI C(l ,1 ,K II }
IF(L£CU)11 = I-l
IF(LEOU)FRINT 208. K I .K , I .K . IK .K
GO TC 8
IF (CT4 .N t .1 ) GC TC e
M< = KT1 (Mil ,N81 .K)
CO 1C VM.3
X D I C C y t K i K I ) = X M A S ( K )
XO 1C If ,» ,NK) = X M A S ( K ) '
IF(LEGJ )FSiINT 210, K I .K . I .K








2 0 7 , K , < S T 1 ( J J ) . J J = 1 , N S T l )
C C I X T INUE






T E V 3 ( I ) = 0
CO 1 1 J= 1.3
(I.J) = 0
S P I ( K - l ) = SET CF B O D I E S IN NEST K-l CONTRIBUTING TO PSUECC
TcNSCRS OF NEST K-l
CALL C N F A C < b T 2 , N S T 2 . S P l ( K - l ) )
IFCLEQU JFHINT 212. K , K . ( ST2 (M ) , M-l ,N3T<:)
IF (LEOU )PRINT 229
IF(LECU )FKINT 217
~ l F ( N £ 7 c .EO.O) GO TC 5047
CO 11 LL=1.NST2
L = £ T 2 ( L L )
XL, =; KToiNa'i .K-i .1) "' """ ' ' , ' ,'..,' ^",7",J'\.'.
CALL SCLV<XMAS(L) .CAM( 1 ,KL) .TEMJ
CALL VECADOITEM3.TEK.TEM3)
1F(LEUO)KI = K-l
IF(LEQL )FRINT 213, L.KL.L.Kl.L























































































IF(LECU )FKINT 213. L
\ Z CONTINUE
E047 CONTINUE
f-K = K T 1 ( N U 1 , N 6 1 . K )
CALL C Y C F ( T f c M 3 , X D l C < 1 , 1 , f -K) )
IFJLEUU )PRINT 2ld, MK.N81.K
: FILL CUT HOW K O V E R TC O lAGCNAL .
I F C N S T l .EO.O) GU TO 6
CO \.2 11 = 1.NST1
I = ET1 ( II )
KI = KT1<Nbl .K.I)
CO 14 V= 1 .3
CO 14 N= 1,3
IF (LECU )FfUN T 220
I F C N S T 2 .EQ.C) GO TO 5046
CO 1£ LL=1,NST2
L = S T 2 ( L L )
KL = KTO(Nd l ,K -1 ,L )
IL = K T C < N b l . 1 - 1 , L )
CALL 5J£CP«jAM< 1 . KL) .GAMU . ID .XMASID , TcM4)
C A L L C Y A C O ( TEM2, TF.M4 ,TFM2 )
IFCLEOUJM = K-l
IF(LEUU)I1 = 1-1
IF (LELiu)FKINT 221, L . K 1 . L . I 1 ,L . I 1 .L .K 1 , L . NL . I L ,
IF (LFiiU )FRINT 222
1£ CONTINUE
5046 C C N T 1 N U L
CALL C Y A C C ( T E M l . T E » ' 2 , X C I C ( l . l , K I ) )
IF(LEJU )PKINT 224 . K I . K . l
12 CONTINUE
6 CONTINUE
5046 C O N T INOE.
I F ( C T 4 . N E . 1 ) GO TC 17
NN = K T 1 ( N b l . N d l , N c 1 )
CO 1f K=l .NOCD
CO 1 £ 1 = 1.3
16 »C 1C<I , I .NN) = X O I C ( I . I . N N ) + X M A 5 1 K )
IF (LECIJ JFRINT 226, NN.NE1.NE1
17 C G N T I N U L




IK = KT HNB1 . I ,K)
PR INT ^1%
PRINT 2J^. ( XC IC( 1 .L. I K) ,L=1 .J)
P R I N T 234. I .K , IK . ( X D I C ( 2,L .IK) ,L = 1 .3)
PRINT 232, ( X D I C C 3.L . I K ) ,L= 1 .-I)
24 CONTINUE








FO R M A T (
FORMAT (
FORMAT (




5XT = ' .ZS . 1
SVD = ' .Z8 , '
£ A M ( • . 12, • > =
G A M ( ' , I 2 , ' ) =
ELENENTS OF 3XT = ',1015 )
ELENENTi OF SVD = ',1015 )
GAM( • . 12. • , ' . 12. • ) = CAC('.I2.<)
GAM( • . 1^. ' . ' . 12. • ) = GAM('.I2,')
• )
C S C (
UCDY • .12. • ISA LINCR



































































2C£ FORMAT (• X£> 1C ( • . 12 . • ) = XD IC( • , I 2 . • . • . I Z , • t = XMAS ( • . I 2 . • ) *DYOF ( GC 1 £3 1 1 CC
*AM < • , 12 . • > ) = XI*AS( • . 12 . • )*CYJP(GAM( • . 12. • . • , 12. • ) ) •)
21C FORMAT (• XDIC('.I2.') = XC I C ( • . I 2 . • . • . 12 . • ) = XMAS ( • . I 2 . ' ) * 1 •)
ail FORMAT (• BCDY '.I2,1 is A RIGID JCDV •)
212 FORMAT (' TO GET INERTIA TENSJRS IN ^(Jm '.12.' COLUMNS 1 THROUGH

























* '. 13 , • ) «GAM( • . 12 . • . ' . 12 . • ) ')
21£ FOP.M/T (5X.« TEM1 = TE M « XICC.12.1) •)
217 FORMAT (£X.« TEM1 = 0 . TEM3 = 0 •)
218 FORMAT (• XDIC('.I2.<) = XD 1C ( • . 1 2 . • . ' , 12 . • ) = SKEWCIEM2) ')
220 FORMAT (£x,« TEM2 = o •)
221 FORMAT ( £X . • TEM4 = XM AS ( • . 12 , ' ) * ( G AM< • , I 2 , • , • . I 2 . • ) .G AM ( • , I i , • ,
*.I2.')*1 - GAM( • . 12. • . • . 12 . • )GAM( • . 12. • . • , 12. • ) ) = SUEOP ( G AM ( • , I
*.' ) ,C/M( • . 12. • ).XKAS( • . 12. • ) ) •)
222 FORMAT (£X.« TEM2 = TEf2 » TEM4 •)
224 FORMAT (• XDic(',i2.'J = XDIC( ' .12. • . ' . 12. • ) = TEMI + TEM2 •>
226 FORMAT (• XDIC('.I2.') = XD 1C ( • . I 2 . • . • . 12 . • ) = (TOTAL MA£S)»1 •)
228 FORMAT ('1 SUBROUTINE XCY ENTERED •)
22S FORMAT ( • • )
230 FORM/T ( 3( / ) ) . ,
23i FORMAT (• GAM( • , i 2 .' , • , 12 . • ) = GAMC.IZ.') = >.3oi7.t>)
232 FORMAT (/.' CCMFL1E ELEMENTS IN Pu» '.I2.1 OF INERTIA KATR
*X • ,/)
233 FORMAT (27X.3D17.8)






LSE TO COMPUTE GYROSCCPIC CROSS COUPLING TERMS DUE TO
1) INERTIA CROSS COUPLING
21 CENTRIPITAL CRCSS COUPLING
3) CCRIOLIS CRCSS CCLFLING
LET:
ETC(l.K) = COMPONENTS OF GYROSCOPIC CROSS COUPLING TORQUE
CN NEST K-l
, ,,
IMPLICIT REAL*8( A-h.O-Z . it
LOGICAL FG1 . FG2, FG3. FG4 . FJS. INEHF. HdLC. LEQU. LIMT(I)
LOGICAL LRUNGE . LTPN5I . LVDIV . LEOUIV , LTHAN ',
* LTRANV , LRATE . LXDY . LtTA . LTOFOU ,
* LCFDOT , LDCT . LANGLE . LSETUP . LSIMQ
' • - • • • • r • - -,-..., , , , , . , , , , . , , ,
INTECER
* AkORK . CT1 . CT2 . CT3 . CT4 . CT 5 . FCON . PCON .
* SCMCUM. SCN . SCRDUW. SCR . SFKDUM. SFK . SFR . SG .












































































































































































X I N T G X A W O K M 2 0
( 10)
( 2 3 )
( 1 1 )
( J. 10 )
X INTGZX
XKEALX








( 2 .3,20 )
































. Z E T A
. SMV . SuK
. S S I X , SVA
. £XN , SXT
. SFLX . SFXM
T( 1 ) . SD
( 2, 1C) , KT 1C
' ( 2 ,3 .20) . FLH








. LTKNS: , LVDIV , LEQU









. S V I .
. S E U .




IV , LThAN .
, LETA , LTOPOU .
. LCCT , LANGLE . LSETUP , LSI
2, FG2. KG4, FG5.
C) .
, CT3
( 2 2 ) , JCCN
. Naco
. NFRC
, .- , NrtOA
( 1 1 ) . S O
( £ 5 ) , a lG







( 1 C )
(S) . SCRDUM
( 9 ) .SI XDDM
(?) . SPIOOM
( *> )
(2. 1C) . CLM
( 2 . 1 1 ) . E FM
. HM
( 2 . 1 1 ) . PLM
• ( 2 ,22) , . 1QL.C •• •-- -
THA
(10) , XDIC
( 1 0 ) . XMN
( 2.20 • ; :FL-B •
( 2.3 ,20 ) . CAO
( 2. 1 C ) . FLAC








































































( 3 , 3 2 ) .
(2. 1 1 )v .
( 3 2 ) ,
(3. 3. 1C) .
( 3 . 3 , 1 C ) . ,
( 3 . 2 0 ) T r, ,\
( 3. 3. 1C ) .
(3 .20 ) .














































































T> ' P. ~* i
3 1
5 0 5 C
OOM»ICN /REALZ/
* CEDL^ (1 ,3 ) , CE (3, 1C) , CDCDOM( l . J ) . CdC (3 .10)
* X V C C U M ( 1 , 1 .5) . XMC ( 3 . 3 , 1 3 ) . CdN(J)
EQUIVALENCE < E T M ( 1 ) . T H A C C ( 1 I ) , ( XMN ( 1 , 1 ) , ANGD( 1 ) ) .
* < XMN( 1 ,3) . Y K C C ( 1 .1 . 1 ) ) . ( XMN( 1 .6 ) ,CNK( 1. 1 ) )
* (XMN( 1.6) ,ET IC( 1 .1 ) ) . (XMN( 1 ,10) ,ETMC( 1. 1 ) )
* (FLB( 1 . 1 ) .FLQ( 1 . 1) ) . (FLEd . 1 .-1 ) ,FLD( 1. I .1 ) )
* (FLH( 1 , 1 , 1 ) ,FL J( 1 , 1 . 1 I ) . .
* (FG1 .LINI T( 1 ) ) . ( C A ( 1 . 1 > ,N IN IT < 1 ) )
* (CHDUM( 1 . 1 ) ,f.ZIMT( 1 ) ) . ( A*ORK( 1 ) . I IM T( 1 ) )
* . . (SCNDLK . I Z IMT ( 1 ) ).
INTEOEK STK 10 ) . S T 2 C 1 0 ) . S T 3 ( 10) . ST4( 10) .S fc .T ( lO) . S F X K N
CI C E h S ILN TEM( 3) . TEM1 (3) . TEN2CJ) , T E M 3 ( 3 ) , T E M 4 ( 3 ) , T E M 5 ( 3 ) . T E M 6 (
C l f rE f -S iCN. T E M 7 ( 3 . 3 ) . T E I » d ( 3 . ; ) . T E M 9 ( 3 ) , T E M 1 0 ( 3 ) ,FLEC(3 ,3 )
EQUIVALENCE (LETA.LEOU) . : .. . ..
IF (LEGU)FKIN T 240
CO 1 1=1.3
T E C 3 ( I ) = 0
TEN6( I ) = 0
ETC( I »Nt!l) = 0
L S E ' S E T S SS1X AND SSCN TC REDUCE HECUNUANCY IN CKOSS COUPLING
CCVFCTL : INTERTIAL CROSS COUPLING CONTRIBUTIONS FOR EACH BODY
IF(LEGU )FHINT 2J3 - .
CALL U N P A C ( S T 1 ,NST1 . S S I X ) •
IF (NSTl .EU.O ) GO TC 5049
CO 3C 11=1, N S T 1
I = ST1 ( II )
CALL V X C Y L ) V ( F G M C ( 1 , I ) ,X IC( 1 , 1 , I ) ,ET IC( 1 . I ) ) " ' ,^
IF(LEQU )FRINT 239. I . 1 . I . I , ( ET 1C ( J . I ) . J = 1 . 3 )
CONTINUE
CCNTINI.E
CCKPCTt l FUKCE A S S O C I A T E D »I1h CtNTRIP lTAL ACCtLEh AT IUN CF EACI-
• B C D Y IN THE SET SSCN .
CALL UNPAC(bT2 . N S T 2 . S S C N ) ' • •
IF(LEGU )FRINT 234
IF ( N S T 2 .EO.O ) GO TC 50EC
CO 31 II I=1,NST2
I I=NET2- ( I II-l )
I = S T 2 ( II )
IF (I .EO.l) GO TU 21
CALL TK IPVP(FOMC( l . JCON( I ) ) ,CdC( l . I ) .CNF( l , I ) )
IF( JCCNd ) .EU. 1) CO TO 22
'CALL \<ECADD< CNF( 1 .JCON1 I.) )'.CNF( 1 , I ) ,CNF( 1 . I ) ) .i.J , : '.: .
' IF (LEDU )FHINT £ 3 5 . I , JCO N ( I ) . JCON( I ) , JCON ( I ) . I
GO TC 31 •
CONT INUfc - • ' • A ,„...... -•,., x . lull «. •• . .,,:.. , . ,
' IF (LEGOlPRINT 236'^ I , JCO h ( 1 ) . JCQNC'I ) t I ' "> ' •' "
CONT INUE . '
CONTINUE ' '
IF (LEGU )PRINT 229
IF (NS12 .EQ.O ) GO TC 50ei
CO 32 I I 1 = 1 . NST2


























C C M P C 1 6 1 1 300
C 161 1400
c ie i 1500






































1 I = N £ T 2 - ( I II -1 )
I = S T 2 ( 1 1 )
IF(.I .EJ. 1) GU TO 33
C A L U T « l P V P t F O M C ( 1 . I ) .C AC( 1 , I ) , T £ M )
I F i U E O L ) F H I N T 237, I . I . I . I . I . I
C A L U V E C A D D ( C N F ( 1 ,1 ) . T E N , C N F < 1 . I ) )
C A L U 5 C L V ( X M A S ( I ) .CNF( 1 , I) . C N K ( 1 . I ) J
C O N T I N U E
C O N T I N U E
I F ( . N C r . LECIU) GJ TO I C O O
P R I N T 2 2 9
IF ( N S T 2 .£0.0 ) GO TC 1000
CO 3t 11=1. N 3 T 2
I = S T 2 < II )
IF ( I «EO . 1) GO TO 2t>
P R I N T 23e. I . ( C N F ( J, I ) ,J = 1 ,2)
C O N T I N U E
C O M I N U E
1 , N ) ,FLi£C)
T I C N C O N T W I 6 U T I C N S T C CrtJSS C O U P L I N G
It - 'CNFi -Xc «£O. C ) GO TO 36
^N = 0
CALU UNPAC(SET .NSET.SFLX )
I F ( U E J u ) P R I N T 252. ( SE T ( I ) , 1= I , NiE T )
C O 4 C N N = 1 , N £ E T
N = £E r ( N S E T + l - N N )
I F ( U E O U ) P K I N T 2S2 . N
CO 37 1=1 . J
T E K 9 ( I ) = 0.
CO 37 J= 1.3
. T E N f i d . J ) = C.
I F ( U E C U ) P « I N T 2 3 1
i F X M N = S F X M ( N )
CO 35 C. = 1 , SF XMN
VN = WN + 1
C A L L C f O M F L O C C 1 . VN) . T E N 7 )
C A L L T h N T R N t F L E ( l , 1 , MN ) , XV C ( 1
C A L L C V A C D ( F L E C ,
C A L U 5CLC(
C A L U O V A C D C T E M 8 . T E M 7 .
CALU 5 C L V ( T H A D ( N F E f < + MN ) , F L A C (
C A L L V £ C A L > L > < T E M 9 . T E M 1 0 . T E M S )
IF( . N O T .L tOU) GU TC 50C1
FR INT 25 1 . M N . N . M N . N
N F C X = N F E R + M N
P R I N T J J 2 , N F Q x . f ' N . H N
P R I N T 213. N F O X . M N
C G N T ItsuE
C O N T I N U E
C A L U C V C C T V ( T E M 8 , F C M C ( 1 .N ) . F L I r i C C 1 .N) )
CALL 5 C L V ( 2 . 0 D O . T E f 9 . T E * S )
C;ALL 5CLV(XM lAS,(N)1.ff! !)^. /IEM^)_ iquGO ' ^^^ j^
C A L L V E C F O S ( F C M C ( 1 . N ) . T E M S . F L C K C ( l . N ) )
CALL V E C A D O ( E T I C ( 1 . N > . F L I K C { 1 , N ) , E T £ C ( 1 . N ) )
C A L L V f c C A D D ( CNr { 1 . N > , FLC BC ( 1 .N ) , CNF ( 1 , N ) )
IF< . N C T . L E Q U > GO TC 50CO
P R I N T 244. N ,N . (FL I R C < I .N) . 1 = 1 .3)
P R I N T 2 4 £ . N , N . N . ( E T I C ( I . N ) , I = 1 , 3 )














































































. N ,N .N.
. N.N.N.
<FLCRC( I tN).I-l ,3)
<CNF( I .N ) , 1=1 .3)





IF <M"C .EQ.O) GO TC 5CE2
IF<LECU)FRINT 206
CD 1C V=1,NMO
CALL VECfiOS (FCMCU .MQ(I< ) ) .I-MC< l.M) .clTMCU ,M) )
CALL S C L V C HMGM(M) ,tTMC ( 1 tM) .ETMC< 1 • ft )







CC 2 K = l i N B O D
CO 3 1=1,3
E T C ( I ,<) = 0
Kl = K- 1
IF (LEOU )PRINT 225. Kl
SET IP SUMMATION EfcTS FCfi NEST
^EhiTIA CROSS CCLPLING
CALL UNPAC(STl ,NST1 . S I X ( K 1 ) )
IF(UEQO )Fh INT 200. K 1 , S I >> < K 1 ) . ( ST1 ( I ) . I = 1 ,NST 1 )
CENTfi IPITAL CKCSS COUPLING
CALL UNP/>C(STa,NST2.SCM Kl ) }
IF(LEGU)FKINT 201. Kl , SCN < K I ) . ( ST2( M . I = 1 .NST2 )
CCRICLIS CRCSS COUPLING
CALL U N P A C ( S T 3 . N S T 3 . S C R <K1 ) )
IF(LEUu )FRINT 202. K 1 , SCh ( K 1 ) , ( bT3 ( 1 ) . I = 1 .NST3 )
MCMENTUM »HtEL C R O S S COUPLING
CALL L N P A C C S T 4 .NST4 .SKICtKl ) )
I F ( .ACT . LEHii) GO TO 1C01
FR1NT 2CS. K. 1 ,SMC (Kl ) , ( £ T <t ( I ) . 1 = 1 .NIST4 I
P R I N T
P R I N T 2 C Z , K
I F ( K . N i . l ) GO TO 5
P R I N T 202 . N 3 1 . . .
P R I N T 23C
C O N T i N u f c
I N E R T I A C«CJS COUPLING
P R I N T 2 4 1
P R I N T 2 2 6
C O N T l M j t
IF( .NJT.f i6LU(K)) GC TO *
IF<LEOU)PR1NT 204. K.K
SUk CVER UNLY Tt-CSt EOCIES UF NEST K-1 «MICM SIGNIFICANTLY
CONTRIBUTE TO INERTI*L CROSS CpUPL I NG ' I N- EOU AT'IONS • OF
fOTlCN OF NEST K-l
IF(NST1 .EQ.O) GO TC 4
CO 6 LL=1.NST1
L = STl(LL)
IF (LEliU)FRlNT 205. K.K.L
C1C20700



























































fc CALL V u C £ U d ( E T C ( 1 .K) ,ET IC(1 .L) .ETC(1 ,K) ) ' ' C1626700
C NOTE R.^CLNDANT VECTOR ADDITIONS LcSS CUSTLY THAN LOGIC NfcEDED TC C l t 268CO
..C A V O I D ThEM C l t2 fc900
. .. 4 CONTINUE € 1 6 2 7 0 0 0
IFtLEGUJPHINT 21b. K . ( E T C ( I .K) ,I = 1 i3J 01627100
C . C162720C
C CENTRIPITAL CHOSS COUPLING C1627300
IF (LEliUjF^lNT 241 ' " C1627400
' I F ( L E C U ) F ^ I N T 227 ' 01627500
I F ( N £ T 2 .60.0) Gu TC 7 C1627600
, . C O 3 1 = 1 . 3 C1627700
T E V 4 ( I ) = 0 ' C 1 6 2 7 8 C O
6 T E M 2 ( I ) = 0 C 1 6 2 7 9 0 0
C SUI* iJVER ONLY THCSE E C C I E S UF NEST K-1 *HICH SIGNIF ICANTLY C162800C
C CCNTM3UTE TO CENTK1FITAL CROSS CJU('i.ING IN EUUATIONS OF C1C26100
C , l»cr iCN OF NEST K-l C1C28200
IF(LEOU>PKINT 206 C1628300
IF(NST2 . fca.O) GO TC 5052 C l t2d40C
:
 CO 9 LL=1«NST2 • C l£2e500
L = 5T2<( -LJ ' ' ' C l € 2 8 e O O
. LC = L C lC28700
,' . IF(LC.eG.l) GC TO S ' ' C l t28800
. IF(RELO(K) ) GO TU 22 ; C l f 2 a 9 C O
CALL ViC£Ua< TEK4.CNF< 1 .L ) .TEK4) C l t2900C
IF(LEQU>F«INT 211. L C1C29100
CO TC •» . C 1629200
22 IF(K.Nc. l ) GO TO 11 ' ' ' C 1 C 2 S 3 0 C
CALL Vi iC£Od( TEM3.CNFC 1 ,L ) . T E W J ) ' C i e 2 S 4 0 0
IF(LECUJPRINT 212. L C l t2950C
' ' 14 .KL = K T C f N B l t K - 1 . L ) C1C29600
CALL V^CPOS (GAM( 1 .KL) .CNFI 1,L) .TEM) C ie29700
' CALL V E C S U B I T E M 4 , 1 E K . T E K 4 I C1629800
IF(LEUU)Kl = K-l ' C1C29900
IF(LEGuJFWINT 213. Kl .L.L C1630000
IF(LECU )PKINT 229 ' ' ' ' C1C30100
9 CONTINUE C1630200
5052 CONTINUE I C l t 3 0 3 0 0
CALL V C C / > D O ( E T C ( 1 .K) ,T f !N4 .ETC< 1 .K) ) ' C K 3 0 4 0 C
IF(LEOU)P^INT 214. K, K, < E T C ( I •<) . I=1.J) C i e 3 0 5 0 C
IFtK.Nc.U GO TO 7 C1630600
CALL V E C / " L > 0 < E T C < 1 ,NB1) .TEM3 ,ETC( 1 . Nfl 1 ) ) C1630700
IF tLEOU JPHINT 215. NH1.NE1. (t£ TC ( I . Nb 1 > . I =1 . J ) C l f S O B O O
7 CONT INUE C1630900
C ' C1C31000
C ' C C R I O L I S CKOSii COUPLING ' CK-3110G
IF(NST3.eo.O) GU TC 15 C1C31200
1F<LEGU)PRINT 241 C l t 31300
IF(LEOU )PRINT 22d . " - C1631400
CO 1C 1=1.3 . C 1 6 3 1 5 0 C
1 6 TEI»5( I ) '•= 0 v . ' CK31600
C SUI» OVER UNLY Tt-CSE DOC I E'S' JF NEST* K-!13 »H 1 Ch' S I GN I F 1C ANTL Y •• ' '" c 1 «-3'l 70C
C' CCNTWIBU 'TE TO 'tOHIOL IS CKUSS CJUPLINo 1N' tQU AT IONS CF ' C l t 3 1 b O O
C ' f r C T I C N O F NEST K - l • ' . - • ' • C1631900
IF (LEuU )PKINT £17 " - - • - . " ' . - . , , ' ; i- . i • . - . • : .-•-i.- -• , ,~^ . • - ;• . C 1 f 32COO
' . - " " • • • "iFiNSTJ .EQ.O) GO TC 5C54 "?,''":,' - ' ' ' C 1 6 3 2 1 0 0
• C O I 7 LL=I.NST3 ' ' ' • • ' • ' • C I € 3 2 2 0 0
L = £TJ(LL) C1C3230C
CALL VdCfiOS < F C M C ( l.L) . K C M C ( 1 ,L) .TdMJ " : C 1 C 3 2 4 0 C
' • CO 16 1=1.3 • C J e 3 2 5 0 0
18 'TEI»2(I) = 2 . D O * X * > A S ( L ) * T E M < I ) < .< C1632600
A-98
1F<LEUU)PKINT 215, L.L.L
iF<sei-,3iK> i GO TO 20 . .
CO 2 1 i = 1.3
21 T E M 5 « I ) = -TEM2( I >
IF(LECU)FRINT 221
GO TC 17
2 C K L = K T C l N C l l . K - l . L )
CALL Vt'CFUS < G A M ( 1,KL) .TfcM2 ,TEM)
CALL V£C£Ut3( TEM5 . T E M . T E M e t
IF<CtaU)Kl = K- 1
IF(LECUJPR1NT 222. Kl .L
IF(K.N£. l ) GO TO 19
CALL V f e C S U B t T C M 6 . T E M 2 . T E K 6 )




£ 0 5 4 CONTINUE
CALL V & C A J D ( E T C ( 1 ,KJ , T E M £ . E T C { 1 ,K) )
IF(LEOUJPKINT 223, K.K , ( £ T C ( I . K J .I = 1.JJ
IF <K .Nc . l t GO TO 15
CALL v e C A D O < E T C ( 1 ,NB1) .TEM6 ,ETC( 1.Nfll) )













CO 1 1 * *= ! ,NST4
iv = S T 4 ( f M )
IFCLECUJFRINT 218. K . K . M
CALL V f c C £ U o ( E T C < 1 .K) , E T M C ( 1 .M) , E T C ( 1 ,K) )
CCNT 1NOE
CONTINUE
" IFCLEUO )FRINT 216. K . ( E T C < I .K) , I = 1,3)
2 CONTINUE
20C F O R M A T ISA, '
*COt,PLING AHt£
2 0 1 F O R M A T ( £ X . «
»5S COUPLING
2 0 2 F O R M A T ( S X , "
SlXl',12,') = • . iti , • CCNTRIoUTtRS TC I N ER T I AL CROSS
BODIES • .1015)
£CN(',I2,«) = '.^ d
ARE 3CCIES ',1015)
£CR<',I2,«) = • , Zo
C C N T R I O U T E R S TO C f c N T M P I T A L
• CCNTRUUTERS TO CO R I OL IS. CKO S S
*COLPLINC
203 F O R M A T (
2 0 4 | F O R M A T (





ARE BCD I F.S • ,10 15)
CROSS CCLPLING TCFOUE ETC('.I2.') = 0 •)
• ETC( '-. 12 ,,1 ),,= »E|TC,< '-.;I2.'-)t, '-.I ,7;,,,r,
 cl<53-,| y
(• ETC( ' ..12 . ' ). .= ETCl '.. 12..' ) r- ET I C ( ',. I 2 . ' )
(20X,1 TEM2 =0. T6M4 = 0 ')
(£X.'ETMC( • . 12 . ' t = t-MCM< • • 12, ' ) * (FCMCC • ,,12.
1
 ,3D1 7.8) - ,•
























































*EL • ,/ )
20? FO R M A T (EX.1 SMC('.I2.'I =
• - '• *CRCSS CCUPLING ARE WHEELS' .1015)
210 FORMAT (' MUMF.NTUM »t-fcEL CROSS COUPLING. EFFEC.TS ')
 -,- . - - • -, - • ,01638100
TERM FOR EACH MOMENTUM »t-E C 1 6 38200
C1638300



















F O R M A T
F O R M A T
FORMAT
F O R M A T
FORMAT
F O R M A T
F O R M A T
F O R M A T
F O R M A T
* ) ' )
F O R M A T
F.O R M A T
F O R M A T
FORMAT
FORMAT
F O P M A T (
*
( 20X. '
( 20X , '
(20X. •





















= TEN 3 -
= T f c N 4 -
. • ) = E T C (
. • ) = ETC (
. ' ) = • .3D
= C
. • ) = E T C (
C MF ( • .
CNF( • ,
oAM( • .
• . 12. •
1
 . 12. •
17. d)
« )
• . I 2 / •







= T E V 6 -
= -TEW2 •
= TENS -
. • ) = E T C (




G AM ( • .
• ,12, •
1
 . 12. •
THOSE:










F C P M A T
F O R M A T
F O R M A T
F O R M A T
F O R M A T
F O R M A T
F O R M A T
*C( ' . 12 .
F O R M A T
*££ 1 SSI







































TDK CUES' ON NE




• )) • )
( X X . bX, •
X • ,/ )
( / / .5X, •
TEH8
TEI»6
. C E N T S I FI
CCP ICL IS
0. TEM6 =










• ) • )






• . 12. • )
8 )
8)











I N t R T I A L C R C S S COUPLING
1
 . /)




INERTIAL FCPCE ASSOCIATED » I T
. 12. •
)
C 1 6 3 E 7 0 0
C1638800










• • ' C1639900






C 1 6 4 C 6 0 0
C 1640700
C 1 6 4 C S O C
•Cl 640900
C1641000
) +• SKE»( FLQCl 641 100




H CENTRIPI TAL - A C C E L E R C 1641500
23E FORMAT (ex.'CNFC*
*•) X COCC .12. • ) )
236 FORMAT (CXi'CNFC*
*• ) X CdC(• .12, •))
237 FORMAT (tX.'CNF('
* •> X IFLKCl • ,12. •
236 FORMAT (tX.1CNF(•
239 FORMAT
» .' ) ) =
24C FORMAT
2 4 1 F O R M A T
242 F O R M A T
244 F O R M A T
246 F O R M A T
245 F O R M A T
. 12
• J
. 12 . • ) =
• 1
. 12,• ) =
) X C AC ( '
. 12.• ) =







F C M C ( ' . 1 2 . ' ) X ( F C M C (
• F C M C ( • . 1 2 . • ) X ( F C M C (
. 12. • ) * F C M C (
, 12. • ) ) • >
1
 .3D 17.3)
F C M C ( ' . I 2 . ' ) X ( X l < _ ( • . 12. • )
ETA ENTERED • ,2(/ ) )
12.
247
( 6 5 X . ' T E M 9 = TEV9 + ThAD( • . I 2.• ) * F L A C ( • . 12.• )> )
I/,' FLIHC( • ,12. • ) = TEM8.FOMC( • . I2i'' ) = • * 6X . 3D 1 2 . 6 )
( • E T I C ( ' , I 2 , < ) = E T I C ( ' . I 2 . ' ) + F L I R C ( • . 1 2 , • ) = ' . J O 1 2 . £ )
(X .5SX , 'FLCKCf • ,12, • I = 2 * X M A S ( • . 12. • )*FUMC( •. 12. • ) X TF f9
= • . 3 C 1 2 . 5 )
F O R M A T (£3X, • C N F ( ' . I 2 . 1 ) = CNFC. I2 . ' ) + FLCRC ( • . 12 . • ) ='.
251 F O R M A T (10>. ' F L E C ( ' . I 2 . ' ) = XMC( • .I 2. • ) *FLE( • . I 2. • ) * X M C ( • . I 2.
252 FORMAT ( X X , 5 . X , 1 ELASTIC C R O S S COUPLING CONTRIBUTIONS DUE
* IL ITY OF BODIES' . 1 C I 5 . X X ) ' ' ' '




C 1 6 4 1 6 0 0
C 1 6 4 1 7 0 0
C1641800
I2 .C1641900
' C l 6 4 2 0 0 0
1 2 . C 1 6 4 2 1 0 0
C l 6 4 2 2 0 0
C 1 6 4 2 3 0 0
FOMC( • . I2C 1 642400
• C l642500







2D1 C l 6 4 3 3 0 0
C l 6 4 3 4 0 0
• )*C 1643500
C1643600
TO F L E X I6C1643700
1 : C1643800

























































. ' 4 SFCC









. CT1 . CT2 . ,
. SCN .' SCRDUW.
i SIG . SIXDUN,
. SMCDUK. • S*C ,
, SK ' ; . 'SSCN .
, SVP . . SVQ .
. SCG . NFLX3 ,
1) . IZINIT(
.
(33) . CNF (
(2.20) t FLE (












• NFKC ' •
f NMQ
, PCON (
. £ I (
(23) . £CA (
( 11 ) > £>*y . , ".
. SVA
. £VM
(3.10) . £ X T








































. -t t .
10)
•' '-
^ ) . •
s> .
. SK. (9) .





. K3LO. LEQU. LIMT( I )
> LEOUJV . LTKAN ,
. LET A . LTOfxCU .














. CT5 . FCON . PCON
. SFK . SFH . SG
. SK. , SL .SLK
. SPIDUM. SPI . SQF
. SVB . SVC . SVI
. TOhiQ , SMAL . t SEU
. NMCDS .SFCC . SCC
(3.10) . ETCC (3.10)
(3.3.20) .
(1) . HZINIT(l)
. LEQOIV , LTRAN .
. LETA , .LTOKOU .



















INEfiF . hiBLO( 10)
* • * *
. CT.4




' . SFR (33)
,. SL
( 1 1 ) . 5 QF (11)
- ' , SSCN . •
. SVD. . .
(•22) . SVQ (32 )
(97) . SMAL. ,
(33) . SCG
< 10 ) . . NMODS .
. SCR (9)
.SIX (9)































































































- . . . .
; COI»MCN /REAL/ . .
* . C * . (3.10) . CAC (2. 1C) , CLM (10) . CCMC (3 .11) .
4 - D C M C (2 ,11) . ETC 13.11) . ETM ( J3 ) - . FCMC 13.11) '.
* GAM ' ( 3 . 6 6 ) . . t- " . . HM (3.10) . HMC (3 .10 ) .
.t-HCf (10) . • PH ( 2 . 1 1 ) . PLM (10) . CF ( 3 , 3 3 ) .
•QFC (3.33) .. CL ( 2 , 2 2 ) . OLC (3 .22) . SCMC (3 ,11 ) .
T , THA (33) , THAO (33) .
T h A C W (10) .. ThAW (10) . XDIC (3.3.66). XI (3 .3 . IC ) .
X 1C - ( 2 . 3 , 1 0 ) . X M A S (10) . XMN (J3.33) . XMT (3. 3. 1 C ) .
TUG (23) , FLA ( 3 . 2 C ) , FLG (3.2.0) . FLC '( '3.20) .
FLO (2 .J .20) . FLJ . (3 ,3 .20 ) . CAO (3.10) . X I'u ( 3 . J . 1 C ) .
FLIRC (2.10) . FLCMC (3. 1C) . FLAC (3 ,20) . FLUC ( 3 . 2 0 ) .
FLO (20) . Z E T A ( 2 0 ) . FCF (J .3 .40) . FCK (3 .40 ) ,
- .TIMEND • •
CCVMCN /REALZ/
* CEDCM 11,3) , ce (2,10 . cacouM(i,3>' . cac (3 .101 .
. * X N C C U M ( 1 , i ,9) , XMC (2 .3 .10 ) . CdN(3)
• C C V M C N - /SATELL/
* DLMIvv t 1 C O O )
EQUIVALENCE ( E TM ( 1 ) . TH ADC ( 1 ) ) ... ( XMN ( 1 . 1 ) . ANGC •( 1 ) ) .
* (XMN( 1 .3) . Y M C C ( 1 .1 , 1 ) ) ,'(XMN( 1 ,6) ,CNF( 1, 1 ) ) .
* : ' ( XMN( 1 .8) ,ET IC( 1 ,1 ) ) , (AMN( 1 . 10) ,ETMC( 1 . 1 ) ) .
* (FLB( 1 .1 ) .FLG( 1 , 1) ) , (FLt (1 . 1 ,1 ) ,FLD( 1. 1 , 1 > ).
,* (FLH( 1 . 1 . 1 ) , FL J( 1 . 1 . 1 ) ) .
. * (FG1 ,LINIT( 1 )) , ( C A ( I .1 ) .* INIT( 1 ) )
• * ... . (CBDUV( 1 .1 ) ,BZIMT( 1 ) ) . (A»ORK( 1 ) . IIM T ( 1 ) ) .
* (SCNDUKt IZ IMT ( 1 ) )
' EGLI V*LtNCt£ (LTOf*CU.LECL )
.
C I W E I » 5 I C N Y (NEQ) . > C ( N E C ) • .
• . SYMECL L ISTING OF PARAMETEriS USEO.FRCM COMMON
NEOD = T C T A L MJMEJER CF RIGIJ ElJCIEb AND POINT MASSES
Ndl = NdUD + 1
» = GIMSAL A X I S L»EEL
K- 1 = HINGE FCINT AT »t-.ICH GIMBAL A X I S M IS LOCATED
. J C C H ( K ) = LABEL CF RODV INBCArtJ OF HINGE PCINT K-l
K = LABEL CF UOCY C L T B O A W D OF HINGE POINT K-l
R E L C ( K ) = TRUE IF BODY K IS A RIGID dJDY-, FALSE CThERWISF
X I » A £ ( K ) = MASS OF BOO'Y K, (M)
.X I .C( I ,J ,K) = INERTIA TENSCP OF dlJlJY K. ABOUT ITS CENTtK OF MASS
R E L A T I V E TO F P A V E OF CCMPUTATICN, - (M*L*»2) '
"
1 ; C F C ( I . M ) = CCMFCNENTS K6L A T I VC *T1tJ ^ G'MPUTING' r-FRTAME OF UNIT
. . . . VECTOR ALJNG GIKBAL A X I S M
T H / ( f ) = DISPLACEMENT /SQCt-T OR ALON-J GIMbAL A X I S M (R OR L)
T h A C l - M ) = R A T E AECUT CR ALONG GIMEAL AX IS M (R /T OH L/ T ) . -
PH'KI.I^fcJi) = RESULTANT E X T E R N A L FOkCE ACTING CN COMFCSITE SYSTE^' CM





Cl 7 0 6 A O O
Cl 706500
Cl 7C66CC


































C 1 71 0100
Cl 71 0200
C1710300






C 1 7 1 1 C 0 C




























C : . •
















• c . .
c
c .;-






















M* = MOMENTUM WHEEL LABEL
. oo(pw) = bUDY IN WHICH MOMENTUM *>CEL MW is EMBEDDED
hKC(I.Mw) = COMPONENTS OF LN I T VECTOR ALONG SPIN AXIS OF WHEEL M »
(RELATIVE TO COMPUTING FRAMt) ' '
.GAM(I.KL) = COMPONENTS OF VECTUR FROM HINGE FCINT K-l TO'CENTEP OF
.'." . MASS OF BODY L. WHERE KL = KTO {Nd 1 . K- 1 ,L )
- SK(K-l) = CODED WORD. ALL EODIES IN NEST K-l
SMC(K-l) = CODED WORD. ALL AMENTUM WHEELS IN NbST K-l
XMC(I.J.i-) =' TKANSFCRMAT ION MATRIX., cGDY L TO COMPUTING FRAKE'
XMC(i.j.o) = 'TRANSFORMATION MATRIX. 'INERT IAL .TO COMPUTING >FRANE
. . Y = SOLUTION ARRAY'.' CONTAINS INTEGRATED PARAMETERS; •
. ' YC = .EQUATION ARRAY. SENT TO RUNOfc! FOR INTEGRATION;
NEC = NUMBER OF FIRST CROER DIFFERENTIAL EQU AT IONS .'DEF INED .
OUTSIDE OF SLERCLTINC TUROJc • •
,
INPUT OF tSER RE'JUIRtD DATA FOR SUBROUT INfc" TORQUE '
' THE USER MAY APPLY ONE OF THREE OPTIONS ' - ' . - .
•' 1) PREFERABLE. DEFINE ALL USEK REQUIRED DATA ON
•DATA' CAPDS »ITHIN SUdROUTINE TORQUE
Cl 712000





















' •• 2) WRITE SUBROUTINE INTOR AND PASS ALL USER REQUIRED CATAC1714200
THROUGH COMMON IN /SATELL/
' ,. 3) READ INPUT CATA OM FIRST PASS THROUGH TCfiQUE
• • • CT4 = 1 CN FIRST PASS THROUGH, STORE DATA
.IN'/SATELL/ ' : -' •-
'• ' . . '
, . i
; REACTION TCKOLE ACTING ACROSS OR ALONG G I ME AL AXIS
'.' A T H I N G E P C I N T K . - 1 DuETiJ':' " ''
'-..', LINEAR SPRINGS . ....
LINEAR VISCOUS DAMPERS ' ' '' '
MOTORSLET: • • • • - . . . . . - . ' •
.
:
. .SPf'(M) = SPRING CONSTANT *BOUT OK ALJNG GIMdAL AXIS M'
•• " (M*L**2/T**2 OR */T**2)
•
 :
"CPC(C) = DAMPING CONSTANT AdOUT OR ALONG GIMoAL AXIS M
... ;.{M*L**2/T OR. M/T) . . ;
.-'CLT(M) = CONTROL TORQUE APPLIED 'BY MUT'JR ABOUT CR ALONG GIPEAL
AXIS V M*L«2/T*»2 OR M*L/T«*2
DIMENSION TEM( J) . ' '
..;. • . . c SPRING TCfiouE . ' . " ' ' '
c SP'R<M) = USER INPUT : . ''
. A = SPR(»«)*THA< M) • ' '' - '
•••.>' . ,. - CALL,
 1sCLy,(_A.oFC( i,,M) .TEM') , , . . _ .
•<•,' ^' ' CALL VECSUd(PHI 1 1 ,K)..TEM.PHI ('l ,X) ) '
. C. :DAMPE(= TCfiUUE .. . ....
: C .. .. • CPC(M) = USER. INPuJ • '.
 r
'•V-O. 11/iU .=iO 3AlA=^--CtC'1 )*iT*iAP()1> 3V)TA.i-'. ;• T 4 ., ', ;jq y'-j j - , K., . > , ,
. . • CALL SCLV(A.QF.C< 1 ,M) ,TEM)
•CALL VECSLd<PHI ( 1 ,K) .TEM.PHI ( 1 ,K ) )
C MOTOR TOPQUE '
• . C CLT(M) = FUNCTION OF STATE VARIABLES. LSER DEF
CALL SCLV(Cl_T(M)'.QFC( 1 .M) ,TEM)'















































































































G R A V
BM I )
REACTION TCROOES ON SYSTEM DUE TO A CONTROL TORCUE
APPLIED TC MOMENTUM WHEEL Mtt
( > = CONTROL TCRCUE APPLIED TO rfHEEL M* AbUUT ITS SPIN A X I S
USER DEFINEC FUNCTION OF STATE VARIABLES (M*L**2/T*««)
C CLM(Mln) = USER DEFINED FUNCTION UF S T A T E V A R E .
REACTION TCRCLES JN SYSTEM DUE TU A
APPLIED EXTERNAL FORCE (I.E. A GAS
LOCALLY
JET)
= INTEGER LABEL ASSIGNED TO GAS JET
= BODY TO WHICH EXTERNAL FORCE OIKECTLY APPLIED
= RADIUS VECTOR FFCC CENTER UF MASS OF dOOY L TO
GAS JET J, (COMPONENTS RELATIVE TO dODY L COORDINATES)
= COMPONENTS OF APPLIED FORCE DUE TO GAS JET J. (HELATVE
TO BODY L COORDINATES) USER DEFINED FUNCTION OF STATE
VARIAbLES {**L/T**2)
<
DIMENSION R J C ( 3 ) . F J C ( J ) . T E M J > , TEM1(3) ,RJ(3) ,FJ(2)
INTEGER = 1 ( 1 0 ) . N S 1
L.JGICAL CTA IN
RJ( I ) = LSER INFCT
CALL VECTBN(R j . X C C ( 1 . I .<-) .RJC)
FJ(I ) = C£ER DEFINED FUNCTION OF S T A T E VARIASLES
CALL V E C T P N ( F j , X M C ( 1 . 1 . L ) , F J C )
CALL V E C A D D ( P h I ( 1 ,NB1 ) ,FJC.PH I ( 1 . NE1) )
DO 3 K=1.NQOD
CALL U N P A C ( S I , N J 1 , S K ( K - l ) )
IF( .NOT.CTAIN(L .SI .NSl ) ) GO TO 3
IFIRBLOIM) GC TO A
CALL V E C A D D ( P H I ( 1 . K ) , F J C . P H I ( 1 . K ) )
GO TO 3
KL = K T O C N B I > K - 1 . L )
CALL V E C A D D ( G A M ( 1 . K L ) . R J C . T E M )
CALL VECKCS ( TEI* .F JC . TCM1 )
CALL V E C A C D C P H I ( 1 . K ) ,TEM1 .PrilI I,K) )
3 CONTINUE
REACTION TCRQLES ON SYSTEM DUE TO G R A V I T A T I O N A L
EFFECTS CN AN EARTH CASED SYSTEM
 = ACCELERATION CF G R A V I T Y <L/T**2)
I) = COMPONENTS OF CNIT VECTOR FROM INERTIAL OKIGIN TC CC*P.












































































































































J i 1 J
T H A T IS. P A R A L L E L TO DIScCTICN OF G R A V I T Y FURCF.
INTEGER Sl( 10 ) ,NS1
DIMENSION TEMC2 ) ,BHC(3) «HH(J)
BH(I) = tSER INPUT
CALL VECTRNOI- ,>MC( 1 . 1 .0) , BHC )
DO 4 <= I ,NBOC
G W A V = USER INPUT
A = X M A S ( K ) * G R A V
CALL SCL V( A .BI-C . T E V )
CALL VECSUB(PHI ( 1 ,NBl ) ,TEM .PHI { 1 ,Ncl ) )
IF( RBLO(K) ). GC TO 5
CALL V E C S U B ( P H I ( I , K ) , TEM.PHH1,K>)
GO TO 4
CALL U N P A C ( S I . N S 1 « S K ( K - l ) )
DO 4 LL=1.NS1
L = SI(LL)
K.L = KTO (SBl .K-l ,L )
A = X M A S (L ) *GT,# V
CALL S C L V < A . B h C .TEK)
CALL VECKCS ( GAM 1 tKL ) , TcM , TtMl )
.CALL V E C S U E ( P H I < i . K ) . TEMI ,PHI< i ,«> )
'CONTINUE
KEPLERIAN CRBIT
COMPONENTS CF Vfc'CTOhi FROK EARTH'S CENTER TO CCMPCSITE
SYSTEM CENTER OF VA55. RELATIVE TO INERTIAL REFERENCE
FRAME, ORBIT ASSUMED TO SE IN INERT1AL 2-3 PLANE
SEMI-MAJOR A X I S CF ELLIPTIC ORBIT INERTIAL 2 CIRECTICN
ORBIT ECCENTRICITY
 tj
TIME OF PERII-ELICN PASSAGE. (T) . i%





MAGNITUDE OF CE(I.O), (L)
ASM = USER INPUT
GEV = USEP INPUT
ETfc = 1./SQFT(ASM»*3/GEV)
TPP = USER INPUT
AMt = t T E * ( T - T P F )
SMI = S I N ( A M E ) ; JM4 = S I N ( 4 * A M E )
SM3 = S1N(3*AKE>
f-.CC = USF.P INPUT
ECE. = AME » ECC»SM1 1




BTO = ASM*(I - ECC»CE)
































































































































.CBC{ I.I) = COI
MA:
. ' COI
* N C T 6 F(_f< 'GfcA'
* CE( I. 1 ) AND
* APE RECEF'INEI
» 'OF L A R G E NUMI
" , * TI-E Y AHt MEA:
* ,CK CF 6CDY 1
.* CRICIN TO CM
BK I ) = UNJ
CET
.CEL ( i .* ) = cq^
• MA:
DFGI I ,K ) = C0»
. . '"S'GCC.I ) = .cc^
. • . "" » H 1
B T C "= D I !













• • . ' ' CALL'
' 7 CONTI
:
 • DO a




' " . ' • • CALL:
; GO TL
'c SGG ( I
C
' • .' • c
'
 ;
 ~ 9 CALL
'• ' - ' DO 8
. . • -• •; ...; ,
 L,..i;l s
. ' KL =
' CALL
' • CALL
'- ' ' A -= 3
CALL
.0) = B T O * ( ( C E - E C C ) / < 1 - ECC*CEM ,
.O) = BTO*( £ C R T ( 1-t;CC**2)*Se/< 1-ECC*CE )
V E C T R M C E < 1 . 0 ) . X M C ( 1 , 1 .0 ) . C B C ( 1 , 0 ) )
REACTION TCSOLES CN URdlTING SYSTEM DUE





























NENTS CF VECTUrt FROM CCMPCSITE SYSTEM CENTER OF
TC CENTER CF MASS OF BUOY 1 .'" RELATIVE TO
MPUT ING FRAKE ' '
VITY GRADIENT CFTION ' -' '
ITS INERTIAL DERIVATIVE ,
D TU CIRCUMVENT DIFFERENCE ' [ ••-
BER PPOBLEJi'S. THAT IS
SURED Ff>Cf CCKPOSITt CM TO
RAThER THAN FROM INERTIAL
OF aCDY 1
T VECTOR FPCM EARTH'S CENTER TtJ* SYSTEM COMPOSITE
TER CF MASS, COMPONENTS RELATIVE TC INERTIAL FR*ME
COMPONENTS CF VECTJK FHCK CCMPCSITE SYSTEM CENTER GF
TO CENTER OF MASS CF auOY K
COMPONENTS CF GRAVITY GRADIENT FORCE ACTING ON BOCY K
CCMPACTED I'NTEGER WJRD. THOSE BODIES IN THE NEST i
SIGNIFICANTLY CONTRIBUTE TC GRAVITY GRADIENT EFF.Cl732700
NCE FRCM EAFTH''s CENTER TO COMPOSITE SYSTEM Cf Cl 732800
C1732900
ON DEL (3 ,10) ,DFCi(3 .10) . JHC ( 3 ) . BH ( 3 ) , T EM ( 3 ) . TE Ml ( 3 ) C 1 7 3 3 0 0 0
GER E G G ( C , 9 ) . JK10 ) C17331CC
IAN OR3IT >>UST dtf USED *ITH G R A V I T Y GRADIENT CF T ION C1 733200
I =1.3 C l733300 •
= C B C ( I . C ) / E T O C1733400
K=1,NBOC C1733500
 K T O ( N B 1 . C . K ) . - - - • C1733600
V E C A D D ( C E C ( 1 , 1 ) , G A M ( 1 , K L ) . D L L ( 1 . K ) ) ' C1733700
VcCDCT(BHC ,CEL(1 ,K) ,A) C1733800
*A ' ' • . - Cl 733900 .
S C L V ( A . 3 H C , T E K ) ' Ci 734000'.
' V E C S U B ( D E L < r . K ) . T E M . T E M ) : C1734100 -
G E V * > M A S ( K ) / B T O * * 3 C1734200 /
 SCLV( A ,TE»< ,DFG< l",K) ) " '"• • C1734300
NUE • ' . . . C1734400 ;
' K=1."NBCD • ' C1734500
L O ( K ) ) GC TC 5 ' • C l 7 3 4 6 0 0 -
V E C A D D ( P H I ( 1 , K ) , D F G ( 1 , K ) . P H I ( 1 , K ) ) . . . C 1 7 3 4 7 0 0 .
.8- . - - ' . C1734800 .
) = SMI) IF ALL BODIES CONTRIdUTE TO G R A V I T Y Gfi AC. C1 734900




 SGG( I')' 'FCRM-USEH INPUT OR DEFINE "CIRECTCVC 1735100 '
UNPAC( SI ,NS1 ,SGG'(K-1 ) ) ' - • ' > • ' - - . : - ' • • •' C1735200 /
LL-1.NS1 - . .
 : - C1735300
l'f'Ltfy*1'1-''1'" """' K'Jliti:'"* ••Ui.ici.JU03 JftM«^irt. - t /DL^ r C 1 7 3 5 4 0 0 3
KTOINB1.K-1.L1 ' ' ' ' • • C l735500
VECSCS ( CAK ( 1 .Kb ) ,DFG ( 1' ,L ) , TEM ) - C1735600
VXD Y C V 1 31-C .X IC( 1 .1 ,L ) ,TEM1 ) . C1735700
 *GEV/6TC»*3 CI735800
































































"' - , e CONTIC
F
LET:
NTI; = T O T /
BE J
T C ( N ) = MAGh
TCRt







. • , c
c
1
. A S S U M E :





- ' ' SPRIf*





'•' • . - SP«( l» ) = ,SPF
; •=>.;*- 'DFC'('H') = DAN
' -T4LK M. ) = THE
• : A x i
^-'.''.•;13 T C ( N ) = Tht
A6OI.
TCC (N ) = R A T E
GIME
T 1NP = THERM
(RAD/
ECACC( TEK ,1EH i TEM)
VEC ACD(PM (1 .K) .TEM.PHK1 ,K) )
PARAMETERS CEFINEO 8Y FIRST ORDES
DIFFERENTIAL EJUATICNS
I,NUMBER CF FIRST OKCcH O I FFEHENT I AL EQU AT IONS 'T C;
SOLVfcD FOR LSE IN SUBROUTINE TORQUE
[TLCE OF FARAKETiin NUMBER N DEFINED * ITH IN SLE.
JE AT TIME T ' /
DERIVATIVE CF PARAMETER TU(N). A LSEF» DEFINEC
riC N OF THE SYSTEM'S STATE VARIABLES
DIMENSICN T J( 20) ,TOD<20). " '"'" '
FOR T>E PARAMETER N ' ' ' ' ' .
IF(CT4.NE.l ) -JO TO 1 1
Y(NEO+N) = TO(N) = INITIAL VALUE FOR TC(N)
TQD(N) = USER DEFINED FUNCTICN CF ST.ATF VARB.
AFTER CEFINITICN OF LAST DIFFERENTIAL EGLATICN
NTQ - TOTAL NUMBER OF FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL
EOLATIONS TO BE SCLVfci) FOR USE IN TCROCE
. DO 12 N=1.NTG
12 YD(NEC+N) = TQD(N)
THERMALLY INDLCSD MOTICN ArtCUT C.IM6AL AXIS M
AT HINGE POINT K-l . '
ALLY .INOLCED DEFLECT!JN IS SMALL ANGLE," . .
VE TO TI-E SYSTEM'S NOMINAL ^ERO STRESS STATE
INDUCED DEFLECTION IS MODELLED AS A MOVEMENT
ZERO STRESS STATE .
ALL HINGE PCINTS SU13JECT TO THERMAL DEFORMATICN
AND CAMPERS *CT . . .
E MCDEL CF THE THERMAL INPUT CAN EE DEFINEC
ERMS CF Tl-E SYSTEM'S STATE VAHIA3LES , .
EOUILIHKILK PCS IT ION AJOUT. ANY GIMdAL AXIS IS CF. F,
OLUTION OF THE HEAT CCNOUCTICN EQUA'TICN
SPRING CONSTANT ACROSS GIMBAL AXIS M '
ING CONSTANT ACROSS GIMbAL AXIS M
MAL TIKE CCNSTANT FOR DEFORMATICN AdOUT G I M E A L .
K , ( T )
MAL EQUILIBRIUM POSITION FOR THERMAL DEF.OP.M ^ T 1C N
GIMBAL AXIS M, (HAD)
OF CHANGE CF THERMAL EQUILIBRIUM POSITION AEOCT
L AXIS Mt f-IRST ORDER DIFF. tQ. . (RAD/T)
























































































-^ ' ; Cl 742000
OIMENSICN. TEMC2 ) . . . , \. C17*2100
C N = USER DEFINED LAbELt DEPENDS UPON EQUATICN NUMBER ING C174220C
C SEQUENCE DEFINED rtlTHIN 5UG«OUTINE ,TQf. OUE : . C.1742300
IK(CT4.NE.l) GLi TO U ' . C1742400
C- Y(NEOtN) = TO(N) = INITIAL VALUu F CR -THERM'AL DEFGR* A T I CN C1742500
C . . ABOUT li 1MBAL AXIS M. USER INPUT C1742COO
12 TQ(N) =. Y(NEC+N) . . . ' Cl742700
C TINP ,= USER DEFINEC THCKMAL INPUT. FOR ThEKMAL CEFCPMAT IONC174280C
C AECUT GINEAL A X I S M . . . ' ' • . C l 742900
"C T A U ( M ) = 'USE* INPCT ' • .
TOD.<N) = - T Q < N ) / T A L ( M ) * TINP . .
A = SPH( M ) * ( TH* (M) - TQ(N). ) - . . : .• . :, •
CALL... SCLV. (A.QFC ( 1 . K l .TEM) - . . . - ' '
CALL "v"eCSV.B(PhI< l .K | .TtM.'PHI t 1 .K) ) . "
A .= , DPC.C M*TH_AC(M) . . .
CALL . S G L V ( A , Q F C ( 1 .f I .TEM) . . . . . , . .
CALL VEC SUB (P.HI ( 1 tK ) fTEMiPhK 1
 tK».) . ..
.ZERO -ALL -ELEMENTS
'CO 1 K=liNdl i
,CC 1 1=1.J
.1 PH I ( I , K ) = 0 . D 0
:
 CO, 2 •!" = ! tNMO
2 'CL.fl ft = O.OO
-,. PETUFN
. ENC
CF EXTERNAL TUHOUE MATt<IX









C l 7 4 3 9 C C
C l 7 4 4 C O O
C l 7 4 4 1 0 0
C 1 744200
C1744300
























SUERCUTINE QFDCT - ' '•
.USED TC REDUCE. THE SET CF NdUO*1+NMV VECTCW DYACIC EUUATICNS CF
MCTICN T O NFER+NMV SCALAR EUUATI'CNS ...
LET
' SCF(K) = LOUIEST MAGMTtDE KrltE COOHOINATE INDICE AT HINGE
' POINT K-l. EQUALS £ERU IF THWEE CUNSTHAINTEC AXES
S C L ( K ) '= LOWEST. MAGM TUDE LOCKED doOHDINATE INDICE AT HINCE
POINT K--1. ECUALS £c*G IF TM«EE HREE AXES
S C K < K ) = .BODY LABELS CN .PATH FKCV HINGE PU1.MT ZERO TO C.M.
'' ' . " ^ fi'-Ys'-. T F A Y 'ABELSOF B O O Y K . F O f i ' - s K i a r ' - . O LL ECD  'L
IMPLICIT REAL*e( A - H t O - Z t S)
101) ( : 1 , I. 1 I ^ C , . 1 ,
LOGICAL FGI i FG2 i FG3. FG4 . FJS.'INEHF. KJBLOi LEQlJt HNIT(l)
LOGICAL LKLNGE • LTRNSI .' LVDIV . LEQUIV '. LTRAN .
LTRANV . LRATE . LXDY . LETA ' , LTOPQU ,
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.. S C X C ( 2 0 )
f
• • \



























- . LTOKQU .
. LS1MQ
INEKF. RbLJ( 10)




















•• . • '1













































iM -3 <:• •/•. i !••
3,1.0) .,
3~. 1 1 ) .
.
2 .11 ) .





































































































( 3 . 1 0 ) * .
( 3 . 3 3 ) ,
(2 .11 ) .
(33 ) .
( 3 . 3 . 1 C ) .
(3 .3 .1C ) .
(3 .20 ) .





























C 180 50 00


















































. .". „* FLO C:.J.2C>. FLJ (3 .3 .20) , CAC (J .10) . XlO < 3 . 3 . 1 C > .
* FLI«C <j . io) . FLCRC (3. ic) . .FLAG (J.2o> . FLQC t 3 . 2 C ) .
* ' F L C N ( ao j . Z E T A ( 2 0 ) , FCF ' < J . j . 4 0 ) . FCK- (3. tot ,
* T IMEND
C O V M C N /REALZ/
* CEDUM ( 1 , 3 ) . Cfc (3. 1C) , CSCOO,><( 1 .3) . CbC (3. 1C) ,
* XOCCUMC 1 . 1 .9) . XVC (3.3.10). CBN(J)
EQUIVALENCE < E T M ( ) , T H A D C ( 1 ) ) . ( XMN ( 1 , 1 ) , ANGD ( 1 ) ) .
* (XMN( .3) . VMCC( 1 .1 ,1 ) ) . < XMM 1 ,6) . CNF ( 1. I ) ) .
* ' < X M N < .6 > . ET 1C < 1 , 1 ) ) . (XMN< 1 , 1 0) ,ETMC( 1 . 1 ) ) ,
'• * <FLB( ,1 ) ,FLQ( 1, 1) ) . (FLE( 1. 1 .1 ) ,FLD( 1. 1 . 1 ) ).
* <FLH< . i . i ) ,FL J ( i . 1 . i ) ) .
* (FGl .L INIT( 1 ) ) , (CA( 1 . 1 ) ,RIN IT ( 1 ) ) .
» (CeDUM 1 .1 ) .KZlN IT( 1 ( ) . ( A W C ^ K ( 1 > . I 1 N I T C 1 ) ) .
* (SCNDUM, IZIS IT ( 1 ) ) . ( T G R C < 7d t .SCXC < t ) )
C I K E h S I C K TcMl (3) ,TEM( 3 . 1 I ) ,XOO( 3 . 1 I )
CIKENSK-N TEM2( 3) .TEM3(3 ) ,F TEM( J) ,Fl_HC( J.3)
C I y e ^ S I C ^ E O F C ( < j g ) , e x c i c ( 5 ? 4 )
PEAL 'd FCUP(3. 3 .20) .FCLP1 (3 ,3) .KCUP(3,20') ,'KCUPl (3)
K E A L * c T M F C 3 . 3 ) . T M K ( : »
INTEOEH £T 1( 1C ) . S T 2 ( 1 0 ) . ST3( 1 1 )
' INTEGER ST4( 10 )
IMEC-cR SFXMN . '
. LOGICAL C T A I N
E Q U I V A L E N C E ( O C M C ( 1 . 1 ) . T C W ( 1 . 1 ) ) , ( EuFC < 1 ) . GFC ( J . 1 ) ) .
* . < ExD IC< 1 ) . XD 1C < 1 , 1 . 1 ) >
C A T A IH/4HXMN(/
EQt IVALENCE (LQFOCT.UEGU )
IF (LEUU )FR INT 226
ZERC ALL ELEMENTS IN >MS M A T r l l X
. NtER* = NFtR «• NMV + NNODS
•' ' CO 1 6 N= 1 .NTERM I
• • co i e K=N.NTERy
x M ^ < ^ , , N ) = o
1 e COM INUi:
IF (LEQU)FH INT 214
: CYCLE ThpuUCiH ALL KCfcS.QF SYSTtM INERTIA MATRIX
COI"PCT.= (NFE.K) X(NFER ) W A I f i l X OF jCALAKi LEFT HANC ; SIDE OF S Y S T E M
M A T R I X EQUATION OF ^o^ IC^
-CO 7 K=1,N81
- ' • "ChECK FCR 3 CCN5TRAINEC A X E S '' ''""' r '
-; IF (PCCN (K ) .NE.3) GO TO 2 1 •
IF(LECU )FRINT 227
1
 •; * !IF(LEGU )FHHNTt -202 . K , _ . . . . . . _ . ,,, . .
 v -
. IF(LEOU )FHINT 227 " '' ' :" '
GO TC J
21 CONTINUE






















C 1 61 020C"
C 1 61 0300
C 1 61 040 C
C1610500
C161 0600








Cl 61 1 bOC
Cl 61 1600
Cl 61 1 700





C J 6 I 2 3 0 0
C ie i 2400
Cl 612500
Cl 81 2fcOO


























I F < N i T 3 . E O . O )
CO 4C I I=J .NST3
I = S T 3 ( II )
ELEMENTS
227
205, K ,( ST2
22d
GO TC 41
IN RC» < UF XDIC
I ) ,1 =1 ,NSTJ)
N8EG=SJFI I ) ' •
»TER»>-SCF(K> +2-PCCMK ) • • ' ' '
NTER* = £i;F< i )+2-PCCN( i )
IF (MEEG.GT.MTERM) GO TO 43
•CO 4£ ,^ = l»faEG .MTERM ' ' ' . '
IF(NEEG.C-T .NTEfiM ) GO TC 45 ' '
CO 44 N=NBEG .NTERV
. I F ( N . G T . N ) GO TO 44 ' • '•
KI = KT 1 (Ndl .K.I)
. WE = 2*(N- 1) ' : '
NE- = 2*(N-1) . , • . •
KIE = 9»(KI- 1) - '
CALL V U C Y J V l QFC( I ,M) ,XDIC( I . l.KI ) . GF C ( 1 «N» . XMN(M.N) )
REFLACcI KULT I-SUS3SCR IPT CPEP.ATION W I T H SINGLE SUBSCRIPT
C O M P U T A T I O N OF V E C T O R CCT C Y A O DOT VECTOR
CO 1 C
1EC1CJ) =




X M N ( ^ , N )
E X D I C C K I E + J ) * E C F C ( N K + 1 ) *
EXOIC(K IE+3*J )»CQFC(NE+2)
EXDIC(K IE+6+J ) *EQFC(NE*J )
F . .
•= EGFC(ME+1 )*TEM I 1 I +
E G F C ( M E - » 2 ) * T E M ( 2 ) +
t Q F C C ME + 3 ) *TEM ( 2)
i06 . M.N.f ,KI .NiM.K^I.S.XMNCM.N)tF(LEUU)FHINT







INCLLDt FLEXIB IL ITY TEPK£
lF<NFLXd. tU.C) GO TO 11
. CALL UNPAC(ST1 ,NST1 ,SFLX)
CALL UNP»C<iiT4 .NST4.SFCC >
ZEBO CUT GYROSCOPIC TCPCLE
NF I = MFEft •»• 1
NFJ - N^EW «• NMOOS
'• T- CO 17 M = NF1.NF2 • - .
IF(LECU) PRINT 252, M - ' ' • '
17. ETM< H ) = 0. , . .
CYCLE THRU ALL NESTS. FCR K = l PICK UP DIAGONAL A;ND !M'OST' OF)' I
RICH'! HAND SIDE OF E O U A T I C N • • !
CO 3 K=l,NdUC
CALL UNP>»C(ST2 .NST2 .SK( K-l > )





























































CO 3 N N = 1 . N S T 1
N = ST1 <NST1 + 1 - N N )
CHECK IS BODY N A FLEXIB1LE
IF < C T A I M N , S T 2 . N S T e ) ) CO TO
BODY
4



















FOR K = I C-ET: I IDIAGONAL ELEMENTS UF XMNCM.N)
2)CENTRIP1T/1L *CC. OF UNDEFOKMEC CM CF BODY
3>MAJCR PCfiTICN OF b'TM(M)
M=NFER+1 . . . . .NFER+NMODS
I F ( H . N E . l ) GO TO 5
T E * > 2 < 1 ) = 0.
T E * 2 < 2 ) t C.
.TEM2(2> = 0.
IF<LEdU) PRINT 241
•CEN1KIP1TAL ACCELERATICt> UNDdFaRrtED POSITION OF BODY N C
M = N
1F(M .EC. l ) GU TO 12
CALL VECTRNC CALK I .M ) t XMC( I .1 .NI ) ,TEMJ )
IF(LEQU) PRINT 211, NI.M.M
CALL Trt I P V P I F O M C < 1 ,NI ) . T E f 3 ,T££M2)
I F ( L E C U ) P R I N T 212, N I . N I . M
JM = JCCN(NI)
CALL TR IPVP(FCMC( 1 ,JNI ) ,CBC< 1 ,NI ) .TEMJ)
CALL VtC*DD( TEC2, TEM3.TE02 )
IF(LEQU) PRINT 213, JM.JNI.NI
M = JN I
IF(NI.NE.l) GC TO 32
CALL S C L V ( X M A S i N ) .TEM2 .TEM2 )
I F ( L E J U ) PHINT 222. N , ( TEM2 ( J ) , J= 1 , 3 )
C O N T I N U E
CYCLE ThBU ALL FLEXIbLE 6CDY MUUciS ASSOCIATED »ITH BODY N IN





K = NFEft * MN
COCPLTE VECTOR ELEMENTS LF
C O K X C N , STGKE AS NEEOEC IK
KN = KT C(NB1 ,K-1 , K)
CALL S C L V ( X M A S < N ) i C A M C 1 iKN
CALL VECfiOS( TEM3,FLAC< 1 ,MN J ,FTEM)
CALL VECADD(FTEM,FLQC( 1 . CN ) ,FTCM)
'IF (.NCT.LEOU ) GO' TO 50CI . . .
KM I = K- I
P R I N T 23£, K M I . N . ^ N . N . K M l . N . M N . M N
C O N T I N U E
IF (K .NE • 1)GC TO 15
CALL TENTWN( FLH< 1 ,1 ,MN ) . XMC ( I . 1 ,N) .FuHC)
F M A T R I X AS NEclifcD DON'T sTOf-E






































































.LEUO ) GO TC 5 C C 2
25C.
£*2 . M N . N . M N
(FLI-C ( 1 . I ) . 1=1 i 3)
< F L H C ( 2 . I ) . 1=1 .3)
< F L t - C < 3 .1 ) .1 = 1 .3)
C C M I N J t i
C O N T I N U E
CCVPLIc ELEMENTS OF XMN A R R A Y
IF (LECU ) PRI NT 22£
IF ( P C C N ( K ) .EC.3) GC TU 4fc
M = 50F (K )
N2 = 5 0 F C K ) +• 2 - FCCN(K)
CH 6 L = M.N2
CALL VeCCOn OFC( 1 .L ) .FTc>.XIkN( M.L) )
IF<LECU) PRINT 236. M.L .i-i'KH. N.MN.XMN(M ,L)
CCNT iNuE
C G N T
'S IT FUK XMN IF K.NE.l
IF (K .N£ . 1 > 0.0 TU £
>MM V ,rf) = X M A S i N )
IF (LEJU) P^INT 237 . M i* .^ XfrM Mf ri)
C£T Tfc-^M£ AbSOCIATEO WITH THE TRA\3LAT1UN LGUATIQN
CALL ;CLV(XMA5(N) ,FLAC(1 .MK).T£;M3>
IF (PCCiN INB1 ) .EQ.3 ) GU TC tf
M = SUF (N31 I
N2 = S O F ( N B l ) + £ - PCCMNBL)
CO 1 :• L=M .N2
. CALL V - 2 C C O T ( QFC( 1 .L) . T E V 2 , XNN( M.L) )
IF(LEOU) PRINT 21S. M.L .L.N .NN .XMN (V ,L»
3 CONT IMJE
CK CCNaCNTkATE CN EMT ABPAV NL) w
P(,T I* FT fc fc .OFCi D C T ) T E f - V S
C A L L \ i cCCUT( FTE-Mt C C M C C t iK > tA)
I F ( L E O U ) PrtINT 2J6. C .K ,K^1 . N > ilN t K t t. TM ( M )
THAT «s I T IK K .Nt .1
IF (K .NL; . 1 I GU TO 3
PUT IN SPRING-DAbHPCT EFFECTS MJOL Vf
= t .TM(M) - X M A S (N )* ( 2 .«^hTA( MN) «FLulM ( MN ) * THAC { M )
+ Fi_LM< MN )**ii*THA(M) )
PRINT 2J9. C . N .N .KN . MM. I" . MN ,M .tlTMl M)
CALL VCDVOV(FLMC( l.N) . FLI-C. FCMCl I.N).-*)
CALL VcCCUTJ TEM2 . FLAC( 1 ,NN ) ,B)
'tTM(V) = cT.M(M) + A - K
]F(LEQD) PWINT 24C. W . N . f> . f N . N . MN . E TM ( M )
CONT INUC
CHECK TC SCt: IF CCLPLING S I G N I F I C A N T
I K ( N £ T 4 . E O . O ) G O T C 1 1
KF = C
«N = 0
CC 35 K = l . N b Q C






























































IF (£FXM(K ) .EC1.0): GC TO '35 •. -.. • . .
CYCLE ThRUUGH ALL GENERALIZED COURDINATE EQUATIONS FUR BODY K
MN
= SFXM(K)
• ' '-CO 3; N=1.SFXMN .... '
UN = ^N+1
CALL LNPAC(ST1 .NST1 . S C X C C K N ) )
•' IF(NST1 .EQ .0 ) GO TO 33
IF(LECU) PRINT 266. N . K . *N . (ST1( I) ,I = 1 ,N5T 1 )
• -HI = NFEfi + MN
. • CC 37 1 = 1.3 , . . ...
KCUP( I ,MN) = 0.0 .. , [
. CO 37 J=l ,3
• 37 FCUP(I .J .MN) = 0.0
IF(LEGU) PRINT 245
1F(L6£U) PRINT 242 , MN.MN
• , CO 3 « I = 1 . NS T 1
l» = £Tl ( N S T 1 + 1-1 ) . • ! • • . . :
fj - MMN + M + NFER • .
KF — KF+1 . .
CALL £ C L G ( T H A < M J ) ,FCF< 1 . 1 ,KF ) ,TMF)
, ' ' C A L L DYACD(FCUP< 1 .1 .MN ) , TI»F .FCJP< I • 1 ,MN) ) '
IF<.NOT.LEQU) G O T C 50C4 . . .
. PR INT 245
PRINT 24t . <FCUP<I ,L .MN) ,L = 1,3)
.- PRINT 247 . MN.MN, H J , KF . (FCUP(2 ,L .MN )..L;=.l .3 )
PRINT 246. (FCUP(J .L .MN) ,L=1 .3)
£004 CALL SCLV( THADCMJ ) .FCM 1 ,KF.) ,TMK>.. . • - . . . .
CALL VECADD( KCl>P( 1 .MN) ,TKK . KCUP( 1 .MN) )
.IF ( .NCT .LEQU ) GO TC 50 C 5
• PR INT 245
P R I N T . 2 4 E . M N . M N , H J . K F . ( K C U P C L . M N ) , L = 1 . 3 )
5005. CONTINUE
24 CONT INUt , . .
C. T R A N S F C R ^ FCUP AND KCUP 1C CCMP'JTING FRAME
CALL TEMRNC FCUP < 1 .1 ,VN) ,XMC ( 1 . 1 .K) .FCUP1 )
CALL V f c C T R M KCUP( 1 ,MN) ,XNC( 1 . 1 ,K) .K.CUP1 )
IF-'( .NOT .LEOU ) GO 1C 5 C C 3
P.R IN T 245
• PRINT 254, (FCUP1 ( 1 . L ) .u=l . 3 ) . . .
.PRINT 257. K .MN.K ,<FCUP1 (2.L) ,L = 1 .3) ^.
PRINT 254, (FCUP1(3 .L ) .L= l .3 )
• PR INT 245 ,








CALL V J Q Y U V ( F O M C ( 1 ,K) .FCUPl .FCMC< 1 .K) .A)
CALL V t C C O T ( F C M C < 1 .K) .KCLP1 .d)
' ' E T K f D = E T M ( M I ) + A - £.0*3
IF.< ,NJT .LECJU) GO TC 5 G C 7
. PR.INT ii45
'P.^ INT 24%.MI .MI ,K ,K,K ,ETN(MI )
5007 CONTINUE
32. CO h T IN U E
... Js .'.CONTINUE
1 1 CCNT INUli

































































E>P«NO ClMtNSIUN OF M A T R I X E Q U A T I O N S
" A S S C C I A T E D K ITH PRESENCE CF MOMENTUM
CALL UNPAC( 5T1 .NST1 . S M V )
IF ( N S T I .EG.O ) GO TC 5 C S 7
'IF (LEQU)PRINT 201 , ( S T 1 < I ), 1 = 1 .NST1 )
CO 2 M M K * = 1 > N S T 1
AND COMPUTE
*ric£LS
frM = ST 1 (MMM)
* = NFc*«NST 1+1-MNV + NMCDJ
> M N ( H , M ) = PLM(MM)
IF(LEUU )PRINT 203. M . M t » » . XMM .4 .M)
1
 CALL U N P A C C S T 2 .NST2.SCMHC(»») ))
E T V { l » ) = O .OC
;
 IF(LECU(PRINT 2 C 4 , P . E T M C M )
IF (NST2 .EO.O) GO TC bOEti
CO I i1=1.NST2
I = S T 2 ( II )
CALL V c C C O T ( H M C < l . y M ) . D C K C < l , I ( . A )
E T N ( N ) = ETMIM) - A * P L M ( » « N >
K T E R N = S C F ( I ) + 2 - P C C N ( I )
KB6G=SOF(I ) , .
I F ( K E S G . G T . K T E R M ) GO TC 48
CO 47 K. = KBEG .KTEP*
N = K ...
CALL VECCOT(HVCl 1 ,*>M> ,QFCt I • *> ,A)
X M N ( K . N ) = A *PLM(M») ' •
IF (LEOU)PKINT 209, M iN . » • > • * * t K ,XMN ( M <
47 CCNTINUE ' "
4 fc CC ST INbfc
1 'CONT INUt
5056 CONT INUE : '•
ETM(» = E T M < M ) * C L M ( M M )








FILL IN LPPER T R I A N G U L A R PCKTION
NFI»V = NFER+NMJDS+NMV
CC 9 f.= 1 .NFM V
CO 9 N=N,NFMV
> M N ( k . N ) = X M N ( N . C )
I F < . N C T .LEQU) GU TC 5006
PKIN1 227
I 1 = NFVV/4
12 = N F M V - 4*11
13 = II ^ 1
CO 2C 1=1.13
IF,( I .NE. I j) GO TO 22
IF.( IJ . tU.O) GO TO 2C
14 = 12 - 1
aI,SV= 4*C 1-1 ) * I
CO 23 N=1,NFMV
I5PI 4 = 15 * 14











• • - Cl63U900
• • • . • • CT639COO
•- '
 :

























































PR INT 227 C1844200
C ' Cl£44300
C CC.vPLTE INB1JX1 COLUMN M A T R I X JF VECTORS RESULTING FROM DIFFENT I AT C1 64 4400
C V E C T O R S MOVING R E L A T I V E TC F^AME CF COMPUTATION ) C1644500
C CONE dY EQUIVALENCE ( D C M C . T E M ) C1644600
P R I N T 206, ( K . K . ( TEM I .K ) .1 = 1 . 3) .K = l , ,Ndl ) C1844700
PR INT 227 C l £ 4 4 f l O O
C 01£44900
C MLLTIPL1T ( N 8 1 ) X ( N B 1 > INERTIA MATRIX XJIC » I TH ( N c I ) X l M A T R I X TEM 01645000
C . NOTE ThAT X C I C STORED IN TRIANGULAR FO«M PUT RESULT IN TEM C164510C
S C C e . C O N T I N U E C 1 6 4 5 2 C O
200C CONTINUE C1645300
CO 24 K=1,NBI C1845400
CG 25 1 = 1 i J Cl845500
; 2<5. . . X O C ( I . K ) = 0 C1E45600
IFXLEGJJFKINT 215. K C1845700
l F t K . N E . N B l > GO TC 30 C I G 4 5 8 0 0
CALL U N P A C ( S T 1 , N S T 1 , S R ) C1645900
NS12 = C C1646000
CC TC 31 C1646100
30 CALL UNPAC(ST1 iNSTTl .SI (K » C1E4620C
CALL L h J P A C ( 5 T 2 . N S T 2 . S K ( K - l ) ) C 1 6 4 6 3 C O
£ T Z ( N S T i ) = N81 C164640C
2 1 C O N T I N U E C 1 6 4 6 5 C O
C . C1646600
C . S T A R T M A T R I X MULT IPL 1C AT ICN fid* K TU RIGHT CF DIAGONAL C1646700
IF(LEGUJFRINT 217 , K , ( S T 2 < I ) . 1=1 .NST2) C1646600
I F ( N £ T 2 . E O . O > GO TC 5C5S C1646900
CO 2t II=l,NST2 ' C1647000
C- ELEMENT K=I DELETE IT *A£ TAKtiM CARtT 'Jl= AOQvE C1647100
- I = £ T 2 ( I I ) C 1 6 4 7 2 C O
C ChECK FCF MULTIPL ICATICN cY ZcRJ C1647300
C RECALL FROM RATE ThAT CCf'CIN.ai) =TE C I { NU1 ) = 0 'C1847400
IF(I.Ea.NBl) GC TC 26 C1647500
IF( .NUT.R8LUI I ) ) GC TO 2£ Cl£47fcOO
KI = KTl(Nbl.K.I) C1E47700
IF (LECU)FRINT 220. K,K ,K I .I .K.K.I .I 01647800
C • M C T E TH.AT I.K TENSOR IS THE TSANSPCSE OF THE K.I TfcNSOfc C1647900
C- TH3 HOWEVER DOES NCT I.NSUrtc THAT I.K IS S Y M M E T R I C . IN F A C T C1648000
C IN GENERAL IT V»ILL NCT BE SU HENCC JYTOV IS OSED CI648100
i CALL D Y T C V ( X C I C ( 1 . 1 .KI ) .TEM( 1 . 1) .TEM1 ) C1648200




I F ( N S T 1 . E Q . O ) G C TC 506C C1648700
IF (L64JU )PHINT 216. K .( STH I >t 1-1 >NST1 > C16488CO
CO 2E I I=l .NSTl C1648900
. . . - ' . . - . , I = ST1 < II ) ,
 t. , , . . v = • • I J 1 1 . . C J 6 4 9 0 0 C
IF( .NCT .R8LO(I )) GC TO 2£ ' C1649100
C , 8COY I RIGIC OODY C1649200
• «-- : ,Kl = KT 1 (NB1..K .1 ). . C1649300
" ' ~ IFfLEUU )FR1NT' 21d.' K ,K .K,I ,1 .K.K, I . I-.'/v = ( ' , " ' ' -' * 1 > . £ 0 - ; ! ^ .','^ 5-,1 e454CO
CALL D Y C C T V ( X C I C ( 1 .1 ,K I ) ,TEM( 1 . I ) .TEMt ) ' ' "cl 649500
CALL \ (ECADD( XQD( 1 .K) .TEM1 .XCD( 1 . K. ) ) C 1 6 4 9 C O O
2.5 C O N T I N U E C 1 649700
506C C O N T I N U E C l 6 4 9 8 0 0
IF(LEUUJPRINT 228 . C1849900
C FIMShEC M A T R I X MULTIPL ICATION RCJini K. OVER TO DIAGONAL C 1 6 5 0 0 C O
A-116
ACC Lf C iYKUSCCPIC, XQD AND EXTERNAL T'JROUt. CN NEST K- 1
IF (LEOU )F*INT 229. K . ( E TC ( I . K ) . I =1 .3 )
IF(LEOU )PRINT 230. K . ( XQC ( I ,K ) ,'l = 1 . 3 )
IF (LEGUJFRINT 231, K ,<PHI ( I ,K) ,I=1 , 3 )
CC 27 1=1. j
2 7 E T C ( l t K ) = E T C ( I . K ) - X C C l l . K ) v P H I ( I . K )
IF(LEyu )F«INT 232. K,K .K ,K. < E T C ( I .K) .I = I.3)
21 C O f v T I N u E
I F ( . N Q T . LEJU> GU TO 3 C O C
PR IN I 227
. CC IS K = 1 . N B 1
IE PRINT 229. K . (ETC < I . K. ) . I =1 .2 )
P R I N T 227
3 0 C C C O N T I N U E
C C M F ^ T E ( N F W E ) X l COLUMN M A T R I X <JF TUROUE COMPONENTS ALONC
FREE C C U R D I N A T E A X E S
CO 2£. K=l ,Nt( l
. MBEG=SJt= (K )
l»TERfc=MEEij4-;;-PCON (K)
IF <Mc£-i .GT .MTEKM) GO TC 5061
CD 2£ P = ^ 8EG , N* TE*M
CALL V e C L L ) T ( U F C < 1 ,V) .ETC < 1 . K ) . r iTM(M) >
IF(LEUU )FHINT 2 2 4 , M . N . K
5061 CONTINUE.
2 6 C O N T I N U E
i F C . N u r . LEUU) PC.TLRN
PR INT *tl
^ ' T E W ^ = l^KE^.-^1N^'V4• NNCDS
CO le M=1 .MTERM
It P R I N T iiio. M . E T M ( C )
R E C U C T I C N OF V E C T C R C Y A C I C E Q U A T I O N S TJ S C A L A R E Q U A T I O N S COMPLETE
SUM C V E K N=l ,NFER*NMV*NMODS
XMN ( l» ,N ) *Tt- /1CD ( N) = E T M ( M )
20C F O R M A T ( 4 ( 2 X ,A4, I 2 .' ,' , 12, • ) = ' ,D15 .a ) )
201 FORMAT (//,' LAdELS OF VfHIArlLt: SPEED MOMENTUM *hEE.LS '.ICIf./)
202 FORMAT (• DODY ',12.' TIED TO SYSTEM AT RIGID HINGE •)
203 F O R M / I T C / . ' XMM • .12. •. • .12. •) = PLMC • . 12. • ) = ' .017.a)
2C4 FORMAT (tOX.* ETWC1.^.1) = '.U17.8)
205 FORMAT (• NUN-^EKC COLLKr-S IN ROW ',12.' OF XD I C UVER TO CIAGCNAL
*EL£MENT ARE '.1115)
'2Ct F ORMAT (• XMNI • .I 2.• , ' . 12,• ) - UKC(' .I 2,• ) . (XDIC< •. 12.' ).OFC( ' . I 2
*')) = OFC( ' , 12, • ) .(XDIC( ',12.• . ' , 12, • I .GFC< ' .12. ' > = ',D17.8)
*') . CCMCC ' . 12 . • ) • )
, ,206( FORMAT (' TEM(',I2.') = OOfC{«,I2.«) = '.3D17.B)
20S FORMAT (' XMN( ' . 12. ' . • . 12, •) = PLM('.I2,') * HMC('.I2.') . QFC('
* 12 .' ) = •,D1 7.b)
21C FORMAT (fcOX,1 ErM(',I2.') = ETM(',I2.') * CL.M('.I2,') = '.C17.6)
'^'i'i"1'FDPMAT (3ox,- CACCt'.i2.') = XMC'( • 1 rk-. ••:)*CAO( • -. -12.'• ) • >
212 FCRMAT (20X.' TEM2 = FCKC('.I2.') X (FCMC( '.I 2. • ) X CACCC.Ii.')
* )
2i;- F O R M A T ( 2 C X , - T t £ W 2 = TEI»2 '4 F O M C C . I 2 . ' ) X (F CMC { ' . 12, • ) X C 6 C C
* 12. • ) ' )






























































2 1 5 FORV. /T I • XDG( • . 12
21 e F O R M A T c • KO» ' .12,
*VNS • . 1 O l b )
21 7 F O R M / T t ' KO* '.12.
, 1CIS)
( • X00( •. 12.
X C D ( • . 1 2 . • )
{ • XMM • , 12
=•,D12.5)
'('•" X Q O C " ' .12.
') ~ 0 •)
OF X C I C LEFT
CF >D1C W I G H T CF DIAGONAL USE ELEMENTS
C 1656100




X C I C C 1 . 1 2 . ' ) . T E M C ' , 1 2 . ' ) C1656600
• ) . T E M ( ' . I 2 . ' > • ) C165fc700
12. ' ) . C X M A S C • .12. • ) * F L A C < • C18568CC
C1656SOO
) = ' X C D C • . 12, • ) * X D I C C • . 1 2 . • ) * » T . TF.MC • . I 2 . • Cl 857000
I «• X C I C C • . 12 , • . ' . 12. • ) . T E M C ' , 1 2 , ' ) ')
TEN2 = X N A S C • . I 2,. ' ) »TEM2 =• . 17X ,3D 12.5 I
ETMC • . I 2.' ) =; • . 3C17 .ti)
E T M ' . I 2 . ' ) = CFC C ' . 12. • ) .ETCC . 12. • > •)
1 SUchiOLTINE CFCO1 ENTERED ' . 2 C / ) >
) = XCC C• . 12,• ) +
X C I C C • .12, • , • . 12.
•. • . 12. •) = O F C C • .
21 6 FORM/ IT
* = . , •
21 S F O R M A T
* . I 2 . • )
2 2 C F O R M A T
f) = > O G C ' . I 2 . ' )  X I  • .  , ' . ' .  ' , , ' ') C 1 6 5 7 1 0 0
222 F O R M A T C 3 0 X , . ' .  AS C • . I  . ' ) »TEM2 =   7X . 3D 1 2 . 5 I C1857200
223 F O R M A T c 1 ' T M C ' . I ? . '  " > ' .3c i .d  C1657300
224 F O R M A T C1  ' . I 2. •") = C F C C ' . .•  . • .I  . • ) •) C1857400
.2.26 F O R M A T C ' l i I    ' . /  C1657500
227 F O R M A T C 3 C / I ) ' C1857 feOC
, 22'e" ' F O R M A T C ' ' ) C l 657700
' 2'25 ' F O R M A T <• E T C C 1 . ^ , ' ) = ' .3017.3) C 1657800
2 3 C F O R M A T C 1 X O D C ' . I 2 . ' ) = ' . 3 C 1 7 . d ) • Cl857900
231 F O R M A T C1 Prll C ' . 12 . • ) = • . 3D 1 7 . d > C1856000
232 F O K M A T C 1 E T C C - . I 2 . ' ) = E T C C - . I 2 . ' ) - X J D C - . I 2 , ' ) + PHIC • . 12.• ) = C 1 6 5 o l O O
:
' * * ' .3017.a .//) C1858200
233. F O R M A T C1 E Tl* C • . 12. • ) i ' .C17 .d ) C1658300
23A F O R M A T ( / / / .40X ' . • BODY ' .12. ' IS A FLEXIBLE flUCY IN NEST • , I i , / 1 C185840C
2 3 E ' F O . R M A T C / . ' F TE M C • . I 2 . • . • . I 2 , • , • , I 2 . • ) = XM AS C • , 12 . • I* C AMC • . I 2 . • . C 1 t 5650 C
/ * ' ' . la. ' ) X F L A C C ' . I 2 , ' ) » F L U C C ' . I 2 . ' ) = ' .3012 .5 ) C165860C
23C F O R M A T C1 X M N C •. I 2. •. ' . 12, ' ) = Q F C C ' . I 2,' ) .FThMC •. I 2.• . ' .I 2. '. •. ICI 658700
* 2 . ' ) = ' . £ X . D 1 2 . 5 ) C1858800
237 FORM/ IT C1 X MN C • . 12 . ' , • , I 2 . • ) = X M A S C ' . I S . 1 ) = ' . 2 OX . O 1 2 . 5 ) C1658900
236 F O R M A T < / . J C X . > E T M C ' , 1 2 . 1 ) = E T M ( ' , I 2 . ' ) - F T E M ( • . I 2. ' . •. I 2.' . ' .C1859000
* 12 . ' ) .DCNCC • . 12, • ) = ' , 3 f c X . D 1 2 . - J ) • C 1 6 5 9 J O O
239 F O R M A T C 3 0 X , 1 E T M ' . I 2 . ' ) = E T M C ' , 1 2 . 1 ) - X M A i C • . I 2 . ' ) * C 2 . * Z E T A C 'C 1 659200
12. • ) - T H A C C • . 12, • ) * F L O M C ' . 12, ' ) * « 2 * T H A C •. 12. ' ) = ' . C I 659300
C1659400
b T W C ' . 12, •) = £ T M C ' . I 2 , ' ) + F C M C C ' . I 2. ' ) .FLhCC '. I 2 . C I 659500
TEMi' .FLAC C ' . I J. • ) =• , l ^X .C 12.b » C1659600
= C ')
 k C 1 £ 5 9 7 0 0
F C L P ( ' . I 2 . ' ) = 0 K C U P C ' . I 2 . ' ) = O1 ) C1659800
Cl659900
* .12, • )»FLUM<
2 4 C F O R M A T ( 3 0 X
4 • C.PCMC ( ' . 12 . • ) -





F O R M A T
F O R M A T
FORM #T
FORM* T
» ) =' .30
246 FORMAT
» •) = •.JD12.5 )
24S FORMAT C 30X, '





£ O X , 3 D 1 2 . 5 )
10X, ' FCUP( • , 12 , • ) = FCUP( • . 12 . • 1 + TH A ( • . I 2 . • ) *FCF (
i . ii)
10X. • KCUP( I 2 . K C U P ( ' , I 2 . « ) + TH AO( ' . I 2 . • ) *FC K (
F C M C C ' . 12. '
12, ' ) *FLHC '.12.
E T M C '. 12. ' ) =
- 2 . 0 * F O M C C ' . I 2 . ' ) .KCUP1 = ' .D12 .5 )
C 7 1 X . 3D 12.5)
C / / . 4 5 X . 'MODAL CRCSS COUPLING S I G N I F I C A N T FChi BODY
C / . 3 0 X . ' E T M C ' . I 2 . ' ) = 0 ' )
C 3 0 X . ' F L H C C ' . I 2 . ' ) = X M C C
'- *')»»T =• .3D 12 .5)
2 S 4 'FOKMAT ( 4 8 X . 3 D 1 2 . S )
C 1 0 X . ' KCUP1 = X M C C ' . 12 . • ) * K C O P C '
I/,' E Q L A T I C N OF K C T I C . N FCH MCDt
H ' ' . r 2 ) ' ) ^ P A S C B C S S '§Bi3PLfNGLFHOM
C 1 0 X . ' FCUP1 = X M C ( • . 1 2 • • ) * F C U P <




 . 12 .C l660300
C l660400











2 5 7 F O R M A T
' * 3D 12 . 5 )
• R E T U R N
= ' , 3D12.S)
CF dOOY • . 12 i
• . 1 2 . • ) * X M C ( • . 1 2 , • ) * * T =




































'.UEEC TC DEFINE DIFFERENTIAL EOUATICN3 M
' TO DEFINE DIRECTION CC3INE MATRICES




K) ) HAV ING
SIGNIFICANT RELATIVE MGTICN. DELETION OF K-FRCM
IMPL IES TRAN3FCRMAT ION
. ' ' " 13 CONSTANT IN






























































MATRIX clF dODY K TC JCON














































































i F 0 'i .
CT3


























































































































* SCL ( 11 ) . £*V .
* S£ 1 X . SVA .
* SVI . £VW ,
* SXM ( 3. 10 ) . SXT ,
* SEU . MO .
* NFLXd . SFLX .
* SFCC . SCC ( 10)'
- C C K M C N /INTGZ/
* SCNCL* . SCN (5) ' .
»• SFKCtM . £FK (5) .
* SKOLIM . SK (S> .
* SKCCUM . SCC (5)
COMCN /REAL/
CA ( 2 . 1 0 ) . C AC (3 .10) .
CCMC (3.11) . ETC (3.1 1 ) .
GAM (3.66) . h .
HKC»> (10) . PHI (3.11) .
OFC (3.33) . CL (3.22) .
T ,
T h A C * (10) . ThA* 10) .
XIC . (3.3.10). XMAS 1C) .
TUG ( 33 ) . FLA 3 .20) •'.
FLO (3,3.20). FLJ 3,3,20),
FLIBC (3 ,10) . FLCRC 3. 1C) .




* CEDLM (1,3) . ce (3. ic) .
* XCCCUM( 1, 1 .9) . XfC (3 .3 .10) .
EQUIVALENCE (ETM{ ) , T H A C C ( 1 M
* (XMN( .3) . Y C C C ( 1 .1 .1 )
* (XMNI( ,8 ) ,ET IC( 1 .1 ) )
* (FLB( .1 ) .FLQ( 1 . 1) )
* ' (FLH( ,l.l),FLJ(l.l.l
* (f-(il ,LINIT( 1 ))
* (CdDUM( 1 .1 ) .FZIMTU )
* (SCNDLC. IZIMT ( 1 ) )
INTECEKi iET( 1C)
EQUIVALENCE (LOCT.LEOU)
•" • ' r<* ; , . . •
-







































Cc3COUM( l ,3 l
CBK(3)
























) . ANCD( 1








(CA( 1 .1 )
















(3 .11 ) .
(3.11) .
( 3 . 1 C ) .







( 3.2C ) • ,
(3 ,40 ) .






1 ) ) .
....
0 G S C 0 J :PR I N T 1 C C •





































C 1 5 C 8 4 C O
C 1508500
C15C8600
C 1 5 C 8 7 0 0
ci'5oeeoo








C 1 5 0 9 7 C O
C1509800
















• ' • " • IF<LECU J PRINT 104..INERF
CALL LNP/>C(SET.NSET . SO )
.. IF I N S E T . E O . O J GO TO 5CC2 . . .
; I F < L f c ' G O ) P R I N T 103. SO . < £ E T < I J , 1 = 1 .NaeT )
lf( INEf lF .UR.3ET(NSCT) . NE .1 ) GO TO 2
C ' TWANS OCDY 1 TU dOCY 1 CCMPLTINt, FkAME NOT NEEDED
. '. I^SET = NSET - 1
c «cccLNr FOH INERTIAL TC EGOV i TWANSFCKMATICN
C .. ANGULAR VELOCITY • INEHT I AL TO UOOY 1
C • - = - ANGULAR VELOCITY ECDY 1 TO INLHT1AL
C ". = - FOMC(I.l). 1 = 1 . 3 , 2 . . , . ' ;
• _ r = s+i ' . ' . '
' co 4 i= 1.2
C .'• ;.'. 'CET MNL£ SIGN IN EY HtVEKSEING VCCTOK CKUSS' PKCDUCT
- - C-A'LL vtcsos ( XMC< i . I , o ) . FOMC ( i . i ) . YMCOI i . i . NJ )
': IF(LEOO) PRINT lOt. 1 ,N . I . JC. ( VMCD( J. I ,N) . J = l .3)
0 C'ONT INUE
Z IF (N£ET . tG .O) GO TO 50£2
' CO 3 .KK= 1.N6ET
,. . K- = : J E T ( K K ) ' '
" CO 6 I = 1 . 2
CALL VECPUS (CCMC( 1 .K.) .Xfrc i 1 .I ,K) .YMCDI 1 . I,N) )
• IF(LECU) PrtINT 107, I . N , K.I , K . ( Y M C D < J . I .N),J = I,3) '
t CCNTINUE
. IF(LEUU) PkINT 10E
, 2 ClJ^T INOe . . ' ' . - ' . - ' • •
£ 0 £ £ c'cSTINUc
• ' . I C C . . F O R M A T ( • ! SI.BKCLTINK CCT ENTERED *J
1 0 3 . F O R M A T (• SO = ' .Z6 . ' SET ELEMENTS ' .1015)
1 7 4 - F O R M / l T { • I NERF = • ,L10 )
ICE . F'ORMAT (• .• )
106 FORMAT (• YMCD( • . 12 , • , • , 12 , • ) =' XMC ( • . I 2 . •'. •>. 12 , ••) X FCMC(
».3C1 7.d I •
• 1 0 7 F O R M A T (• YMCD( • . 12 , • , • ,12 .') = C C M C ( • . 12.• ) X X M C ( i . I 2 , ' , '
. • ' * , = • • 3D ! 7 . d )
RETURN . .
 :










































. LSED TC SET UP DIFFERENTIAL tuuATic.Nis »MICM DEFINE
ANCJLAh DISPLACEMENT A f c O U T FKEE CLiOROI NATES
3FR(I) = FPF.E CCORDINATC AXES AdUuT ' »l-il tH ANGLE TO
6E CCMPLTEO
J j i
IMPLICIT R tAL*B (A -h .O-Z . J )
L O G I C A L F(il . FG2. FG3 , FG4 . FG5. INtRF ,
L C G I C A L LPUNGE . LTRNS l , LVDIV
*. L T R A N V , L K A T E , LXDY
ftbLO, LEOU. LIMT(l)
. LEOOIV . L TRAIN ,
. LETA . LTOROU ,







































A N G C
FLO
Tt -ACD

























Cpt'WCN /LGGi C/ FG 1 . F.J2,
C
C"






































*( 3 3 ) .
































3 .2 .11) .
LTfi lxSI
L W A T E
LDCT












. FCCN . PCON .,
. SFR . SG .
. SL . SLK .




( J . 1 0 )
(3. J .20 )
(1 ) .
. SVD , SVI .
. SMAL ' . SEU .
. S F C C . SCC .
. E T MC ( 3 . 1 0 ) .
.
. RZ1N IT ( 1 )
. LVDIV . LEQJIV . L T R A N .
. LXOV . LETA . LTOROU .
. LANGLt . LSETOP . LSIMQ



































( V 7 )








. SFR (33 ) .
. SL ' .
. SUF ( 1 1 ) .
. SSCN
. SVD .
. SVO ( 33 ) .
. SMAL .
. SCG . ,
. NMCDS .
. '. CC»«CN /iNTuZ/
C





• S F K C O M
SKDLM

















. SCH (9) .
. S I X (9 > .
. SP I (9 ) .
„
 ;































3. 1 C) .
3.11) .
3 .11 ) .













AV . ' , | '.(10 )
(3 .22 )
(33)
(3 .3 .60 )
(33.33)
. CCMC (3.11) .
. FCMC (3 .11 ) . .
. GF ^< 3. '3*3' >'""'.
. WCMC ( 3 . 1 1 )
. THAO ( 3 3 ) .
. XI ( 3.3 . TO .
















C 2 C 0 3 1 0 0
C2C03200
C 2 C C 3 3 0 0
C2C03400
C2C03500




C 2 C 0 4 C O O
C 2 C 0 4 J O C
C 2 C 0 4 2 C O
C2C04300
C 2 C 0 4 4 C O
C 2 C 0 4 S O C
C2C04600
C 2 C 0 4 7 0 0
C 2 C 0 4 8 C O
C2C04900
C2C050CO
C 2 C C 5 1 0 0
C2C05200
C2C05300
C 2 C 0 5 4 0 0
C 2 C C S 5 C O
C2C05t>CO
C 2 C C 5 7 C O
C2C05800
C2C05900
C 2 C 0 6 C O O
C 2 C 0 6 1 C O
C2C06200
C2C063CO
C 2 C O C 4 0 0
C2C06500
C 2 C 0 6 6 C C




' C 2 C C 7 ICO
C 2 C 0 7 2 C Q
C 2 C 0 7 3 C C



















* TUG ( ^3 ) . FLA ( 2 . 2 C ) , Ft_d ( 3 . 2 0 ) . FLC ( 3 . 2 0 ) .
" * FLD ( 2 . 3 . 2 C ) . FLJ ( 2 . 3 . 2 0 ) . CAO ( 3 . 1 0 ) . xlo (3. 3, 1 C ) ,
* FLIKC (2 .10 ) . FLCRC ( 2 , 1 0 ) , FLAG (3 ,20 ) , FLGC ( 3 . 2 0 )
* ^ L C N 120) . Z E T A ( 2 0 ) . FCF ( 3 . 3 . 4 0 ) , FCK ( 3 , 4 0 ) .
* T IME.NO
C C N M C N /fibAL Z/
» CEDLM (1.3) . CE ( 2 . 1 0 ) . C d C D U M ( l , 3 ) . CdC (3, 1C) .
• *' XNCCLfK 1 . 1 . 9) • XMC ( 3 . 3 . 1 0 ) . C B N ( 3 )
*-.
EULI^ALbNCt ( f c T M ( 1 ) , THADC( 1 ) ) . ( XMN ( 1 . 1 ) . ON GC ( 1 ) ) .
•'' ( XMN( 1 . 3 ) . YMCC ( 1 .1 , 1 ) ) . (XMN( 1 .0 ) . CNF( I. 1 ) I .
(XMN( 1 .ti > . t£T IC( 1 .1 > ) . (XMN( 1 . 1 0) ,ETMC( 1 , 1 ) ) .
'• ' (FLLH 1 , 1 ) ,FLQ( 1 . 1) ) . (FL£ ( 1 .1 ,1 ) ,FLD( 1. 1 , 1 I ).
(FLH( 1 , 1 . 1 ) ,FL J ( 1 . 1 . 1 ) ) - .
(f -Jl ,L1NIT( 1 ) ) . 1 CA( 1 . 1 ) ,K IN IT ( 1 ) 1 .
(CaDUM( 1 . 1 ) .RZ1MT ( 1 ) ) . ( AoORM 1 > . I INIT( I ) ) ,
(SCNDL^. IZIMT ( 1) )
E Q U I V A L E N C E (LANGLE.LECU )
INTEGER SI (33 ) ,S2( J3 )
IF (LEQU ) Phil NT I OC
••
FRCCEED ScOUENTI ALLY NCw DEFINING ONLY TriOSfc E Q U A T I O N S CALLED FCR
T A K I N G SPECIAL NOTE OF 2 - A X I S GIMdALj HITnEEN R I G I C BODIES
IF(LEJU) PRINT 101. NFRC . ( SFR ( I ) . I = 1 ,.<IFRC )
K = 1
V = 1 ' ' 1
CC 5 N= 1 ,Nd 1
IF (N .EG. 1 ) GO TO 9
* = &+3-FCUN (N-l )
9 CCNT INUti
VT = hIGHc.ST MAGNITUDE INDILE AT HINGi POINT N-l
,VT = y *2 -PCON(N)
7 IF ( S?X ( K ) . GT .MT .OF .K ,GT .^FKC ) GO TO 5
, IF (N .Ed .ivdl ) GC TC 4
IF ( R E L O ( N ) .AND .PCCMN ) .EC. 0 ) GO TO 6
,, ' IF (HELJ(N) .AND .PCCMN) .EC. 1 ) GJ TO 1
. '* '« C C N T I N u E
IF ( S F M K ) . E U . O > GC TO 5
A N C D ( K ) = T H A D ( S F f i ( K ) l
I F ( L E C J U ) K K = S F R ( K . )
IF(LEUU) PRINT 102. K . K K . A N C O ( K )
. . . . . . K = K + 1 . . . .
CC TC 7
S P E C I A L CAS£ CHh'CK FCH S K E W E D TriO A X I S G l fBAL
' U \ ' ^ ^ t I I J i . f i ' A ' l - * ^ : O i a f J M ' l * H - ( ( • * • • * ( • * ) v
' 1 ' C A L L V E C C U T ( " Q F C ( 1 ,N) ,QFC (1 . ^«-l ) .C) .
IF (C .fQ. C. DO) GO TC 4
CALL V E C C O T ( Q F C ( 1 .M . K C I * C ( 1 .N) ,A1 )
CALL V fC30T ( QFC( 1 .M+ 1 ) , R C M C ( 1 , N) , A3 )
A N G O ( K ) = (Al - C » A 3 ) / ( 1 . C O - C**2 )
A N G C ( K t l ) = (A3 - C * A 1 ) / ( 1 . C O - C* *2 )
C 2 C C 7 0 0 0
C2C07700
C 2 C 0 7 b O O
C2CC7900
C2C08000
C 2 C 0 8 1 C O
C 2 C C 8 2 0 0
C 2 C 0 8 3 0 0
C2'C084CO
C 2 C 0 8 5 0 C
C2C08600
C 2 C 0 8 7 0 C
C 2 C 0 8 6 C O
C2C08900
C2C09000
C 2 C 0 9 1 0 0
02009200





C 2 C 0 9 0 0 C
C 2 C 0 9 9 C O
C 2 C 1 0000
C 2 0 1 0 1 0 0
C 2 C I 0200
C 2 C 1 0 3 0 0
C 2 C 1 0 4 0 0
C2C10500
C 2 C 1 0600
C 2 C 1 0 7 0 0
C 2 C 1 0 8 0 0
C201 0900
^ C2C1 1 000
^ C 2 C 1 1 100
C 2 0 1 1200
C 2 0 1 1 300
C 2 Q 1 1 400
C 2 C 1 1 SCO





, C 2 C 1 2 1 0 0
C2C12200
C2012300
C 2 C 1 2 4 0 0
C 2 C 1 2 5 0 0
C 2 C 1 2 6 0 0
" C 2 C 1 2 7 C O
C 2 C 1 2 8 C O
' C2C 12900
C2C13000
C 2 C 1 3 1 C O
C 2 C 1 3 2 C O
C 2 C 1 3300
C 2 C 1 34CC
C2C13500
A-123
IF I .NOT .LCUU )
M = M+ 1
Kl = K* 1
FR INT 1 02,
PR INT 1 Cf .
PR INT ICe .
PR INT 1 C 7.















A N G D C K )




C I .  RJf I S G I f r E A L - NOTE LOGIC ASSUMES TI-.AT
C SFR( K ) .SF-H( K+ I ) . SFR (K»2 )
C ARE THu THREE GIMDAL A X E S
CALL V£CCuT(OFCi 1 ,f) ,RCKC( 1 tN) ,Al )
CALL V i :CLOT(OFC( 1 ,M+1 > .FCMC ( 1 .N) . A2>
CALL V£CDOT<QFC{ 1 ,K*2) .FCMC< 1 .N) .A3 )
CALL VECCJTC UFC( I tC) .QFC (I . *«-2 ) . C)
At\CD(K) = (Al - C*A3)/(1 - C«*2)
ANCD(K*1) = A2
ANOD(K«-2) = (A3 - C*A1)/(1 - C«»2)















K 1 = K +
K2 = K +








K = K4 J
CCNT INU
F C P M ^ T
F O F M A T
F O R M A T
F O R M A T
F O R M A T
F O R M A T
FOPMAT
F O R M «T
1
2
C2. M ,N .Al
C4. M 1 .N, A2
C£ . M2.N. A3
Of., M.M2.C
C 7. K .ANGO (K)
Cfc . Kl , ANGCU. + l


















F O R M A T ' «NGO(
F O R M A T ' ANGO(
F O R M A T ( I 10. '
FETUFN
ENC
• . 12 . •
QFC( • .
OFC( ' .
Q F C ( ' .
bpc( • .
• . 12 . '
• . 12 . '





























A P R A Y S M A
U' ' )
. THEY AKE



























• , Cl 7 .



























































SUEKCUTINL SETUP( Y . Y D .
IF 2C f< r = .TKUC.
NK C.SCJHT )




























P E A L « U
































































L T K A N V .
LCFDOT .



































FG4. Fi5, INtniF. riBLO. LttlU. LIMT( l ) C2
LTFNSI . LVDIV . LEOUIV , LTRAN , C2
L R A T E . LXDY , L tTA . LTCHQU . CZ































































. FCCN . PCCN
. SFR . SG
. SL . S L K
. SPI . SQF
. SVC . SV I
. SMAL . SEU
. SFCC , SCC
. ETMC ( 3 . 1 0 )
,
. K Z I N IT ( 1 )
IV . LTRAN i
. LTOROU .
LANGLE . L3ETUP . LSIMO
, FG5. INERF , RBLO( 1 0)


















( 1 0 )
( 11 )
( 2 2 )










. SF'P. ( 3 3 )
. SL
. SGF ( 1 1 )
. SSCN
. SVD
. sva ( 3 3 )




































































































































« sue CUM . SN'C (S)
CC>MCN /SEAL/
* CA (2 .10) . CAC (3.10) . CLM 10) . CCNC (3 .11 ) .
* DCMC ( 2 . 1 1 ) . ETC (3 ,11) . ETM 33) . FLKC (3.11)
GAM 12.66) , t- , MM 3,10) . HMC ( 3 . 1 C ) .
l-yc* ( 1 C ) . PI- 1 ( 2 . 1 1 ) . PLM 10) .UP ( 2 . 3 3 ) .
QFC (2 ,33) . CL (2 .22 ) . OLC 3.22) . RCMC • (3 .11 ) . .'
T . TnA J3) . ThAD ( 3 2 ) .
• T h A C v i (10) . THAI* (10) , AOIC 3 , J . t>6 ). . XI (3. 3, 1 C ) .
XIC ( 2 . 3 . 1 0 ) . JO'AS (10) . XMN 33.33) . X^.T (3. 3. 1 C ) .
TLG ( 3 3 ) . FLA ( 3 . 2 C ) . Fi-B 3 .20) . FLC < 3 . 2 C ) .
FLD ( 2 . 3 . 2 0 ) . FLJ (2 .3 .20) . CAO (3. 1C) . XIO ( 3 . 2 . 1 C > .
FLIPC ( 3 . 1 0 J . FLCWC (3. 1C) . FLAG (J .20) . FCQC (3 .20 ) . . .
* - F L C N ( zc ) . Z E T A ( 2 0 ) . KCH ( j , j . 40> . FCK . ( 3 . « o > .
•* TIMEIW .
- '^ ' "
• C C V M C N /£EALZ/ :
* C6OLM (1.3) . CK (3. 1C) . CdCDUM( l ,3 ) . CcC • (3 .10 ) ..
« X N C C L M ( 1, I .9) . X*C (3 .3 .10 ) . C t3M3>
. ' • • •
EfJL IVALENCt (ETM( ) , T H A D C ( 1 ) ) . ( XMN ( 1 , 1 ) i ANGO ( 1 ) ) .
* (XMN( ,3 ) . Y ^ C C l 1 .1 . 1 ) ) . ( XMN( 1 ,6 ) ,CNF( 1. 1 ) ) .
'< (XMN( ,b) . ET IC( 1 . ( ) ) , (XrtlMl 1 . 1 0) ,ETMC( 1 . 1 ) ) .
*• (FL6( . 1 ) ,FLC( 1 . 1) ) , (KLE ( 1 . 1 . 1 ) ,FLD'( 1 . 1 . 1 ( ) .
•*. (F'LH( , 1 , 1 ) . FL J ( 1 , 1 . 1 ) ) .
* ( F v i l . L I N I T ( l ) ) . ( C A ( I . I ) . R I N I T ( D ) . .
* (CEDUM( 1 . 1 ) .HZ IMT( 1 ) ) , («*L/RK( 1 ) , I INIT( 1 ) ) .
* ( SCNDL^. IZ IN IT ( 1 ) )
, . INTEC&rJ STH 10)
L O G I C A L £URT
" C I ^ ' E ^ S I C ^ f( NEU) . VC<NF.C-> ' . .
•tECli l V / L C N C c (L iETLF ,LS£CU ) .
' IF(LEUJ) PRINT IOC
A N C U L A K CK LINEAR hiATE H E L A T I V ^ TU FKHil C O O H C I N A T E A X E S
CC 1 N=l,NFEf.
IF ( SCP T ) GO TO 1 0 •
• >D (N ) = THALD( N) •
. IF (LECU) PRINT 102. N . S . > C < M
GO TC 1 . .
C TH AC (N ) = Y( N)
I >? (LEOU ) P«l NT 202.N.N . T H A C (N)
1 CONT IMJE
. . NE C = NF E« : -f • n-? . - \ . - , . . - „ » , v -•• . iji, -
;.GENc FALI 2Lu fcLASTIC COGRCINATE KATi. EilUATlUNS i ,. , f - f j i ^ , .
• IF (N f rODS .EG. 0) GO TO 5C63 •• ». ,- . . . ,
 v, _ . -. - ' ' • 7 ." '
CO 7 NN= 1 . NMCDS
N = ^E^; «NN
. IF ( S C R I ) GJ TO 9
>fO (N ) = THADC( N)







































C2 1 10 100
C 2 1 I 0 2 0 C








C2 11 1 100
ti 11 1200
. C2 11 1300




C2 11 1 800
C2 11 1900











IF(LEQU) PRINT 202, N,N.lhAC(N)
CONTINUE
COM INUE
NEC = NEC + NMODS
RELATIVE ANGULAR frCMENIL*
CALL UNFAC(ST,l ,NST1 ,SMV)
IF < N £ T 1 .ECl.O) GO T.C 50t4.
CO 2 MMK.sl .NST1 •
M»=N£T 1-(MMM-1 )
H = ST1 <»«M)
N . N . Y C ( N )
(M )
, N , 1HAC » ( M )
, * , f ,HI«C M( M )




ThAC»(M) = V (N)





NEC = NEC * NST1
;CI SPLACEMtNT ABOUT OR ALCNG FRS.H CUCRDINATE AXES
IF(NFRC.EQ.O ) GO TC 5065
'CO 3 MC = 1,NFRC
K = NEQ « MM . . • ,
IF (SCRT ) GO TO 12
•JD (N ) = ANGD(MM)
IF(LEQU) PRINT ICe, N,VI»,YD(M
GO TC 3
» = JF12
IF(LEOU) PRINT 20e, N.N.THA(M)
2 CCNT INUE
eoes co^TINUE
'NEC = NtU «• NFKC
GENERALIZED ELASTIC COORCINfTt DISPLACEMENT EQUATIONS
IF(NKCDS.EQ.C) GO TO 5 C C 2
CO IS NN=1,NMODS i
N,NSTl ,YCX N)
2C




I F C S C R T J GO TO 20


































C 2 11 4 60 C
C 2 1 1 4 7 C O
C2114600
C2114900












C e l l 6200
C2 I163CO




































CI SPLACEMENT AEOUT WHEEL SPIN AXIS
IFCNWCA .EQ.O ) GO TC 5C66
CO A MM=1 .NMOA
I" = JMA(MM)
N = hEQ + MM
IF(SCRT) GO TO 13
-lD(N) = THADW(M)




IF(LEQU) PRINT 208. M. N . It- A » <M)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
= NEC -f NMUA




IF(N£T1.EQ.O) GO TO 5C67
IF ( INERF .OH.STKNST1 ) ,NE .1 ) GU TO 5
NSTl = NST1 - 1
I F ( S C R T ) GO TO 14
l> = H + l
.CO 8 J = l,2
CO 8 1=1.3
I F ( S C K T ) GO TO 15
YD <N ) = YMCO(I .J.K)
IF(LEGU) PRINT 111, N.I . . .M.YD(N)
C-O TC d
X M C ( I > J . * ) = Y (N)
IF(LEQU) PKINT 211. I .J . > ,N ,XMC( I . J ,M)
CONTINUE
IF(N£11 . E Q . O > GCi TC 5067
CO 6 MP=l.NSri
IF (SCf iT ) GO TO 16
» = **1
CO TC 17




111. N , I , . .V ,YD(N)
) = Y(N)







CONTINUE - - - • >-. . . ; .
CONTINUE . - ' • ' -
NEC = N " '
IF(LECU) PRINT 112. NEC
"FORMAT ('i susRoV'TiNE SETUP E.*TE«ED •)
F O R M / T (• Y O ( « , I 2 . t ) = THACD( • ,12. ' ) =
fQ&tftJ (' Y.Di ' j . IZt1) ~ T H A C < ' , I 2 . ' ) = '
F O R M A T (• T h A D ( ' . I 2 . ' ) = YC. I2 . 1 ) = '
F O R M A T ( ' Y D C ' . I Z . ' ) = T H A D D ( • , 1 2 . • ) =













































































F C R M / T
F O R M A T
F O R M A T
F O R M A T
c n c u ATr U N M p 1
FO PM A T
F O R M A T
RETURN
ENC
< • T t -A0»< ' .
( • YDt • .
( • TH«( •
( • Y0( •.
( f y ;•» f t• T L> i " *






i 3t C »
12. ')
• ) =
. • ) =
• ) =
2 , • )

























) = ' .020 .












































































































































































































. KbLO. LtCJU. LIMT(l)
,- CT5 . FCCN . PCCN .
, SFK. , SFK . SG .
. SK . SL . SLK ' .
. SPIOUM, SPI . SOF .
. SVE . SVO . SV I .
. TOnO . SMAL . SEU .
, NMCDS . SFCC .SCC .
T/t
(J.10) . ETMC (3.10) .
( J.J.2C) .
( 1 > . RZINIT( 1 )
INEP.F. RdLU(lO)
. CT4 , , .
(10) . LCCN (221, .
. NCTC .
. NLdft . .
aiir33 TV. tNSVP" ••• -'.--..-'
. SFR (331 .
. SL .
(11) . SGF (11) .
« SSCN .
. SVD .


























































* SXM (2,10) , JXT ,
* SEU , NTO .
* 'NFLXB , SF-LX .
. * S F C C , SCC (10)
'
. CCI»MCI\ X lNTGZX
*• SCNCLM . £CN (9) .
* SFKCLM . SFK (') .
* SKDLV , SK (S i ) .
* SKCCC.M . SKC (?)
. «. . .
C Q K M C N XPciALX
* CA 2. 10 ) . CAC (2. 1C) .
» DCMC 3.11) . ETC (3.11) .
* GAM 2.66) . h ,
* H » O » 10) ,PH ( 2 , 1 1 ) .
• .* QFC 3.33) . QL ( 2 , 2 2 ) ,
*'T , .
* T h A C w (10) . THAI* (10) .
* XtC (2, 3, 1C) . X*AS (10) .
* TLG (23 ) . FLA ( 2 . 2 C ) .
* FLO (2 ,3 ,20 ) , FLJ (2 .3 ,20 ) .
* F.LIKC (2 ,10) . FLCRC (3, 1C) ,
* FLCK (20) , ZETA ( 2 0 ) .
* TIMEND
COMUCN X P f c A L Z X
» CEDLM (1.3) . CB ( 2, 1C) .
* X V C C L M ( I . 1 . 9) , XMC (2 ,3 ,10 ) .
EQUIVALENCE ( E T M ( ) , T H A C C ( 1 ) )
.* (XMN( .3 ) . YMCD( 1 .1 . 1 )
*. ( XMN( .6) .ET IC( 1 . 1 ) )
* ( f -LO( .1 > ,FLC( 1.1))
* (FLH( ,1.1) ,FLJ(1 .1,1
* (FG1 .LIMTd )>
* (CBDUM 1 . 1 > .kZIMT( 1 )
* . ( SCNDCM. 12 IMT ( 1 ) )
INTEOEK T1K
C l»'E^S ICN PHI I (3. 2)
CIN£I>3ILN T O M C ( 3 . 1 1 )
CINEN5ICN 5YSCMI 3 )
C I C E N S 1 C N S Y S I N ( 3 . 3 ) '
CI^ 'E^SIC^ HO ( 3 ,1 0 ) « T K ( 10 ) .
C I ^ E ^ S I C ^ PO£( 3 , i c ) , VEL ( 2 . i c )
C I ^ E ^ S I C ^ T tM l (3 ) , T e M 2 ( 3 ) , T E H ' 3 ( 3 )


























. S I X (9) • .
. SPI (9) ,
, CC*C ( 3 , 1 1 .
, FUMC ( 3 , 1 1 ,
, 'HMC . (3 , io .
. CF ( 3 . 3 2 .
. RJKC ( 3 .11 ,
, THAD ( 32 ) ,
, XI (3 .3 . 1C ) ..
. XMT ' (2 ,3 . 1C > .
. FLC ( 3 . 2 C ) .
. X 1C (3 .3 . 1C) .
. FLQC ( 3 . 2 0 ) .
. FCK ' ( 3 .40 ) .
. CBC (3,10) .
) , ANoDI 1 ) ) .
) . (XMN( 1 .6) .CNF( 1 .1) ) .
. (XMN( 1 , 1
. (FLEd . 1
) ) ,
, ( C A ( 1.1)
) . (AMOAM 1
' < > . * • - " •; . •
,UEHV( 3, 1 1 )
0) ,ETMC( 1 . 1 > )
. 1 ) . FLD( 1.1.1) ).
,t< INIT ( 1 ) ) ,
) . I INIT( 1 ) )
/ • ' • » , . j-.j* -•




-- ;•c. l^•E^SIt^ t£pj(3 ,1 o ,DHK( 2 .10)
CI^EhSICN E P ( 3 ) , e I ( 3 . 3 ) . E I C ( 3 , J ) .
PE«L*3 Ll»( 3i 10) iLCTO)
INltCE^J S fcT ( 10) . S F X H K































































P R I N T ^ C 2 ,
COf rPLT fc S Y S T E M COMPOSITE CENTKH CF MASS
TCTM = C.OO
CO 11 1=1.3
11 T E M 1 < 1 ) = 0.00
CO 1e K = l.NBOD ' '
KO = KT C(NB1 .0 .K )
CALL S C L V ( X M A S ( K ) . O A M 1 ,KC) .TKM2)
CALL V£(.ADD( TEM1 • TFM2 .TEP1 )
15 T O T M = T C T M + X M A S ( K >
CO 1 e 1 = 1.3
1C £ Y £ C K ( 1 ) = TEMUM/TOT*
PRINT 20C. ( S Y S C M ( I ) , 1 = 1 , 3 )
PR INT ,222i
C O W P L T E . SYSTEM INERTIA T E N S C R AdOUT COMPOSITE CENTER OF MASS
CALL St ieCPtSYSCM. S Y S C M . T C T I * ,S*jlN)
no 4 j= 1.3 ' • "
£ ' Y S t N ( I , J J = X D I C ( I . J . l ) - S Y S I N ( I . J »
PRINT 211. ( SYSIN(1 .J ) ,J = 1,3)
PRINT 212. ( S Y S I N C 2 . J ) ,J = 1,3) '
PRINT ill, ( S Y S I N ( 3 . J ) ,J = 1.3)
P R I N T 2 1 C -
CO^PLTe VECTOR F R C C I N E K T I A L ORIGIN TU CGMPCSITE S Y S T E M
CfcNTEH CF MASS R E L A T I V E TO CCMPUT1NG FHAME
CALL V t C A D D C C 8 C ( l . l ) . S Y S C N . C B C ( l . O ) )
FLEXId lL ITY RELATED P A P . A K 5 T E R 5
-CO 3C K= 1 .NEJCD
CO 32 1= 1,3 , '. ' •
E P O C I .K ) = 0 .
• C H N ( I , K ) = 0.
I F ( S F X M ( K ) . £ O . C ) GC TO 3C
« F X M K = S F X M ( K )
CO 31 1 = 1,SFXM<
HM = MN+1
= NFER t MN
SCLV(TMAD(NFI *N ) , F L A C ( 1 .MN) .TEM1 )
V d C A D D ( E P C ) ( l . K ) . T E N l . E P D ( l . K ) )
SCLV( THAD(NFVN) ,FLQC( 1 >MN) t TEM1 )














<0 t •! O i
COMPLT£ 1NERTIAL ANGULAR XC^ENTUM AND KINETIC ENEWGY OF EACt-
E O C Y AND OF ThE CCMPCSITE. SYSTEM '










































C 2 2 1 4 5 0 0
C22 I4600
£ 2 2 1 4 7 C O
C2214800
C 2 2 1 4 9 C C
C22I5000





















LMT ( U = O.DO
1-bCDX I ) = 0 .DC
CO 1 7 « ,KK = 1 > NBuO
K = N G C C - ( K«.K- 1 )
KK = K
JK = JCCMK)
I F ( K K . N t . l ) GO TU 28
CC ?« • 1 = 1 . j
T E P 1 C I * = KUMC( I .NE l )
CO TC 2t
C O N T l N L E
C C V P L T i r . L INC AH V E L O C I T Y
IF (RELLitK) ) GO TO 19
CF CENTilK OF -IASS UF B J D Y . K - P U T IN TEM
VtiCKOa (FCMC ( 1 t JK ) . C A C ( 1 .K) ,TuMl )
KUMC( 1 > K ) .TEM . TEM1 )
CALL
CALL
CD TC 24 • ; > . - . .•
CALL V ^ C P U S 4FCMC < 1 .K) , C A C < 1 .K ) , TKM1 ) , .
C A L L Vt iCADUl PCMCi 1 iNt?l ) .TEV I iTtMl )
CHECK FL* UNO OF C H A I N
IF (JK .c l - .O) GG TO 26 , . ,' .
C A L L VilCPUS (FLMC < 1 . JK ) .C tC < 1 . KK J , TEM<J J
CALL VEC ADO( TEM1 , TEM2, TGM > . . -
K K = Jl>. • • • •
JK = J C C N ( K K ) . .
GC TC <i£
CCNT IMJE
IMEPTiAL ^uSITICN CF CEMfcP OF MA6S IN TEM2
KL = KTC (NB1 iO .K )
CALL VEC/»DD{ CeC( 1 • 1 ) , G A ^ ( 1 ,KL) .TICM2 ) ...
CO 3 1= 1.3
F C £ { I .< ) = T r M 2 ( I ) • -
V F J L l I .K ) = T c M l ( I )
ADC F .ELATIVC VELOCITY CF CM, NJN-/:dfiO IF BCCY FLEXIBLE
CALL VcC ADO( VEL( 1 .K ) ,EPD ( 1 . K ) . VtL ( 1 .K).) • ' . , : .. .
.CO 1 J 1= 1. J '
TF.V1 < I ) = VEL< I .K ) . . . . - , . . . -
S T A R T CCM->OTATION CF ANGLLAF. MOMENTUM. LINEAK
CALL JYCCT V( XIC( 1 .1 .K) ,^CCC(1 . K) ,Hd( 1 ,K ) )
CALL V£CCGT( FCMC( 1 .K ) .HE < 1 . K) , TMK) )
CALL V£CCUT( TEMl . TEM1 .TEM
TK(K) = .5DO»(TK(K) + Xy AS( K )*rt;M)
CALL V iC fOS (TtM2 . TEMl ,TEK3 )
C f V L L S C L V < X M A S ( K ) . T E W 3 . T E M 3 ) * .
CALL V t C A D J C hb( 1 . K) ,TE^3 .He< 1 . K) )
IF < .NOT .RBLu (K ) ) GC TO ^7 . .'
1= (NVO.cd. 0) GO TC 5068 i! ..
. CO 2 7 K = l .NMO * t -^ . ' 1 */>?.•*! I *i !
IF (MC( H ) .NfciK I GO TO 27
C A L L 5 C L V < H M O M C M ) ,HMC( 1 ,* ) , TErtJ)
::CALL v £ C A D O ( HE( 1 . K ) , TE* J .HE ( 1 , K ) )
T K ( K ) = 1K(K) + . SCO*HVCMM)**<J / 'PLM<-M) •• " . • - : -
C O N T I N U E ;
co NT I N U E . .
























C 2 2 i a e o o





C 2 2 1 9 4 0 0
C2219500
C2219600
C 2 2 1 9 7 C O
C 2 2 1 S 8 0 0
C 2 2 1 9 9 0 0
. , : . . . . C 2 2 2 0 0 0 C
C 2 2 2 0 1 C O
. • . C 2 2 2 0 2 0 0
• C 2 2 2 0 3 0 0
C 2 2 2 0 4 C O
M O M E N T U M AND K I NE T I C C 2 2 2 0 5 0 C
C2220600
C 2 2 2 0 7 0 0
C222C8CC
C222090C
C 2 2 2 1 0 0 0
C 2 2 2 1 1 0 0
C 2 2 2 1 2 C O
C 2 2 2 I 3 0 0
- ' . • • • . C 2 2 2 1 4 0 0
•>••• . - • • jV N.v,A J - T V J JC2221500
C 2 2 2 1 6 0 C
C2221700
C 2 2 2 1 8 C C
G2221900


























CALL V E C A D D C HEl l.K -) .RHK( 1 . K. > ,HJ( 1 .K) ) . . . . .
CALL V c C C C T ( FCI»C< 1 ,K) .ChM 1 .K) .TEM) ,
T K ( K ) = T K ( K ) + TEM
ADC LP FCK SYSTEM ANGULAR MCMCNTUM AND KINETIC ENEKGY
TK IN = TKIN + T K ( K ) .
CALL V c C A D D t l-a( 1 . K > . HBCU Y .MEOD Y )
CALL S C L V ( Xr iAS(K) ,VEL( 1 .K > ,LM 1 ,M >
CALL V C C A C C X L M T . L M 1 .K) , l> T )
CCNT INUc ' . . . . - • • .
CALL T K N S P S - ( X M C ( 1 . 1 . C ) ) . . • • - • • . •
CALL V f c C T K N (HdODt , X M C ( 1 .1 . 0) .HINEWT) '. ;
CALL THNSP3 . ( X M C ( l . l . O )
IF( .NCT. INtf<F) GO TO 2 '
CALL TMNSPS ( X M C ( i . l . U )
CALL V E C T R N ( H INERT . XMC ( 1. 1 . 1 ). HOUCJY ) .'
CALL T*NSPS ( X M C ( l . l . l ) )
CQNT INUE . - ' • •
hMG = DECRT( i - t lNEKT< 1 )«*2 * t- I iJiiHT< 2 ) *»2 * H I NEK T ( 3 >** 2 )
PR INT 2C9, MMG ' ' ' ' '
PRINT 2C1. ( h E O O Y ( I ) . 1 = 1 .3) .
PRINT iIC2, (HINEKTU ) . 1 = 1 ,: )
.A = CSC1«T(LMT( 1 )**2 ' * L M T ( Z ) » « < ; + L M T ( 3 » * » 2 )
PRINT 217. A •
PRINT 2 19. (LMT( I ) .1 =1 .:• ) ' .
Ffc INI 21£, TK.IN ' ' • ' ' . . '
C C M P L T u INfc«TIAL A C C E U E K A T I C N 5 •
CO 8 I = 1 . 3
T O M C ( I . 1 ) = CCMC( I.I ) . ,
IF (NECU.EQ.l ) GO TO 50C1
C O 1 4 K = 2.NBOO - ' . ' . ' , ' .
CALL VeiCFOS (P CMC ( 1 .K ) .KC" C ( 1 . K)... T£M1 ) '' J
CALL V £ C £ U t 3 ( OOMC( 1 ,K ) ,TFM .TCMC( 1,.K) ) .. '.
C O S T INOE - •
CALL VECFOS (FQMC ( 1 . 1 ) .KCMC( 1.NJ1 ) ,TEM1 )
CALL VtCEUB<OCfC( 1.NB1 ) . 1EM 1 ,TOMC< 1 .Nril ) ) . - •
V = I ' • • • '
CO 2C K=l .NB1 '
IF (K .cQ. l ) 00 -TJ 21 ' . ' . .
N = *+3-FCQN(K-l ) . . . '
CO 2 i 1 = 1 ,3 ' ' • - . - . . . . . . . • " . . . . -
TEM ( I ) = 0 . , '• . . .
I^MTeFM = N42-PCON(K ) • ' . - . ' • .
IF(M .GT .MMTERM) G C ' T O 20 .
C C 2 2 C*=M,MMTERM - '
CALL £ C L V ( THADD(MM) , OF C ( I •*») , TCM2 )
CALL VEC AOU( TCM1 . TEM2. TEN I ) • .
CALL V c C A O O < TEM1 , T C M C C 1 ,K) .HEKVC 1 ,K) ) 0^ ,J -»
• . : • • : ' • ' . j • • • ' ' • : ' > ' '
, /. . ' - ~ - j . r' ' - • • • ' ' . • ' . ' . ' ' '
PRINT .20*; K . (ROMC (I .K ) .!•=! .3) iCFQMCM tK) VI = f.3> ~ ' '
PRINT 2 C 7 . t JERVC I .K I . 1= 1 . ; ) . : ' . . - • . -
PRINT 222, ( ETC( I .K ) , 1= t .2) .(PHI ( I ,K) . 1 = 1, 3)
PRINT 2C5. t C A C ( I .'K) , 1 = 1 ,3) ,<CJC< I ,K) .1 = 1 ,3)
PRINT 21t, ( P C S ( I ,K) , I - 1 ,21 ,(VCL( 1 ,K) . 1 = 1 . 2)


























C 2 2 2 5 C O O
C2225100














C 2 2 2 e 5 0 C
C 2 22 6600
C 2 2 2 6 7 C O
C22268CC
C2226900
. C 2 2 2 7 C O C
C2227100
C2227200
C 2 22 7 300
C2227400
• - C 2 22 7 500
C2227600
' C 2 2 2 7 7 C C
/*o 5O7HOH
— • -














( H B ( J . K ) . J = l . 2 ) , T K ( K ) , '
( L M ( J . K ) . J = l , 2 )
(FO>C( I.N81 ) . 1 = 1 .3) . { O E R V ( I , N 3 1 >.
< ETC( I .NB1 ) ,1=1.2) . (PHI( I ,NB1 ) .1 =
( C B C < I ,C». 1 = 1 .3 )











CO 6 J» = 1 .NMO




IP(NKODS.EO.0) GO TO 40
CALL U N H A C ( b E T . N S E T . S F L X )
VN •= 0




FQC( It = 0
FQCC( I ) = 0
CO 3 4 J = 1. J
EI ( I . J > = 0
E I C ( I . J ) = 0
CONTINUE






CALL SCLV1THA(NFMN) ,FLA{ 1 ,MN) .TEMl )
CALL V E C A D D C E P , T E * l , E P )
S C L V I T H A D ( N F M N ) . F L Q ( 1 . ^ N ) . T E M 1 )
V E C A D D ( F Q D . T E W l . F G C )
S C L C ( T H A ( N F M N ) i F L E ( 1. 1 . KN>.T tMt )
C Y A C D C E I . T E M 5 . E I )
SCLC( THAD(NFNN) ,FLE ( 1 . 1 .MM) . T t£M5)















i ( U F C ( J . I ) . J = l . 3 ) )
(EP( I) .1 = 1.2) , (EPD( I ,K) . 1 = 1.3)
K . ( F O D ( I ) ,1 = 1 ,2)
^<,. ( (EU I .J) .J=l .3) ;-(t!DC I . J) . J = l . J) . 1=1 .2)
2C. (FLIRC( I.KI .1 = 1 .2 ) . (FLCRC( I .K),1 = 1.3)




CO 9 I=l.NFt.R- '
9 PR INT 22C. < I . THA ( I ). . I . ThAO ( I ) . I .THAOD( I ) . I
' M • = 'NFER*.i.- • •
 r •» * - , . .
N2 = NFEP*MN . '
'. IF (MN .EU .0)' RETURN'' , . .
' C O 1 i I = M . N 2 . . . . . .
^'I'Z'FR.INT 22S. 1 • THAU ) . I . T h A D C I ) .1 .TrlAUDf I )
20C FORMAT (• CENTER CF M A S S = ' ,3D17 .O, / )
2L01 FDFMAT ( / . j x t ' ^aoov = ' . 2C17 .8 )
:202 f iOPMAT (3X , 'H INERT = ' .3017.3)
203 F O P M A T (•! TIME = ; ' ,D1£.£. / )






































































2 C 5 - F O R M A T ( 1 4 X . ' C A C = ' . 3C 1 7 ,b . 3X . ' C OC = *..JD17..a)
2Ce F.CPMAT. ( 14x . 'X I *C = ' .3D 1 7 .8 ,3X , • XI C = ' .JD17.U)
207--F.UPMAT ( 1 < » X . ' A C C = ' . 3D17 .U)
2Cfc F O R M A T ( / . JX . 'OR I GI N • . 4 f . 'F C *<; = .' . JD1 7 . J . 3X . ' ACC = «.3D17.e)
20? F O R M A T { ' ANGULAR MOMENTUM '= ' .D20.3) .
21C F O R M A T < JA. 'HMCM( ', 12. •) = ' ,01 7,0 , IOX, «CLM( ' . I <d . • )' = ' ,017.8
.'211. F C R M A T ( £ £ X , 301 7. d)
212 F O R M A T <• b Y S T E M I N E W T I A TENSOR = ' . 3D 1 7 .u)
212 F O R M A T ( ' • ) . ,
2 14- F O P M A T ( 14X. • Hd = ' .3D 17 .8, 3X, ' TK = ' .D17.U)
215 F O R M A T (/. ' KINETIC ENEPGY = > ,O20.b) . ,
21t F C K M A T ( 14X. 'PCS = ' ,3C1 7.8.3X . • VEL = ' .3O17.a) '
217 F O R M A T (/. ' LINEAR MCVE^TU>' = ' .O20.a)
216 F O R M A T ( 1 4 X , ' LM = ' . 3O17 .b )
2 t < 5 F O R M A T (S.3X . 'LLiOCY = ' .3017.8) . .
. 2 2 C . F O R M A T (3X, • THA( • . 12 . ' ) = • .01 J .& , JX • • ThAO ( ? . 1H , •') "=. • . D.l 3 .6. 3X
* C D ( ' . I 2 . ' ) = • ,013.6. 3X , ' C F C (', IJ. •) = ' .3DlJ .6)
221 F O R M A T ( 1 4 X . ' X M C = ' . 3017 .8 )
222 F O R M A T ( ' T O T A L S Y S T E M M A S S = ' . D 1 7 . c i . X > • . . ,
223 F O R M A T ( 1 4 X , ' E T C = • . 3T 1 7 .6 . 3X , ' PH i - ' ,3D17.8)
224 F O R M A T ( 1 4 X , ' C d C = ' . 3D17 .8 )
22i: F O R M A T ( 3X. • THAI • . 12 . • ) = • . C 1 J .0 , JX . ' TrtAO( • . Id . • ) = ' ,D13.t ,3x
• *CC ( ' , 12 . ' ) = ' .01 J.6)
22C F.CfiMAT 1 /. JX . 'FXfc'XlDLE • , JX . ' tIP = ' . oD 1 7 . 8 . 3X , ' cPP = ' .3017.6
'226 FORMAT ( 3 X , « BODY ' . 12 ,4X . ' CD = ' .JD17.a>
.225 F C R M A T '( 14X. ' £1 - • . 30 1 7 . 8 . 3X . ' E 1 D = ' .3D l7 .b>
23C F O R M A T ( 1 4 X . ' F I R = • , 3C17 .6 ,3X , 'FCR = '.J017.UI
231 F C R M A T ( 14X. 'OHM = ' . 3 0 1 7 . 8 )
. '• •' '&E l\JfN
• '• ; 'ENC
'' .'. ' . t' • ; • • . .• u.
T - ' • \ .- < - .
•"SOER CLT Iht UUTPSP . . . )
•
:
"G"E*CKAL TYPE OUTPUT FCP NC P A K T I C U L A H SATELLITE. ... .3
' '
•• - IMPLICIT KEAL*tt( A-H.O-2 . Jl
• L C C I C A L - FG1. FG2. .FG3- . FG4, F ji>. -• 1 NtWH . RtiLCJ. L tOU i -L lN IT I l )
1
 " ' • • . . . . - . ; . . : - . . . . , ' • '
: 1N1ECE*
* A H O R K , CT1 . CT2 , CT3 . CT4 . CT5 . FCCN . PCCN
* SCNCLI* . SCN . SCRDU^, SCK . SFKOUM. SFK. . SF R . SG
• • '* SI , SIG , £ IXDU^, SIX , SKOUM , SK . SL . .SLK
* SVA , SMCOUW. SVC , SMV ,, SGK . SP.IOUM, SP( . SQF-
'n ^ •« 'SC^L . SH . SSCN . S S I X . SVA . SVB . SVD . SV. I
"*Y V 'S'VM . SVP . SVQ . SXK , SXT . TOHO , SMAL . SEU
•* 5C , SCO . NFLXQ . S F L X . SFXM , NMOOS . SFCC '. S C C ;
: » I I N 1 T ( 1 ) . I Z I N I T ( 1 ) .30 .
RE'AL*d . . • , '.
• ; ' •* AI^GC ( J o ) . CKF (3, 1C) , E T I C (3 ,10 ) . . E T f C .(3, 1C)
•* 'FLO (;,20)' •', 'FLE . ( 3 . 3 . 2 0 ) . FLM (3 .3 .20, ) . .
































C 2 3 C O O O O
.C23C010C
C2300200













. .. , -C2301600
C2301700




































































































( 2 3 ) .














(2 .11 ) .
( 2,66 ) .
(10)
( 3,3j > .
,
( 1 C ) .
( i. 3. 10) .
( 2 3 ) ,





XOCCi .M( 1.1.9) .

















































( 2 , 1 1 )
( 2 , 2 2 )
( 10)
( 1 C )
( 3 . 2 C )
13,3 .20 )
( 3, 1C )
120)
(2 . 1C)

















































( 1 0> .
( J 2 > .









(3.3 .40 ) .
. CclCOUM(1.3) .
. CdN(J)






ET IC( 1 .1 )
FLO( 1 .1) )









(XMN( 1 . 1C)
(FLt (1.1.1









































































3 . 1C) ,











































































C I M E N S I C N
1 1
1C
( C 6 D U V C 1 .1 ) .PZ IMT< 1 ))
(SCNDLI". IZ IN IT ( 1 »
PHI i (3 . ;>
TL:MC(3. II)









Hb(3 . 1 3 ) , T K ( 1C )
P O S ( 3 . 1 C ) . V E L < 3 , 1 C )
TEM1< 3) . T E M 2 ( 2 >. T E M o l 3 ) .JErtV(3.11 )
T E M 4 C 2 )
H d Q D Y ( 3 ) . ( - IN£ t<T(2 )
CN E P C ( 3 . l C ) , D H W ( 3 . 1 C )
CN E P ( 3 ) . E I ( 3 , 3 ) , E I C ( 3 . J ) . F ( ; D ( 3 J , F Q D C ( 3 ) . T EM 5 ( 3 . 3 )
ScT( 1 0 ) . S F X M K




CCKPLTc SYSTEM COMPOSITE CtNTEh) CF MASS
TOTM = C.DO
CO 11 1=1 . J
TEK1 ( I ) = 3.00
CO 1 E K=l ,NdCO
KO = KTC (N61 .0 tK)
C A L L £ C L V ( X M A S < K ) , G A M l . K C J . T E M ^ ) .
CALL Vr;C»OD( TEMI , TEM2 .TEM )
T O T M = T C T M + X M A £ ( K )
CO 1 e 1=1.3
S Y E C M I ) = TEMM I > / T C T H
PRINT ^CC. ( S Y S C M ( I ) , I =1 .2 )
P W I N T 2e.i, T C T k
VtCTCR F R C K INER1IAL J^IGIN TJ COMPOSITE SYSTEM
C E N T E R LF M A S S K E L A T I V E TC COMPUTING FHAME
CALL V £ C A U D ( C B C ( 1 . 1) . S Y S C V ,CBC(I . 0 ) )
S Y S T E M INERTIA TENSCR AdUUT COMPOSITE CENTER O F . M A S S
CALL S U E C P C S Y S C M . SYSCM . T C T K . S Y S I N )
CO 4 1 = 1.3
CO 4 J=l,3
S Y S I N ( I . J ) = X O I C ( I . J . l ) - £ Y S I N ( I , J »
PRINT f l i t ( S Y S I N ( 1 .J) . J=l .2)
PR INT
PRINT
: 1 1 .
: 12
5YS IN< 3.Jl
F L E X l a l L l T Y RLLATEC
*H = 0
CO 3C K=l,NbUO




















C 2 2 1 0 5 0 0


































C 2 2 1 4000
C2314100
C2314200











EPC( I .K) = 0. ' ' " ' •-
ChV( I.K. ) = 0 . • '
IF " (SFXM(K ).u<J.C') GO TO 3 C
J F X K K = iFXM(K)
co ; i i = i . S F X V K
^N = MN+1
NFWN = NFEK * MN
CALL S C L V C TrtAD(NFMN) . F L A C C 1 .MN) .TEM1 )
CALL V^C/1DD(EPD( I .M.TEM.E^Df l .KM
CALL S C L V ( T M A D ( N F W N ) . F L O C ( 1 . K N ) . T E M 1 )
C'ALL V iCADD( OHM 1 ,K) . T E K l . O h M C I.K.) )
C C N T I N U E
CONTINUE
.'.CONPLTiE INERTIAL ANGULAR NC*ENTUM AND KINETIC ENERGY OF EACt-
' ' 6 0 C Y »>ND OP THE C O M P O S I T E SYSTEM
T K I N = C . D O
CO 7 I = 1 . 3 ' . ' • • ' . : . • • • • •
L M T < I) = C.DC . - - - .
hBCDM I ) = 0 .DC ' ' . . ' • - . ' . . ,
•CO 17 KKK=1.NGUD '' •
• K = NBCO- (KK.K- 1 )
KK = K
JK- = JCLM K) • ' • '• • • ••'
•• IF'(KK .NL >i > GO TO 2e . -
CO 2? 1 = 1 . 3 • •' .
- T E M l ( l ) = H U M C t l . N e i ) ' • ' • ' •
GO T C Z £ ' - •- - : • ' • / . ' •
. C C N T INUE . i •
V E L C C I T V CF CENTER OF MASS OF GODY K PUT IN TEXT-.
TO 19 • , ' ' -• --
CALL VE CKOS {F CMC ( 1 . JK ) , C/>C ( I .K ) . TEM1 ) • . . .- , . . . . -
- . C A L L V E C A D D C HOMC( 1 .K) , TE M . TEM1 ) . • -•
G O T C £ « • . ' . ; ' • •
CALL VcJCCOS (FCMC ( 1 . K) ,C/>C( 1 .< I . TE.M1 )•. - . .^
. CALL \ /£CADD( hCMC( 1 .NB1 ) . TEM1 .TtMl ) .'
 t . •• .- .. , ,•
CHECK f - C f ~ END CF C t -A IN
I F ( J K . E C . O ) -GJ TO 26 • - . • • • .- . . . .
.CALL V£CAJii (FOMC ( 1 . JK ) ,CBC( 1 ,*.<) , TEM2) . . i;
CALL VCCAOO( TEM1 . TtM2 .TEM )
' : K K = J K . . . . . . . . .
. JK. = JCLM KK ) . - ' . . • • -
CC TC 2£ •
C O N T INLu . . . . . .
I N T h P T I A L PJSITICN OF C f c N T E f i JK MASS IN TEM2
KL' = KT :<NB1 ,C .K)
• C A L L VcO>CG< CeC( 1 .1 ) .GAM 1 .KL ) . TEM2 ) . • • . . .
CO 3 1=1.3 . . .
PCS ( I . x . ) = T £ M 2 ( I ) ' : • - . . • : • >
VE L ( I . K ) = T eM 1 ( I ) r • , , . '..
FLEX 1 ELE ,
COd-PLT i LINEAR







































C 2 3 1 8 3 C C
C231 8400
C 2 3 l « 5 C O
.. C231 8600









C 23 I 96 00
" C231 S700
C23 I9800
ACC PELATIVL VELOCITY CF C^. NoN-£ERO . I F BCL: Y.
CALL VtCADD( VEL( 1 .K) .EFC ( 1 . K ) . VCLi 1 .K) )
CO .12 1=1.3. . ,















START CCI»PUTAT ION OF ANGLLAK MOMENTUM i ' LI NE AW MOMENTUM AND
CALL OYCCTVi XIC< 1 i 1 .K) ,FOC( 1 i <) .HG( 1 , K.) )
CALL VECCCTtFCMC(1,K).he(1.K),TMK))
CALL VECCOT(TEM1.TEM1.TEX)
TKC.K) = .500*(TK(K) + XMAS<K)«r£M)
CALL VcCPOS (TEM2.TEyl.TEf3)
CALL S C L V ( X M A S < K ) ,TEM3 .TEM3 )
CALL v e C A D D ( H E < I . K ) . T E * 3 . h B ( l . K ) )
IF ( .NOT.HULLKK » GC TO 27 . • .
I F ( N C C . E U . O ) G C T C 5066 ' . . - ' - . ' .
CO 27 * = 1 .NMO ' . . ,
IF (MC (M ) .NE.K) GiJ TO 27
CALL S C L V ( H M O M ( M ) ,HMC( 1 ,»t ,TEMJ)
CALL v E C A D D ( H B ( l i K ) i T E P 3 . l - t : ( l i K ) )
T K ( K ) = T K ( K ) + . 5DO*MXCKMJ**2 /PLM(M»
'C'CNTINJE
'CONTINUE ' J • . • ' ' ' ' . - . , , . -
'ADC Fi_tX IblLIT Y AOCITICNS TC MOMENTUM AND ENERGY
CALL VuCADDt MB(1 ,K),DHM l,K).HJ(l,lO>
CALL Vt£CCCT( FOMC( 1 .K J . DHK 1 ,K) ,TEM)
TK(K) = TK(K) + TEV
ACC CP FCK SYSTEM ANGULAR MCKiNTUM ANJ KINETIC ENEkGY
•TKIN = TKIN + T K ( K )
CALL V f c C A D D ( HB( 1 . K ) . I-BCC Y . I-ECO Y )
CALL S C L V C X M A S C K ) ,VEL( I ,K) .LCt I .K) )
CALL v e C A D L X L M T . L K t 1 .K ) ,LMT)
CONT IMUE
CALL TriNSPS ( X M C ( l . l . O ) • •
CALL VSCTRN (HBODY,XMC( I . 1 .C) ,HINERT) .
CALL TPNSPS ( X M C d . l . O ) . " .
IF( .I^OT . INtKF > GO TO 2 ' - ' •
CALL TfiNSPS ( X M C ( l . l . l ) )
CALL VeCIRN < H I N E B T , X M C ( 1 .1 .1) .HBOOY) .
CALL TRNSPS ( X M C ( l . l . l l ) . . . .
CCNT ISUt ' . - • ' • '
>MC- = i JSCRTC HINEHH1 )**2 + (- I Ut£RT( 2 ) **2 '* Mi NE «T < 3 )** 2 )
FR'INT ac9, HMG . •
 i
PR INT 201. ( H B C D Y < I ) , 1 = 1 , 3 ) - • / ' • •
PR INT iC2. ( HINERTCI ).1=1 ,Z) '
A = C S Q K T < L M T ( 1 ) * * 2 + L M T ( 2 ) * * 2 *
FRINT .217, A
P R I N T 21S. ( L W T ( I ) .1 = 1 .3 )
FR INT 'e 1£. T K I N
CCKPLTc INERTIAL ACCELERAT ICNS
CO^ 8 I = 1 . J
TCI* C< III) = DOMC( I . l )
IF(NECU.EQ. l ) GC TC 50C1
CO 1 <t K=2.N3OD
C'ALL V&CBOS (FCMC (i .K ) .RCCC (i. K), TEMI >
CALL veCSUB(OOMC( 1 .K) ,TEM ,1CMC( 1 .K) )
CONTINUE
CALL VSCKt iS (FCMC< 1 . 1 ) .PC^C ( 1. ND1 ) . TcMl )
CALL veCSUB(DOMC< 1,NB1 > , T E P 1 , T O M C ( 1.Ndl ))
K = 1 . . .
K'IKET ICC2320500
. . C22206CO


































































l> = »* J-
't'O Zc 1 = 1.3







. Iff (M .GT .IxMTtRM ) GC TO 20 -.
• CO 22 MI*=M,MMTERM .
CALL S C L V C T H A D C ^ M K ) ,OFC< 1 ,H* ) .TEM2)
. CALL V £ C A D O < TEM1 . TEM2 .TEH )
CALL VEC*DO( TE f 1 . TCMCC 1 , K ) .CfcRVl 1 ,K) )
CO 5 K= 1 .NBOO
PKINT 204. K , ( HOMC < 1 ,K ) , 1= 1 ,3) , (FCMC< I ,K) .
PR INT 207. ( DEHV( I .K>.. 1= 1.2 ) . . . .
( ETC( I .K) . i = l ,2) .(PHI < I .<) .1 = 1,
( C A C < I .K) . 1 = 1 ,3) . (CJCd ,K) . 1 = 1 .
( PO£( I .K) . 1 = 1 ,2 ) , (VcL( 1 .K) . 1 = 1,
( (XHC( I.J.K) . J=l .3) . ( X I C ( I ,J ,<)
tHB( J . K ) . J=l ,^» , 1K<K)
. K) , J=l ,3)





P R I N T

















., J =I.3) . I = 1.3)
224.
£21.
(FCMC( I ,NB1 ) , 1 = 1 .3) ,{D=ny(l ,Ndl
( ETC( I .NB1 ) . I =1 .2) , (PHI ( I .Nbl )..
tCBCl I.O.I^l.2)






-IF(M.GD£ .EO. 0) GO TO 40
CALU-UNP/>C(SET,NSET,SFLX
VN = C .
CO 32 KK=1 ,NSET
K = £ET(NSET+1-KK )
CO .34 I = i, 3
EP{ I > = C .
FQC( I ) - 0 • • •• •
• > Q C C < I > = 0 .
CO 34 J= 1.3
El (I ,J) = 0
eic( i . j i = o
CCNT IMJE












SCLV(THA(NFMM ,FLM 1,MK).TEM1 )
VcCADDIEP.TE»l.EP)
SCLVITHAOCNFI 'M.FLCCl t l 'N) .TEM1 )
V6C/>DD( FQO.TEI'l .FQD )
SCLC(THA<NFMN) . FLE ( 1 . 1 . K.N ) .TfcME)
C Y A C D ( E I . T E M S . E I )
SCLC(TMADCNFMM,FLE(1 .1 .MN) .TENS)





































C 2 2 3 C O O O
C 2 3 3 D 1 0 0
C2230200
C2330300







C 2 2 3 I 1 0 0
C2331200















































" * ( V
•i- • -.
PRINT 22£. (EP{ I ) .1 = 1 .3) .(EFDC I . K) .1=1 .3)
PH1NT 22£, K , (FUD ( I) . I = 1 .3)
PRINT 2JC. (FL IRCCI ,K> . 1 = 1 ,2) . (FLCkCI I .K) . 1 = 1, 3)




CO 9 1 = 1 .NFEK '•' J;
PRINT 22C. ( I ,THA< I ) ,1 .TKAD(I) . I ,THAi>D< I ) .1 .(OFC( J. I) ,J=1 ,3 ) )
M = NFEP+-1 . ! ' • - ••» I - . . . ; . - ' ; ; ' ! . '
N2 = NFER4-MN
IF(MN.cO.O) RETURN
CO \c I =M ,N2 . ,
PRINT 22£. I . THAI I ) . I .ThADO) .1 ,THACO< I ) '
c-FORMAT (• CENTEK CF MASS ='.3D17.6,/) ' -












F O R M A T





































































.3017.6) • - • • ' - - . , - ' ' . .
C












. . . ' • . '
= ' . JDl 7.d,3X, 'FCMC ='.'3D17.tJ)
Ct=C = ' .3D1 7.6)
X I C = ' , 3D 1 7 . 0 ) .
«a >






. 12 . • )=
. •= ' .
• .017
•'. 3Dl7.d. 3X, • ACt = ',3017. 8)
D20.d)

































































= ' , 3D 1 7 . 6 ) '
TK. = ' ,017.8 )
D20.d) • - ' '
VEL = ' . JD17.6 )
LINEAR MCPENTU* = '.D20.d)








• .Ul 3 .











• . 3 C 1 7





• . 3D 1
• ,3C1
C ,N,NC
































,3X, 'THAO( ' , 12, ' ) =',D12.fc,3X,'
,01 7.O. /)
PHI = ' , JD17.d )
,3X . ' TI-AD( ' . 12 . • ) =• , Dl 3 .6. 3X .'
= ' ,3t)l 7.6.3X. 'EPP = '.3D17.8)
• .3017.6)
EID = • .301 7.6)
FCk = ' ,301 7.0 )
.6)
- v.- - , , . , « , . , , , , - > , , - < ..-1. ...n-rv , -.:






















































































. » L1PANV . L R A T E . LXDY . LETA . LTOPQU .
* LCFDCT . LDCT . LANGLE . LSETUP . LSIMO
C I * E r > S IO D< 1.) f C ( 1 )
C I V E N S I C N DO (33 .32 ) ,CC( 32}




C 2 4 C C 9 0 0
LSED TJ CUTAIN SOLUTION CF A SET UF SIMULTANEOUS LINEAR E Q U A T I O N S C2401000





C = COEFFICIENT t - A T R I X STOKED CULUMN-*ISE DESTROYED DLR
V ( " C C M P U T A T I C N
'' ' •'• N = NUMBER CF E C L A T I C N S
0 2 4 0 1 100
0 2 4 0 1 2 0 0
02401300
I N G C 2 4 0 1 4 C O
C2401500
C 2 4 0 1 6 C C
'• ' I\C = DIMENSION CF A R R A Y S D ANO C IN THE CALLING SUCROLTINF. C 2 4 0 1 7 C O
" • C = VECTOR OF CMIG INAL CONSTANTS UF LENGTH N, THESE A F. E
REPLACED Ht THE SULUTICN VECTOR
:
COMMON XLDEilUG/ LHUNGE • LTRNSI • LVDIV t LEUU1V , LTFJAN .
• • ' - » • - L T f c A N V . L R A T E t LXDY , LETA , LTOROU .
* LOFDOT . L C C T . LANGLE t LSETUt-> . LSI^O
;
 E Q U I V A L E N C E ( L 5 I M C . L H O U )
I F ( L E C U ) PRINT 1C7
' . T A K E A ^ R A Y U FWOM C I M E N S 1 C N NOXND AS DEFINEC IN CALLING SUE^ULT
'TC AN I-IXN A H « A Y
• IJ = C
CO 14 J = l .N
' '
;
 J3 = ( J-1)*NC
' to i e i= i . N .
- •' I J = I J + I
CCIJ ) = C( I* J3 )
;
 l ^ C L E O o ) C D ( I , J > = D ( I J )
'l'S CCNT INUE
IF(LECu) C C I J ) = C ( J ) •
' 1 4 CONT INUE
V o R W / H U i O L U T I C N
• '"TJL' = o .co
-'• 'KS :•= 0
' - ' fjj' = -N
.• " ' .CO' -6 J ' J=i iN '
' • JY' = J+ 1
JJ = JJ+N*l
. , E I C A = c.uo
• IT = JJ-J
'- CO 22 I=J iN
S E A R C H FCf< M A X I M U M C C F f F F l C I E N T IN COLUMN
• •• I J = I T + I
' IF (O to^ l E1"A ) - C A e S ( C ( U ) ) ) ^1.3J i3J
2 i ei CA = c u J)
-' ' •' ' 'iviVx = I -'."-'•
-' 22 CON-T INUt
• • . ; t • - • • . * ' . • •
' ' • • ' < T £ « T FCP PIVUT L£i£ T H A N TOLERANCE ( . ' • > - a i £ . - 1
IF < D A t £ i < E JGA ) - TCL) 3 E i 2 5 i 4 C
j£ KS =1
• Fk'INl ICJ





C 2 4 0 2 3 C O
C240240C
0 2 4 0 2 5 0 0
C240260C
INEC24C270'0
02 40 2 BOO
C'24029CO











0 2 4 0 4 1 CO
• C 2 4 0 4 2 0 0
C 2 4 0 4 3 0 0




C 2 4 0 4 y O C
C 2 4 C 4 9 0 0
• C240500C
02 405 1 00
C 2 4 C 5 2 0 0
02405300
C 2 4 0 5 4 C O
C 2 4 0 5 5 C O
' 02405600
" 02^05700
C 2 4 0 5 8 C C
024:15900














INTEPCrlANGE KOHS IF NECESSAPY
4C II = J * N*(J-2)
IT = JMA> - J
CO 5C K=J,N
11 = I 1 * N
12 = II •» IT
SAVE = CUD
C< II ) = C< 12)
C( 12) = SAVE ' . .
CIVICc eCUATION BY LEADING COEFFICIENT
5C CC II ) = C< I I )/aiGA . ' ' ' ,
SAVE = CCIMAX)
• C C I M A X ) = C C J > '
. C(J) = SAVE/BIGA
ELIMINATE NtXT VARIABLE
IF(J-N) f5.7C.55
5S IQS = N*(J-1)
co 6e IX=JY.N
ixj = ios + ix
IT = J - IX
CO 6C J> = JY.N
IXJX = N*(JX-1) + IX
jj X = IXJX «• IT
-<r>( ixj)*c( j jx >)


























































IB ) - C(IA)*C( 1C)
IF ( .NOT. LEQU) GO TO 1 C O C
T E S T 1 = C.DO
.CO 1 1= 1 .N
,1EST2 = C.OO
CO 2 J=1.N
: T E S T 2 = 1EST2 + D C ( I . J ) * C ( J )
c J E S T J = 1EST2 - C C ( I )
PR INI iCfi. I .TEST2
1EST1 = 1EST1 + TEST2**2
L CONTINUE
T E S T 1 = C S O R T C T E S T I J

















































































t • 0( • . 14
I V • >
< • C{ • , 12
( M SUBRU
( ' ERROR
( • NCRM O
IS SINGULAR GARbAoE FOLLOWS •)
,') = XKN< '.12.•.• .12 , • ) = '.020.10)
, • ) = • ,020.10)
LTINE SIKO ENTERED ')
IN ROfc',12.' = ',Dl7.d)













C 2 5 C O C C C
SUBROUTINE RUN(iE( T ,M.'Y ,YC . M .N2.TEM)









CIKENSICN Y( 1) , Y C < 1 ) . T E M ( 2 . 1 )
C ACCEPTS SYSTEM S T A T E AT
C .RETURNS SYSTEM S T A T E AT
C SYSTEM STATE Y(N)
C D E R I V A T I V E OF Y ( N ) IS Y
C . SUERCUTlNc DYN COMPUTES
C - NUMBER UF S T A T E V A R I A B L E S
C M = NUKEER OF DYNAMC E
C ••• N2 = NUMBER OF EOLATIONS
C TE^PCRARY STORAGE AREA T
N .a M •» N2
IF(LEOU)PKINT 202
IFiLECU )P«INT 200. ( I t V
' K = C
CO 1 I=1.N
TEf( l . I ) = Y ( I )
1 TEM Z.I ) = Y0( I )
CO =' K/2
A = CO
2 T = T + CO
3 CO 4 I=1.N
4 Y ( I ) = T t M ( 1 . I ) + A * Y D ( I )
- • - >- IF «LEOU.)P«tINT' 201-. « I'.'Y
CALL D Y N ( Y l Y O . N l >
1F(LEJU)PRINT 200. ( I . Y ( I )., I , YD ( I ) . I . TcM( 1 . I ) . I , TEM ( 2 . I ) . I = 1..N- )
!
LTPNSI . LVDIV . LtOUIV . LTRAN .
LRATE , t_XOY . LETA . LTOf-QU .
LDCT . LANGLE . LStTUP . LSIMO
LTFKSI , LVOIV , LEQJIV . LTRAN ,
LRATE . LXDY , LETA . LTOhOU .





fD(>) Ai REUUIrtEO BY RJNGE KUTTtA
: IS Nl •» N2
:UATIJNS
FRCM ro^auE
EK(2.M) NOT TO bE UStli IN CYN
:i).i.yj<i).i.T£.M(i.i).i,TfcM(2.i).i = i.N)


































IF (K.EQ.2) GC TO 7
CO 5 J=1.N
: TEK i » l \ - TEMC2. 1 )











CO 6 1 = 1,N C 2 E 0 4 4 0 0
. T E » ( £ . I ) = A * ( T E M 1 2 , U + Y O ( D ) . C2E04500
C • » ( ! ) = 7 E M ( l i I ) * T E M ( 2 . I ) . C2S046CO
IF ( L £ 0 0 ) F M N T 201 i I I . V ( 1 > . I , YD ( I > . I , T L M ( I . 1) . I . T E M ( 2. J » . I = I ,N > C25C47.CO
CALL D Y M Y . Y D . N 1 ) . C2514800
I F ( L E J U ) ^ H I N T £00. (I . Y < I ) . 1 • Y D < I ) ,1 , T E M < 1 ,1) . I , T E M i 2 , 1 ) .1 = 1 .N) C25C4900
2 0 C F O S M J T ( ' I N R U N O f c ' Y ( • , 1 2 > • ) = ' . U I O . B . ' Y C C ' , 1 2 , ' ) = • .D18 .6 . ' T C 2 E 0 5 0 0 C
* E M ( 1 , • , 12, •) = ' .CIS .6 . ' T E M 2 . • .12. • ) = • ,018 .6) C25C51OO
2 C i F O P M / I T < • O U T R U N G E v i ' . u . * ) = ' . o ia .d . 1 Y c ( ' , i 2 , ' ) = ' .o ie .e . ' T C 2 £ 0 5 2 c c
*EM< 1 . • . 12. • ) = ',018.8,' TEM2. • .12, • ) = '.Dld.O) ' C2S05300
202 FOSM/T ('I') . ' • C2505400
BE1UPN . . C2E055CC
ENC . ' C2E0560C
SUiBR.Cl-T INt U N C A G E ( SCG. EC ,T . T U G )
IMFl- ' lCIT KCAl_*e( A-H.0-2 . S ).
I N T E O G * SCO. SC( 1 ) .SCG1 '
ci »'E^£ ICK TUG'C i >
C TEST TC bEc IF TIKE TC CNC^GE ANY DEGREE CF FWtEOCM
C IF YcS DO SO AND KENLMEEK SC ARRAY
SCG1 = SCG
CO 6 1=1,SCG1
IF (T .LT .TuG( SC( I ) ) ) GO
£CC = SCO-1.
PRINT IOC, SCtD.T.SCG
SC< I ) = C
T C
IF (SCC .tC.iiCGl ) KETURN • •
CC 7 I=1.SCG1
IF(SC< 1 ) .EO.C) GO TO 7
J=J+ 1
SC(J )=SC(I) • . • . i •
IF (I .EvJ.J) GC TO • 7
SC ( I ) = C
7 CONT INUc
IOC FORMAT (• COTICN ABOLT FREE VECTOR '.12.' UNCAGtO AT T
















', ' • C2601500
..C2C01600
; ; • • . . C2COI700










IMPLICIT HEAL*8(A-H.O-Z .1 )
C IKEhS IC^ :XMM-J3. 1 ) . T H A C C < 1 )
INTECErt £C(.l').S,CG
LOGI CAL ,LG(,li)
SCT l-P L'CG'IC .FLAGS
NS = N '•* SCG
DO 7 1 = 1 ,N3










co e 1=1 .sco
6 C G ( S C ( I ) ) = .FALSE.
• -I I • - 0
CO 9 1=1 ,N5
IF r . N O T . L G < 1 ) ) GO TO 9
, • . 11- = I I « 1
T H * D C < I I ) = T H A D D t 1 1
JJ = 0
CO 1C J= l.NS
IF< .NOT . L G < J > ) GO TO 1C
••JJ = JJ*1
XMN(II,JJ| = XMN(l .J)
1C CCNT INUt



















SUEHCUT.INc WNPRS< ThAOD.N .SCG.LG)
IMPLICIT KEAL«d( A-H.O-Z ..J), ... ,
CIKENSICN THADCC1 ) . ' ., :.
INTEC-EH 5CG . ' - . .
LOGICAL LG(1 )
. 12 '= N
NN .= Ni-SCG
CO -1 1 1 = 1 ,NN
II = NN+l-I
IF (LC(I 1 )) GO TO 12
11
TH/iOCt I 1 )
CO ,TC 1 1
THACCdl)






















SUERCUTINE C C M P A C ( S E T . N £ E T . S )
IMPLICIT KEAL*8 (A -h .O-Z .J t































TAKES ThE StT CF INTEGERS STCREU IN S=T(NSET) AND C C M P A C T S
I.MTC THE SINCLE CCDtC INTEGER KURD i. THE SET OF
JS IN ARHAY SET W L S T BE DISTINCT FMCM EACh CTHfcR
AND LIE EtTmEEN 1 AND 24 INCLUSIVE.
£= NiET * Ab































SUERCLTINE U N P A C ( S E T , N S E T . S )
IMPLICIT REAL»a< A-t- ,0-Z, S)




































C'ECQCES THE CODED »ORD s TO O3TA1N THE ELEMENTS OF SET(NSET)
ELEMENTS OF SET RETURNED IN CGCHEASING ORDEH OF MACiNI'TUDE
S E T ( 1 ) .GT.SET( 2).GT UT . SET(NSET)
NSET = £/Ad




CO ,1 <= 1 ,24
.IF( TS -A (KN-K ) )
1=1*1
.£ET( I) = KN-K
IS = TS-A(KN-K)
CONTINUE
, I = I * I
EEH I ) = KN-K
FETUfiN

































FUNCTION K T O ( N . - . K )
IMPLICIT «EAL»6( A-t-,O-Z. J I
•> IF.<K .G£ .J) GC TO 1 . ,
 ( ,
• KTC=1<» IN- 1 >»J«-1 -K*(K- l.)./.2
GO TC 2
• l ^ .KTC = J»(N-1 ) + K + 1 - J*<J-l) /2












IMPLICIT «cAL*S< A-»-,O-2 ,'S ».
IFCK.GE .J) t.C TO .1
KT1=(K- 1 )*(N-l l+J-CK-1 ) *<K-2 ) /2
CO TC 2

















LOGICAL FUNCTION C T A I N ( I . S . K )
 N
IMPLICIT REAL*8( A-I-.O-Z. 1)
IN7ECER £ (N)
C T A I N = .TRUE. IF EOCV LAoEL I CONTAINED IN SET S(N)
= .FALSE . IF NOT
-ELEME^fs IN S£T(N) KLST QE FC5 ITIVE 'NON-iEHC" INTEGERS IN
EITHER ASCENOING OR CECENDINO URDErt JF MAGNITUDE
IF(N .EQ.C.CK.I.EQ .0) GC TC 1
M = N + l
IF(S(N) - 5 ( 1 ) ) 2.2.3
2 K = N
L = -1
G O T C 4 . . . .
2 K = I . . . ' .
L = 1
4 I F ( S ( K ) - I ) 5 » 6 t l
E K = *+L
IF <K .ea .C.OK.K .EO .M > GC TO i
. GC TC 4
1 C T A I N = .FALSE.
fiETUFN



























c , . . , . * . -u~.! : • , , _ = , . • < • • » • > . . - . . , ; . . • _ • = . - > . • > : • • • • ; . • • • • - C2700000
EUERCUTINE VECTRN ( V A . X M T . V A D ) C2700IOO
C PERFCRMS TRANSFOKMATICN CF COORDINATES FOR VECTORS 'C2700200
C XKT - M A T R I X . TRANSFCfiMS VECTORS TO COMPUTING FRAME COCRCINATESC2700300
r.... . FfiCM flOOV LAMBA FIXED , COOHCI NAT C2 700400
C ,. VA =
C VAD =
C




VECTOR INPLTBC RELATIVE TO BODV LAMdA FIXED COORCINATES,
VECTOR CCWPCNEMTS CCMPUTED RELATIVE TO COMPUTING FRA»«E
VAO = (XMU * VA
IMPLICIT REAL*8{A-h ,C-Z .S)
CI *E I«StCN V A ( 3 ) .X» 'T<3 ,2 ) , V A C ( J )
CO 1 1=1.3













CD 1 J= 1 .3







JUERCUTINE TENTRN(XI ,X*T ,XIC)
TRANSFOH* 3X3 TENSCRS HI1H CHECK FOR SYMMETRY
- IMPLICIT HEAL*8<A-H.C-Z.* ) • - • - - - '• -
C t lVE^5 IC^ XI ( 3 t 3 ) . X M T < 3 • 2 ) t X I O C Ji3)
. LCGICAL FLAG
. . F L A G = .TRUE.
"„' IF( XI( 1 . i j .EC.XI (2.1)
* . JND.XI (1 .2 ) .EO.XI (3 ,1 )
' * '- . ;ND.XI (2 .3) .6 :a .XI (3 .£) ) GO T O . 2
.'..". , FLAG ,s .FALSE. . . . . . . '
1 CO 1 1= 1 .3
I I = I • ' ' • • . . ' • •
I F ( F L A G ) GO TO 3
11 = 1
2 CO 1 J = I I . 3
; X I C ( I . J ) = 0
CO I L = 1.3
. CO 1 M= 1.3
MC( I . J ) = X I C ( I . J ) -I- Xl» T( I .L)*Xl < L . M ) * X M T < J.M)
]•: i C O N T I N U E • • • ' •
IF( .NCT .FLAG) KETUPN
X I C < i , 1 ) - X I D ( 1 . £ )
. X I C < 3 . 1 ) = X IO(1 ,2 )






























IMPLICIT REAL»a<A-h .O-Z.1) .
CI^ 'E^SIC^ v ( 3 )
C ,.. USEC TC NORMALIZE VECTORS TO UNITY
« ="vil)**2 + "V< 2)**2 * V(3)*«2
IF(A .NE.C) GO TO 1
PR INT ICC. ' . '
IOC. FORMAT (• GIMBAL LOCK CCNDITION.
*EAEL> FCLLOW •)
,'/"!.'"" .RETURN ' •c*'-'u-1
'.. . j' X - CSQKT< A)'
' .; ,co 2 1 = 1.3











NORMALIZATION SKIPPED ERKGRE PROC27CS300
C2705400








•• • - • SCERCUTI Ix fc MATMUL (A .d .C .N)
• . » • • : IMPLICIT REAI-*e< A-h.O-Z, S >
• • ' . ' C I C E f - S l C N A ( N . N ) .E(N.N) .C(N ,N)
C • . CGNPLTJ THE STANO*KD M A T R I X PRODUCT
G ' .- i ' ' . A*0 = C
' " "CO I I = 1,N
-
 :
 -• CO 1 J = 1 . N
C ( I • J ) = C
• '- • - CO 2 {. = 1 . N


















• SCERCI.TINE TRNSPS ( X N T )
G ' • ' • - • USED TU COMPUTE TI-E T R A N S P O S E
" • I M P L I C I T HEAL*8( A-l- tC-2 i J )
OF A 3X3 MATRIX
CO 1 1=1,3
:
 CO 1 J= 1 .3
I , J) = XMT< I . J)
1 = 1, J
J= 1 ,3

















' SUEKCUTINt R O T ( A . C . J A . T K E )
' • • I M P L I C I T K£AL*d( A-h.O-Z ,J )
EULEfc ANGLE R O T A T I O N MATRIX
TME< 3.3 ) . V ( 3 ) . » ( 3 )
J = C / D A 6 S { C )
CO 24 N=1,3
»<M = £
V ( N > = .COO




TME( 1 , 1 J
' '-'TMEC 2.2 j
'••• - TM E < :- . J j
-'?'TME( I .2 ]
" TME( 2.11























- V( 1 )
V( 1 )
- V(£)**2 - V (3) *»2)**( 1 >
- V(l)»*2 - V( 3)**2)**(2 )


























>CCS VECTOR VI TO V2 RESULT
IMPLICIT REAL*8( A-l-,O-Ztl> :
CIWEf>31CN VlO)tV2(3), S(3>
S( 1) = V H1) + V2( t )
S( Z) = Vl(2) + V2(21














SUERCLTINE VECSU3<VI .V£ .C)
SUETf iACTS VECTORS V1-V2=C
IMPLICIT REAl_*ai A -H .O-Z tS )
CINEI>SICN VH3) , V 2 ( 3 » ,C( 2>
C( 1) = Vl( 1) - V2« l )
C < 2 ) = V l ( 2 ) - V 2 ( 2 )












SUERCUTINE S C L V ( S C t V . P )
5CAL/R * VECTOR
IMPLICIT REAL*8( A- t - ,0-Zt t )
CIWEKSICN V< 3) ,P(3)






















































£UE«CUT1NE TRIPVPIVJ ,V2 .V) . .
CCNFLTEE STANCAHO VECTOR: TRIPLE PRCOUCT
V = V I X ( V 1 X V 2 > '
= V1«(V1.V2) - V2*(V1.V1I
IMPLICIT rit£AL*d( A-h.O-Zt t )
Cll?£rtSICN VM3) ,V2O) .V<2 )
A = Vl(l)*V2(l) * V1(2I*V2(£)
E'= Vl(li*Vl(l) * V1(2)*V1(£)
V( 1) = Vl( 1) »A - V2( 1 )*B
V(Z) .= V1(2)*A - V2(2)*e
V<2) = V1(3)*A - V2O)*e
PE1USN



















£CeRCLTINE 0YADD<CI .D2 tO)
C AOCS T*U DYADS
C '" C = 01 .* C2
.IMPLICIT «EAL»8( A-H.C-2.SI
' CI*»E^S1C^ Q l (3 ,3» i D2 (3 .3 ) t D<3.3»
• CO 1 1=1.3
CO 1 J=1.3 , .
. 1 C( I , J) = OU I.J) >* 02< I . J)












• IMPLICIT HEAL»6( A-t-.0-Z.»)
'' C IKEKSICN .0(3.3) • T C 3 . 3 )
f<f)iniLTiPL» SCALAR 3Y A TENSCR









1 < 1 . 2
RETURN
A*D(3.2)


















_ - , -£LERCUT1NE D YOOT VC * • V .0) •
C; 1 ' % ' '£C«-*R CCT PRODUCT OF DYAD AND VECTOR
C '. . D = A.V ' ' '
IMPLICIT REAL»8<A-H.O-Z.JI
ClKEhSICN D<2) ,A( 3',3) iV (2»
. CO 1 I=l>3
C( I) = C
CO 1 J=1.3












SUERCUTINE V X D Y O V t V l ( D Y . V ) '
C' s ' COI»PtT£S VECTOR X C O Y A C . VECTOR)
C • ' V = V 1 X ( C Y . V 1 )
'
 ;
 IMPLICIT REAL*8( A-t-,0-Z,J)
• CII•E^SIC^ VI (3) ,V2(3 > ,V( 5) ,DY( 3,3)
• ' . CO 1 K= 1 • J
V 2 ( K ) = C.DO
CO 1 J=l,3
. I V 2 < K ) = V 2 < K ) * D Y < K . J ) * V I C J )
,V( : i ) - V1(2) *V2(3) - V 1 ( 3 ) » V 2 ( 2 )
,V«i.) = V 1 ( 3 ) * V 2 ( 1 > - V 1 ( 1 ) » V 2 ( 3 )
\12) = V l ( l ) * V 2 ( 2 ) - V l ( i ) *V2 ( l )
PE1UBN















JU6RCUTINE iJYTOV (D,X1,» ' " • •<-. ' t ' '• . '• '
C - •''L?e TO' TAKE SCALAR DCT PPOOLCT OF TRANSPOSE OF' ': " .-
C ' '• '' ' TENSOH C KITH VECTOR XI , . , . .
C ' NEEDED SINCE TEMSCRS IN SYMHEKIC MATRIX Uf- INERTIA TENSORS ARE IN
, C ' NCN SYMMETRIC- "
• 1MFL ICIT REAL*8<A-h.O-2,») • " • • • ' . .
CI|>E^SIC^ 0( 3.2) ,)il (3) , X ( 2 ) •
- CO I 1=1.3 - . ; '
X( I) = C .
r
 C O 1 J = l . 3 . • . . ' • • . . ,
* ' - ' ' . • > ( I ) = > ( ! » * 0( J . I )*X1( . | ; . -


















VCDVOV I VI .DY.V2 »X)
C - . . C C M P t T E S THE SCALAR TRIPLE PRODUCT
(C'.-" - • V E C T O R - . ( D Y A D , . VECTUR1
•C' VI . (OY.V2)
•'.' ' ' ' • • ' IMPLICIT KEAL»8< A-h.C-Z'. J )








• CO 1 ,K= 113
7
 TEM.K ) = i.o'o' "
" COi.l J=l«.3 .
i-TEMIK) = TEM<K» + DY<K.J ) »V2(J)
>. = C
• CC 2 J=1,J












. S U E R C U T I N E D Y C P J V . C )
iTRANSFCf i^S VECTOR VI INTC SKEW DYAD
'• IMPLICIT KEAL*e< A-H.O-Z. 1 I
. ci*si»sit;N v ( j ) . c ( 3 . 3 )
C { I . 1 ) = 0
o( i.;) = v ( 3 >
" ci i.;-) = - v (2 )
C(2 t 1 ) = - V ( 3 )
C < 2 . 2 ) = 0
C < 2 . ; J = V < 1 )
C ( 3 • 1 > = V < Z )
• C"< 2 t c ) = -V( 1 )





















C " LSED TU COMPUTE ThE PSLECC INuKTIA TENSUR :
C ' OF ECOY LAMOA niITh RESPECT TO THE ORIGIN OF NEST K-l AND
C" • . TI-E MINCE POINT 1-1 WHICH IS ON THE TUPOl_U(iI C AL PATH FRCM
C . 8CD> 1 TO bCDY LAfBA '' ' ' • '
C 6LCCK (i SUPPER GAM6*iSUe K-l.I-1 EOUATICN 2-55 OF X-732-71-7C
.C. . . D = XM*((V1.V2)«1 - V2 VI)
'C ' ' -
C • : XH - SCALAR
C" ' . - V I - VECTOR
C ;' VZ - VECTOR
C 1 - CNIT CYAD
C . . ' ' + - SCALAR - MULTIPLICATION
'C'"' ' ' . -r VECTOR SCALAR MULTIPLICATION
C' ELANK - TENSOR MULTIPL1CAT ICN
.C. ' NCTE THAT IN GENERAL. ThE PSUtJO INERTIA TENSOR IS NON SYK'METSIC
C -
'.. -'C(l.l) = XM«( VI (2 >*V2( 2) * V1(J)*V2(3>)
C( 1.2





= - X M * V 2 ( I ) » V 1 ( 2 )
= - X H * V 2 ( 1 ) « V 1 ( 3 )
, = -XM*V2(2) »V1 (.1 ), ,.
= X rV*<y2< 1 )»Vl ( f)
= - X M » V 2 < 2 ) * V 1 ( 3 )







































SUBROUTINE (JUT^UL (OI .C2 .P)
IMPLICIT REAL»b< A-h .O-Z . »l
CI *E I>SICN Ql (4 ) .02(4 ) ,P{ 4)



































- A £ » B 2 - A3*B3
- A £ * B 2 - A3*H2
«• A2*BC + A3*dl























SUBROUTINE OUATOP<OF.THA»ZT) . . C2S02200
IMPL 1C IT RtAL*8(A-h,0-Z,J) . ' . , . ,'
 B . C2S02300
ClfrENSICN OF(3).ZT<4) ." . " . C2902400
CCKPLTES ROTATION OUATERMCN FROM EIGENVECTOR OF AND ROTATION . . C2902500
ANCLE THA, EQUATION A-II OF x-732-71-8^ ' . . [ .' C2902600
ZT ( I ) = C C O S ( T H A X Z ) . , •**)••• ' "• ' . . ' • " ' C2902700
S = CSIN(ThA/2) C2902800
CO 1 J=2,4 C29C2900
Z T ( J ) = CF(J-1)*5 ... -. ,. C2S03000
SETUPN . C2903100
END • . C2903200
SUBROUTINE TRANSO(GML.SL)
IMPLICIT fJ.EAL».8ir A-K.O-Z. *>




. C . .' 'C2903600
C NATRIX OPERATOR CONSTRUCTS THE QUATEWNION TRANSFORMAT ION'MATRIX 'SLC2S03700
C -. FRXM .THE. CC.MPON.EN.TS CF THE UUATERNIUN uML(K) ... C2903800
C • THE EOLATION EVALUATE IS THE TRANSPOSE OF A-lb OF X-732-71-89 C2903900














GML(K) = (EO.E1 .K2 ,E3)

















SU ( I . 1 )
Si.ll •£>
SU<1 .3
SL < 2 . 1
SL <2 i2
SL(2.i
SL. < 3 . 1
SU(3 .2















GKL(2 ) *GML(4 )
G H L C 3 ) * G M L ( ^ )
GML(3)*GML(4)
«GML(4)
- EOC + E» 1 - E22 - E33
= 2»(EC3 + E12
= 2*(E13 - E02
= 2*(E12 - E03
= EOO - Ell » E22 - E33
= 2*(E23 + E01
= 2*<E13 + E02
= 2*(E23 - EC1
= EOO - E l l - E22 » E33
SL <1.3 >
SL (2.3)




































SUPPORT PROGRAMS FOR N-BOD2
FLEXIBLE BODY CAPABILITY
APPENDIX B
SUPPORT PROGRAMS FOR N-BOD2
FLEXIBLE BODY CAPABILITY
The flexible body options available in N-BOD2 require the user to obtain several resultant
mode dependent parameters. These parameters will, for most applications, be computed from
lumped parameter data obtained via the standard in-house finite element program. NASTRAN
is the standard program at NASA/GSFC; however, other installations make use of other pro-
grams. Therefore, as a guide for the interested user, the following two programs are submitted
and can either be used directly or be extensively modified to suit the situation existing at the
particular computer installation that N-BOD2 will be applied.
The first program is actually the NASTRAN Executive Control Deck for a specially written
DMAP program. This DMAP program will output all lumped parameter data necessary for
the generation of the required N-BOD2 resultant mode dependent parameters. The program
DISCOS referred to in the DMAP listing is another flexible body program being prepared by
H. P. Frisch for release at GSFC. It requires similar data but in a completely different format.
This DMAP program is operational on the Macneal-Schwendler version 38 of NASTRAN and
the Level 15.5 NASA version with one trivial change in the functional module GP4. (Built-in
NASTRAN error messages will point out the change.)
The DMAP program was written so that, in addition to modes and frequencies (real), NASTRAN
could be forced to output modal mass, stiffness, and damping matrices. Several print and
punch options were also built in so that the user could see more clearly some of the resultant
mass stiffness and damping matrices internally generated by NASTRAN. The interested user
is referred to a NASTRAN Level 15 User's Manual (Reference 1) and Programmer's Manual
(Reference 2) for a detailed description of the DMAP program. Basically it is a combination









FRISCH, DISCOS N-BOD2 NASTRAN
6000.
DMAP . •




SAVE LUSET,NOGPOT * ' • ' - . - . - •
CHKPNT GPL,EQEXIN,GPDT,CSTM,BGPOT,SIL S . . .
PARAM //C,N,NOP/V,Y,PRTGD=1 *
COND LBL10,PRTGD $ • .
TABPT GPL,EQEXIN,GPOT,BGPDT,SIL// $ ' '
TABPRT GPL//C,N,GPL $ • • > > - : < • . , '
TABPRT GPDT//C,N,GPDT $ ' ' -'
TABPRT BGPDT//C,N, BGPDT *
LABEL LBL10 $ ' ''">
PURGE USETtGM,GOfKAA,BAA,MAA,K4AA,PST,KFS.OP,EST/NOGPOT S
CHKPNT USETtGMtGOfKAA,BAA,MAA,K^AA,PST,KFSfOP,EST $




SAVE NGGENL,NOSIMP,GENEL $ . . . .
CHKPNT EST,GEI ,ECPT,GPCT $ ! ' ' '
PURGE K4GG,GPST,OGPST,MGG,BGG, K^NN, K4FF , K4AA , MNN, MFF , MAA , BNN, BFF ,
BAA,KGGX/NOSIMP/ OGPST/GENEL S
CHKPNT K^GG,GPST,OGPST,MGG,BGG,K^NN,KAFF,K4AA,MNN,MFF,MAA, BNNtBFF',
BAA,KGGX $ • • • - . .
SMA1 CSTMtMPT,ECPT,GPCT, D I T/KGGX , K4GG,GPST/V t N ,NOGENL / V,N,NOK4GG$
SAVE NOK4GG $ . . . .
CHKPNT KGGX,KAGG,GPST $
PARAM //C,N,NOP/Vf Y,PRTKG=-1 $
COND LBL14,PRTKG $ , -: .,










MATPRN MGG,,,,// $ .-- ... . , . , , . . , , -
LABEL LBL11 $ , " ''
PARAM //C,N,NOP/V,Y,PRTMGD=1 $ ". . "'
COND- -LBL15,PRTMGO $ ..... . -..->•-.».,••
DIAGONAL MGG/MMG/CfY,OPT=COLUMN/V,Y,POWER=l. $. '
MATPRN MMG,,,,// S . '
LABEL LBL15 $
PURGE BNN,BFF,BAA,BGG/NOBGG $ '
CHKPNT BNN,BFF,BAA,BGG $ _ '
COND LBL1,GRDPNT $ ... . . . . . .
GPWG BGPDT,CSTM,EOEXIN,MGG/OGPWG/VfY,GRDPNT=-l/VtY,WTMASS $
CHKPNT OGPWG $












































































 f BFF/S INGLE/K4NN, K<fFF/S INGLE 5
KFF,MFF,BFF,K4FF $ . !'
LBL3fSINGLE t, .
USET,KNN»MNN,BNN,K4NN/KFF,KFS, ,MFF
 t BFF , K4FF $ .'
LBL3 i .
KFF»KAA/OMIT/ MFF , MAA/OMIT/BFF , BAA/OMI T/K4FF t K^AA/OMI T $
KAA,MAA tBAA,K4AA $





LBL20 $ . ;
KRR,KLR,DM,MLR,MR/REACT/CM/MPCFl/GO/OMIT/KFS/SINGLE/yG/.NOSET S















GPLD, SILO, USETO, EED, EODYN $
ERR02,NOEED ^^
K A A , M A A f M R f D M , E E D f U S E T , C A S E C C / L A M A , P H I A , M I , O E f i G S / C ^ N ^ M 6 D E S / ' ' " v 7
N,NEIGV $ ' '
NEIGV5
LAMA,PHIA,MI,OEIGS $
MI,/OI/C,N, ( 1. -10, 0.0) $ "
LAMA,OEIGS,,,,//V,N,CARDNO $ - .








SDR2 CASECC,CSTM,MPT,OIT,EOEXIN,SIL, ,, 8GPDT
 t L AM A ,OG, PHIG t EST, AOQG'l ,
OPHIG,OES1,OEF1,PPHIG/C,N,REIG S .
CHKPNT OOG1,OPHIG,OES1,OEF1,PPHIG$
OFP OPHIG,OOGlfOEFl ,OES1,,//V,N,CARDNO $
SAVE CARDNQ $ ;
EOUIV GO,GOD/NOUE/GM,GMD/NOUE $
CHKPNT GOD,GMD $ • .
MTRXIN CASECC,MATPOOL,EODYN,,/K2PP,M2PP,B2PP/V,N,LUSE TD/V t N, NOK2PP/.V,
N,NOM2PP/VtN,NOB2PP $






















PARAM //C,N,NOP/V,Y,PCHGD=-1 $ . .
CONO LBL6,PCHGD $
TABPCH GPL,BGPDT,,t//C,N,GP/C,N,BG $





PARAM //CtN,NOP/V,Y,PCHMO=-l $ ,
COND LBL8,PCHMD $
OUTPUTS PHIGf,,,//C,N,0/C,YfNl=PHG $ .
LABEL LBL8 $ . ;,
PARAM //CfN,NOP/V,Y,PCHMM=-l $




LABEL ERR02 S , .
PRTPARM //C,N,-2/C,N,MODES $




NASTRAN is extremely inflexible in allowing the user control over output data formatting.
Consequently, a preprocessor program must be available to read the NASTRAN generated
data. The next program is designed to not only read the data but also to process the data
and compute the input data required by both N-BOD2 and DISCOS in respectively acceptable
format.
For N-BOD2 users, the resultant mode dependent parameters are outputted on the line






































DISCOS, N-ROD2 PREPROCESSOR OF NASTRAN GENERATED DATAV
'
PURPOSE
1) READ ONE OR MORE NASTRAN GENERATED TAPES
2) WRITE ONE 'INPUT TAPE FOR DISCOS PROGRAM
CONTAINING FLEXIBLE BODY DATA FOR ALL .
FLEXIBLE BODIES IN SIMULATION
'3) COMPUTE RESULTANT MODE DEPENDENT PARAMETERS
• FOR GSFC MULTI-FLEXIBLE BODY PROGRAM. '.
N-BOD2, THIS SECTION OF NO INTEREST TO
DISCOS USERS
•-
DEFINITIONS: ' ' '. ' '. .'
•' •• . •„ •
 :
DATA SET 1 = SCRATCH FILE USED TO PROCESS NASTRAN DATA
DATA SET 2 = DISCOS INPUT TAPE (THE OUTPUT TAPE OF THIS 'PROGRAM)
THE CARD OUTPUT OF THIS PROGRAM ASSUMES THAT DATA SET 14: IN.
DISCOS WILL BE RESERVED FOR THE FLE X I BLE ' BODY DATA
. • •
DATA SET 3 = SCRATCH FILE USED' TO REDUCE CORE REQUIREMENTS'
'
R
'. . . _ .
DATA SET 11 = LOCATION IN SYSTEM OF NASTRAN TAPE ASSOCIATED WIJH
THE FLEXIBLE BODY IN DISCOS HAVING LOWEST MAGNITUDE
INTEGER LABEL
DATA SET 12 = LOCATION IN SYSTEM OF NASTRAN T APE ASSOC I ATED WITH
THE NEXT F L E X I B L E BODY IN THE D I .SCO S, MODE L, . , ••,",'
„ ' 11 , V , ,-. ,-i^  ~- -.1/1. Y , ,,\H^>.:- 1 U, i, J\0,l'U ..'• * v 0 oC.H.ItllMdtMIri^ t - l>J v . tUu
. . . , ,
.
ETC. PROGRAM DIMENSIONED FOR A M A X I M U M OF 6 NASTRAN TAPES
' ' " ' , . < <
IMPLICIT REAL*fl (A-H,0-Z)
DATA IDL/1HS/
DATA ISTR, IBLK/1H*,1H /








INTEGER MSAVE( 100) ,MSTOTL ,H I NGE
IGRIO(500), IA(20), 16(20)
REAL*8 Z(500),
* INERTA(6,6,500), PHI ( 6,500, 12 ),
* KHH(12,12), BHH(12,12),










EQUIVALENCE (AMD(1,4 , I NERTA { 1 , 1 , 1 ) )
C




100 FORMAT ( I5,3L5,2I5,L5)
101 FORMAT <4A4,7I8,2A4)
102 FORMAT (2A4,8I8)








112 FORMAT ( 'l',I5,3L5,2I5,L5)
113 FORMAT (IX, 2015)
114 FORMAT (•!• ,5Xf '******. MODAL DATA SELECTED FROM NASTRAN I
*E',I4,« FOR PROCESSING ******!,//)
,.»115 FORMAT (12X,«MOOE' ,I4,« LISTED BELOW IS MODE 1, 14,' ON THE
*DATA TAPE 1)
200 FORMAT (• NJOINT =',15,' NUMBER OF GRID POINT LOCATIONS TO





201 FORMAT (' NUMBER GRID POINT X-LOCATION Y-LOCATION
* Z-LOCATION ' ) '
202 FORMAT ( 6X , I 5 , 7X . I 5 , 2X , 3E 1 5 . 5 ) ,,, ,. . ., .
 r ,.
,300 FORMAT (80A1) . . .-•-.-
302 FORMAT ( 4A4 , I 8 , 2 1 16, El 6.8 , 2A4 )
303 FORMAT ( 2A4,4E16. 8, 2A4 )
400 FORMAT (2X,80A1 )
500 FORMAT (' ANOMOLOUS EOF MARK ON TAPE, LISTING FOLLOWS ')
501 FORMAT (/,' INTERNAL GRID POINT •" , 1 5 , ' EXTERNAL GRID POINT
*N THE NASTRAN BULK DATA DECK") v
502 FORMAT (' X,Y,Z COORDINATES')
503 FORMAT (6E20.10)
504 FORMAT (' LUMPED INERTIA MATRIX')


























506 FORMAT //, • KHH « )
507 FORMAT • 1 ' , 5X, '****** LUMPED PARAMETER AND MODAL DATA TO BE
*SSED FOR DISCOS AND N-BOD2 INPUT DATA ******!,///)
508 FORMAT //, • BHH ' )
509 FORMAT //,' MHH ')
510 FORMAT /////)
511 FORMAT 2X,'EXIT DECODE ' ,4 ( I 8 , E 16. 8 ) )
512 FORMAT (2X, "ENTER DECODE ' , 2 I 8,4E16. 8 )
600 FORMAT (I5,3E20.8)
READ TWO INPUT CARDS PER NASTRAN TAPE
NTAPE = DATA SET WHERE TAPE IS TO
BE FOUND NTAPE=11,12,...
LECHO = .TRUE. PRINT ECHO OF PROCESSED DATA
= .FALSE. PRINT ONLY IF ERROR FOUND ON
LPUNCH = .TRUE. PUNCH PLOT DATA y
= .FALSE. DON'T ^
LCHECK = .TRUE. PRINT DATA IN/OUT OF DECODE
• = .FALSE. DON'T > • • •
HINGE = GRID POINT NUMBER OF HINGE POINT AS
DEFINED BY USER IN NASTRAN BULK DATA
MSTOTL = TOTAL NUMBER OF FLEXIBLE BODY MODES
PROCESS FOR DISCOS AND N-ROD2 DATA
LNAST = .TRUE. PRINT NASTRAN DATA INP.UT
.FALSE. DON'T
MSAVE = MODE SAVE ARRAY
MSAVE(K) = 0 SKIP MODE K DATA










WRITE(6,112) NTAPE, LECHO, LPUNCH,LCHECK,HINGE,MSTOTL,LNAST
READ(5,111) ( IA( I ), 1 = 1,MSTOTL)
DO 11 1=1,100
MSAVEII) = 0 . ,
DO 12 1=1,MSTOTL









CHECK FOR RESTART CARDS





MO RESTART CARDS ON NTAPE




























. • REWIND N.TAPE ... . . '•
REWIND 1 . . . . ' - '
REWIND 3
ICNT = 0 .
IBLK = 0 . .
DO 7 1=1,5
7 ICOT(I) = 0 -
C . • ' . - • - . •
C READ ALL DTI CARDS FROM NASTRAN TAPE NTAPE TO OBTAIN
C 1) GRin POINT NUMBERING SEQUENCE SET UP BY iMASTRAN
C 2) .GRID POINT LOCATIONS
C ,
C #*** NOTE **** • . .-• -
C • • • • : • ' - . • •
C NASTRAN WILL RENUMBER GRID POINTS DEFI NED BY .USER
C INTO A SEOUENCIAL SET, THIS IS USED FOR INTERNAL NASTRAN
C . COMPUTATION AND WILL BE USED BY DISCOS 1
C - . • . . . . • • . . •
C SKIP RESTART CARDS IN FRONT OF•GOOD DATA
IF(.NOT.LRSTRT) GO TO 2 -
DO 14 I=1,ICNTRS
14 READ (NTAPE,300,END = 3) INPT ..
2 READ (NTAPE,101,END=3) (I A(I ) ,I = 1,4),(IB(I),I = 1,7),(IA(I),I=5,6)
C CHECK .FOR TABLE HEADING ) .
IF(IA(3).EO.IGPL) GO TO 50
IF( IA(3).EO.IBGP) GO TO 60
IF(IA(3).EO.IMGG) GO TO 70
GO TO 2 . :
c . - ' . - • • ' •
C ERROR ON TAPE
3 CONTINUE
WRITE<6,500>
6 REWIND NTAPE '
5 READ (NTAPE,300,END=4) INPT
WRITE(6,400)INPT
GO TO 5 • '; • •
4 STOP
C
C COME HERE TO PROCESS GPL TABLE DATA
50 CONTINUE
ICNT = ICNT + 1 . .- .
IF( ICNT.NE.l ) GO TO 51 • Jo 1 v ._
NJOINT =18(2) . . . •
C . NJOINT = NUMBER OF GR I.D .POINT'S IN MODEL
GO TO 2 . . -.,v, : i ^i,: -. i i ' •••*
51 IF(ICNT.NE.2JGO TO 52
DO 53 J=l,6
53 IGRID(J) = IB(J+1)
NC = (NJOINT-6)/8
oo 54 J=I,NC ;..
JJ = 7 + 8*(J-l)
JJ7 = JJ+7
54 READ(NTAPErl02) ( IA(I),I = 1,2>,(IGRID(I),I=JJ,JJ7)
JJ = 6 + 8*NC
JJl = JJ+1
IFCJJ.EO.NJOINT) GO TO 2
READJNTAPE,102) ( IA(I ) , I = 1,2 ) ,(IGRID(I),I=JJl,NJOINT)
GO TO 2
C IGRID(I) =USER DEFINED GRID POINT NUMBER
B-10
>v.-v
C WHICH NASTRAN HAS RELABLED TO
C BE INTERNAL NUMBER I'
5? ICNT = 0 . ' • • - -
NC ='(NJOINT-3)/A
IF(NJOINT.EQ.4*NC+3) GO TO 1ft ' '
NC = NC + 1 ..
 ;
1ft DO 15 1=1,NC
15 READ (NTAPE,300) INPT
GO TO 2
C ' • ' • ' . - . . '
c : • . • - • • .
C COME HERE TO PROCESS BGPDT CARDS
60 CONTINUE
IF(IB(2).EO.NJOINT) GO TO 61 . '
C ERROR ' ' ' " ; ' • •
WRITE(6,200) NJOINT,IB(?) ' '
• GO TO 6 • . ' :
61 READ <NTAPE,300) INPT
READ <NTAPE,103) <I A(I) , I = 1 ,4 ) ,< I R(I) ,I=1.5>,X(1 )
DO 6? J=2,NJOINT •
62 READ (NTAPE,1.04) ( I A< I ),I = 1,2),Y(J-l),Z<J-l >, IB< 1 ) ,X<J )
J. = NJOINT • ''•'•
READ'(NTAPE,105) ( I A ( I ) , I = 1 , 2 ) , Y ( J ) , Z ( J ) . ••• •' :
GO TO 2 .
C SAVE LOCATION DATA, WRITE IT 'ON TAPE 3 AFTER I M E R T I A : D A T A
c • • • . • - ' • • .
C X(J) = X-COORDINATE OF GRID POINT IGKin(J)'" .
C Y(J) = Y-COOROINATE OF GRIP POINT IGRID(J) '• _
C Z(J) = Z-COORDINATF. OF GRID POINT IGRID(J)
C ' :' ' ,'".": •
C , . '
C . COME HERE TO PROCESS ALL DM1 CARDS '; '
C STEP 1: --'• .-•' J
C COUNT CARDS IN EACH GROUP-
C ASCERTAIN FORMAT OF FACH CARD '
C REWRITE ON SCRATCH FILE ALL CARDS ' '•
C PRECEEDED RY THEIR FORMAT CODE •
C STEP 2:
C ' REWIND-SCRATCH F I L E ' " . '. '- ;
C READ CARDS OFF SCRATCH FILE WITH KNOWN•FORMAT'
C LOAD ALL ARRAYS, SKIPPING ALL UNWANTED MODES'.
70 CONTINUE • • : ' - • -"• •#~'\J' ^
REWIND 1 . ' '•":
IFOR'M = 301 ' ' ' ' "•
WRITE (1,106) I FORM . ^  ^.! L<^
WRITE) 1,101 ) ( IA( IJ , 1=1 ,4) , ( IB( I ), I='l,7) , ( IA( I ) ,1=5,6,)'
IBLK = 1 • • ' . ' . - ' ' .
ICOTI IBLK) = 1 . . ' -
IF(IB(2).NE.6.0R.IB(6).NE.IB(7).OR.IB(6).NE.NJO INT*6) GO TO. 71
DO 76 1 = 1,NJOINT ' '.- '.'
DO 76 Jl=l,6
D O 7 6 J2=l,6 . . .
76 INERTA) J1,J2,I )' =0.0 ' ' " '.''" -
G O T O 7 2 ' . . ' . ,
71 CONTINUE . •'. '' :..
C ERROR " ' . • ' .
WRITE (6, 101 ) ( IA( l'l', I = 1,A),{ IB( I ) , I = 1 ,'7 ) , ( IA( I ), I=5,;6)' ,
GO TO 6
' 72 READ(NTAPE,300,END=80) INPT





























ICOT(IBLK) = ICOT(IBLK) + 1
I FORM = 302
GO TO 74
IF(INPT(l).EQ.ISTR) GO TO 75
END OF DATA BLOCK IBLK
CHECK FOR 'END OF CHECKPOINT
IF(INPT(l).EO.IDL) GO TO 72
IBLK = IBLK + 1












I ALL DMI CARDS READ, FORMAT DEDUCED









































START TO PROCESS DMI CAKDS
REWIND 1
IF(IBLK.LE.5) GO TO 20
ERROR IBLK MUST BE LESS THAN OR EOUAL TO 5
81 REWIND 1





DO 22 IBK = 1, IBLK , - -,„
ICBLK = ICOT(IBK)
DO 21 JJ =1,ICBLK
IF(JJ.NE.l) GO TO 23 ..„ ,,T ,v% <n ',,....,. ,.',
READ FIRST CARD OF DATA BLOCK
READ (1,106) IFORM
READ (1,101) (IA( I),1=1,4),(IB(I),!=!,7),(IA(I),I = 5,6) '
IF(IBK.NE.l) GO TO 40
INERTIA MATRIX
IF( IB(2).NE.6.0R...IB(6).NE.IB(7).OR.IB(A).NE.NJOINT*6) GO TO 81
SO FAR SO GOOD
GO TO 21
40 IF(IBK.NE.Z) GO TO 41 -
MODE SHAPES
IF(IB(6).NE.6*NJOINT) GO TO 81
B-12
NMODES = IB(7)
C NMODES = NUMBER OF MOOES




42 PHI(11,12,13) = 0.0
GO TO 21
C
C MODAL MASS, STIFFNESS AND .DAMPING MATRICES .
41 IF( IBI6).NE.IB<7). OR. IB(7).NE. NMODES) GO TO 7.1
DO 43 !1=1,MSTOTL
DO 43 12=1,MSTOTL
IFUBK.NE.3) GO TO 44
KHHt11,12) = 0.0
GO TO 43
44 IFIIHK.NE.4) GO TO 45
6HH(11,12) = 0.0
GO TO 43




C v REAO IN DATA CARDS
23 CONTINUE
REAO <1,106) IFORM
IF( IFORM.NE.302) GO TO 24
READ (1,302) (IA(I),I = 1,4),IB(1),NNR,NNC,XX(1 ),(I ACI),I = 5,6)
NSR = MSAVE(NNR)
NSC = MSAVE(NNC)
IF( IBK.NE.l) GO TO 25
NIT = (NNC-ll/6 +1
N2T = (NNR-D/6 + 1 ' '
IF(N1T.EO.N2T) GO TO 26
C ERROR
WRITE(ft,302) {IA( I ),!=!,4) ,IB(1),NNR,NNC,XX(1),(IA( I ),1=5,6)
GO TO 81
26 NT = NIT
NC = MODINNC-1,h) + 1 ,
NR = MOO(NNR-1,6) +1
INERTA(NR,NC,NT) = XX(l)
GO TO 21
25 IF( IBK.NE.2) GO TO 27
NT = (NNC-1 )/fc + 1
NE = MOO(NNC-1,6) +1 . ' .
IF(NSR.EO.O) GO TO 21 , ' , , . '
PHI(NE,NT,NSR) = XX(1) ~'" ' ""
GO TO 21
27 IF(IBK.NE.3) GO TO 28 ... ..." , , ; , . . , '
IF(NSR.EO.O.OR.NSC.EO.O) GO TO 21 . *s (1< ^ l i '^Vl° '•" J"''
KHH(NSR,NSC) = XX(1)
GO TO 21
28 IF(IBK.NE.4) GO TO 29 . . . '
IF(NSR.EO.O.OR.NSC.EO.O) GO TO 21
BHH(NSR,NSC) = X X I 1 )
GO TO 21
29 CONTINUE





C FORMAT 4E16.8 FOR XX WILL REAP INTEGER I WHICH IS RIGHT
C JUSTIFIED AS I * l.OE-08 :
C THIS IS EASILY UNDONE IN DECODE ' ' ' ' "
READ (1,303) ( IA{ I),I=1,2),(XX(I ) ,-1=1 ,4 )', ( I A < I ),I = 3,4) •"*'•
IF(LCHECK') WRITE (6,512) I FORM,NNC,<XX(I),1 = 1,4) '"
GALL DECODEtI FORM,XX,NNC,XY,IY,NY)
IF(LCHECK) WRITE (6,511) (IY(I ) ,XY(I),I=1,NY)
DO 30 1=1,NY •
IF( IBK.NE.l ) GO TO 31
NC .=. MOD( IY(,I )-l,6) + 1 • • •• ' ' '•-
INERTA(NR,NC,NT) = XY(I)
G O T O 3 0 . . - • • • - " • •
31 IF(IBK.NE.2) GO TO 3?
NT = ( IY( D-D/6 +1 • ' • - • - ' - • , - • / • • • - > • ? ? ' .
NE = MODI IY( D-l*6) + 1 : • ••'- '" '
IF(NSR.EO.O) GO TO 30 .' '-' ^ ;
PHI(NE,NT,NSR) = XY(I) :- . :
G O T O 3 0 ' . - • • . ' • • -
32 IF(IBK.NE.3) GO TO 33 ' '"
,NSC = MSAVE( IY( I) )
IF(NSR.EO.O.OR.NSC.EO.O) GO TO 30 - :
KHH(NSR,NSC) = XY(I) , ,
GO TO 30 : r
33 IFUBK.NE.4) GO TO 34
NSC = MSAVE(IY(I))
IFJNSR.EO.O.OR.NSC.EO.O) GO TO 30
BHH(NSR,NSC) = XY(D ' ' " '
GO TO 30 -"•••-
34 CONTINUE
NSC = MSAVE(IY( I) )
IF(NSR.EO.O.OR.NSC.EO.O) GO TO 30
MHH(NSR,NSC) = XY(I)
30 CONTINUE
21 CONTINUE .- , ,
C • . ' ' . : • • . .
C '
IF( IBK.NE.l) GO TO 63
REWIND 3
WRITE (3) (((INERTAII,J,N),1 = 1,6),J=1,6),N = 1,NJO I NT)
WRITE (3) (X(N),Y(N)-,Z(N),N=1,NJOINT)
1F(.NOTiLPUNCH) GO TO 10
WRITE (7,600) (IGRID<N),X(N),Y(N),Z(N),N = 1,NJOINT ) .
10 CONTINUE
WRITE (6,507) • :t, '•'.' . : . :. i
DO 64 N=1,NJOINT .«-,--.




W R I T E (6 ,504) ' ' '
W R I T E (6 ,503) (( I N E R T A ( I , J,N ) , J=1,6 ) ,I = 1,6)
64 CONTINUE .'
WRITE (6,510) ' '• " • • - • " :.: ' '- '
GO "TO 22 . : . , - > ;
63 IF(ieK.NE.2) GO TO 65 ' : - '
WRITE (3) (((PHI(I,N,J),1=1,6),J=1,MSTOTL),N=1,NJOINT) T
"l.F( . NOT. L PUNCH) GO TO 67 ...
DO 68' J = 1,.MSTOTL




WRITE (6,114) NTAPE ,
DO 17 I=1,NMODES
IF(MSAVE( D.EO.O) GO TO 17
WRITE (6,115) MSAVEU),I .
17 CONTINUE .
WRITE (6,510) -
D O 6 6 N=1,NJOINT . . .
WRITE (6,501) N,IGRID(N)
WRITE (6,505) .
WRITE (6,503) ((PH I (I,N,J),I = 1,6),J = l,MSTOTL)
66 CONTINUE . .
WRITE (6,510)
GO TO 22
65 IFU8K.NE.3) GO TO 69











77 IFUBK.NE.5) GO TO 22 .






C DATA READY FOR DISCOS PROCESSING ;
CALL 01SCOSIIGRI CONJOINT,MSTOTL,I TAPE,LECHO)
CALL NBOD2 ( IGP. ID, NJOI NT ,MSTOTL . IT APE , LECHO, H I NGE )
IF( ITAPE.LE.6) GO TO 1
STOP ' . - • • ' • '
END
SUBROUTINE DISCOS* IGRin,NJ,NM,ICNT,LECHO) .;.
IMPLICIT REAL*fi (A-H,OTZF / . . : r
LOGICAL LECHO .- , ' '
( !' i r • I !' '--'.'I'' ^  f cop .. > 1 ar T, 9V.
REAL*8' X(500),Y(500) ,Z(500),INERT"A(6,6,500),.IRUNNO .





EQUIVALENCE (AMP( 1 , 1 ) , X( 1 ) ) .
EQUIVALENCE (AMP( 1,2 ) ,Y(1 ) )
EQUIVALENCE (AMP(1 ,3 ) , Z(1))
B-15
cc




EQUIVALENCE (AMO(1,1),JMASS(1,1 ) ) , (AMD(1,1 ) ,JINER( 1, 1 ) )
EQUIVALENCE (AMD(1 , 7 ) , SMSM( 1,1 ) ) , (AMD( 1,10 ) ,LOCA(1,1) )




















,6HZDIS1 .6HTHA11 ,6HTHA21 ,6HTHA31
,6HZDIS2 ,6HTHA12 ,6HTHA22 ,6HTHA32
,6HZDIS3 .6HTHA13 ,6HTHA23 ,6HTHA33
,6HZDIS4 ,6HTHA14 ,6HTHA24 ,6HTHA34
,6HZDIS5 .6HTHA15 ,6HTHA25 ,6HTHA35
,6HZDIS6 ,6HTHA16 ,6HTHA26 ,6HTHA36
,6HKHH3 ,6HKHH4 ,6HKHH5 ,6HKHH6



























700 FORMAT (A6,1 0 14PREPRS ')
INITIALIZE TAPE, START COUNTER
REWIND 3







e ' '• PROCESS MASS MATRIX DATA
READ (3) ((( INERTAd, J ,N ) , I = 1, 6 ) , J = l , 6 ) ,N=1 ,N J )
READ (3) (X(N),Y(N),Z(N),N = 1,NJ )
DO 2 1=1,NJ
IF( INERTAd,1» I ).NE.INERTA(2,2, I ) ) GO TO 3
IF(INERTA(2,2,I).NE.INERTAI3,3,I I ) GO TO 3 • —
IF(INERTA(3,3,I).LT.O) GO TO 3
JMASS(Itl) = INERTA(3,3,I )
GO TO 2 -• -
3 WRITE(6,500) I,(INERTA<11,11,I ) ,I 1 = 1,3)
500 FORMAT (• ERROR MASS MATRIX POINT ',15,' JMASS =',3E20.10)
JMASS(I,1) = ( INERTA( 1,1,1 )•»• INERTA < 2, 2,1 KINERTA < 3 , 3,1 ) )/3. ODD
2 CONTINUE
C PUNCH READ MATRIX INPUT CARD












PROCESS INERTIA DYAD DATA
DO A =1,NJ
JINERI ,1) = INERTA<4,4, )
JINERI t2) = INERTA<5,5, )
'JINERI ,3) = INERTA(6,6, )
JINERI ,4) =-INERTA<4,5, )
JINERI ,5) =-INERTA(4,6, )
JINERI ,6) =-INERTA(5,6,1)
WRITE(7,700) AINIICNT)
IF(LECHO) CALL WR ITE(JINER,NJ,6,AIM( ICNT),500)
CALL WTAPEIJINER,NJ,6,AIN<ICNT),500,2)















































IFILECHO) CALL WRITEISMSM , NJ , 3,SMM( ICNT),500)
CALL WTAPE(SMSM,NJ,3,SMM(ICNT1,500,2)
WRITE I 7,700) LOCI ICNT)
IF(LECHO) CALL WRITEILOCA , NJ , 3,LOC( ICNT),500)
CALL WTAPE ILOCA,NJ,3,LOCI ICNT),500,2)
PROCESS MODAL DATA




A M D I I f M ) = P H I ( K f l f M )
WRITE I 7,700) MOD IK,ICNT)




READ (3) I(KHHI I,J), I = 1,NM),J=1,NM)
READ (3) I (BHHI I,J) ,I=1,NM) ,J = 1,NM)
WRITE(7,700) KHIICNT)
IFILECHO) CALL WRITE<KHH,NM,NM fKH( ICNT ) t12 )
CALL WTAPEIKHH,NM,NM,KH( ICNT) ,12,2)
WRITE(7,700) BH(ICNT)
WRITE 16, 100) • ' ' ' ' . - • • - • • • •
IFILECHO) CALL WRITEIBHH,NM,NM,BH( ICNT),12 )
CALL WTAPEIBHH,NM,NM,BH(ICNT),12,2)
CALL LTAPEI2)
CALL RTAPEI IRUNNO,AMS(ICNT)tAMD,NJ,1,500, 12,2)
CALL WRITEIAMD,NJ,1,AMS(ICNT),500)








CALL RTAPE( IRUNNO,MOD < K , ICNT ) , AMD, N J,.NM, 500, 12,2 )
8 CALL WRITE(AMD,NJ,NM,MOD(K,ICNT)t500)
CALL RTAPE(IRUNNO,KH<ICNT),KHH,NM,NM,12,12,2)
CALL WRITE(KHH,NM,NM,KH(ICNT),12) , - '
CALL RTAPE<IRUNNO,BH<ICNT),BHH,NM,NM,12,12,2)
CALL WRITE(BHH,NM,NM,BH(ICNT),12)








SUBROUTINE NBOD2 ( IGRI D ,N J ,NM , I CN.T , LECHO, H I NGE )




























FLA(3,12)," FLB(3,12) , FLC<3,12),
FLJ(3,3,12),








6HINERT6/ . . . . - - • ' ;
SMM/6HSTMSM1,6HSTMSM2,6HSTMSM3,6HSTSMS4,6HSJMSM5,
LOC/6HLOCATl,6HLOCAT2,6HLOCAT3,6HLOCAT4i6HLf)CAT5,

















































































EQUIVALENCE (AMP(1, 1 ) , PHI T ( 1 , 1 , 1 ) ) , ( AMP ( 1 , 37 ) , PHI R ( 1 , 1 , 1 ) ) ,
(AMP( 1, 1) ,ADM( 1,1,1)),





AMPIl, 25) ,ADM( 1,1,3) )»
AMP( 1,37)-,ADM( 1,1,4) ), . - '
AMPU ,49) ,ADM( 1,1,5 )),
AMP'I 1,61 ) ,ADM( 1,1,6))
AMD(1,1 ),JMASS(1)), (AMD!1,2) ,JLOC(1,1)),
AMD(1,5),SMO(1,1)), (AMDIl,5 ) ,JINERT(1,1,1) )
C . •
C FIND INTERNAL NASTRAN NUMBER ASSOCIATED . .
C WITH THE HINGE POINT (GRID POINT 'HINGE'1)
on i N=I,NJ




2 INTH = N •
c • • • ' • • ' •
c INTH = I N T E R N A L ' N A S T R A N ' N U ' M B E R
c . - . . . . - ,
 n F HINGE POINT
c • - ' • ' • ' . • ' . • • • • • • • ' • .
C GET DATA OFF OF TAPE 2 TO COMPUTE CENTER OF MASS
C ' '
CALL RTAPE( IRUNNO,LOC(ICNT),AMP,NJ,3,500,72 , 2 )
C
C JLOC(ItN) = I-TH COORDINATE OF GRID POINT IGRID(N) "'
C VECTOR RELATIVE TO HINGE POINT HINGE
DO 3 N=1,NJ
DO 3 1=1,3
JLOC(I,N) = AMP(N,I).- AMPUNTH,!)
3 CONTINUE : . ' ,
c • . - . ' . ' - '
CALL RTAPE(IRUNNO,AMS(ICNT),AMP,NJ,1,500,72,2 )
C . ' ' ' ' ' ' •
C JMASS(N) = LUMPED MASS AT GRID POINT IGRID(N)
DO 4 N=1,NJ
JMASS(N) = AMPIN,1) -
4 CONTINUE
c . ' ' - • • • ' • .
IF(.NOT.LECHO) GO TO 17
WRITE(6,101) • '
WRITE (6, 102) (N,IGRID(N),N,(JLOC( I , N ) , I = 1, 3 ) ,N', JMASS ( N J, N = l , N J )
17 CONTINUE
c • ' ' • • • • ' - . : •





c ' • • • • • - . • • • . • - • • • ' • - •
C READ GRID POINT INERTIA TENSORS AND MASS'MOMENTS
C ' : < i < - . - •- I 'I - . • J - I • ) • c . ' ! > - r ; ; 1 '••• ' '- - • '.IV. Al-10
CALL RTAPE(IRUNNO,SMM(ICNT),AMP,NJ,3,500,72,2)


















IFISMCM I,N).EO.O.O) GO TO 11
WRITE(6,107) <N,(SMO(I,N),1=1,3) )
CONTINUE






















I.FtLECHD) CALL WRITE(J INERT,9,NJ,6HJINERT,9)
COMPUTE UNOEFORMEO BODY INERTIA TENSOR







CALL O Y A D D ( B D I N E R , T E M 1 , B O I N E R )
CALL 'DYADD(BD1NER,J INERT( I ,1 ,N) ,6D INER)
CONTINUE













(IIPHITI I ,N,M) ,1 = 1,3),N = 1»NJ),M=U,NM)
( ( (PHIRI I,N,M), I = l,3),N=l,NJ),M=:l,,NM)

































































CALL bYADD(FLO(l,l,M),TEMl,FLD(l, 1,M) )
CALL VEC'ROSC JLOC(1,J) ,PHIT( 1,J,M) ,TEM)




* ' JINERT(3,3,J).Eb.O.O) GO TO 13
13
CALL -PYDOTV(JINERT(1,1,J),PHIR(1,J,M),TEM)
CALL VECADD(.FLC(1,M) , TEM, FLC ( 1, M ) )
CALL- VECXDY(PHIR(1,J,M).,JINERT< 1,1, J) ,TEM1 )
CALL OYADD(FLJ(1,1,.M),TEM1,FLJ.(1,1,M) )
CONTINUE . •


















FLOM(M).= DSORT(KHH(M,M) ) .",''"





















(M,(FLA(I,M),1 = 1,3) )
(M,(FLB(I,M),I = 1,3) )
(M,(FLC(I,M),I = 1,3) )
(M, IFLDI 1,J,M) ,J = 1,3) )
(M,(FLD(I,.),M),J = 1,3),I=2,3)




























(MM ,NN , ( FCF ( I , J , M'M , NN )', J ="!'', 3 ) ,"l'=2, 3 >
B-22
C , '•- • . •
100 FORMAT (IX,' ** ERROR ** CANNOT FIND HINGE POINT',15,1 IN GRID P
*OINT TABLE, RETURN OUT OF SUBROUTINE NBOD?1) . '"..'•
101 FORMAT (////,' GRID POINT LABELING, LOCATION AND MASS TABLES',.//)
102 FORMAT- ( '. IGR I D( ' , I 4 , ' ) = ' , I 5 ,9X , ' JLOC ( ' , 14 , ' •) =',3E15.7,9X,
* •JMASSI ' , 14,' ) =',E15.7) •
5 CONTINUE • ' • ' • : .
A = 1.0/TOTMAS
CALL SCLVI A,CMLO'C,CMLOC) ' '" ' • , :
c - . - : ; • . - . . . . : • ; - . ; . . - , . . . . . :
DO 5 N=1,NJ
' " TOTMAS = TQTMAS + JMASS(N) ' ' ' - ••'
CALL SCLV( JMASS(N) ,JLOC( 1,N),TEM) '.'.'','' ~ '"''''' I' '
CALL VECADD(CMLOC,TEM,CMLOC) ' • ' . ' . " • • • • • - .
ft Y( I) = x( iti) ' : , " • ' • ' ! ' - .
NY = 3 . '
NR = IY(3)
RETURN . .'
7 JF( I FORM.NE;307) GO TO 9 '
iY(i) = NR-H , • . . ' • ' . :
N Y =.-1 • . • . . • ' . . ' : • ' • • " '
NR = X(2)*FAC ' . ' - • • > .
IF(NR.EO.O) RETURN . . . • " . , . ' .
IY(2) = NR '"'."'.•
Y(2) = X(3) '
NR = x(4)*FAC ••'••>• - ••• • _ .- • : • : '•.. : •
IF(NR.EO.O) RETURN :
N R = NR-1 ' • ' • • ' •
RETURN ' ' • : .,
9 IFUFORM.NE.308) GO TO 10 . / ' ; '
NR = X(1)*FAC . • , . '
: IF(NR.EO.O) GO TO 14 . , ' : . • . . . . -••_. .
DO 11 1 = 1,3 ,, , . , . . • ....••:.•.-...' -i: • v> ':
IY(I) = NR-l+I ' '
1 1 Y < I ) = X ( I + 1 ) . ; , . , ,
NY = 3 . ' '"' ' ' • • " ' . ' ' • ,
NR = IY(3)
RETURN . :
, 10 IF(iFORM.NE.309) GO TO 12 : . .




13 Y(I) = X(1+1)
. NY = 2
NR.= X(4)*FAC
iF(NR.EO.O) RETURN
NR = NR-1 - ,
RETURN . •
103 FORMAT (• XMAS = ' , E15.7,30X, ' (TOTAL MASS OF BODY)',) '
104 .FORMAT (,////,' MODE SHAPE TABLE (INTERNAL NUMBERING) ',//)
'105 FORMAT (///)
106 FORMAT (« , . PHI T( ', 14," ,«, 12,') = ' , 3E 15. 7 , 5X ,, ' .
•'•*•"•-. .' PHI.R( «.,I4, ', ', 12,' ) =',3E15.7) .
107 FORMAT (///',' WARNING MASS MOMENT AT GRID POINT NON-ZERO, THAT IS
*' SMM 'iI4,') =', 3E15.7,/,' THIS EFFECT IGNORED BY N-BOD2. .N-BOD2






= «,3E15.7,' (COEFFICIENT TO FIND CENTER OF
AFTER DEFORMATION) 1) !
= ',3E15.7,' (COEFFICIENT TO FIND ANGULAR M
DEFORMATION) ' ) " . . '• •









FLJ( ' ,12, ') = ',3E15.7)
FCF( ',12,' , SI2, ' ) =',3E15.7)
FCK( ' ,12,',',12,') =',3E15.7,'
DUE TO DEFORMATION)')
(COEFFICIENT FOR CORI.OL.i
115 FORMAT ( • ' ) .- •
116 FORMAT (/V3X, 'FOR MODE',13,' THE RESULTANT UNCOUPLED MODE DEPENDEN
*T PARAMETERS REQUIRED FOR N-ROD2 INPUT A R E 1 ) ' ' " ' .
117 FORMAT (/,3Xv'FOR MODES',13,! AND',13,' THE RESULTANT MODE DEPENDE
*NT CROSS COUPLING:PARAMETERS.REQUIRED FOR N-BOD2 INPUT ARE?.)
118 FORMAT («lVt5X,•*****• RESULTANT FLEXIBLE BODY DATA REQUIRED FOR IN
*PUT TO N-BOD2 *****'»,///)
• ',3E15.7,« (UNDEFORMED INERTIA TENSOR OF THE') '
XI =',3E15.7,» FLEXIBLE BODY IN BODY COORDINATES')
S3E15.7,' RELATIVE TO BODY CENTER OF MASS)')









FLOM(',I2,«) =',E15.7,« RAD/SEC (MODAL FREQUENCY)')
ZETA(',I2,') =',E15.7,« (MODAL DAMP ING-ZETA)•)
CB = VECTOR IN CONTIGUOUS BODY TO HINGE.POINT•DEFINED
* AT INTERNAL GRID POINT',15,' (EXTERNAL GRID POINT',15,' IN BULK D
*ATA)»)
126 FORMAT (• FLD(',I2,») = ',3E15.7,' (COEFFICIENT TO FIND. INERTIA T
*ENSOR AFTER DEFORMATION)')
127 FORMAT (' FLJ(',I2,') = S3E15.7,' (COEFFICIENT FOR CENTRIPITAL T
*ORQUE DUE TO DEFORMATION)')
128 FORMAT (' FCF ( • , 12 , ' , ' , 12, ' ) =',3E15.7,' (COEFFICIENT FOR CENTVRIP
*ITAL TORQUE DUE TO DEFORMATION)')
RETURN ' .








SUBROUTINE INTERPIINPT,IMAT) . •
THIS ROUTINE SETS UP A'CODE SEQUENCE WHICH WILL HE USED
TO READ MIXED INTEGER AND FLOATING POINT DATA FROM
THE DMI CARDS
BLANK FIELD ON LAST CARD WILL RE INTERPRETED AS AN.INTEGER
BUT READ LATER IN AS ZERO, A CHECK FOR WHICH IS MADE
INTEGER INPT(RO)
DATA IDOT,IEE/1H.,1HE/ .
IF( INPT( 12I..EQ. IDOT.AND.INPT(?1 ).EQ.IEE) GO TO 1
IF( INPT(44).EQ. IDOT.AND.INPT(53).EO.IEE) GO TO ?.
IMAT : = 3 1 0 . . • • . : • • . '
310 - FORMAT I,E, I ,E ....
RETURN - . ; ' :
2 IF(INPT(60).EQ.IOOT.AND.INPT(69).EO.IEE) GO TO 3 .
IMAT = 309 . - . .
. 309 - FORMAT I,E,E, I
B-24,
. - . RETURN . . . . . • . - ' • ' • • " . ' • ' • - . • ; ;
3 I M A T = 3 0 8 , . . - - - - • ' • • • ' • • • ' . .
. C • • • ' • • • ' • . • 3 0 8 - F O R M A T - . 1 ,E,E,E ' ' - " ' • ..'- ;
RETURN , .-.'.. . • . • .< ; •- . ' .
1 1F( 1NPT12R) .EQ. IDOT.AND.1NPT<37) .EO. IEE) GO TO 4
' I F ( I N P T ( 6 0 ) . E Q . I D O T . A N D . I N P T ( 6 9 ) . E Q . I E E ) G O T O - 5 ' - .
IMAT = 307 , . ' . ' ,
c 307 - F O R M A T ' E . N E . I T ' O R E •;
RETURN . . . . '.. '• • ' - . . . . - . • '
. 5 . IMAT = 306. ' , ' . , , . ' . : . . . . ' • • • , ' , -
VC;" ' " 306 - F O R M A T , E, I .E,E:" , . ; . • , • . , . - • ' •
RETURN ' ' : , . . . - .
4 IF(; INPT<44.) . •EO. IpOT.AND. INPT(53 ) .EO. IEE ) GO TO |S. •'!.•/-'•.•
• * -
;
• • • • - ' - ' ' i M A ' t = r '365 • ' ' . . ; , ' . - . - . • ' . . - . . ' : . - . V : - . - . ' ' i : - • . • ' '
C • :•. . , -., ' .305 - FORMAJ- •! F. »E «'I VE, .OR . E,E' • • . . • : '
"'• • '.RETURN:' . ' • - . ' , . . , ' ' • '• '..,-. ..'..'; ' • • . ' : . ; • - . " :-. •
. 6 JF-( 1NPT(,60) .E0 .1DOT.AND. INPT(69) .EO. IEE) GO.' TO 7. •' : '' . ' - . . .
• •••• '
 : :
'IM!A'T = S'OA .' ' . ..,-..: . • • ; ' - , ' s .-• ; •• •.
C . , . . • • • • .304 - F O R M A T - E t ' E f E . I ' O R E.'Ef E - • ' ' . ' •
. • ' . ' .RETURN , ' • • - • • " • , - . ' . . . ' • ' "-.. . - : • • . :
'';'. ; . 7 I M A T '= 303. .. . " . • . ••••• '• .• ' • . '> • ,v'-.- • ,• . •
; C-• • " • . ' . : '• . .303..- FORMAT E ,E .E ,E V :";. '
RETURN ' • . ; • • • :
END . . . . . . . . - . : . • ' • ,< . . ' • ' . . ' " . " : . . ' • .
SUBROUTINE DECODE! I FORM , X ,NR , Y , IY,NY) '- '-.. •'•'.
. - . . • • . . . , ' . , , - . . .• ' ; • . • • ' ' , . ' " • ' .
ERROR IN TERMINOLOGY ELEMENTS COMING IN RY ROWS,-
C: ... ... . . NR AND mi) REFER. TO COLUMN NUMBER ,:.'-\ '.' ' H; •> •••
c r " ' " ' ' ' ' - • . . . ' • . ' • - . : • - . . • . ' : • - ' • v^ r.":'-'..v; • ; - . . . ' -
:
C OUTPUT OF DECODE . . . ,;•-./• •'••'•• '
C NY = NUMBER OF REAL NUMBERS ON DMI CARD ' ' ' > ;:
C IY(I) = ROW LOCATION FOR I-TH REAL NUMB'ER ON DM I CARD
C • Y(I) I-TH REAL NUMBER ' ' ' '
C ' NR NEXT REAL NUMBER TO BE PUT IN ROW NR+1 UNLESS
C ' FIELD 1 OF NEXT CARD CONTAINS AN INTEGER
C
REAL*8 X(4), Y(4) .. . . - - . ' • - • .
INTEGER IY(4)
FAC.=. 1.00001D+08 . ' . . . . ' . . - ~ •
IF( IFORM.NE.303.) .GO TO
 f\ . . ; , . .'.'.'..
D O 2 1=1,4 . " , , . .
IY( I ) •=. NR.+ I . . . • •••':..
2 Y ( I ) = X (. I ) ' . ; ' .
NY = 4
NR = IY(4)
RETURN . , ' ' ;:
1 IF( IFORM.NE.304) GO TO 3
 ; . . ' " ' . . .
DO 4 1 = 1,3 ' . .'
IY.( I ) = NR+I ' ' ' '. . • , .
4 Y( I) = X < I ) ,
N . Y . = 3 ' ' • • - . - • - ^
NR = X(4)*FAC-1 . .
 t. . . •,. . --' '
RETURN " ' ' : ' ' •. : • ' ' . ' ; ' • • . .''












5 IF(IFORM.NE.306) GO TO 7
IY(1) = NR+1





IY( I ) = NR-2+I
12 IF(IFORM.NE.310) GO TO 14
NR = X(1)*FAC










100 FORMAT (• IFORM =«,I5,' ERROR')
STOP
END
SUBROUTINE INTAPE <NTAPE,TAPE ID)
REAL*8 TAPEID,BUF,EOT
DATA IZ1.BUF,EOT/1,O.D 0.3HEOT/
DATA NOT / <6/
C . '
C INITIALIZE TAPE FOR SUBROUTINE WTAPE.
C CALLS FORMA SUBROUTINE PAGEHD. v
C CODED BY RF HRUDA. JULY 1968.. .
C REVISED BY R A PHILIPPUS. APRIL 1969.
C .'
C SUBROUTINE ARGUMENTS (ALL INPUT)
c 'NTAPE = NUMBER OF TAPE. (E.G. 10). .•
C TAPEID = TAPE IDENTIFICATION. (E.G. T1234). (A6 FORMAT). •
C
2001 FORMAT (//// 14H LOGICAL UNIT 12, 7H, TAPE A6,
* . 23H, HAS BEEN INITIALIZED.) ^ •
c ' ' : ' : ' • " ' * ' •
REWIND NTAPE . ' . :









































DATA BUF,EOT,DENSE/0.D 0,3HEOT,5HOENSE /
DATA NOT / 6/
WRITE MATRIX A ON TAPE.
INITIALIZE TAPE WITH SUBROUTINE
REWIND TAPE BEFORE FIRST USE OF
NOTE...THIS ROUTINE IS DESIGNED
INTAPE.
THIS SUBROUTINE.
SPECIFICALLY FOR WRITING ON A DISK
(EG CDC-6400 DISK). USING THIS ROUTINE TO WRITE ON A PHYSICAL
TAPE DIRECTLY (IE WITHOUT USING THE DISK AS AN INTERMEDIARY)
WILL PROBABLY GIVE POOR RESULTS (DUE TO THE TOLERANCE
CHARACTERISTICS OF A TAPE DRIVE) AND SHOULD BE AVOIDED IF AT
ALL POSSIBLE.
,THE CDC-6400 DISK IS AUTOMATICALLY ENDFILED AFTER EACH WRITE.
MARCH 1966.
APRIL 1969.
CODED BY ,W A BENFIELD.
REVISED BY R A PHILIPPUS.
REVISED BY RF HRUDA. NOVEMBER 1970.
SUBROUTINE ARGUMENTS (ALL INPUT)
A = MATRIX.TO BE WRITTEN ON TAPE. SIZE(NRA,NCA ) .
NRA = NUMBER OF ROWS OF MATRIX A.
NCA = NUMBER OF COLS OF MATRIX A.
ANAME = MATRIX IDENTIFICATION. (A6 FORMAT).
KR = ROW DIMENSION OF A IN CALLING PROGRAM.
NTAPE = .NUMBER OF TAPE. (E.G. 10).
INTERNAL VARIABLES THAT ARE PUT ON TAPE (TRANSFERRED THRU COMMON),
IRUNNO IS RUN NUMBER OF PROBLEM. (A6 FORMAT).
DATE IS DATE. (A6 FORMAT). FOR EXAMPLE 15FE65.
IF (NRA .LT. 1 .OR. NCA .LT. 1) GO TO 999
SEARCH TAPE FOR END OF WRITTEN.DATAi
10 READ (NTAPE) TAPE ID,LN , IEOTCK
IF (lEOtCK ,EO. EOT) GO TO 20
READ (NTAPE)
GO TO 10
END OF.WRITTEN DATA HAS BEEN FOUND.
20 BACKSPACE NTAPE
WRITE (NTAPE) TAPE ID,LN,BUF,IRUNNO,ANAME,NRA,NCA,DATE , DENSE,
* (BUF,1=1,10)
WRITE (NTAPE) ((A(I,J),I=1,NRA),J=1,NCA)
LN = LN -t- 1
WRITE (NTAPE) TAPE ID,LN,EOT, (BUF, I = 1,16)
B-27
BACKSPACE NTAPE . '
RETURN . :
999 .WRITE.(NOTt1000)
1000 .FORMAT (1H1,43HERROR IN SUBROUTINE WTAPE, PROGRAM STOPPED;)
STOP











REAL*8 TAPEID,IRUNNO,ANAME, IEOTCK,DATE, ITYPEVICHK', E-OT-V :: ':'•*.*
* . DENSE,SPARSE,SPART '
.DATA NOT / 6/
DATA .EOT,DENSE.,SPARSE,SPART/ 3HEOT , 5HDENSE , 6HSP AR SE , 5HSPART/
LIST HEADINGS OF MATRICES ON TAPE.
CALLS FORMA SUBROUTINE PAGEHD.
CODED BY RF HRUDA. JULY 1968. REVISED NOVEMBER 1970.
REVISED BY R A PH1LIPPUS. APRIL 1969.
SUBROUTINE ARGUMENTS (ALL INPUT)










LOGICAL UN IT 13., 7H', TAPE A6)
LOGICAL UNITI3,7H, TAPE A6,
(//36X35HLISTING OF MATRICES ON
(//30X35HLISTING OF MATRICES ON
12H (CONTINUED)) V .'.*--•;
(27X69(lH-)/27X3HN0.3X7HRUN NO .4X4HNAME5X5HNROWS4X5HNCOLS4X
4HDATE6X3HNNZ3X9HPARTIT10N/ •' : . • ": :-•
27X3H 3X6H 4X6H 4X5H
. AX5H 3X6H- 5X3H 3X9H / ) '
(25X15,3XA6,4XA6,3X15,4X15,4X46,3X15,3XI4r 1H/-I4 )' -











IFIL .EO. 0) WRITE (NOT, 2001)
IF(L .NE. 0). WRITE (NOT, 2002)
WRITE (NOT, 2003) . - : .
NLINE=1 -
L=L + 1 • - .• • -':-ivt'<
READ (NTAPE) TAPE ID , LN , I EOTCK , I RUNNO, ANAME , NR ,NC , OAT.E v I TYPE ', NNZ ,
•- - ' • . - . :.NP.,'NPT • . . ' • • • ' • • . - . . . . : • .' ••.*.:•• S
IF (L ..EO. 1) ICHK = IRUNNO .' ." •' .- ' '. •
IF (ICHK..EO. IRUNNO) GO TO 15 -• - - . ' > '
NLINE=NLINE-H .
WRITE (NOT, 2004) "-•'. •.
ICHK = IRUNNO
IF.MEOTCK .EO. EOT) GO TO 30 ;••. • .'••*• •'.'.:.-'••
READ (NTAPE)
IF ( I TYPE .EO. DENSE ) WRITE (NOT,Z004)




















G O T O ? 0 . . - . : '
WRITE (NOT,2004) .. .
LN,IRUNNO,ANAME,NR,NC,DATE,NNZ
GO TO 20 . . • , - ...
WRITE (NOT,2004) . . . v . •'.
LN,IRUNNO,ANAME,NR,NC,DATE,NNZ,NP, NPT
GO TO 20 .IF (ITYPE .EO. SPART )
WRITE (NOT,2004) LN, I RUNNO,ANAME,NR,NC,I TYPE
NLINE=NLINE+1























SUBROUTINE RTAPE (IARUNO,IANAME, A,NRA,NCA , KR,KC,NT APE)
REAL*fi A,IARUNO,IANAME,TAPEID,IEOTCK,ITRUNO,ITNAME,
* DATE, ITYPE,DENSE,EOT •" "•'-'• ' .
DIMENSION A(KR,1) : '
- DATA NOT / 6 /
; DATA- DENSE, EOT / 5HDENSE , 3HEOT / : . ° -'"'''".
READ MATRIX A FROM TAPE RY I DENT IF1CAT ION OF IARUNO,IANAME. .
CALLS-FORMA SUBROUTINES LTAPE , PAGEHO , Z'ZHOMB.' :'" "" " ' ''•<•"
CODED'BY WA BENFIELD. JUNE 1966.
 : , ' • • ' - •
LAST REVISION BY R F HRUDA. SEPTEMBER 1971. '

















RUN NUMBER OF MA T R I X A. ( A(S FORMAT).
MATRIX IDENTIFICATION. (A6 FORMAT),
MATRIX READ FROM TAPE. S I ZE(NRA,NCAI
NUMBER OF ROWS OF MATRIX A. WILL BE







ROW DIMENSION OF A IN CALLING PROGRAM.
COL DIMENSION OF A IN CALLING PROGRAM.
NUMBER OF TAPE. (E.G. 10).
C
c
3001 FORMAT (29H1RTAPE CANNOT FIND RUNNO = A6. / . , ' ~<
* 21X 8HANAME = A6 X 29X 6H ) •''• " "v '•''."
NTIME = 0 . . . '-.' '• :
SEARCH TAPE FOR CORRECT HEADING. • . . , ' :- • >
5 READ(NTAPE)TAPEID,LN,IEOTCK, ITRUNO, I TN AME , NR'A ,NC A , DATE , ITYPE,NNZ
IF (ITRUNO .EO. IARUNO .AND. ITNAME .EO. IAN A M E ) . GO-TO 10
IF (IEOTCK .EO. EOT) GO TO 20 • : :
READ (NTAPE) ' ' - <
G O T O 5 . - . . ' ; •
MATRIX. HAS BEEN FOUND. '."• ;










. IF.IITYPE .NE. . DENSE .AND. NNZ .NE. 0) GO TO 999!
IF (NRA.GT.KR..OR. NCA.GT.KC) GO TO 999
READ (NTAPE) ( (A( I .J),I=1,NRA ) , J= 1 ,NCA)
RETURN . .
MATRIX CANNOT RE FOUND. SEARCH TAPE ONCE MORE.
20 NTIME =•NTIME+1 .
IF (NTIME .EO. 2) GO TO 998 . •.
REWIND NTAPE. . . . .
. GO TO 5 ... ' . ,
99H WRITE" (NOT,3001 ) I ARIJNO, I ANAME . • - . -
999. CALL LTAPE (NTA.PE) . .. '-.
WRITE (NOT,3002) NERROR . . . - . . ,
3002 FORMAT. (1H1,43HERROR IN SUBROUTINE RTAPE, PROGRAM STOPPED,
* 10H NERROR = ,13) ' >' ' '
STOP


















DATA NOT / 6/
WRITE MATRIX OF REAL
REQUIRES 123 COLUMN








BY RL WOHLEN. DECEMBER 1968.
ONLY NON-ZERO, F.IELD ROWS;
SUBROUTINE ARGUMENTS (ALL INPUT)
A = MATR-IX TO BE PRINTED. SIZE(NR,NC).
NR = NUMBER OF ROWS IN MATRIX A.
NC ; = NUMBER OF COLS IN MATRIX A.
ANAME = MATRIX- IDENTIFICATION. (Aft FORMAT).







(//15H OUTPUT MATRIX A6,2X 1H(I4,2H X 14,2H ) /./.
10X,10(7X,1H( I2,1H))/) ;
(//15H OUTPUT MATRIX A6,2X 1H(I4,2K. X 14,2H)
3X, 9HCONTINUEO //10X,10(7X,1H( I 2,1H) 1/),
(1X,2I5,2X,1P10D11.3) .
(14HOEND OF WRITE. ) ' ' :
PULL UP A NEW PAGE
WRITE (NOT, 2010.1
NL INE. = 0
FOR MATRIX AND PRINT M A T R I X NAMEi
ANAME ,NR ,NC ,( L , L = 1 , 10 )
10
DO 60 I = 1,N.R
NZERO = 0
JS = 1 •
JE = JS+9
IF (JE .GT. NO JE = NC
C SEE IF ELEMENTS ARE ZERO. - -
DO 20 J=JS,JE . . -
IF- <A(I,J) .NE. O.D 0) GO TO 30
20 CONTINUE
GO TO 40
30 NLINE = NLINE+1 .
•IF (NLINE .LE. 44) GO TO 35
WRITE (NOT,2020) ANAME,NR,NC t(L,L=1,10)
NLINE = 1 -,
35 WRITE (NOT,2030) I, JS,(A(I,J ) , J = JStJE)
NZERO = 1 . . . . . . . :
40 IF (J.E .EO. NO GO TO 50
JS = JS+10 .
GO TO 10
C SKIP A SPACE BETWEEN EACH ROW IF THERE ARE .MORE THAN 10 COLUMNS
C AND SOMETHING HAS BEEN WRITTEN.
50 IF (NC.LE.10 .OR. NZERO.EO.O .OR. I.EO.NR) GO TO ftO
NLINE = NLINE+1







ADOS VECTOR VI TO V2 RESULT IN S
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z,$)
DIMENSION V1(3),V2(3), S(3)
S(l) = Vl(l) + V2(l)
S(2) = Vl(2) + V2(2)







0(1) = V1U) - V2(l)
D(2) = Vl(2) - V2(2)














VECTOR DOT PRODUCT . .
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z,$) . . , ..
DIMENSION V1(3),V2(3)




VECTOR CROSS PRODUCT C = VI X V2
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z,$)
DIMENSION Vl(3),V2(3)tC(3)
C(l) = V1(2)*V2(3I- V1(3)*V2(2)
C(2) = V1(3)*V2(1)- V1(1)*V2(3) .





C COMPUTES STANDARD VECTOR TRIPLE PRODUCT
c • • • . . . * .
C V = VIXIV1XV2)
C = V1*(V1.V2) - V2*(V1.V1)
C
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z,$) . .
DIMENSION V1(3),V2(3),V(3) .
A = V1(1)*V2(1) ••• V1(2)*V2(2) + V1(3)*V2(3)
B = V1«1)*V1(1) + V1(2)*V1(2) + V1(3)*V1(3)
V<1) = V1(1)*A - V2(1)*B
V(2) = Vl(2)*A - V2(2).*B ' ' . . ' ;
V(3) = VU3)*A - V2J3)*B
RETURN
END . - .. ,-s-
B-32
SUBROUTINE DYADD(D1,D2,0)
C ADDS TWO DYADS
C • 'D « 01 + 02
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z,$)
DIMENSION 01(3,3), 02(3,3), 0(3,3)
DO 1 1=1,3
DO 1 J=l,3



















C SCALAR DOT PRODUCT OF DYAD






1 D(I) = D(I) + A(I,J)*V(J)
RETURN
END ' • ; • " : . • -
AND VECTOR
SUBROUTINE VXOYOV(VI,OY,V)
C COMPUTES VECTOR X (DYAD . VECTOR)






on i J=i,3 .
V2(K) = V2(K) + OY(K, J).*V1( J)
V<'t)= V1(2)*V2(3) - V1(3)*V2(?)
V(2) = V1(3)*V2(1) - V1(1)*V?(3)




C USE TO TAKE SCALAR OOT PRODUCT OF TRANSPOSE OF
C "TENSOR 0 WITH VECTOR XI
C NEEDED SINCE TENSORS IN SYMMERIC MATRIX OF INERTIA TENSORS ARE IN
C 'NON SYMMETRIC
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H.O-Z,$)
DIMENSION D(3,3),X1(3) ,-X ( 3 )
DO 1 1=1,3
X < I J" = 0 .
DO i J=l,3 . ' .





C COMPUTES THE SCALAR TRIPLE PRODUCT






DO. 1 J= 1,3
1 TEM(K) = TEM(K) +,DY(K,J)*V2(J)
X = 0 . , '
DO 2 .1=1,3
2 X = X •»• Vl:( J)*TEM(J)
RETURN. . ' ' •.
END • , . • .
SUBROUTINE DYOP(V,H)
TRANSFORMS VECTOR VI INTO SKEW DYAD
IMPLICIT REAL*«(A-H,0-Z,$)
DIMENSION V(3),D(3,3)
D( 1,1 ) = 0
0(1,2) = V(3)
B-34
0 ( 1 , 3 ) =
D ( 2 , l ) =
0 ( 2 , 2 ) =
0 ( 2 , 3 ) =
0 ( 3 , 1 ) =
0 ( 3 , 2 ) =
0 ( 3 , 3 ) =
R E T U R N
E N D
- V ( 2
- V ( 3
0
V ( 1 )
V ( 2 )




















SUBROUTINE SUEOP ( VI t V2 , XM , 0.) . . - . .- . .
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z,$) .
../DIMENSION Vl(3) ,V2(3) ,0(3,3) . . •
USED TO COMPUTE THE PSUEDO INERTIA TENSOR
OF BODY LAMBA WITH RESPECT TO THE ORIGIN OF NEST. K-l AND
THE HINGE POINT 1-1 WHICH IS ON THE TOPOLOG1CAL PATH FROM
BODY 1 TO BODY LAMRfl , .
BLOCK G SUPPER GAMBA,SUB K-1,1-1 EQUATION 2-55 OF X-732-71-70
D = XM*( (V1.V2 )*1 - V2 VI)
. . XM - SCALAR
VI - VECTOR
V2 - VECTOR
1 - UNIT DYAD
* - SCALAR MULTIPLICATION
. . - VECTOR SCALAR MULTIPLICATION
BLANK - TENSOR MULTIPLICATION




























REAL*8 P(3), T(3,3), 0(3,3)
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